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You Can Learn
to BossThis Job
What's
YOUR
Future?
Trained "Electrical Ex-

perts" are in great demand
at the highest salaries,
and the opportunities for
advancement and a big
success in this line are the
greatest ever known.

"Electrical Experts"
earn $70 to $200 a week.
Fit yourself for one of
these big paying positions.

Don't plug along year
after year- get the Big
Money now-I will make
you an Electrical Expert.

Experience
Not

Necessary
You don't have to be a

College Man; you don't
have to be a High School
graduate. My course in
Electricity is the most sim-
ple, thorough, and success-
ful in existence, and offers
every man, regardless of
age, education, or previous
experience, the chance to
become, in a very short
time, an "Electrical Ex-
pert," able to make from
$70 to $200 a week.

Electrical Experts Earn
$3,500 to $10,000 ayear

Read
Thompscn's

Letter

Started
With 670

-Now an Electrical
Contractor

Susanville, Calif.
Dear Mr. Cooke:

I have not been sending in any
lessons lately on account of being
very busy in my business. Am now
working 7 Electricians, paying
each of them $l.00 a day above the
Union scale. I have on hand now,
unfinished, over $12,000 worth of
contracts for electrical work, and
am now making arrangements to
have a nice stucco building, 50x100
ft., put up for my shop and store.

Not so bad for a student who is
Practically a new beginner, one who
had to borrow $5 for his first pay-
ment on your Course and who start-
ed in business with just 67c to his
name. In addition to building up a
nice little business I have built a
little home, on which I owe less
than one thousand dollars.

Things are moving easily now, and
I expect soon to get back to my Les-
sons and complete your wonderful
Course. Sincerely yours,

4. T. TllO.1IPSON.

TODAY even the ordinary electrician-the "screw driver" kind-is making
money-big money. But it's the trained man-the man who knows the

whys and wherefores of Electricity-the "Electrical Expert"-who is picked out
to "boss" ordinary electricians-to boss Big Jobs-the jobs that pay.

I Give You a Real Training
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works I know exactly the kind
of training a man needs to get the best positions at the highest salaries. Hun-
dreds of my students are now earning $3,500 to $10,000. Many are now successful ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS. Read the letter at left, sent me by A. T. Thompson. I have several thousand
of such letters on file.

FREE I give each ch of my students
a splendid outfit of fine
electrical tools, materials,

Electrical instruREEm. ents
You,

etc.,
do

absolutely
F practical
work at home, right from

Outfit the start. These tools will help you
pay for your course in picking up

spare -time money. Many of my students do this.

Start NOW!
I want to send you
my Electrical Book,
"Vital Facts," and

Proof Lessons, both FREE. These cost you noth-
ing and you'll enjoy them. Make the start today for a
bright future in electricity. Send in coupon-NOW.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
Dept. 24

INCORPORÁTED

2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
So sure am I that you can learn Elec-
tricity-so sure am I that after study
ing with me, you, too, can get into , COOKE,

Cthe"big money" class in elec-tricalefwork, that I will guar- ing, Wok: Dept. 24
antee under Bond to return 2150 Lawrence Ave.

Chicago, III.

Dear Sir: Send at once
Sample Lessons, your

my course you are Big Book, "Vital Facts,"
not satisfied it/ and full particulars of your Free
was the best

Outfit and Home Study Course-all
fully prepaid, without obligation on

investment ' my part.
you ever

made,Name

every single penny paid
me in tuition if, when
you have finished

Address

The Cooke trained man is thé'BicPaijnian
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Was
$100

Over
950,000
Sold

FREE TRIAL
Over a Year

To Pay

.^+ANU'rACrF
.10 BY

The OIiV¢rTypn wri iQr Co.

NO. KeepGNaµehCnA

pda,nUd54oiled

Now
$55

A Finer Typewriter at a Fair Price

Send No Money!
No money in advance. Not a cent! Simply make

your request via the coupon below if you want this
brand new Oliver Typewriter for five days' free
trial in your own home or office. Use this Oliver
for five days as if it were your own. Type all
your letters or any other work with it. Put it to
every conceivable test. Compare it with any $100
typewriter on the market. Compare it far sim-
plicity of construction. For beauty of finish. For
ease of operation. For speed. For neatness of
work. Then if after five days' free trial you do not

Famous
Users of the

Oliver
Columbia Grapho-

phone Co.
Otis Elevator

Company
National City Bank

ofN.Y.
Boston Elevated

Railway
Hart, Schaffner &

Marx
U. S. Steel Corpo-

ration
New York Edison

Company
American Bridge

Company
National Cloak &

Suit Co.

wish to keep the typewriter for any reason what-
soever, simply send it back .to us and you won't
be out one cent for the free trial. If, on the other
hand, you decide that it is the finest typewriter,
and you wish to keep it, then pay $3 after trial
and then at the easy rate of only $4 a month. This
is the open, free trial offer we make to you on
the Oliver to let you see for yourself that if any
typewriter is worth $100 it is this splendid, speedy
Oliver No. 9, our latest model and the finest we
ever built.

Save $45 For $55 you can now obtain the
identical Oliver Typewriter formerly
priced at $100. We are able to save

you nearly halt because of our radically new and eco-
nomical method of distribution. You now deal direct
with the factory, eliminating all unnecessary selling
expenses. Were it not for this simplified method of
distribution, we would be compelled to maintain the
$100 price. But this way gives you a standard $100
Oliver, brand new, not second-hand or rebuilt, at about
half the price of any other new, standard typewriter.

Mail -the Coupon Now
Check the coupon now to get the Oliver for five days' free trial

in your own home or office. Keep it or return it. If you decide
to keep it, pay $3 after trial, then $4 per month. Or return it
at our expense. If you prefer to have further information before
sending for a FREE TRIAL Oliver, check the coupon. But do one
or the other now and save $95.

Canadian Price $79

"OLiVE
Yjlp¢wriY¢r CotllDafl9

671 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

r---------------------
1 THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,

674 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

O Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspec-
tion. If I keep it, I will pay $55-$3 after trial, then

at the rate of $4 per month. The title to remain in you
until fully paid for.

My shipping point is
This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I
choove to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your
expense at the end of five days.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your
book-"The High Cost of Typewriters-The Reason

and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further infor-
'nation.

'

1

1

Name

Street Address

City State

Occupation or Business
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GREAT change has come about in the last two
months. Overnight, the public seems to have
"gone mad over Radio. Laymen and others
who have never paid the slightest attention to
Radio before, are storming the Radio supply

houses in a frantic search for Radio instruments, only
to be disappointed as a rule because there is not enough
material to satisfy the tremendous demand. There are
now close to eighty broadcasting stations in the United
States, new ones being added daily. These stations supply
free entertainment to the masses and it is estimated that
there are already over 1,000,000 Radio outfits of every
sort and description in the United States.

This art is so new that it would be futile to guess what
it will be like in ten years to come, but we can make
certain prophecies that we are sure will be verified. At
present let us say Newark or Pittsburg is sending out
some information or entertainment. We sit in our parlor
and our friends listen to it by means of a loud speaking
receiver. It may be a dry lecture or some other form of
entertainment that we do not like. The best we can do
at present is to turn off a switch which will silence
the loud -talker. In the future we will not be dependent
upon just one form of entertainment, but we will be able
to choose for ourselves as to whether we should have
jazz, grand opera or a sermon. The present broadcasting
stations use a wave length of 360 meters. In the future,
each broadcasting station will have a dozen or more
laboratories from which different forms of entertainment
will be sent simultaneously, each on its own wave length.

For instance, the latest jazz selection may go out on
360.25 meters; a sermon will be broadcasted at 360.87
meters; a grand opera selection will go out at 360.50
meters. In other words, our tuning will be so refined
that the different variations, differing by less than a frac-
tion of a meter, will be perfectly distinguished and separ-
ted by the recipient, and will be reproduced without

interference at the receiving end.

In the next few years it will be possible for us to take
our meals with music, if we choose to do so, and after
consulting the daily program we will only need to set the
knob at the prescribed wave length, in order to get the
form of entertainment desired.

If we wish, we can set our alarm clock in the morning.
which in turn will set off the Radio outfit, and instead of
being disturbed by a harsh alarm bell, our awakening
will be to any tune that we have selected the night before.

One of the important things confronting the broadcast-
ing stations is: How will they be paid fo; their service?

This applies particularly to broadcasting stations which
cannot get indirect results from the sale of Radio ap-
paratus, use of Radio patents, etc. Of course, some such
stations, owned by department stores and newspapers,
will continue broadcasting from the advertising motive.
but let us say that the Metropolitan Opera Company of
New York desires to broadcast their entire program.
They would wish to be paid for the service. It would be
impossible to force everyone who listens to pay, because
everyone would listen -in anyway, unless means were found
to prevent them. Such a means will be found very
shortly; as a matter of fact one means exists to -day.It is very simple. Suppose the Metropolitan Opera
Company were to make a charge of say $3.00 per month
for listening in to their broadcast. They would not
publish in the newspapers or in any other manner the
wave length on which they would broadcast. Such in-
formation would be sent by mail to subscribers only.
After every act the wave length would be changed. Now
we are all aware that if we do not know at what wave
length a station is sending, it is difficult to quickly tune
in. By trial we may succeed, but much of the music wouldbe lost during our struggles with the tuning. Most
people would pay a certain amount for the information,
which would enable them to listen to the entire entertain-ment without having to hunt for a certain wave length.

H. GERNSBACK.
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An Open Letter

EL\
k.\(' OG

Master;
b ey .

F
R P10

Do you recall one of those rare moments in life when the veil is lifted for a
moment, when a breath of inspiration comes like a flash, when the future seems
to be suddenly illuminated, when you feel a mastery stealing into hands and brain,
when you see yourself as you really are, see the things you might do, the things
you can do, when forces too deep for expression, too subtle for thought, take pos-
session of you, and then as you look back on the world again, you find it different,
something has come into your life-you know not what, but you know it was some-
thing very real?

Winning victories is a matter of morale, of consciousness, of mind. Would
you bring into your life, more money, get the money consciousness, more power,
get the power consciousness, more health, get the health consciousness, more
happiness, get the happiness consciousness? Live the spirit of these things until
they becomes yours by right. It will then become impossible to keep them from
you. The things of the world are fluid to a power within man by which he rules
them.

You need not acquire this power. You already have it. But you want to under-
stand it; you want to use it; you want to control it; you want to impregnate your-
self with it, so that you can go forward and carry the world before you.

And what is this world that you would carry before you? It is no dead pile of
stones and timber; it is a living thing ! It is made up o.f the beating hearts of human-
ity and the indescribable harmony of the myriad souls of men, now strong and
impregnable, anon weak and vacillating.

It is evident that it requires understanding to work with material of this
description; it is not work for the ordinary builder.

If you, too, would go aloft, into the heights, where all that you ever dared to
think or hope is but a shadow of the dazzling reality, you may do so. Upon receipt
of your name and address, I will send you a copy of a book by Mr. Bernard Guilbert
Guerney, the celebrated New York author and literary critic. It will afford the
inspiration which will put you in harmony with all that is best in life, and as you
come into harmony with these things, you make them your own, you relate with them,
you attract them to you. The book is sent without cost or obligation of any kind,
yet many who have received it say that it is by far the most important thing which
has ever come into their lives.

CHAS. F. HAANEL, 203 Howard Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

This Advertisement
contains a message of such transcendental importance
that no: reader of Science and Invention, whether man,
woman, or child, should fail to answer it.'
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Chemists Are Bad1 Needed To -day
In Every Branch of Industry

All industry to -day is three -fourths chemical. Evary day brings new announcements of new ways in which chemistry is
employed in business and industry. The sudden and almost unbelievable expansion of the chemical field in the United
States has increased the need for trained men in our country. Industrial plants .of all kinds pay tempting salaries to get
good men-salaries of $lo,000 to $12,000 a year are not unusual for those who -have proven their abilities. If you want a
profession that offers unlimited possibilities-if you are looking for more money-if you like fascinating work-take up
chemistry. No other vocation offers such splendid opportunities for real money and rapid advancement. Chemistry is now
recognized as the coming great science and the demand for trained men is increasing every month.

Learn Chemistry At Home
We will teach you Chemistry right in your own home, and in your spare time, in a practi-

cal and intensely interesting way. Our home study course written by Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane is
practical, logical and remarkably simple. Endorsed by leading scientific and educational authori-
ties. The entire course is illustrated by so many experiments that are performed right from the
start that anyone, no matter how little education he may have, can learn and thoroughly master
every lesson. Dr. Sloane teaches you in your own home with the same individual and painstaking
care with which he has already taught thousands in the class room. And Dr. Sloane personally
examines and corrects all examination papers, pointing out your mistakes and correcting them
for you. His personal training will be of inestimable value to you in your future career. If you
really want to learn Chemistry and will honestly apply yourself to our lessons, our course will
give you just as thorough and just as complete an education in general chemistry as you would
have received had you been able to attend College.

Easy Monthly Payments
You can pay in small monthly amounts as you go along. The price of our course is very

low and includes everything, even the chemistry outfit-there are no extras to buy with our
course. Our plan places a chemical education within the reach of everyeone. No matter what
your income is, you can meet our low terms, and you do not have to give up your present em-
ployment while learning.

Experimental Equip-
ment Given Free To Every Student

We give to every student, absolutely
free of charge, this chemical equipment
including everything you need for the
entire course with the exception of a
few pieces of apparatus which we teach
you how to make. You couldn't buy
so complete an outfit anywhere for one
cent less than $20.00. There are forty-
two pieces of laboratory apparatus and
supplies and eighteen different chemi-
cals and reagents all enclosed in a fitted
heavy wooden box with hinged front and

cover. This hand -finished box serves
not only as a case for the outfit but as
a laboratory accessory for performing
countless experiments.

Special 30 Day Offer
Besides furnishing the student with his Experimental Equipment as described above,

we are making an additional special offer for a short while only. You owe it to yourself to find
out about it. Write today for full information and free book "Opportunities for Chemists."
Send the coupon right now while it is fresh in your mind. Or just write your name and address
on a postal and mail it to us. But whatever you do, act today before this offer is withdrawn.

Chemical Institute of New York, Inc.
Home Extension Division, 4 140-D LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane
Will Teach You.

Dr. Sloane, Educational Director of the
Chemical Institute of New York, is one of
this country's foremost authorities on
chemistry. He was formerly Treasurer of
the American Chemical Society and is a
practical chemist with many well-known
achievements to his credit. Not only has
Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years, but
he was for a long while engaged in com-
mercial chemistry work.

Many people would pay big money to
have Dr. Sloane teach them chemistry.
You can secure his services and personal
training without one cent of extra expense
by enrolling with the Chemical Institute
of New York.

r
I

I

I
I

I

I

-----

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORE
Home Extension Division, 4
140-D Liberty St., New York City.

Please send me at once without any obli-
gation on my part, your free Book "Oppor-
tunities for Chemists," and full patticulars
about the Experimental Equipment given free
to every student. Also please tell me about
your plan of payment and your special 30
day offer.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
S. I. April '22
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Radio 'Phones from Sweeney School Talk to You Anywhere in U. S.
Sweeney's Great Sending Station Carries Concerts, Auto News and Live

Information From The Million Dollar Trade School

Free to Auto Students Receive messages learn to
with

radioo
own set-alt in -

with work - all this in-
struction now part of the regular eight weeks' Mechanics' and Electricians' course
without a cent extra charge.
The world is radio mad.
Tile "voices in the air" seem to b., the most wonderful development of years.
Every mechanic should know something about this work. Ile is the right man
to sell and install radio sets.
I am not offering a course to make commercial operators.
1 ant simply giving free some intensely interesting experience.
When you come to the Sweeney School you come to learn by practical experience,
motor mechanics and allied subjects with the intention of fitting yourself for a
real job and good pay.
But will it not interest you to pick up messages from all over the world; to
hear concerts; to hear San Francisco and New York talking to you? Will it not
interest you to learn to make your own radio receiving set so that when you
go back home you can listen to any time on the Sweeny service? The Sweeney
School is always the leader. That's why I am erecting one of the world's largest
sending stations. That is why I am offering you young men mechanically inclined
this >FREE opportunity to learn something about radio telephony.

FREE
I will gladly send my 72 -page illustrated catalog FREE.
Also a copy of the "Sweeney School News," a most
interesting monthly school paper published here. You
will enjoy them. Read the worthwhile stories of men
like yourself who came to Sweeney's and found success.
Read how Frank Powell and Harry Wilson built up a
$20,000 business in about two years after graduating.

Read bow Elbert A. fence built up a $25,000 yearly garage business at Clearmont,
Sto. These stories and others are told by the Sweeney students. Also I want
you to learn how my students enjoy themselves after work in the swimming
poo

1, club andIO COURSE
rms, etc. No colored students accepted. GET THEFO. EMORY J. SWEENEY, President

Send the Coupon Right Now
LEARN A TRADE

SCHOOL OF AUTO-TRACTOR-MN/WI
1006 SWEENEY BLDG. KANSAS CITY. ajo

Learn a Trade and Get a Good Job thatk thewre
is a great

future for you as a trained motor mechanic. The only question is, Are You
Mechanically Inclined? If you are, then TODAY IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY. No
matter what you are doing-what you have been doing-I am sure that the auto-
motive business offers you bigger-better-more prosperous future.

Begin Right That's what I want to impress upon every man who
sees the great future in the automotive business.
COME TO SWEENEY'S, the School of Practical Experi-

ence. Sweeney graduates are in every part of the United States and in foreign
countries-over 46,000 of them-and they are loyal Sweeney boosters. They are
proud of THEIR SCHOOL-their success in business is creating demand for
thousands of Trained Mechanics and they look to the OLD SCHOOL for these
men. Hundreds of letters come to my desk-these boys of mine write me

personally-they want. SWEENEY GRADUATES-every day-every week brings
ntore openings. Again I say, START RIGHT-come direct to the SWEENEY
SCHOOL-and in eight short weeks you will have a Sweeney Diploma-it commands
recognition for you. Don't delay-send for my BIG NREE BOOK today-I want
to tell you of my Big New Wireless Telephone Offer-this is in addition to
my regular-it's the greatest offer that I have ever made.

Good Jobs for You With your radio experience here you
can go back home and install receiving
sets or sell diem. You can make sets

for yourself, You can run a garage. You learn to make a good $25 Ford
battery for $7.00. You learn how to weld a broken crank case. You learn
how to make a real 4,000 -mile tire from old casing and rubber. You can he a
chauffeur or truck driver. You can be an auto mechanic-a repair man in a shop

or factory. Learn about stationary engines. Learn
tractor work. Be a demonstrator or salesman. Hun-
dreds of good jobs open to Sweeney trained men.
Even before he finished his course Runsey was
grabbed by the American Radiator t'o. at $150 a

mouth as an expert welder.
I

WHO IS THE
RIGHT MAN T

to have the agency for
or make radio receiving
sets? To install sets?
The garage man or auto
mechanic? At the
Sweeney School learn
how to handle radio
work. Get an agency for
a $25 receiving set. The
first week you are home
you can EARN the whole
cost of your school
tuition, J

For Big Free Catalog
Mail This Coupon Today!
EMORY J. SWEENEY, President

i Dept. 1006 Sweeney Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
I Send me free without any obligation your 72-

page catalog and your Sweeney School News. Tell
I me of the opportunities in the Auto and Tractor

Business.

Name

I P.O State

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Patterns to Make Your Own Radio Concert Receivers
Something New in Radio

WITH THE HELP OF OUR PATTERNS YOU CAN BUILD YOUR APPARATUS AS
EASILY AS MOTHER:OR SISTER MAKE A DRESS, USING THEIR PATTERNS.

Pattern No. 1
Each Set Consists of Direction Pam-

phlet and Blue -Print Patterns
"TIM

r -~ust -
ra1

Howe fo snake

,;A t-WWave

Two Color Envelope 9x12.

Complete Short Wave Regenerative Set
You can build this regenerative receiver easily without a machine shop.
With the set of patterns especially designed it becomes a simple and
easy work to make and assemble the parts comprising this set with
which spark, C. W. signals and Radiotelephony may be received.

The circuit used is of the single
inductance type and is the same as
that used in new and well-known ex-
pensive sets recently placed on the
market. With this circuit, a good
selectivity is obtained, owing to the
fact that the resistance of the wind-
ing in this set is rather low and so
does not practically affect the re-
sistance of the aerial, which conse-
quently operates as a wave collector
with maximum efficiency.

With this set of patterns and by
following the instructions given it is
very easy with the use of only a
few tools to turn out the short wave
regenerative receiver.

One of the foremost Radio en-
gineers has constructed this set for
us, specially for the amateur, and by
our modern, novel methods of con-
struction, anyone is able to make an
efficient apparatus for the reception
of wave -lengths up to 800 meters.

Pattern No. 2 Detector and Amplifier Units
The second set of patterns was de-

signed so as to match the short-wave
regenerative set which may be built
with patterns No. 1 designed espe-
cially for its construction. The
panel of each unit is of the same
height, and the disposition of the
binding posts makes it possible to
use the detector control cabinet
alone, or with any number of ampli-
fier units, with only one "A" and
one "B" battery, if so desired. The
arrangement of the binding posts
was made with a view to avoiding
any long wiring from the batteries
to the filaments of the tube used in
each unit, and each of these control
cabinets, being fitted with a jack, the
telephones may be plugged in for
the detector alone or any number of

New Departure
The novel departure in these sets of

patterns is that we do not merely
give you pictures of how the appara-
tus looks, and mere diagrams-BUT
EACH AND EVERY PATTERN
SUPPLIED IS FULL SIZE.

stages of amplification connected
to it.

If, to the short wave set, which
may be built with the set of patterns
No. 1, are added a detector and two
amplifying units, the receiving out-
fit thus composed will give wonder-
ful results and will enable the
owner to operate a loud talker for
the entertainment of his friends
with radiophone transmiss Ons,which
may now be received every day. The
appearance of the complete receiv-
ing outfit, which may be built with
these sets of patterns, is as attrac-
tive as that of any standard make
of apparatus, and its functioning is
as good and we may say, in several
cases, better.

Each Set Consists of Direction Pam-
phlet and Blue -Print Patterns

Two Color Envelope 9x12.

Pattern No. 1 Short Wave Regenerative Set 50c.
Pattern No.2 Detector and Amplifier Units 50c.

BOTH TOGETHER $1.00 Prepaid
Either Direct from us or for sale by the following responsible Dealers:

Alamo Sales Corp.. Indianapolis, Ind.
Am. Electro Tech. App. Co., N. Y. City
Amer. Hetw. Stores, Bridgeport, Conn.
Andrae & Sons, Julius, Milwaukee, Wis.
Andras & Sons, Julius, Mason City, Iowa
Anthracite Radio Shop, Scranton. Pa.
Atlantic Radio Co., Boston, Mass.
Bomberger & Co., L.. Newark, N. J.
Banister & Pollard Co..

206 Market St., Newark, N. J.
Benwood Specialty Co., St. Lou1s, Mo.
Blueburd Electric Shop,

189 Monticello Ave., Newark. N. J.
Brode Electric Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Brown, J. Edw., Olenbrook, Conn.
Bullock's, York, Neb.
Bunnell & Co., J. H., New York City
Burham & Co., Deptford, S. E. 8, Eng.
California Elec. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Carter Electric Co.,

21 Haynes St., Atlanta, Ga.
Cotton, Neill & Co., Honolulu, T. H.
Central Radio Co., Independence. Mo.
Central Radio Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Chase, Geo. H., Newport, R. I.
Chicago Radio Ap. Co., Chicago, Ill.
Cleveland Co., L. W., Portland, Me.
Cloud & Son, Macy. Ind.
Con. Radio & Elec. Corp., New York City
Cutting & Washington, New York City
Daily Battery & Equipment Co.,

232 3d St., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Delancey-Felch & Co., Pawtucket, It. I.
Detroit Electric Co., Detroit, Mich.
Dewey Spt. Goods ilwaukee, Wis.
Doubleday -Hill Elec.

Co.,óo..
Pittsburgh, Pa

Dreyfuas Sales Co.. New York City
Duck & Co., Wm. B., Toledo. O.
Dunn, J. J., Pasadena, Cal.
Electric Motor & Eng. Co., Canton, O.
Electro Importing Co.. New York CityElite Electric Shop,

407 Mesa Are., El Paxo, Tex.

Erie Book Store, Erie. Pa.
Fergus Electric Co., Zanesville, O.
Findley Electric Co.. Minneapolls,Minn.
Fleron & Son, M. M.,

113 N. Broad St., Trenton, N. J.
Fuller Co., Seth W., Boston. Mass.
Galveston Wireless Cup. Co.,

Galveston, Tex.
Gurd & Co.. R'm., London. Canada
Hall Electric Co., Wm., Dayton, O.
Hatfield Electric Co.. Meridian

& Maryland Ste.. Indianapolis. Ind.
Reustis, A. E., Fitchburg, Mass.
Hickson Electric Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Rico Wireless Supply Co.,

901 S. Mechanic St., Marion, Ill.
Holt Electric UM. Co.. Jacksonville, Fla.
Hommel & Co., Ludwig,

530 Fernando St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hughes Elec'l Corp., Syracuse, N. Y.
Jenkins, Lester I., New Bedford, Mass.
Karlowa Radio Corp., Rock Island, Ill.
Katzenbach & Co., F. S., Trenton, N. J.
Kendall Co., W. D., Worcester. Mass.
Killoch Co., David, New York City
King Radio Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Klaus Radio Co., Eureka, Ill.
Kluge, Arno A., Loa Angeles, Cal.
Krause & Co., A. F., Detroit, Mich.
Kiwi -der Radio Co., Toledo, O.
Kusel Co., D. & F., Watertown. Wis.
Lehigh Radio Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
Liberty Incandescent Supply Co.,

703 Liberty Ave., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Liberty Radio Sup. Co., Chicago, Ill.
Linze Elec'l Sup. Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Luther, H. E., Centerville, Ia.
McCarthy Bros. & Ford, Buffalo, N. Y.
McMillan Bros., 1323 Juniata St.,

N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.. N. Y. & Chic.
Marshall -Gerken Co., Toledo, O.
Meter Elec'l Const. Co., Oshkosh, Wis.

Meyberg Co., Leo J., San Francisco, Cal.
Mohawk Elec'l Sup. Co., Syracuse. N. Y.
National Radio Corp. Atlanta, Ga.
Nat'l Radio Institute. Washington, D. C.
New England Motor Sales Co.,

Greenwich, Conn.
New Era Shop, Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman -Stern Co., Cleveland O.

Nichols Radio Sup. Co Bwlg. Green, $v.
Nola Radio Co., New Orleans, La.
Noll & Co., E. P., Philadelphia, Pa.
Northern Radio & Elec. Co., Seattle. Wash.
Northwest Radio Serv. Co., Seattle, Wash.
N. S. W. Bookstall Co., Sydney, Australia
I'acent Electric Co., New York City
Paramount Radio Sup. Co., Atlantic City
Paul's Electric Stores, Medford, Ore.
Pearlman's Book Shop, Washington. D. C.
Penn. Marconi Wireless Schl., Phila., Pa.
Penn Radio Apparatus Co., Reading, Pa.
Phila. Schl. of Wireless Tele., Phila., Pa.
Piedmont Electric Co., Asheville, N. C.
Pioneer Electric Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Pitts Co., F. D., Boston, Mass.
Pitts. Radio & App. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pitta. Radio Sup. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Port Arthur Radio Lab., Port Arthur, Tex.
Post Office News Co., Chicago, Ill.
Precision Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O.
Radio Development Co., Springfield, Masa.
Radio Distributing Co., Newark. N. J.
Radio Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Radio Equipment Co., Boston, Mass.
Radio Equipt. & Mfg. Co.,

Minneapolis. Minn.
Radloelectrio Shop, Cleveland, O.
Ray -Di -Co., Chicago, Ill.
Reuter Electric Co., Cincinnati, O.
Reynolds Radio, Denver, Colo.
R. I. Elec. Equipt. Co., Providence, R. I.
Ilie,rside Laboratory, Milwaukee, Wis.

Rose Radio Supply. New Orleans, La,
Roy News Co., Fre'k J., Toronto, Can.
Sands Electric Co., Wheeling, W. Ira.
Sayre -Level Radio Co Phila.. Pa.
Schmidt & Co., R., Rochester, N. Y.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Service Radio School, Washington, D. C.
Shotton Radio Mfg. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Smith Novotoy Elec., Inc., Charlotte, N. C.
Smith Radio Labs., Sarnia, Ontario, Can.
So. California Elec. Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Southern Elec'l Sup, Co.. San Diego, Cal.
Southwest Radio Sup. Co., Dallas, Tex.
Sprott -Shaw Schl., Vancouver. B. C.
Sterling Electric Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Stubbs Electric Co., Portland, Ore.T. & H. Radio Co., Anthony, Kans.
Tuska Co., C. S.. Hartford, Conn.
United Electric Stores, E.Pittsburgh,l'a.
United Elec. Stores Co., Braddock, Pa.
U. S. Radio Co.,Ferry and Diamond Sts.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Warner Bros.. Oakland. Cal.
Western Radio Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Western Radio Elec. Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Wheeler Green Electric Co.,

25 St. I'auls St., Rochester. N. Y.
While & Bro., Frank, Canton, I1L
Whitall Electric Co., Westerly, R. I.
White Co., The, Columbus, Ga.
White & Boyer Co.. Washington, D. C.
Williamson Elec. Co., Seattle, Wash.
Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co.,

Wilmington, Del.Wilson Co., Harold K.,
r, IowWinner Radio Co., Grund Aurora, Colo.

Wireless Mfg. Co., Canton, O.
Wireless Press, New York City
Wolfe Electric Co., Omaha. Neb.
Y. M. C. A.. Los Angeles, Cal.
Zamoiski Co., Jas. M., Baltimore, Md.
Zibert B Nash ille. Tenn.

Consolidated Radio Call Book Co., Inc., 98 Park Place, New York City
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What's Wrong in This Picture ?
It's so easy to make embarrassing mistakes
in public-so easy to commit blunders that
make people misjudge you. Can you find
the mistake or mistakes that are being
made in this picture? Can you point out
what is wrong? If you are not sure, read
the interesting article below, and perhaps

you will be able to find out.

IT is a mark of extreme good breeding
and iulture to be able to do at all
times exactly what is correct. This is

especially true in public where strangers
judge us by what we do and say. The ex-
istence of fixed rules of etiquette makes it
easy for people to know whether we are
making mistakes or whether we are doing
the thing that is absolutely correct and
cultured. They are quick to judge-and
quick to condemn. It depends entirely
upon our knowledge of the important
little rules of etiquette whether they
respect and admire us, or receive an en-
tirely wrong and prejudiced impression.

In public, many little questions of good
conduct arise. By public, we mean at the
theatre, in the street, on the train, in the
restaurant and hotel-wherever men and
women who are strangers mingle together
and judge one another by action and
speech. It is not enough to know that one is
well-bred. One must see that the strangers
one meets every day get na
impression to the contrary.

Do you know the little
rules of good conduct that
divide the cultured from tite
uncultured, that serve as a
barrier to keep the ill-bred
out of the circles where they
would be awkward and em-
barrassed? Do you know the
important rules of etiquette
that men of good society
must observe, that women
of good society are expected
to follow rigidly? Perhaps
the following questions will
help you find out just how
much you know about éti-r quette.

Etiquette at the
Theatre

When a plan and woman walk down the
theatre aisle together, should the man pre-
cede the woman? May they walk arm -in -

arm? \Vhen the usher indicates their places,
should the woman enter first or the man?

Many puzzling questions of conduct con-
front the members of a theatre party who
occupy a box. Which seats should the
women take and which the men? Should
the women remove their hats-or don't
they wear any? What should women wear
to the theatre in the evening? What should
men wear? Is it correct for a man to leave
a woman alone during intermission?

At the theatre, evidences of good conduct
can be more strikingly portrayed than per-
haps anywhere else. Here, with people
surrounding us on all sides, we are admired
as being cultured, well -poised and attrac-
tive, or we are looked upon as coarse and
ill-bred. It depends entirely upon how well
one knows and follows the rules of eti-
quette.

the music ceases
and lie must return
to his original
partner? Do you
know the correct
dancing positions?

How should a wo-
man accept a dance
and how should she
refuse it? How can
the embarrassment
of being a wall -flower be avoided? How
many times may a girl dance with the
same partner without breaking the rules of
etiquette? Is it considered correct, in social
circles, for a young woman to wander away
from the ball -room with her partner?

Very often introductions must be made in
the ball -room. Should a man be introduced
to a woman, or a woman to a man? Is it
correct to say, Miss Brown, meet Mr. Smith
or Mr. Smith, meet Miss Brown? Which
of these two forms is correct: Bobby, this
is Mrs. Smith or Mrs. Smith, this is Bobby?

When introducing a married
Woman and a single woman
should you say, Mrs. Brown,
allow one to present Miss
Smith or Miss Smith, allow
vie to present Mrs. Brown?

When leaving the ball-
room, is the guest expe_ted
t.) thank the hostess? What
should the woman guest say
when she leaves? \V h a t
should the gentleman guest
say? It is only by knowing
exactly what is correct, that
one can avoid the embarrass-
ment and humiliation of
social blunders, and win the
respect and admiration of
those whom one comes in
contact with.

In the Street
There are countless tests of good man-

ners that distinguish the well-bred in pub-
lic. For instance, the man must know
exactly what is correct when he is walking
with a young woman. According to eti-
quette, is it ever permissible for a man to
take a woman's ario? May a woman take a
gentleman's arm? When walking with two
women, should a man take his place be-
tween them or on the outside?

When is it permissible for a man to pay
a woman's fare on the street -car or rail-
road? Who enters the car first, the woman
or the man? Who leaves the car first?

If a man and woman who have met only
once before encounter each other in the
street, who should make the first sign of
recognition? Is the woman expected to
smile and nod before the gentleman raise:
his hat? On what occasions should the hat
be raised?

People of culture can be recognized at
once. They know exactly what to do and
say on every occasion, and because they
know that they are doing absolutely what
is correct, they are calm, well -poised, digni-
fied. They are able to mingle with the

Do You Know-
how to introduce men and

women correctly?
how to answer a dinner in-

itation ?
how to greet a man or wo-

man acquaintance in pub-
lic ?

how to plan church and
house weddings?

how to use table silver
properly?

how to word invitations and
acknowledgments ?

how to avoid blunders at
the theatre and opera?

how to do at all times the
thing that is absolutely
correct and cultured?

At the Dance
How should the man ask a woman to

dance? What should the say to her when

most highly cultivated people, in the high-
est social circles, and yet be entirely at ease.

The Book of Etiquette
There have probably been times when

you suffered embarrassment because you
did not know exactly what to do or say.
There have probably been times when you
wished you had some definite information
regarding certain problems of conduct,
when you wondered how you could have
avoided a certain blunder.

The Book of Etiquette is recognized as one of
the most dependable and reliable authorities on
the conduct of good society. It has solved the
problems of thousands of men and women. It
has shown them ,how to be well -poised and at
ease even among the most brilliant celebrities.
It has shown them how to meet embarrassing
moments with a calm dignity. It has made it
possible for them to do and say and write and
wear at all times only what is entirely correct.

In the Book of Etiquette, now published in
two large volumes, you will find chapters on
dinner etiquette and dance etiquette, chapters on
the etiquette of engagements and weddings, chap-
ters on teas and parties and entertainments of
all kinds. You will find authoritative informa-
tion regarding the wording of invitations, visit-
ing cards and all social correspondence. The
subject of introductions is covered exhaustively.
and the etiquette of travel devolves into an
interesting discussion of correct form in France,
England and other foreign countries. From
cover to cover, each book is filled with interest-
ing and extremely valuable information.

Sent Free for 5 -Day Examination
Let us send you the famous Book of Etiquette

free so that you can read and examine it in your
own home. You are not obligated to buy if you do
not want to. Just examine the books carefully.
read a page here and there, glance at the illus-
trations, let it solve some of the puzzling ques-
tions of conduct that you have been wondering
about. Within the 5 days, decide for yourself
whether or not you want to return it.

We expect this new edition to go quickly. The
books are now handsomely bound in cloth
decorated with gold. We urge you to send for
your set at once. The price for the complete set
is only $3.50 after 5 days. But don't send any
money now-just the coupon. Keep the hocks
at our expense while you examine them end read
some of the interesting chapters.

Mail the coupon for your set of the Book of
Etiquette today. Surprise your friends with your
wide knowledge of the correct thing to do, say,
write and wear at all times. Remember, it costs
you nothing to see and examine the books. Mail
the coupon NOW. Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept.
654, Oyster Bay, N. Y.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
NELSON DOUBLEDAY, Inc.
Dept. 654, Oyster Bay, New York

Without obligation on 'my part, and without any
Haney in advance, you may send me the complete two -
volume set of the nook of Etiquette for free examina-
tion. within 5 days after receipt I will either return
the hooks or keep them and send you only $3.50 in full
payment.

Name
(Please write plainly;

Address
"Check this square if you want these books with

the beautiful full -leather binding at five dollars,
with 5 days' examination privilege."
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THE THREE LEADERS

RADIO
NEWS

20 Gents
February

1922
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120 Pages
50 Articles

100 Illustrations
16 Pages Rotogravure

On all Newsstands
25c.

the copy

Subscription per Year
$2.50

(Add 50c. outside U. S.)

Circulation larger than all other
Radio Magazines combined

Present Issue
120,000 Copies

"The 100 Per Cent.
Wireless Magazine"
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cien« and
Invention

104 Pages
65 Articles

195 Illustrations
16 Pages Rotogravure

On all Newsstands
25c.

the copy
Subscription per Year

$2.50

(Add 50c. outside U. S.)

Exclusive Radio Articles
a Special Feature

"The Undisputed Authority on
Simplified Science and

Mechanics"
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48 Pages
100 Articles
100 Illustrations

On all Newsstands
20c.

the copy
Subscription per Year

$2.00
(Add 50c. outside U. S.)

Edited by
H. Gernsback

and
Professor O'Conor Sloane

"Electrical Progress in
Plain English"

Experimenter Publishing Co., 236 Fulton Street, New York.
Enclosed find $ for which enter my subscription for one year (12 numbers) to -' Radio NewsScience & Invention Practical Electrics 1-1 Special Combination Offer: All Three Magazines, $5.25

(Add $1.50 outside U. S.)
Name

Address
Town

State
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Learn Electricity By The Keysheet System
$50, $75, $100 A Week And Over

To some men these salaries are only a dream. Thousands
of men are content to struggle along on a bare living wage.
They are enjoying none of the pleasures of life. They do
not realize that $50, $75, $loo and more per week can be
easily earned. Thousands upon thousands are earning more.
Do you know of any good reason why you should not also?
No. There is absolutely no good reason. The trained man
knows that $loo per week is not at all unusual in the elec-
trical field. But why dream about it? Act. Throw off
the old spirit of indecision. Send for the valuable tree
booklet which tells why the Keysheet System in electrical
training is taking the country by storm.

An Absolutely Sure Method
You know that it isn't what you read or hear but what you remember
that gives you the knowledge you need to SUCCEED. This ís es-
pecially true of the study of Electricity where the man who wins
is the man who knows just what to do at the right time.
There is one sure way to know Electricity as all the great experts
know it. That is the Streuber way-taught only by the World Tech-
nical Institute. With the Streuber Keysheet System you cannot
forget anything. The self -checking process embeds in your mind
everything we teach you.
This new system in teaching electricity makes progress rapid and
sure. There is no longer any doubt about your ability to master
every phase of electricity, providing only that you can read and
write, arid are willing to give us a few minutes of your spare time
each day.

Know Electricity As Experts
Know It. Be An Expert Yourself
We want to hear from men who are not satisfied with anything but
a big salary. We do not care to enroll men who want to dabble
and earn a few dollars more per week, to take care of a few added
expenses. We want men who can say "I am in this world for
awhile, and I want to get all that's coming to me. I am no piker.
If training has enabled others to earn big money, and reach the
worth -while positions, there is nothing to stand between me and
success, because I have made up my mind to start training."

We Train You Until You Have
A Position

Tke more money graduates earn, the better advertisements they are
for the World Technical Institute. For that reason we try to place
students in the best possible positions. We train them until they
are satisfactorily placed.

Features That Every Intelligent
Man Must Take Into

Consideration
The Streuber Course on Practical Electrical Engineering
covers every phase of electricity, from magnetism to com-
plete operation and management of the plant, shop or
factory.

Everyone of the thousand drawings are by George Streuber.
They represent a year's hard work. They alone are said
to be worth $5oo to any man interested in any branch of
electricity.
We make no extra charge for the supplementary and valu-
able training in automobile ignition, lighting and starting,
wireless, telephony, farm lighting, motion picture operatng.
We supply free apparatus for use in actual practice.
We award diplomas to graduates, and help them procure
positions.
Ours are the most up to date training methods in America.
DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?
Thousands of successful electrical workers, engineers and
students do.
This is R. George Streuber, formerly of the Westinghouse
Company, the Edison Company, the National Conduit and
Cable Company and instructor for one of America's leading
resident electrical schools.
You will be personally instructed and advised by Mr.
Streuber, throughout the course, and after you graduate.
He is the first man to use the Keysheet System in teaching
electricity. His years of personal contact with students
has shown him the necessity of a self -checking system such
as has been created in this practical training course.
The inauguration of this new system is the most important
step in simplifying and per-
fecting training methods
since the advent of elec-
trical literature.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET TODAY
Just fill out the coupon and return to us. It may prove to be the most important step you

have ever taken.

World Technical Institute
Fuller Building Jersey City, N. J.

Recognized by four different educational branches of the U. S. Government.

The World Technical Institute,
I Fuller Bldg., Jersey City, N. .1.

Gentlemen.-Send to me at once, free of all
charge, your valuable booklet describing your
Keysheet Method of Electrical Training, also
particulars about the free apparatus, and tell
me how I can prepare myself for a position
paying $50, .$75, $100 and over per week.

Name

Address

Present Poritir^ _ ..
S, I. 4-22
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100 Articles
Over 100 Illustrations

FOR SALE
AT ALL NEWS

STANDS

20c.
The Copy

$2.00
A Year

Canada and Foreign
$2.50 A Year

SEND
20c. FOR
SAMPLE
COPY
TODAY

SEE COUPON BELOW FOR
SPECIAL OFFER

EDITED BY H.GERNSBACK
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"The Electrical Magazine for Everybody"
pRACTICAL ELEC-

TRICS is probably the
most novel magazine of its
kind ever conceived. It
is personally edited by H.

Gernsback, editor of SCIENCE
& INVENTION and RADIO
NEWS, Mr. Gernsback, who
founded the old MODERN ELEC-
TRICS as well as the ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER, knows thoroughly
what the public wants and has
wanted for many years. In pre-
senting this new magazine he but
heeds the thousands of letters re-
czived by him to establish a new
I00% electrical magazine that will
beat best that was in MODERN
ELECTRICS and ELECTRICAL EX-
PERIMENTER.

Electricity covers such a tremendous
field that the man who does not keep
abreast with it does himself a great
injustice. PRACTICAL ELECTRICS
covers that field from every angle. It
is written in plain every -day language
that all can understand. It portrays the

entire electrical development of the
month faithfully in non -technical lan-
guage. It caters to everyone interested
in electricity, be he a layman, an experi-
menter, an electrician or an engineer-
each will find in this magazine a depart-
ment for himself and plenty more.

The February issue now on the news-
stands contains 48 pages and over loo
different articles and over loo illustra-
tions, with an artistic cover in two col-
ors. Professor T. O'Conor Sloane,
Ph.D., is associate editor of the maga-
zine.

Leading Articles in
February Number

Farming 100,000 Acres electrically. How toMake an Electric Xylophone. Home Labor-
atory Switchboard. Simple Electro -Chemical
Experiments. How to Make Electrically
Operated Clock.
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PRIZES
This magazine offers a number of prizes, asfollows:
$100.00 Household Wrinkle Contest.
$50.00 Burnt -out Fuse Contest.
$3.00 for the best picture of your electrical

workshop.
$3.00 for the beet article on Elee-Tricks, the

nee, department.
$3.00 for the best "short-circuit," the semi -

humorous department.
In addition to this, the magazine pays high

prices for all electrical experiments, electrical
articles, etc.

See Current Issue for Full Details.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICS CO., 236 Fulton Street, New York

This issue also contains articles by
some of the greatest living electrical
writers, workers and students and the
magazine will prove a revelation to any
one interested in electricity.

Inasmuch as the new magazine has
a circulation of only 25,000 copies,
we urge you to place your monthly
standing order with your newsdealer at
once. Or if you wish, fill out the coupon
below for your subscription and take
advantage of our special offer.

Every issue besides its many other features
contains the following departments:

"New Things Electric"
"Experimental Electric."
"Electrical Digest"
"Junior Electrician"
"My Laboratory"
"Elec-Tricks"
"Motor Electrics"
"Short Circuits"
"How and Why" (Questions

swers.)

Make all checks payable to:
Electric, Co."

and An.

"Practical

r--------------
1

1

Gentlemen:
Although your regular price is $2.00 per year,

I you will accept m7 subscription at $1.75 per year
(Canada and foreign $2.25) I enclose the money
herewith and I have written my name and ad -
dress in margin below.

I S.I. 4-22 . . .

SPECIAL OFFER
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Now as Never Before
You Need

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
What has been the lasting heritage of the war? In brief, a nation of keener thinking, knowledge -demanding people. The

war has had a profound effect on the 100,000,000 inhabitants of this country. It has carried their interests from the town or
city in which they live across the water into foreign countries, to every part of the world. They have become no longer
content to know only their neighbor across the street, but they want to learn of their neighbors in all nations of the earth.
The war created in the people a thirst for knowledge, world wide in compass. The war instilled in the people the habit of
thinking broadly in world wide terms, of wanting information on subjects they never dreamed of before, of thinking more
deeply on the problems of the day. Over the three years since the war, during the political, social, economic adjustment
in this country, this habit of the people has grown stronger and stronger until there has never been manifest such eagerness
for knowledge as there is today.

Where can people find the means to satisfy this demand for knowledge? The greatest reservoir of knowledge in exist-
ence, authoritative and comprehensive, is the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the most widely known, the most esteemed-the
resource of thousands of men and women, seekers of knowledge in every generation for a century and a half. It is the book
of the hour.

How shall America readjust her indus-
trial conditions? Is the present League of
Nations likely to succeed? Is the fall of
the Bolshevist regime in Russia imminent?
Will Germany fulfill its treaty obligations?

By means of the exhaustive articles in the Encyclopaedia Britannica on
economics, industries, politics, government, labor and capital you will be able
to obtain a clear insight into the problems of today. The Britannica will
enlighten you on such timely topics as prohibition, suffrage, tariffs, currency,
waterways, transportation and government ownership.

A Treasure Chest of Knowledge
The Britannica is a complete library of knowledge on every subject. It

discusses in a way that you can understand every branch of science, industry,
literature, art, religion, inventions and engineering; history and race develop-
ment; war and peace; architecture, astronomy, chemistry, sociology, educa-
tion, steam, electricity, geology and geography, biography, law and physics.
You and your family will find in the Britannica a liberal education. In
answer to the hundred questions which every day come to your mind and to
your wife's and children's minds, it will give you more precise information
than you can get from any other source.

29 Volumes
30,000 Pages

44,000,000 Words
500,000 References

Complete Latest Edition
You Pay in Small Monthly Payments

If you are ready to subscribe now, write an order on a
piece of paper and mail with a dollar bill and we will
give your order prompt attention.

The Britannica in Women's Affairs
The Encyclopaedia Britannica gives to the woman fundamental informa-

tion on politics, on economics, child welfare, domestic science, on foods and
their relative values, on hygiene, sanitation, borne decorations, furniture,
rugs and furnishings. As an educational influence the Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica is supreme. As an aid to children in school it is indispensable to
supplement, interpret and broaden their knowledge on the subjects which
they are studying.

Printed on the Famous India Paper
These sets are printed on the genuine India paper-the beautiful, light,

strong, thin but opaque sheet which has proved an ideal medium on which to
print the Encyclopaedia Britannica, because it makes this great work more
compact, much more convenient to handle and more inviting to read.

Mail Coupon Today
Mail to Sears, Roebuck and Co. today the attached coupon with your

name and address and we will send you, without charge, postpaid, our 128 -

page illustrated booklet, which will give you full information about the Bri-
tannica and what it will mean to you and yours to have such a great work
in your home; also, how we are able to sell it to you at so low a price on
such liberal terms of payment.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Gentlemen:-Please send me, postpaid, your illustrated book 26AA,

giving full information about the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Also tell me
what I will have to pay for a set of the Handy Volume issue of the
Britannica printed on genuine India paper.

Name

Postoffice
R. F. D. Box
No No State
Street
and No

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., CHICAGO
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New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.
Please send FREE and without obligation to

me your 64 -page book.

NAME

STREET

..........CITY ..........STATE

Master Electricity By
Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the
very work under competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.
That is the method of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,
Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to
be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Only Institution of the Kind
in America

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art
of Electrical Drafting; the best business methods and ex-
perience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,
transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

Over 7.400 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is
necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will
be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

The N. Y. E. S. gives a special Automobile Ignition Course as an
advanced training for Auto Mechanics, Garage Men and Car Owners.
The course covers completely all Systems of Ignition, Starters, Lighting
and other electrical equipment on automobiles, motor boats, airplanes,
etc.

Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If you
can't call, send now for 64 -page book it's FREE to you.

New York
Electrical School

29 West 17th Street, New York
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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PILOTLESS airplanes have been
proposed by various inventors ever
since the first heavier-than-air
craft was successfully flown bythe
Wright Brothers, but it was not

until recently, or February 11th to be exact,
that a demonstration was given of a re-
liable mechanical air pilot. This electro-
mechanical steering device guided a giant
twin-engined Farman -Goliath airplane
across the English Channel. Thegreat

Lan' Cwss
Channel

The inventor of this electro mechanical
airplane steering device is Mr. George
Aveline, and in cable dispatches it is stated
that the main principle of his invention is
a quicksilver or mercury switch, which
serves to open and close suitable valves
connected with a cémpressed air motor
system, as the accompanying diagram
shows, so that as the airplane turns or rises
and falls, the mercury, tending to preserve
a constant level, short-circuits or open -

LOIIIROl11N6

AIIERgI STORAGE MERCURY GLASS
SEALED

iii///

SATTARA j1ERCURY I' BULB
SWIT BAT.

i- CABLE w  I VENTURI AIR FUNNEL1litf RECEIVING AIR ASDRIX1 ( Sklatit W r AIR
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114 TANK

PILOTS STEERING jy - -

----.~111-

rDIDES AILERON ij/.
VOT

TYVESAÍÁ MOTORS
, PULLEYS

_
17 1002 by Science and invention

At Last an Automatically Stabilized Airplane Has Succeeded in Crossing the English Channel-a Gusty and Very Tricky Passage Indeed. After Arising to a
Fair Altitude, the Pilot Let Go of the Controls, the Electro -Mechanical Control Device Steering the Plane and its Twelve Passengers, as Well as Compen-

sating for Wind Changes and Air Currents, Long Before the Human Pilot Was Aware of Them.

COMP AIR TOMOTOR¿EGTROfMMETST\ WIRE EL
'I

AIRLINE ILFNBID

VALVES VALVE

11R-

AUTOMATIC
PILOT

cic

s Il

wires by means of electro -mechanical
actuated air valves, as illustrated in the
diagram.

A number of automatic, electro -mechan-
ical airplane pilots have been suggested
and devised from time to time, many of
them depending upon the movements of a
gyroscope or rapidly rotating wheel, with
which we are all familiar, in the form of
a gyroscopic top. The spinning gyro wheel
tends to preserve a fixed plane of revolu-

FRANCE

CHANNEL

yy1,11tir

bird of the air carried twelve passengers
besides the pilot. The craft was maneu-
vered to a height well over 1,000 feet,
under the guidance of its human pilot, when
he threw the lever which connected the
mechanical substitute to the aileron and
rudder controls. The pilot then put his
hands in his pockets and removed his feet
from . the control; the airplane with its
human cargo traveled on for many miles
steadily, the automatic steering and stabil-
izing apparatus correcting for air currents
before the movement became perceptible to
the human brain.

circuits two or more sealed -in platinum
wire electrodes in the glass switch chamber.
The air necessary for operating the motor -
controlled cylinders and pistons is obtained
from a Venturi tube, arranged as shown
in the diagram, which causes a downward
air pressure as the plane speeds along at
80 to 100 miles an hour. The air rushing
down the pipe leading from the Venturi
funnel is trapped by means of check -
valves, and stored in a tank, from which
storage tank the necessary pulses of air are
distributed into the various actuating cyl-
inders connected with the different control

lion as the airship swerves up and down,
and advantage has been taken by sonic in-
ventors of this gyroscope action to arrange
a series of electrical contacts about the
spinning gyro, so that when the frame of
the gyro moves with the airplane body,
various contacts would be short-circuited
or opened as the case might be, and a suit-
able control effected through its agency by
electro -magnets or compresst air cyl-
inders, which would raise and lower the
horizontal rudders and the ailerons at the
tips of the wings. The diagram herewith

(Continued on page 1164)
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Why Not Double -Deck Subways for the Larger Cities, Like New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago, Where the Traffic Congestion Problems Have Reached
Unbelievable Proportions? Some Engineers Have Advocated, in New York City for Example, the Use of More Subways, Spreading These Along the DifferentAvenues. The Present Writer, However, Has Struck on the Idea of Using Double -Deck Subway Cars Which Could be Readily Adapted to the Present Sub-way System, While it is in Operation, and at a Minimum of Expense, Time and Labor. The Greater Head Room Required for These Cars Would Necessitate

Excavating and Shoring Up the Tracks, Section by Section, to Prevent the Interruption of Traffic.

AT the present time the inventor who
can relieve the shameful conditions
existing in our great local trans-
portation arteries will be the man
of the hour. Take, for instance,

the subways of New York. It has come to
a point where a ride becomes a physical
hardship. If nothing is done to relieve this
condition, it will, no doubt, affect the popu-
lation adversely in the next generation. It
is impossible or impractical today to run
more than ten -car express trains. Neither
can we run the trains faster than we do
now, nor can we run more trains. As the
city expands, more and more people crush
into the subways and the hardship becomes
more pronounced every day.

I propose a plan that has been thought
out carefully, which is possible from an en-
gineering standpoint, and which will imme-
diately increase the capacity of the present
subways 100 per cent. The illustration
which I present herewith explains the idea.
It simply means double -decking our present
subway cars, making them similar to our
buses in use today. By this double -deck-
ing the carrying capacity of each train
will be increased exactly 100 per cent. The
cars, of course, would be almost twice as
high as they are now, or, to be exact, about
80 per cent. higher. Physically each of the
two decks of the new cars would be ex-
actly like the one deck of today, seats and
standing room just as at present. There
would be no stairs connecting the upper
and lower level of the car. Passengers
would board the new double car in the
same manner as they do now. This neces-
sitates, of course, two platforms, one above
the other. The upper and the lower
doors of the new cars would all open
simultaneously, so that the loading of the

outibe®Deck. SulYways?
y sÍ`i o Gerlmsback

Member of American Physical Society

upper and the lower level would take place
at the same time. There is np technical
difficulty in this. All we need to do is to
build new platforms directly underneath
the old ones, and to lower the road -bed of
the present tracks about six and one-half
feet. This also presents no engineering
difficulties to -day, as the entire excavation
can be done without ever stopping a train.
The new road -bed would be excavated right
below the present tracks, which latter would
be underpinned, the same as our streets
are underpinned today when we build a new
subway. Traffic is never interfered with.

When the new road -bed with the tracks
and electrical equipment is finished, it will
take less than a month to knock out the
remaining portion of the old track bed.
During that time it would be possible to
accommodate all the traffic on the present
local tracks, running the locals as expresses
southward in the morning, and northward
in the evening. Anyway the hardship would
not be any worse than it is today and
could be endured for a month. Then the
new cars would be installed and within four
or five weeks at the most our subways
would have a doubled capacity. I do not
think that it would be necessary to use
double -deck cars on the local tracks, as a
study reveals that locals are never very
busy anyway, even during rush hours. If
necessary a change to the double -deck cars
could always be made at any time later.

It might be thought that such cárs would
be very heavy and cumbersome, but such is
not the case. Their weight would not be
more than 25 per cent. above the weight of
our present cars, which includes the extra
100 per cent. of passengers that they will
carry.

From the operating standpoint it should
also be noted that the double -deck cars
would not cost much more to haul than the
present ones. There would not be an in-
crease of 10 per cent., and this should be
very interesting to our traction companies,
who would be able to collect more fares
at practically no expenditure. No extra
conductors would be absolutely necessary
for these cars, but extra men would be
required on the new platforms.

Contrary to the popular opinion, double -
deck cars would not be top-heavy because
so much of the weight would still remain in
the trucks and motors at the bottom. Guard
rails could be placed along the track, and
rollers on the cars. These would serve the
purpose of preventing the cars from tip-
ping over while going around curves,
should their motion become too rapid.
There is, however, little danger of this, as
operation of our present buses shows. It
is an unheard-of occurrence fbr such a bus
to tip over, the reason, of course, being
that the center of gravity is very low.

A new idea which I term "division of
traffic" would be possible with the double -
deck cars. In the evening rush hours the
upper deck would be unavailable for pas-
sengers below Forty-second Street. That
means that passengers entering the train
at Forty-second Street would find an empty
train as far as they are concerned. That
is impossible at present. In the morning
hours the scheme can be reversed as would
be found best by actual operation.

The entire scheme which I propose here
could be put into operation at once with-
out trouble within a year's time, and pro-
viding sufficient labor were used, quick
relief could be had for the city.
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ANOTHER terrible catastrophe of

the air occurred on February 21,
the day before the nation's cele-
bration of Washington's Birth-
day, when the largest semi -rigid

airship, "Roma," built in Italy for the
United States Army, was destroyed with
a loss of thirty-four of her crew of fifty
men. The accompanying illustrations show
in movie fashion, the successive stages of
this accident. Altho many theories and
wild stories were circulated and published
in newspapers directly after the destruc-
tion of the "Roma," which burnt up after it
hit the ground, a clean bill of health was
given the giant ship of the air by Lieuten-
ant Colonel A. E. Fisher, chief of the
lighter -than -air service at Langley Field,
home station of the "Roma," and he stated
that "there was nothing wrong with the
craft when she left there on Tuesday on
what proved to be her last flight."

Captain Reed said that it was a plaus-
ible theory to believe, as had been sug-
gested, that the kite box hung down at
the tail of the "Roma" so heavily as to
displace the balance and point the ship into
the nose dive.

The facts in the case so far as they can
be learned, seem to show that the cables
running from the pilot's cabin on the
"Roma," back to the rudder either snapped
or else jammed so as to be unworkable,
and that the rudder being jammed in a cer-
tain position caused the nose of the airship
to p.:int groundward, and as indicated
by several of the survivors, she could not
be brought to a level keel, even when
ballast was thrown overboard, and the
next instant she crashed to the 2,500
volt feed wires supported on poles. When
some (if the metal work on the airship hit
these wires, sparks were caused by the
short-circuiting of the wires, which un-

rA1L CABLE BROKE
OR JAMMED

manned the ill-fated "Roma" survived the
disaster, including Captain Walter J. Reed,
chief pilot of the ship, the exact sequence
of events which precipitated the great gas
filled bag down on the high tension
wires (undoubtedly forming a short-circuit
and igniting the hydrogen gas as some of
it mixed with the air thru punctures in
the envelope of the airship), will never be
known. Captain Reed, in a statement given
out the day after the accident, as he lay
at the Public Health Service Hospital,
stated :

"I have no idea what caused the acci-
dent, and I doubt if it will ever be known.
Of course we have our own theories, but
we are not certain which is correct. I had
known that there was trouble with the
control of the ship, and it was impossible
to correct it after it was discovered."

Helium gas is strongly argued for
and the government severely criticized by

AIRSHIP ALL ABLAZE. HYDROGEN GAS
AND AIR IGNITED 34 MEN OUT OF
A CREW OF 50 LOST THEIR LIVES

(3)
(e) 1522 by Science and Invention.

A Few Weeks l.go the World's Greatest Semi -Rigid Airship, the "Roma," Purchased By the U. S. Government for Army Use from Italy, Became Uncontrolla-
ble, Due to a L:;vered or Jammed Rudder Cable and Came to Grief in a Nose Dive. Thirty-four of Her Crew of Fifty Men Lost Their Lives. It Is Thought
That the Hydrogen Gas with Which the Airship Was Filled, Mixing with the Air Caught Fire When the Frame of the Giant Airship Struck 2,500 Volt Feed
Wires Carried on Poles, Which Caused Electric Sparks and in the Next Few Minutes the Massive Craft Was a Seething Inferno. It Was Impossible to Res-
cue Some of the Men Whose Lives Would Undoubtedly Have Been Saved if the Gas Compartments Had Been Filled with the Non-combustible Helium

Gas Instead of Hydrogen, Many Experts Now Believe.

There is one question uppermost, per-
haps, in the minds of many, and that is,
why the non -inflammable helium gas was
removed from the "Roma" just a few days
before the accident, and the dangerous
hydrogen gas replaced in her gas com-
partments. One of the reasons given for
the removal of the helium gas was that it
was desired to conserve this store of the
gas, all of the available quantity of which
was in the "Roma's" balloonets. An-
other point brought out in the arguments
at Washington concerning this question,
was that such a catastrophe would never
have happened, or, at least, the toll of lives
would only have been a fraction of those
killed in the "Roma" disaster, if Congress
had appropriated sufficient funds for the
further separation of helium gas, which is
produced only in the government plants at
Fort Worth and Petrolia, Texas.

doubtedly ignited the hydrogen gas mixing
with the air, hydrogen itself not being
explosive.

The official investigators may talk all
they like about the great number of lives
that would have been lost had the
"Roma" been filled with helium gas instead
of the inflammable hydrogen gas, but we
confidently believe that the government
authorities, including Congress, and the air-
craft experts and officers in charge. should
have seen to it long ago that a good stiff
argument was waged for helium gas, for
when hydrogen gas is used there is no tell-
ing what is going to happen to such a 410
foot long envelope filled with it, whether
the ship falls or takes a nose dive and
crashes, or hits electric wires and causes
a short-circuit, which might have been the
case in this accident.

Even tho several of the crew that

Lieutenant Clifford A. Tinker, of the
United States Naval Reserve Force, now
a consulting engineer in Washington.
Lieutenant Tinker made the same sugges-
tion as we have in mind, viz., "That if
the `Roma' had been filled with helium gas
there would have been practically no loss
of lives." This expert believes that Con-
gress mane a most serious mistake in not
appropriating sufficient funds to have de-
veloped ample helium gas for all of the
dirigibles which the Army or Navy might
have in use. To quote Lieutenant Tinker
further, we learn:

"If the `Roma' had been filled with
helium instead of hydrogen there would
have been no explosion and no burning
of gas. As it was, there was a terrific
blaze from the burning of more than a
million cubic feet of hydrogen gas, and
the bodies were charred to a crisp."

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



AUTOMATIC
TRAIN STOP

1889

CLEAR TRACK AHEAD

GLASS TUBE BREAKS
AUTOMATICALLY SETTING r

BRAKES

ENGINEER,
UNCONSCIDIO

One of the Earliest Automatic
Train Stops. The Cross Arm Ex-
tending From the Signal Pole
Causes the Train to Stop by
Breaking the Glass Tube, Thus
Opening the Air Brake System

and Setting the Brakes

to

MAGNETIC
TRAIN STOP

One of the Leading Electrical Auto
Train Stops Is That Employing
Electro -Magnets Placed in the
Track. The Moving Engine Coil
Has a Current Induced in it,
Which Actuates a Relay Operat-

ing the Steam and Air Valves

tic

MECHANICAL
TRAIN STOP

RELEASE OF AIR SETS BRAKES
AND CUTS OFF STEAM

AIR REUEF
VALVE

ENGINE `TRIP'' MECHANICAL
TRIP ARM

(TRIPPER AT STOP)
I

ELECTRIC OR MANUAL
SET DEVICE

Mechanical Automatic Train Stop
in Which a Tripping Device on the
Track Is Set Manually or Elec-
trically. The Trip Hits the Air
Release Valve on the Side of the
Engine and Causes the Brakes

to Set

RADIO CONTROLLED
TRAIN STOP º_

 iv
AIR DRAMA

14Y E

RADIO WAVES

Several Radio Train Stops Have
Been Proposed and Tried Out.
The General Principle Is to Send
Out a Radio Wave in Case of
Danger, Causing a Receiving Ap-
paratus to Operate the Steam and

Air Brake Valves

r in Control
By C. G. C®RRIGAHD C. EP

THE ever growing list of railroad
collisions, due to careless or sleepy
engineers running past danger sig-
nals, and the awful loss of life, so
stirred public opinion in this coun-

try in 1920, that Congress was compelled to
order the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to make the railroads install auto-
matic train control devices.

Why wasn't the order issued at once?
In compliance with various orders of Con-
gress since 1906, the commission had spent
fourteen years investigating, examining and
reporting on train control devices, they had
approved about thirty different systems
that had come up to their requirements
and specifications, their reports said "Auto-
matic train control has long since passed
the experimental stage. In fact no other
safety devices such as the automatic
coupler, the airbrake and the automatic
block signal were perfected to as high a
degree as the automatic train control be-
fore they were either ordered installed or
were voluntarily adopted," and that "all
systems in actual use showed a high degree
of efficiency."

To show the railroads that they had de-
layed the order as long as possible, and
anxious to free themselves from all blame.
the commission in its order says, "We were
not disposed, however, to issue an order
requiring the installation by any carrier of
any such device without further investiga-
tion," so in November, 1920, they appointed
a committee which, in June, 1921, made a
report showing an even greater proportion
of collisions and loss of life than the aver-
age. Still the order was delayed. Then in
December, 1921, a wreck near Philadelphia
killed 23 persons and injured many others,
this was evidently the last straw, for re-
ferring to it they say, "Had there been an
adequate automatic train control device on
that road this wreck would not have
occurred."

So on January 11, this year, 1922, the
Interstate Commerce Commission ordered

49 railroads to install automatic train
control devices on at least one passenger
engine division (about 100 miles) in some
busy part of their road before July 1st,
1924, then apologized by adding, that on or
before March 15, said roads might show
cause why said order should not be entered.
In view of he known opposition and delay
by railroads', when ordered to install auto-
matic couplers and other safety devices in
the past, it seems that no such hint of their
evading this order should have been given.

In another part of the order they tell
the railroads that they will object on ac-
count of cost, then as if to show the shal-
lowness of the excuse give data showing
that in eleven years there had been 16,565

16,565 collisions in eleven years -3,089
persons killed and 43,974 injured, and
260 millions money loss is the record that
aroused public sentiment, and made Con-
gress, in 1920, order the I. C. C. to com-
pel railroads to install automatic train
control devices.

The order was delayed until January 11,
this year, and does not become effective
until July, 1924.

Every day of delay averages 5 colli-
sions, 1 person killed, and 15 injured.
Use your influence to prevent delay. Let
the Commission know you know.

head -end and rear -end collisions .(crossing
collisions not included), resulting in more
than $26,000,000 damage to railroad prop-
erty, besides killing 3,089 persons and in-
juring 43,974. If we average these at
$5,000 each, it would amount to $235,000,-
000, a total' of $261,000,000 absolute loss.
which would have provided block signals
and train control on more than 3,100,000
miles of track and saved about $300,000,000
for them in the next ten years.

Of course the commission knew the
roads would object on account of cost, that
was the objection to all the other safety
devices which are noww saving them both
time and money. This excuse should not
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be considered for a minute, in view of the
immense saving in time and money to be
attained, and the fact that human life and
the misery caused by injuries cannot be
measured in cash.

"We cannot find a satisfactory automatic
train control device." That will be the
universal plea and the one on which they
will depend most to delay and postpone the
installation of such apparatus. Some years
ago when it was thought Congress would
order train stops installed, the N. Y., N. H.
& H., as the goat for all the roads, offered
a prize of $10,000 for a satisfactory train
control device. They showed that they
were not sincere and have made them-
selves the laughing stock of present and
future generations of signal men by im-
posing conditions that could not then, and
never can be fulfilled. Although they ac-
complished their purpose which was to
postpone the day of train control, they over-
did it to such an extent that everyone has
seen the joke and it cannot be repeated,
because some of the systems they rejected
then, have been in use on other roads for
years, and are included among those which
the commission reports "showed a high de-
gree of efficiency."

The commission's requirements and
specifications set forth in an appendix are
very simple. They provide among other
things, that the device shall operate to stop
a train when the engineer fails to see or
obey a danger signal, also when any essen-
tial part of the apparatus breaks or is re-
moved, or when its energizing power fails;
that it shall operate in all weather condi-
tions which permit the operation of trains,
and must control movement in either di-
rection, also that none of its parts shall
be a source of danger to trainmen and
others.

Anyone with half an eye can see that
when 50 railroads all over this country
begin installing automatic train control de-
vices, it is going to bring out a lot of in -

(Continued on page 1163)
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"Without Any Imagination at All but Simply by Geological and Scientific Reasoning From What We See on the Moon's Surface, I Believe," Says the Author,
"That There is Now Inside the Moon, and Some Day Will be Inside the Earth, Great Caves and Caverns Such as Those Shown; For the Reason That the
Disappearance of the Moon's Atmosphere Caused Nature to Suck All the Water Inside, Along with the Air. The Moon's Inhabitants are Therefore Cave

Dwellers"__

The Man in the Moon -A Super
Cave Man

By C. S. CORRIGAN, C. E.
FVER since childhood you have

thought of the Man in the Moon,
as the picture you imagined you
saw on the outside; when you look
thru a telescope facts are revealed,

the picture vanishes, and you see what is
often described as a peeled orange studded
with jewels and draped with strings of
beads. The jewels are the craters of ex-
tinct volcanoes, the strings of beads radiat-
ing from some of them show where rivers
of lava once flowed; the telescopes also
show that the smooth floors of ancient
oceans are dry as deserts, and that there
is not enough air on the moon to sustain
life. Scientists have also proved that hav-
ing no atmosphere to retard them, the
sun's rays shine hotter on the Moon's sur-
face than even on the top of Earth's high-

est mountains, but in the Moon's deepest
valleys there is only 1/500 as much air as at
the top of Mt. Everest, so this heat is dis-
sipated so quickly that even during a two
weeks' long day, the ground never gets half
as warm as the ice on the top of Mt.
Everest, 60' F. below zero; during a lunar
night it is as cold as space 459° F. bélow
zero.

Altho these facts were well known years
before, Poe looked thru an imaginative tele-
scope of tremendous power and wrote for
the New York Sun a wonderful imagi-
native story of the doings of little men on
the Moon, Nvllich has been named by liter-
ateurs "The Moon Hoax."

Now Prof. Pickering of Harvard Uni-
versity, considering slight changes in color
on the floor of some large lunar craters,
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where intermittent signs of water vapor
appear, has made himself believe that
organic life still exists on the Moon. For-
getful of the bright colorings, due to water
vapor in rare atmosphere, seen on some
of Earth's lofty mountains; he even goes
so far as to imagine some airless heat re-
tainer and water vapor distributor, right at
the Moon's surface, capable of distribut-
ing so much heat and water that crops
grow and ripen in 4 or 5 of our days, so a
race of human Eskimos on the Moon
might come out of their huts and farm
these crater floors, gathering two crops a
lunar day, on which to live during the two
weeks' long night.

It is said that facts are stranger than
fiction, and this is especially true of the

(Continued on page 1187)
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(Author's Note-If there has been one
branch of science 4zore neglected titan any
other, it is the science of smells. We have
microscopes to help the sight, and micro-
phones and audions to help the hearing,
but nothing as yet to help the sense of
smell. In this story I have endeavored to
show some of the important uses to which
a smell -intensifier could be put, for I am
convinced that when men realize what val-
uable services such an instrument could
render, the instrument will not be long in
forthcoming.)

By CLEMENT FEZANDIÉ
No. 4 -The Super -Nose

sive if too powerful. I worked for one
week in a vanilla factory and I found that
even the delicate odor of vanilla becomes
sickening when too strong I"

"True," replied Dr. Hackensaw. "hut
have you ever seen a dog annoyed by a
strong smell? And yet you will admit that
the clog's nose is far superior to yours. A
manure -heap that would make you sick
would to him he a pleasant odor. So with
my instrument, I have been surprised to
find that odors which are intensely disa-
greeable, often, when highly magnified, be -

mankind a scent as keen as that of the dog.
But how did you set about it ?"

"My first attempt," explained Dr.
Hackensaw, "was made with a nose -
trumpet. I thought that, just as an car -
trumpet collected more waves of sound,
so a nose -trumpet would collect more of
the odor and so intensify the smell. But
a few experiments soon convinced me I
was on the wrong track. The magnifica-
tion of the smell was too small to be of any
real value."

"Well?"

'"But I Cannot Pass Over in Silence the Immense Value of the Instrument to the Physician in Diagnosing Disease. . Every Disease Has Its OwnCharacteristic Odor. . In Female Hysteria, for Example, There is a Scent, as of Violets and Pineapple, and in Peritonitis There is an Easily Recog-nizable Scent of Musk,' Continued Dr. Hackensaw. 'I Merely Walk Thru a Hospital and One Sniff at a Patient Tells Me What Disease He is Suffering
From.' "(AT do you say you call that

instrument, Doctor Hacken-
saw ?"

"This, Mr. Rockett, is what
I call a Super -Nose," an-

swered the doctor.
"A super -nose I" echoed Silas Rockett,

"what in the world is that?"
"It's an instrument for intensifying

smell!"
The reporter snorted: "Good -night, doc-

tor I" said he. "Keep your super -nose for
those that want it. I live in New York
City in a flat where somebody cooks cab-
bage almost every day and limburger
cheese flourishes on Sundays. I find the
smells plenty strong enough as it is. If
you start to intensify them you can
transform the city into a desert, inside of
a week!"

"Pshaw !" exclaimed Doctor Hacken-
saw.

"And even the pleasant odors," continued
Silas Rockett, "even they become oppres-

come most pleasing. But that's neither
here nor there."

"Tell me, doctor, how you came to think
of such an instrument?"

"Well, I was reflecting upon the con-
quests which man has made over Nature.
At the present day man is superior to the
brutes in every respect but one. In his
automobile he can run faster than the
swiftest horse, in his airplane he can fly
faster than any bird, in his submarine he
can swim more rapidly than any fish.
With his telescope he can see further, and
with his microscope he can see better than
the animal with the keenest vision, and
with his microphone and audion he can
hear better than any known animal. It is
only in the sense of smell that he is still
inferior to the lower animals. The scent
of a dog is far superior to that of a man,
while we ha. a good evidence to show that
certain moth' can scent their mates at the
distance of a mile or so I"

"I see. So you decided to secure for
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"The next thing I tried was improving
my nose. Under the microscope I care-
fully dissected the scent glands of the dog
and the antenna; of the moth, hoping, but
in vain, to learn the secret of their power.
Next I tried grafting the lining of a dog's
nostrils into the nose of one of my assist-
ants, who for the sake of science con-
sented to the operation. I tried it on my-
self. too, but with very slight success."

"Good gracious!"
"Then I tried condensing smells. I

placed one drop of scent in a room and
left it until it had become imper-
ceptible. Then I gathered the air of
the room into a cylinder, liquefied
this air, filtered out the inert liquid and
thus obtained a concentrated solution of the
odor. This method was much more suc-
cessful. By its use I can detect the passage
of a man several hours after he has passed.
The method is, however, too clumsy and
cumbersome for practical use. Finally,

(Continued on page 1191)
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CISTERN OF MELTED SNOW
FROM ROOF - 56 TONS

OF WATER

6.S IN. SHEET OF ICE
60 FT. X 60 FT.

WEIGHT 56 TONS

S FOOT SNOWFALL

bO FT. X bO PT. 1;, é'J 1A2i n

We Do Not Realize, Perhaps, What a Great Pressure a Roof Full of Snow Exerts on the Beams and Trusses, Frequently Causing the Roof to Fall In as Did
the Theatre Roof in Washington, D. C., Recently When Nearly One Hundred People Lost Their Lives. Improper Design of the Walls and Roof Trusses,
Careless Inspection or Poor Workmanship; Any One or All of These May be the Cause of Such a Roof Collapse, Except When a Phenomenal Fall or Drift

of Snow May be the Cause

Snow Fall and Roof Fall
By CHARLES NEVERS HOLMES

A
SNOW flake falling slowly and
softly seems almost like a "trifle
light as air." Like a thin strand
of a thick rope, a snow flake is
not of any consequence by itself.

But just as in a union of many rope strands
there is great strength, so in a myriad of
snow flakes there is great weight. One
snow flake weighs practically nothing, yet
countless numbers of snow flakes represent
an enormous weight, which, in the case of
the recent heavy snowstorm at Washing-
ton, D. C., meant disaster and death for
many of those who were seated beneath the
roof of the Knickerbocker Motion Picture
Theatre.

Of course, a rainfall is heavier than a
snowfall of the same depth, inasmuch as
a cubic foot of water weighs nearly 62%
pounds, whereas a cubic foot of snow varies
from less than 5 pounds to as much as 32
pounds. That is, a cubic foot of dry,
freshly fallen snow is as light in weight
as in appearance, but what we call very
wet snow may be about half as heavy as
an equal bulk of water. The snow with
which we are most familiar-normal snow
-possesses about 1/10th the weight of
water, or about 61/4th pounds per cubic
'foot. It is not nearly as heavy as frozen
water or ice, with which we associate it,
since a cubic foot of ice weighs about 58
pounds. Accordingly, we can understand
why an ice -storm is likely to do more dam-
age to trees and telephone wires than a
snowstorm. But a snowstorm can be very
disastrous, particularly, if too much snow
accumulates upon too weak a roof.

Fortunately, it is usually snow, and not
ice, which descends upon our dwellings.
Nevertheless, during a very heavy snow-
storm, a tremendous weight falls upon our

streets and homes. According to the 1921
report of the New York Department of
Taxes and Assessments, there was in that
year in the Metropolis a total of about
437.000 buildings. And, making allow-
ance for a natural increase in buildings
since that report was published, it is prob-
able that their total number now approxi-
mates 440,000. Respecting the total roof -
area of these 440,000 buildings, big and
little, we may estimate that area at about
1.300,000,000 square feet. Now, suppose
there is a snowfall of one foot in depth.
Such a snowstorm would deposit upon all
of the roofs in New York City about
1,300,000,000 cubic feet of snow. If this
snow were of the light, dry kind, there
would be resting an approximate weight
of four million tons upon all the roofs of
New York, and, if this snow were to fall
to a depth of two feet, and if it were twice
as heavy as the normal, dry kind, then all
the roofs of the Metropolis would be sus-
taining an approximate burden of 16 mil-
lion tons.

Therefore, owing to the possible danger
and damage from snowfalls, laws have
been passed, directing that roofs shall be
strong enough to support the weight of the
heaviest snowfall. And not only is there
danger from snowfall, but also from the
pressure of violent wind. This provision
against snow and wind varies, of course,
with the pitch of the roof. If a roof has
a pitch of 60 degrees, it must be made
strong enough to sustain a snow and wind
pressure amounting to 30 pounds per square
foot; if it has a pitch of 30 degrees, 25
pounds per square foot ; and if it has a
pitch of only 15 degrees, 20 pounds. In
the case of the ordinary dwelling house, its
roof should be strong enough to support a
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pressure of 30 pounds, altho many inspec-
tors require more than that, indeed, as
high as 50 or 60 pounds per square foot.
If a house which has a roof -area of 3600
square feet, is provided against a pressure
of 60 pounds per square foot, it would
take a snowfall of over 9 feet, if the snow
were light and dry, to break down this roof.
For example, each square foot, the slate
upon a roof weighs 6% pounds, its sheath-
ing 3 pounds, its rafters 3 pounds, its purl-
ings 2 pounds, and its truss 3% pounds.
These materials total a weight of 18
pounds per square foot, so that a roof con-
taining 3600 square feet would weigh alto-
gether almost 33 tons. That is to say, such
a roof would have to be constructed strong
enough so that it would not collapse under
its own weight, and so that it could bear
an additional snow and wind pressure of
30 pounds per square foot, or a total addi-
tional pressure of 54 tons. If this roof hap-
pened to sustain a weight of snow equal to
30 pounds per square foot, its total load
would be 87 tons.

Thus a heavy snowstorm may so affect
a weak roof that it would fall, after the
storm was almost forgotten. For example,
shortly after the Knickerbocker Theatre
disaster, the roof of a freight depot, also
in Washington, D. C., suddenly collapsed.
Altho this depot's slate roof had been prac-
tically cleared from snow, there is no doubt
that its collapse was caused by the strain
imposed by the heavy snowfall. Accord-
ing to a newspaper account, this depot's
roof was 400 feet long by 40 feet wide.
Therefore, it is evident :hat it was weak-
ened so that it collapsed later by its own
weight of about 18 pounds per square foot
and the additional weight of the snow, a
total burden of about 250 tons.
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vity in.-
By CLELLAND J. BALL

FLIAS CRAIG, president of the
American Airplane Co., Inc.,
swung slowly around in his swivel
chair and faced his secretary who
had just entered his private office.

"Well," he growled tersely, "What is it?"
"There is a messenger outside, sir," the

secretary replied, "who has a letter which
he insists upon delivering to you person-
ally."

"Hmm- Well, maybe its concerning
that Lake Arbor deal. Show him in," and
Craig turned back 1') his desk.

The secretary slipped out quietly and
almost immediately the door opened and ad-
mitted a self-possessed young man of about
twenty-six years. For an instant he paused
at the door and surveyed the broad back
and bullet head covered with iron gray hair
of the man before him. Was it the shadow
of the cloud that passed over the afternoon
sun that darkened his eyes, or was it a
look of bitter hate? But whatever it was
ít was gone almost as soon as it appeared,
and he advanced with a quick firm step to
the desk before him, and laid a sealed
envelope before the president.

"There's no answer," he said as Craig
looked up curiously, and before he could
be questioned further he was gone.

"Quickest messenger I ever saw,"
growled Craig sarcastically to himself,
"wasn't from the Lake Arbor people,

either," as he opened the envelope with a
quick movement of the cutter. Unfolding
the letter he read with growing amaze-
ment the following:

May 17th, 1940.
AMERICAN AIRPLANE CO., INC.,

ELIAS CRAIG, President,
City.

DEAR SIR:
The airplane of the present type is des-

tined in a few years to be entirely obsolete.
No doubt you will smile at this statement,
but I have the proof at hand in my latest
successful invention-a super airboat which
cannot fall to the earth, and which should
attain a speed of three hundred miles per
hour.

You will be startled to learn that after
years of intensive experiments, I have
finally discovered the great principle that
makes my airboat a success, namely, the
repulsion of gravitation!

Further details I cannot discuss in this
letter. I have written you because of the
immense capital you and your company
represent. This capital is needed at pres-
ent in order to properly place my invention
before the public.

I shall be pleased to give you and your
directors a demonstration with a small
model tomorrow evening at 9 o'clock at my
present address.

You as a business man must realize what
it will mean to the company that first
secures manufacturing rights to my ma-
chine. "A word to the wist.-" you
know. Very sincerely,

ABRAHAM NORTON.
77 Oakhurst Ave.
Now presidents of large companies are

accustomed to receiving letters from all
grades of inventors, most of whom offer
world revolutionizing inventions which,
however, revolutionize nothing but the in-
ventors' pocket books-but Abraham Nor-
ton-ah, he was a different proposition.
Appearing in the city a few years before
the opening of this story, he had already
produced several small but important and
successful inventions, and he was known as
a man of keen intellect and logical mind.
While Craig did not know the man person-
ally, he had often heard of him, conse-
quently he stared dumbfounded at the let-
ter in his hand for hearsay told him that
Norton was not the man to say one thing
and mean another.

"God!" he breathed, "the repulsion of
gravitation! Is it possible?"

Sinking back in his chair his crafty
brow wrinkled in thought, and his active
mind swarmed with a thousand pictures.
What an invention to control exclusively!

(Cmttinu d on poor 1178)

e 1922 by Schnee and Invention

The Financiera Were Not Only Interested but Amazed by the Demonstration of the Gravity -Defying Airship, Which Exerted Such a Powerful Lifting Effort
That It Finally Raised Its Cigar -Shaped Shell Ceilingward Carrying Two of the Spectators With It. Yes-It Looked as if Its Inventor Had at Last Solved
the Problem of Nullifying Gravity and Free Flight; but What They Didn't Know Was That at That Very Minute They Were on Board a Powerful Airship

Flying 10,000 Feet Above The,z Home City and Rapidly Nosing Its Way Toward au Uninhabited Island in the South Seas.
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N
O subject is as often mentioned
and as little understood, as the
Einstein theory of relativity. The
question is being asked every-
where as to what the new doc-

trine is-in the counting room, drawing
room, on the street.

To illuminate the subject in part a mo-
tion picture was recently produced and is
now being shown on the screen under the
title, Reversibility and Relativity.

The picture was devised and directed by
Delmar A. Whitson, a scientist and motion
picture engineer of Los Angeles, and who
has been an ardent disciple of Einstein for
years. A second Einstein picture, on the
gravitation of light, is now being photo-
graphed.

Interest attaches to the production of the
Einstein picture by reason of the new de-
mands made upon the art of motion picture
photography and the difficulties encountered
in securing some of the effects. The ap-
parent drawing of a three dimensional
figure on the screen was easily accom-
plished by using the method employed in
producing animated cartoons.

To represent on the screen the assump-
tion that an object moving through space
at a high rate of speed in the direction of
its length contracts longitudinally required
mechanical ingenuity and the employment
of the wizardry of the photographic art.

What is called a frame in the studios
was constructed. An oblong plate glass,

The Latest-The Einstein
"Movie" The Two Photos
at the Right Show How an
Automobile Shortens
Owing to the Time -speed
Factor in the Einstein Hy-
pothesis. The Auto Short-
ens Until It Becomes a
Line and Then the Reverse

Action Occurs.

How Our Earth Would
Change Its Shape and Be-
come Elliptical, the Faster
It Traveled, is Shown in the
Two Photos at the Right
Also Taken from the New
Einstein "Movie." If You
Have a Mathematical Turn

of Mind, Don't Miss Itl

EDWB ikT INIAV H E2

upon which stars, comets and other celes-
tial images were depicted, was erected fac-
ing the position to be occupied by the
camera. About six inches in front of this
a second glass plate was set up, upon
which was sprayed a solution which in pro-
duction has the effect of interstellar star-
dust. Anterior to the second plate a trans-
parent glass plate was erected, in the cen-
ter of which a hole was drilled to serve as
a point of attachment for a brass fixture
having the same lateral dimensions as the
end of a building brick. To this fixture
seventy-two bricks were successfully at-
tached, each brick being slightly shorter
than its predecessor.

In taking pictures the middle and pos-
terior plates were moved in the same direc-
tion, the one with celestial images on it
twice as fast as the other ; and the anterior
plate, carrying the brick, was moved in the
reverse direction at the same speed as that
of the posterior plate. This movement of
the three plates produces the illusion of the
brick rapidly moving through space, an
effect in itself incidentally an illustration
of relativity. At brief intervals the camera
was stopped and a change of bricks made.
When the seventy-two bricks of varying
lengths had been photographed in turn,
the bricks were attached to the holder in
sequence in reverse order, to illustrate the
theory carried out to its logical conclusion.

When thrown upon the screen the brick
seemingly decreases to a line and pro-

gressively increases in length until it at-
tains its normal longitudinal dimension.

The most difficult problem of the under-
taking was to apply the time -speed theory
principle to a sphere representing the earth.
It was necessary to preserve that diameter
of the sphere which is at right angles to
the direction of its motion, while the sphere
contracted in the other direction into a
gradually decreasing double -convex.

It assists the imagination in contem-
plating this contraction to conceive of each
hemisphere as composed of parallel sections
decreasing in circumference from the verti-
cal axial line both ways. By contraction
this hypothetical sphere collapses towards
the rigid axis, the smaller sections passing
within the larger.

Numerous attempts were made to get
varying degrees of contraction in a rubber
balloon, subtended inside by a wire hoop at
its vertical axial line, and enclosed in a
hermetically sealed glass container, into
which compressed air was introduced.

Deflation of the balloon was partly
achieved by this method, but the air pres-
sure shattered the glass of the container,
before the desired degree of deflation was
attained. Success was finally achieved
after days of trial by the adoption of an
entirely new plan. As in most inventions
the greatest results are usually accom-
plished by simple devices, the gradual de-
flation and inflation of the balloon was

(Continued on page 1156)

How a Brick Would Shorten
as It Traveled Faster and
Faster Thru Space is Indi-
cated by Photos at Left,
from the New Einstein
"Movie." The Stars and
Planets were Painted on
Movable Glass Screens and

1 Different Size Bricks Were
Successively Photographed.
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A
SPIRAL bladed plow, that harrows
and seeds in one operation, has
been invented by Mr. L. S. Adams,
of Webster Groves, Missouri, who,
as General Manager of his com-

pany, is manufacturing these plows, as
well as a circular stump cutter and a road
surface leveler. The two first mentioned
machines are shown herewith.

Iv E. M. STENEWS®H

®tagc y Plow and a
SttlPlúlTll. C@.IIttin ° Saw

desired condition for only a very short
season. By the old method of plowing, it
has been impossible to plow the ground in
the dry farming sections before the rains

plow enabling seed and fertilizer to be fed
through the drills, so that the complete
operation from plowing to seeding is done
at once.

The blades of the plow are operated by
an endless chain, driven by a 45 H. P.
four cylinder Buda motor and is pulled by
a motor tractor, or may be quite readily
pulled by six horses.

The Two Uppermost Photographs as Well as the One at the Extreme Right,
Show the Latest Idea in Engine Driven Plows. This Plow Cuts a Wide
Swath and the Soil is Completely Turned Over in a Very Efficient Manner
By the Steel Screws, Which Are Revolved By the Chain and Gears Shown,
All Connected to an Automobile Engine Mounted on the Plow. This Plow
is Pulled Along By Means of a Tractor, Doing the Work of Several Teams.
The Stump -Cutting Saw Shown Above and at the Left, Represents One of
the Most Powerful and Fastest Cutting Devices of this Character !Imagi-

nable. The Revolving Saw is Passed Under the Stump.

This plow is triangular in shape and
carries nine spiral cutters of a specially
hardened steel. Each cutter, from the front
of the plow to the rear, cuts thru a sec-
tion of earth just missed by the blade in
front of it. The wheels of the plow are
placed directly in front of the last cutter,
and this, plowing the ground the wheels
pass over, leaves in the wake of the plow
a swath of plowed and pulverized ground
twelve feet wide.

The particular beauty of this plow lies
in its strength, simplicity of construction
and the rapidity with which it completes
the preparation of the ground at one opera-
tion, by thoroly mixing the soil and vegeta-
tion. Another beautiful feature of this
plow is in the perfect control of the depth
of plowing. By raising or lowering the
running wheels, the drills may be set at
any desired depth, as deep as sixteen inches
if desired, according to the kind of crops
to be planted each year. In certain parts
of this country this plow will be of ines-
timable advantage where the land is in the

came, and then, having prepared the soil, it
was necessary to wait until the following
year for planting, so that the seed could
get the benefit of the very little rain that
falls there. With the Adams plow the
ground may be prepared at any time during
the dry season, regardless of how hard
and packed it may be; the plow goes thru
hard and soft ground alike and pulverizes
it at the same time, making the ground
ready for seeding.

Mr. Adams has found by personal expe-
rience that nitrogen, the element most diffi-
cult to get and hold in the soil, is found
in the roots of the vegetation and by turn-
ing it over as is done by the present method
of plowing, this element is found near
the top of the soil, thus the ground is only
inoculated with all its nourishing ele-
ments a few inches in depth. But with the
Adams plow the ground and vegetation are
mixed together thoroly, thereby getting an
absolutely even distribution thru the entire
depth of plowing. In addition to this a
new patent feature has been added to this
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The stump cutter shown here will be of
the greatest value in the clearing of land
in the 'west and southwest where a practi-
cal means of getting rid of the enormous
stumps has been needed for so long.

This cutter is fitted with a double edged
band saw blade of stone cutting steel, eight
inches wide and twelve feet in diameter.
The saw, originally designed to rotate at
1,200 R. P. M., and driven by a gasoline
motor, has been greatly improved, and now
oscillates a varied number of inches, giving
the effect of a cross -cut saw. It starts on
a downward slope, cuts thru the soil,
thru the stump under ground and will cut
as deep as thirty inches and thru any kind
of soil. It cuts in a circular direction, be-
ing controlled over an arc of 180° above
and parallel to and underneath the ground.
It will cut any stump up to eight feet in
diameter.

This cutter is very easily pulled around
and may be either drawn by a small tractor
or by horses.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



The Latest Innovation Which is Bound to Please the Amateur Photographer, is a Film Substitute Made of Paper. This Paper Film is Placed in -the Camera,
the Same as the Regular Photographic Film. It May be Loaded in Daylight and Removed in the Same Manner. The Film, When Developed, First Shows
a Negative View of the Subject. It is Then Bleached and the Image is Reversed. The Entire Operation Consumes no More Than Seven Minutes. Duplicates

Are Made by a Special Device, as Shown in the Photo at the Right.

Pho4
FOR a great many years attempts

have been made to place substitutes
for photographic films upon the
market. These films and plate
substitutes were at first developed

as a war necessity, where extreme speed in
the development of negatives and the
speedy production of prints became neces-
sary for military operations. The war
measures, however, were not available for
amateur use until recently, when a new
film was announced, especially designed for
amateur photographers.

The new paper film is made basically of
paper, and is made in both sheet and roll
forms. This paper is coated with a special
sensitized solution on one side and the other
is covered with gelatine. After the pic-
tures have been taken in the usual way the
paper film is removed from the camera
and handled in the same manner as the
regular celluloid film. It is then taken into
the darkroom, where the usual method of
development is proceeded with under ruby
light ; a special developing solution is used.
The image that appears in this stage is a
negative of the original photographed
objects, and those portions which were .per-
fectly white in the original appear black.

fr cal
From this solution the film is removed and
passed thru water, whereupon it is inserted
into the bleaching solution. It is left in
contact with the bleaching agent until all
trace of the image has disappeared. This
latter process can be carried on in ordinary
daylight, the use of the ruby lamp having
now been dispensed with. The paper film
is again rinsed in the water and then passed
thru a sulphite of soda bath, where the
yellowish tinge found on the paper is effec-
tively removed. The final stage of the pro-
cess is the development of a positive image,
which according to the solution employed,
appears in either sepia or black and white.
The paper film is taken from the last
solution, placed between two blotters and
permitted to dry for two or three minutes
when it may be cut up and mounted in
the album or reprints of the particular
picture desired may be made immediately
by means of an auxiliary device resem-
bling to a remarkable degree an ordinary
post -card projector.

The description of the process may seem
long and rather difficult, but such is not the
case. By actual test photographs of the
staff writer were returned to him thoroly
dried and completed seven and one-half

:.,.

zp
minutes after the. camera clicked, and no
attempt at speeding up the process was
made.

The paper film is said to be ten per cent.
more rapid than the best celluloid film
now found upon the market. Immediately
after the paper has been removed from the
final stage of development it may be torn
across and the center will be found to be
perfectly dry. The paper is remarkable for
its tonic values and qualities. Its other
advantages are its ability to quickly turn
out a finished print, which work may be
done by any amateur within ten minutes
after commencing development; the cut-
ting uown of the darkroom time; cutting
down expenses decidedly, and the power
of selecting only those prints which
are good enough for reprinting without
even wasting a single sheet of paper. Its
only drawback is the fact that the right
side of the object appears on the left side
of the photo, in other words, the picture
looks as tho it were viewed thru a mirror.
This difficulty is corrected in every reprint
or enlargement made from the first posi-
tive. In those instances where only one
print is desired the paper film holds great
prospects of becoming widely adopted.

This "Movie" Shows the Stages Thru Which One of These Paper Films Pass. Reading From Left to Right, We Have, First, Taking of the Pictures. Second,
Removing Film From the Camera. Third, Developing-a Negative Image Appears. Fourth, Bleaching-in Which All Trace of the Image is Removed From
the Paper Film. Fifth, Clearing With Sulphite of Soda. Here the Paper Becomes Pure White. Sixth, Redeveloping, a Positive Image Appears. Seventh,
Making Duplicates by Means of an Improvised Post -card Projector. The Entire Stages in the Developing Process Consume no More Than 7 Minutes. Only

One of the Operations is Conducted in a Dark Room.
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Photographs, Known Technically as Photomicrographs, Made Thru the Microscope Shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3, Medium Quality Milk, Showing Fat Globules.Fig. 4, Starch Granules of the Potato. *Fig. 5, Starch Granules of the Lima Bean. Fig. 8, Starch Granules From Corn.,
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THE growth of microscopic analysis
of many diverse substances has
grown during the past decade to
immense proportions. No longer
is the microscope solely the instru-

ment of the zoologist or botanist, but also
of the metallurgist and commercial re-
searcher in general. This is because of
the ready adaptability of the microscope
to the examination of the minute structure
of an object, or to the examination of the
constituent materials of substances which
have been finely ground or pulverized.

Without a microscope it is possible to
recognize the structural parts of animal
and plant tissues, and to refer each to its
original source, only when the tissues are
in large masses. When these are finely
ground, however, and mixed together in
what appear to be
homogeneous pastes,
powders or cakes.
the problem seems to
be a different one.

However, even in
such a case we may
still use the eye as
the chief criterion if
its power be aug-
mented by the instru-
ment we know as the
compound in i c r o -
scope (Fig. 1) . Thru
this powerful instru-
ment many sub-
stances can be made
to reveal the secrets
of their derivation.

There are but
few food substances
which cannot be
successfully analyzed
under the micro-
scope. These are the
liquids which in most
cases demand a
chemical treatment
before their constit-
uents can be accu-
rately determined.
Wherever there exist,
however, in a food
substance particles of
solid matter, an ex-
amination under the various powers of the
microscope, combined in some cases with
special treatments of mountings, or light-
ing, will not fail to disclose the nature
and sources of the constituent materials.
It is possible to detect in admixtures, for
example, extremely minute quantities of

How the Microscopist
is AbRe t® Detect and
Name Adulterants

in AflIlmentaIl
Substances

adulterants. Thus one part of turmeric
has been detected in 448 parts of mustard.

The methods of micro -analysis of foods
are in many instances somewhat complex,
but in general, examinations may be made
simply by placing minute quantities of the
substance to be tested on a glass slide,
covering this with a cover glass, and
placing it directly on the stage of the mi-
croscope (see Fig. 1). Sometimes it is

stage is lighted by means of a beam from
the special microscope lamp, reflected up-
ward by the microscope mirror thru the
condenser, where its intensity is regulated.
With such an instrument as that shown
in Fig. 1 it is possible to secure a magnifi-
cation of objects as great as 3,000 diam-
eters. For ordinary analysis, however,
more moderate powers are sufficient.

The microscopist who is called upon to
examine and pronounce upon the constitu-
ents of a great variety of substances
must have a fundamental knowledge, at
least, of botany, zoology and chemistry,
and must be to recognize the char-
acteristics of a great host of animal and
plant tissues. For micro -analysis means
simply the recognition, in mixtures, of the

various particles
which compose them,
and the tabulating of
the sources of all
these various recog-
nizable particles.

Fig. 1, A High Power Compound Microscope, With Microscope
Lamp Which Throws a Beam of Light to the Sub -Stage Mirror,
and Thence Up Thru the Condenser and Thru the Object on
the Stage. The Extension Tube is a Convenient Arrangement
for Obviating the Craning of the Neck Over the Vertical Eye -

Piece or Ocular.

Fig. 2, Two Microscopes Fitted with
a Comparison Ocular. The Large
Lateral Screw Just Below the Eye -
Piece Regulates a Scale Within the
Eye -Piece for Delicate Measure-
ments of the Objects Under Exam-

ination.

necessary to bathe the substance in water
before applying the cover glass, such a
procedure being known as mounting.

Oils of various sorts, together with
xylol, alcohol, chloroform, and other
liquids, are sometimes used as the mount-
ing media. The object on the microscope
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Detecting Starch
One of the most

important and fre-
quently encountered
food substances is
starch. It is one of
the most widely dis-
tributed elements in
plant cells. Starch
exists in the form of
granules, and these
granules are charac-
teristic, either in
shape, size or mark-
ings, or all three, for
each species of plant.
They form a very
valuable set of cri-
teria for the identifi-
cation of adulterants
in food. In Figs. 4,
5 and 6 are shown
photographs taken
thru the microscope,
and called photomi-
crographs, of three
common starches.

These three are shown for the reason that
they are used, and particularly the starch
from the potato (Fig. 4), as adulterants in
many foods. Thus the writer had occasion
not long ago to examine some water-solu-
ble cocoa which he found to be almost one-
third potato starch.
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Fig. 7, Gooseberry Jam, Adulterated with Apple. The Large Ovate Cells Are the Pulp -Cells of the Apple. Fig. 8, Left, Honey, Showing the Characteristic
Crystals, and Pollen Grains From Flowers; Right, Crystals of Cane Sugar, With Which Honey Is Sometimes Adulterated (as Seen in the Comparison Ocular,
Fig. 2). Fig. 9, Cherry Preserve, Adulterated with Turnip. The Large Ovate Cells Are the Pulp -Cells of the Turnip. Fig. 10, Left, Raw Wheat Starch;
Right, Wheat Starch Boiled, as in Puddings (as Seen in the Comparison Ocular, Fig. 2). Fig. 11, Left, Wheat Starch Baked, as in Bread and Cake; Right,
Wheat Starch Baked Dry, Without Moisture (as Seen in the Comparison Ocular, Fig. 2). Fig. 12, Sago Starch, Showing the Characteristic Truncated Ends.

Testing Milk
In Fig. 3 we have a photomicrograph

of milk, of medium quality, i. e., richness.
The richness of milk is shown by the pres-
ence of the fat globules. In milk made
rich by the addition of cerebral, or other
thickening substances, the presence of the
foreign material can be detected at once
tinder the microscope.

The question is often asked whether it
is possible to distinguish between food
substances which have undergone the
process of cooking, in various ways. In
most cases, yes. Heat, moist or dry,
affects the vegetable or animal tissues in
characteristic ways, and the identifications
are merely a matter of observation and
study. In Figs. 10 and 11, for example,
are shown wheat starch granules which
have been cooked as in bread, or boiled
as in puddings, or dry -baked. Compare
these with each other, and then with the
raw granules. These figures were drawn
from a device which is of great use to
the micro -analyst, termed the comparison
ocular (Fig. 2). By means of this ocular,
or eyepiece, it is possible to bring into
the same field of view, where they may
be accurately compared, two objects on
the stages of two different microscopes.
In the same area of vision, as shown in

M©t®rghIlpDs Good
Showing

The difference between
750 and 3,000 tons is the
fuel saving effected by the
new motorship Alba, the
first British motor pas-
senger liner, which was
recently put into the Brit-
ish and African service.

T w o double -bottomed
tanks contain the 750 tons
of oil fuel found necessary
for the voyage from Liv-
erpool to West Africa and
back. A coal-fired steamer
of similar dimensions, it
was said by the British
and African Steam Navi-
gation Company, which
put the Alba on the Liver-
pool -African route, would
require 3,000 tons of fuel
in order to obtain the same
radius of action.

Her dimensions are :
Length, 450 feet; breadth,
55 feet 6 inches, and depth,
33 feet, while her speed is
fourteen knots and her
tonnage 8,000. Her two
eight -cylinder four-cycle
Diesel engines develop at
120 r. p. m. a. b. h. p. of
4,800. The holds are left
free for cargo.

the figures, each microscope contributes
just half of its field. With such a
device it is easy for the microscopist to
compare unknown plant or animal tis-
sues with various tissues which have been
identified, and whose sources have been
carefully determined

Turnip Pulp in Marmalade
Figs. 7 and 9 show two very common

means of adulteration often found in pre-
serves, marmalades, etc., i. e., adulteration
with apple or turnip pulp. The large,
globular, or ovate cells of these sub-
stances can be readily identified without
previous preparation other than smearing
the material to be tested evenly and thinly
over the microscopic slide, and covering
with the cover glass.

Honey That Is Not Honey
Fig. 8 shows the appearance of honey

under the microscope, with its character-
istically shaped crystals and included pol-
len grains from the flowers which the
bees have visited ; and also some crystals
of cane sugar with which strained honey
is all too frequently adulterated. The
sources from which the honey has been
derived can be accurately determined
from the pollen grains which it contains,

since each species of plant produces, in
its blossoms, pollen grains of characteristic
appearance.

The field of analysis over which the
use of the microscope can be extended
by the well -trained scientist is surpris-
ingly broad, and its boundaries are con-
stantly widening. Almost without excep-
tion any substance, save a clear, pure
liquid, when properly prepared for and
examined under the microscope, will ren-
der up the secrets of its original source
or sources to the observer.

Furthermore, by the examination of
accurately -known quantities of a substance
suspected of containing adulteratives the
percentages of the various substances
present can be accurately stated. This
method was used recently by the writer
in a series of examinations of samples of
flours of different sorts, where the starch
grains could be counted, much after the
manner in which blood corpuscles are
counted by the physiologist.

It may be affirmed, almost without quali-
fication, that the analysis of many ali-
mentary substances, as well as of various
pills and mendicaments (particularly for
cattle and other domestic animals) is im-
possible without the aid of the compound
microscope.
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RESULTS OF OUR VOTING CONTEST
Last December we published a voting coupon and asked our

readers to vote what articles they liked best, and which ones
they did not approve of. The voting coupon was used very en-
thusiastically by many readers, altogether over 80,000 votes
having been received and classified. We are pleased to publish,
herewith, the results; the departments are listed in the order of
their preference. Thus, for instance, the "General Department"
had the largest number of votes, while "Book Reviews" had the
smallest.

Inasmuch as the Editor is duty bound to publish what the
readers want, we are doing just that, and have enlarged with
this issue those departments which our readers desire to see
more of, and reduced others, also omitting some departments
altogether, in which our readers evidently were not interested.
The departments which we have discontinued are "Home Me-
chanics," "Scientific Humor," and "What To Invent." The ap-
pended list is in the order of our readers' preference:

1. General Department
2. How -to -Make -It
3. Wrinkle Department
4. Oracle Department
5. Chemistry Department
6. Editorials
7. Constructor
8. Radio Department

17.

9. Astronomy Department
10. Latest Patents
11. Editor's Mail Bag
12. Motor Hints
13. Patent Advice
14. What To Invent
15. Scientific Humor
16. Home Mechanics

Book Review
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The U. S. Public Health
Service has felt it neces-
sary to prevent the too
optimistic and extravagant
claims recently appearing
in the newspapers in re-
gard to the curative effects
of chaulmoogra oil deriv-
atives on leprosy. While
the use of the oil and of
its derivatives has resulted
in a considerable number
of apparent cures, it is as
yet too soon to tell whether
these will be permanent.

The ethyl esters of chaul-
moogra oil, the use of
which has largely sup-
planted the oil itself, con-
stitute a most valuable
agent in the treatment of
leprosy. In treating young
persons and those in the
early stages of the disease,
the improvement has been
rapid and striking ; in old-
er persons and older cases
it is less so. Of the cases
paroled from the leprosy
stations in the Hawaiian
Islands so far about 8 per
cent. have relapsed and re-
turned for treatment.
This was to be expected;
and on the whole the re-
sults have been so favor-
able as to make treatment
of the disease hopeful.
But only time can tell.
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By DR. ALFRED GRAHENWHTZ
IT is no everyday occurrence to have

to witness a distinctly new electrical
phenomenon, a phenomenon which
none of the text books known to the
writer or to anyone of his readers

would be able to account for, but which,
nevertheless, bids fair to revolutionize
many branches of electrical engineering.
Radio among the rest. This has today
been my good fortune, for Dr. K. Rott-
gardt, Director of the Huth Radio Co.
of Berlin, had sent me an invitation to his
lecture on the Johnsen-Rahbek invention
as developed and applied in actual practice
by his own firm.

"When in 1919," the lecturer, after some
introductory remarks, went on to say, "I
had been invited by the inventors to come
to Copenhagen and acquaint myself with
the new phenomenon, and two gentlemen
began their demonstration by asking me
to touch a strip of tin -foil on their door.
This, after some conceivable hesitation
(for an electrical engineer in such cases
always suspects some danger of shock),
I eventually agreed to do, when, very much
to my surprise, some hidden voice shouted
out of the tin -foil: 'How do you do, Dr.
Rottgardt.' This startling introduction
sufficed to interest me in the matter and to
make me expect something unusual."

Some short accounts of the fundamental
phenomenon have, of course, been pub-
lished already both in this country and

Electrical Aci©
Without Magnet-

ism or neon
abroad, but the many applications which,
thanks to the co-operation of the Huth
Co., have been developed to a commercial
stage, were here, for the first time, made
known.

The phenomenon in question was, at
first, illustrated by some striking experi-
ments : An ordinary lithographic stone 75
grams in weight, coated on one of its faces
with tin -foil was, by means of a thin wire,
connected up to one of the terminals of an
electric current, the other terminal commu-
nicating with a brass plate. A slight con-
tinuous current was then found to flow
thru the stone, which, strange to say, would
firmly cling to the plate, immediately to be
released, as soon as the circuit was broken.
The experimenter's own body could, as well,
he used as conductor, in the place of the
wire, thus illustrating the smallness of the
electric current producing this remarkable
effect. Moreover, the plate may consist of
any metal, or even of any non-metallic sub-
stance, provided that one at least of the
two materials possesses some trace of elec-
trical conductivity, which, by the way, it
may receive by artificial means. It is very
striking, for example, to witness the mutual
attraction of two stone slabs.

This Photograph Shows the Fundamental Experi-
ment, with the Metal Disk Clinging to the Stone Slab.
To the Right, a Cyclindrical Stone Carrying a Five

Kilogram (11 Pound) Weight.

VOLTS

TIN FOIL

LITHOGRAPHIC STONE

In order to understand this phenomenon
it will be well to remember that the stone
and metal plate constitute an electrical
condenser. Inasmuch as the stone slab is
polished as smooth as possible, their dis-
tance in the case of what seems to be
actual contact is 1/100 to 1/200 millimeter.
Now, as the effect of a condenser (or Ley-
den jar), of course, is the higher as the two
conductors come closer together, this sys-
tem is bound to exert exceptional effects.
Moreover, the arrangement opposes to the
electrical current a truly enormous resis-
tance, in one case as much as 20 million
ohms, that is, a figure so high as to make
any line resistances appear negligible. It
will therefore readily be understood that
the current allowed to pass thru the sys-
tem should be quite minimal, of the order
of one millionth ampere. This is how a
very strong attraction is produced by an
almost infinitesimal current.

The phenomenon thus is much more uni-
versal in its media than is electro -magnet-
ism, being present with equal intensity in
any metal, and, it seems, in practically any
non-metallic substance. Another striking
advantage is that the electrical energy re-
quired to sustain a given weight, is in the
case of the new attraction, 300-500 times
less than with an electro -magnet.

Even much stronger effects are obtained
by using a stone cylinder in the place of a

(Continued on page 1160)
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220
VOLTS

RESISTANCES

Center: The Fundamental Test of the New Electrical Phenomenon Wherein it Was
Demonstrated that When an Infinitesimal Current Was Passed Thru the Combination of
a Lithograph Stone, Coated on One Side with Tinfoil and Having on its Upper Face a
Metal Disk as Shown, That a Very Strong Attraction Was Manifested Between the Two.

One of the Startling Effects Resulting from the Application
of the New Electrical Phenomena, Which Eliminates All
Electro -Magnetic Action Is the Possibility of Making a
Tinfoil or Metal Sheet "Talk,' as Here Illustrated. The
Electrical Action Is Direct, Neither Magnetic nor Static.

Z2O
VOLTS

STONE
CYLI

RESISTANCE COI L

Center: Measuring the Electrical Attraction Between a Brass Disk and a LithographStone, by Means of a Chemist's Balance. Right: A Stone Cylinder, Usually Litho-
graph Stone and a Metal Ribbon or Sheet With Less Than One -tenth Watt Retaining

a Weight of 11 Pounds.
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The rave g
By Ro E. ADE

pIECULIAR fish, strongly compressed
and with a high and flattened body,
inhabit all waters. Of these the
flat fish living in the ocean are so
narrow that they are unable to

keep themselves upright. They
are forced to swim on their
side, and, in this position, they
rest on the bottom of the sea.
The side of the body facing
upward is usually the right, sel-
dom the left. But the most
unique, almost grotesque phe-
nomenon, is that both eyes are

a found on one side of the body.
a fact unparalleled in any other
vertebrates.__

These flat fish, when they
hatch from the egg, are normal
and symmetrical in every re-
spect. They have an eye on

Perhaps One of the Strangest Freaks
in All Nature is the Flat Fish Living
in the Ocean, the Eyes of Which
Travel Around the Head as the Fish
Grows Older. When the Flat Fish is
Young, the Eyes Are Normal and
Symmetrical, One on Each Side of the
Head, But for Various Reasons, Ow-
ing Principally to the Great Flatness
of the Fish and its Difficulty in Swim-
ming with the Body Edgewise or
Normal, These Fish Gradually Begin
to Swim on Their Side. At the Same
Time They Go to the Bottom to Rest.

each side of the head, and swim
in an upright position. After a
few weeks, when the flounder is
about half an inch in length
the body becomes broader and
flatter, and they gradually be-
gin to swim on their side. At
the same time they go down
to the bottom to rest. Oftener
and for a longer period they
turn to one and the same side.
and now, when they are five -
eighths of an inch in length, the
eye begins to travel.

The primary reason for the
movement of the eye is found
in the ancestors of the flat fish.

now extinct, which inhabited
rocky shores. Here, between
the clefts of the rocks, they
found supports for their wide,
flat bodies. When these fish
were brought to a level beach
thru natural agencies, they no
longer could keep their bodies
upright. They were forced to
a horizontal position. When the young
flat fish lie on their side, the eye facing
the sand moves to escape the irritating grit.

This is made possible by an unsymmetri-
cal growth of the skull. The under eye
slowly moves toward the forehead, press-
ing in the still soft cartilaginous bone of
the head. It sometimes happens that the
traveling eye remains in this position, due
to the hardening of the bony tissues. Then
the eye is visible from both sides.

The wandering of the eye is especially
noticeable in those flat fish which develop
dorsal fins projecting beyond the eyes.

The speed of the jackrabbit has been
tested, in a race conducted by the Motor-
cycle Club of Colorado Springs. It was a
cross-country run. The men on the
motorcycles succeeded in running down
the rabbits, at the end of five miles. They
timed the little beasts all the way.

For the first mile the jackrabbits ran at
a speed of 50 miles an hour. They cov-
ered the second mile at 40 miles an hour,
and then settled down steadily to 35 miles

Here the organ moves under the fin to
the other side. The muscles of the eye be-
come peculiarly modified by this change of
situation and this latter disposition charac-
terizes itself by its extraordinary flexibility.

2

Another cause for the movement of the
eye is found in the fact that at the time
the fish give up their vertical swimming
and the body lies on its side, the eye is
irresistibly drawn to the light, and draws
the parts in its immediate vicinity around
with it. In fact the entire front part of the
head is pulled toward the right, a process
which is possible as long as the bones of
the head are still cartilaginous.

The movement of the eye is produced by
the muscles of the eye, which exert a pull-
ing force. This indents the soft bony

F1 t Fis,
tissues and lifts the eye over obstructions.
When it has reached its new destination, it
exerts another pressure which produces the
eye socket in the still soft tissues. This,
after hardening, keeps the eye in its new

position. Especially active in
this respect is a fold of the skin.
which follows the eye in its
movement and aids the muscles
of the eye.
Young flat fish are found in

far greater numbers in the open
ocean than near the shore, while
the adults are coast fish, some
species even seeking fresh wa-
ters. Everywhere, where the
waters roll over the soft sands,
flat fish will be found. If they
rest on the bottom, they are
,,,,,,.,,1111111,,,111,,,,,,,1111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111,,,1,,,,,,11111

When These Flat Fish Are About %/%
of an Inch in Length, the Eyes Begin
to Travel, Several Successive Stages
of This Movement of the Eyes Being
Shown in the Figures Numbered
From 1 to 6, Reproduced Herewith
From the Author's Original Drawing.
The Movement of the Eye is Produced
by the Muscles of the Eye, Which
Exert a Pulling Force on it. This
Indents the Soft, Bony Tissues of the
Young Fish and Lifts the Eye Over
Obstructions. When it Has Reached
its New Destination, it Exerts Another
Pressure Which Produces the Eye
Socket in the Still Soft Tissues. The
Lower Photo Shows a Flat Fish with

Misplaced Eyes
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soon covered by the moving
sands so that only the head and
the greenish eyes project. It is
difficult to recognize them in
this position since the flat body
and the assumed color resemble
the surroundings. If one has
seen these fish burying them-
selves in the sand it can easily
be understood how protective
their peculiar shape is.

The swimming flat fish move
closely along the bottom with
a wavy, undulating movement.
Here they seek their food,
which consists of mussels, tiny
crustaceans, snails and worms.

The more or less pronounced
and changeable coloration is es-
pecially observable in the flat
fish. Flounders brought into a
tank whose bottom is covered
with white and black pebbles
assume light and dark colored
angular spots so that they are

almost invisible. The various colors of the
skin are found in star -shaped cells which
contain yellow, red, brown or black pig-
ments. These cells have the property of
elongating or contracting, and it is these
which change the color of the skin. Under
the action of various stimuli such as pres-
sure, light, heat, electricity, etc., they
quickly change their form, sometimes ap-
pearing as regular spots, at others as
branching structures which cover the entire
body. In this phase the color of the skin
is most prominent.

ks One® abbnt Power
and kept that up until they were over-
hauled.

Perhaps the jackrabbit is the swiftest
creature on four feet-if it may be said
to run on four feet. The fastest horse
stands no chance with it. Man can only
overtake it by the aid of powerful ma-
chinery.

The force represented in that jumping
rabbit is something to wonder at. Many
a traveler in the West, observing a scared
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"jack" leaping up a mountainside and
only touching the high spots, has envied
him his freedom and power. An ele-
phant with corresponding energy concen-
trated' in his hind legs might jump over
a mountain. And all the rabbit's power
comes from a little green salad stuff.
Our gas engines burn concentrated fuel.
The rabbit's engine is more efficient than
any of ours.
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RoISILIT Go SH.ERRETT
HOW IRON IS ZINC -COATED AND WEATHER -PROOFED

The Upper Left -Hand Photo Shows a Close-up View of the Schoop Electro -Plating Pistol Which Sprays
Pine Particles of Zinc or Other Molten Metal, On Metal or Other Objects to Any Desired Thickness.
Upper Right -Hand Photo Shows Steel Transmission Towers Being Zinc -Coated and Weather -Proofed
With the Metal -Spraying Pistol. Lower Left -Hand Photo Shows Portable Outfit for Metal -Spraying
Bridges or Other Structures in Position, While Lower Right -Hand Photo Shows Steel Water Wheel

Buckets Being Lead -Coated With the New Pistol.

THE electro -pistol of M. U. Schoop,
a Swiss engineer, is the latest de-
velopment in metal -spraying proc-
esses, and is proving a boon in
numerous departments of industry.

Just think of it, instead of applying a pro-
tective coating by electroplating or gal-
vanizing, this unique apparatus makes it
possible to shoot minute particles of
molten metal upon various surfaces and
thus to build up a veneer which is inti-
mately bound to the underlying mass.

This inventor has likewise perfected
other apparatus for a similar service; but
these melt the metal by an oxy-acetylene
flame and then project it by a stream of
comprest air. However, his desire to deal
with metals of higher fusing points, and
to obtain certain technical advantages, in-
duced him a few years ago to try to fit the
electric arc to his needs. Step by step he
has mastered many difficulties, and to -day
his electro -pistol is widely employed in
Europe.

Electro -metallurgy has proved that any
metal can be fused in the electric furnace,
and, what is equally to the point, in any
desired quantity. Engineer Schoop, there-
fore, has so adapted the electric arc that
he can both melt his metals and spray
them in a manner that prevents objec-
tionable reactions within his relatively
miniature apparatus. Not only that, but
he has ingeniously devised a way to main-
tain a steady replenishment of new metal
to be fused by the incandescent arc.

Knowing, as most of us do, something
about the magnitude and the operative
principles of the electric furnace, we nat-
urally wonder how Mr. Schoop provides
an unfailing supply of molten metal within
the compact compass of his electro -pistol.
Needless to say, he does not use a cruci-

ble from which the fluid mass can be
drawn and then sprayed by comprest air.
He has evolved far simpler and much
more positive means. He realized that a
crucible would not do, because trouble
would be invited if its outlet became
choked or constricted thru the likely ac-
cumulation of solidified metal. Again, it
was apparent that there
would be difficulties if the
outlet were originally so
large as to offer passage
for an undesirable volume
of molten metal. These
matters are mentioned
merely that we may appre-
ciate how he solved his
problem.

In the electro -pistol.
every tendency of the fluid
metal to heat the surround-
ing parts of the instrument
has been effectually checked
by so controlling the fused
metal that it cannot come
in contact with nearby walls
or surfaces. Within the
barrel of the pistol is axial-
ly placed a blowpipe con-
nected with a comprest-air
line, and just forward of
the blowpipe tip the two
wires of an electric circuit
are brought close enough
together to induce arcing.
These wires are made of
that metal which the oper-
ator wishes to spray; and
they are continually fed
forward and held the right
distance apart by an air -
impelled mechanism. This
mechanism is driven by a
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small pneumatic turbine which makes about
25,000 revolutions a minute.

The stream of comprest air fulfills a
two -fold function: it projects and dif-
fuses the minute particles of melted metal
with sufficient force to drive them against
the receiving surface, and the expanding
air serves, besides, to keep the muzzle of
the pistol cool and thus to prevent the
radiation of heat from the arc to the
frame of the pistol. This latter action is
one of practical importance, for otherwise
the pistol would become hot quickly and
unbearable to the worker. As it is, the
pistol can be used uninterruptedly.

The two wires are fed to the pistol from
separate spools; and the size of the wire
is determined by the character of the metal
to be sprayed. Generally; the wires are
of zinc, aluminum, brass, bronze, iron,
copper, etc.; but silver, gold, platinum,
molybdenum, and tungsten in wire form
can be effectively melted and sprayed by
the electro -pistol. The speed, with which
the wire is fused, depends upon its com-
position and may be at a rate of from 6
to 16 feet a minute. 1n spraying zinc, for
instance, it is possible to cover an area of
nearly 11 square feet with a sufficient coat-
ing of metal in the course of 4 minutes.
Experience has revealed that such a zinc
veneer on exposed steel or iron work, un-
der weather conditions prevailing in Swit-
zerland, has a life of from 18 to 20 years.

Besides protecting the metal structure
of bridges, the under bodies of coal and
other cars, the transmission towers and
spreaders of electric systems, etc.. the proc-
ess is used to copper certain parts of
porcelain insulators, to cover with brass
the iron calendar rolls of textile plants,
to aluminize and copperize the surfaces
of iron and steel apparatus for chemical
establishments, and for many other pur-
poses. In the realm of decorative arts,
the Schoop method is employed to gild, to
silver, to bronze, and even to enamel a
wide variety of commodities. The basic
substance, upon which the sprayed mate-
rial is deposited, may be of metal, or it
may he of wood, text le, plaster or paper.

£/ectric Arc

Compressed
-Air Tube----"

Object lobe ceoted

Mo/fen Metal Particles

--Guide

-Spool

,Compressed
Air Tank

Motor Driven
Air Pump,

The Diagram Above Shows the Simple Elements of the New Electric
Metal -Spraying Pistol Here Described, and Shown in the Photos
Above. Any Metal May be Sprayed and Coated on to Metal as
Well as Non-metallic Objects With This Device. The Metal Wire
is Melted By the Electric Arc While a Blast of Compressed Air

Sprays it On the Objects.
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Fortunes from LIULe
y CHARLES FREDERIICR C.,IRTER}:3

OLLR GRANDFATHER'S__
POCKET MATCH

FLINT
AND

STEEL

AN
EARLY
POCKET
MATCH

EARLY ACCORDION
PLEATED

MATCH
BOOK
RUBBER II

BAND '

THIN
PAPER
MATCHES

MATCH
DRAWN THRU

COATED PAPER
IGNITER

Our Forefathers Used to Light Fires With a Piece of Flint, Across Which a Piece of Steel Was Struck. An Early Pocket Match Had a Paper Strip
Wound Around It; Unwrapping the Paper Exposed the Head, Which Ignited. The Third Picture Shows an Accordion Form of Pocket Match, the
Match Being Ignited by Pulling It Downward Between the Two Paper Wrappers, Coated at the Bottom With Some Chemical Substance. Our Dough-
boys in France Had Trouble With European Pocket Matches Made of Thin Paper, the Match Being Lighted by Pulling It Between a Paper Folder

Containing a Chemical Coating.

CARDBOARD
MATCH MEAD

DIP

PRINCIPAL MATERIALS USED

STEEL WIRE

CARDBOARD
CUT

MATCHES AFTER
.--- DIP

MATCHES FOLDED,
STAGGERED AND
DIPPED.

PAPER COVER AND-- AUTOMATIC
IS PRINTED ' MACHINE TURNS

OUT THE STAPLED
BOOK MATCH COMPLETE

CLOSE BOOK
BEFORE STRIKING
MATCH

WIRE BINDING
STAPLE

THE STORY OF A MODERN BOOK MATCH.
The Book Match, Which Thousands of Smokers Are Using Everywhere Today, Has an Interesting History. The Early Pocket Matches Were Quite

Unsatisfactory, but They Have Improved Marvelously. The Successive Stáges in the Making of a Book Match, From the Dipping of the Cardboard Strips

to the Printing of the Covers, is Shown in the Series of Drawings at the Bottom, While the Upper Row of Pictures Shows the Forerunners of the Modern

Book Match.

pER capita consumption of matches
in the United States is 9 per diem,
amounting to a grand total of
346.253,212,735 per annum. \Vith
such an incomprehensible demand

as this you can readily see that there is a
handsome profit in giving matches away.

` At least, there is a satisfactory profit for
the .manufacturers of book matches, con-
stituting somewhere near one -eighth of the
total, most of which are given free of
charge to the ultimate consumer.

The management of a chain of cigar
stores is willing to pay about $3.00 per
thousand books, each of which contains 20
matches, for these little conveniences which
are handed out free to customers because
not merely the hook cover but each indi-
vidual match bears an advertisement of the
cigar stores or one of the company's prod-
ucts. The customer is satisfied for he gets
his matches free and in convenient form to
carry in his pocket, while the cigar com-
pany certainly ought to be satisfied because
this form of advertising is about 16 per
cent. cheaper per thousand circulation than
an equal sum expended for a page in a
well known weekly. The advertisement on
the match hook is certain to be seen at
least twenty times by the smoker, unless
the user happens to be a blind man, while
the page in the weekly may be seen by
him only once.

I®o 110 coa. Mavaches
In fact, the advertising value of the book

match is rated so highly that few are sold
to ultimate consumers. For, in order to
meet competition the independent cigar
dealers are obliged to furnish free matches
also. But instead of having their own ads
on the hooks they are content to purchase
those hearing advertisements of ready-
made clothing or other commodities at a
reduced price. That is, they pay for the
privilege of circulating advertisements of
other people. Isn't that fine-for the ad-
vertiser?

All sorts of things are advertised by
means of book matches. In the last munic-
ipal election in New York one of the can-
didates ventured a modest investment in
this form of advertising and ran away
ahead of his ticket.

According to the United States census
of manufacturers the wholesale value of
matches produced in 1919 was $15,874,000.
As nearly as can be ascertained one -eighth
of this total represented book matches, or
say $2,000,000 in round numbers.

Like all other notable inventions the
book match had a hard struggle to achieve
commercial success, for it began life with
no intention of becoming a mere advertis-
ing novelty; it wanted to be loved for itself
alone.

Its troubles were inherent in a commod-
ity in universal use; for pretty much every-
body who is anybody has taken out .a pat-
ent on a match, a match composition, a
match making machine, a match box or
something connected with matches since the
first patent, and one of the earliest ever
issued in the United States, No. 68, was
granted to A. D. Phillips, of Springfield,
Mass., October 24, 1836, for a phosphorus
friction match. Not only that, but all
Europe has been busy since the beginning
of the nineteenth century trying to produce
the perfect match.

Some weird contraptions were patented.
including some things which may, or may
not, have led ultimately to the book idea.
For instance there was a roll of paper
lapped over at intervals the length of the
match. You took hold of one end and
pulled, whereupon the lap in pulling apart
brought the match head in contact with
the igniting substance. Then there was
an accordion pleated strip of matches held
together with a rubber band, the match
being ignited as you pulled it downward
from under the band.

A book match in use in Europe during
the war caused much bad language in the
American Expeditionary Force. It was
the familiar hook, but the matches were of
thin paper. You tore one off and then

(Continued on page 1158)
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\pri1r Yffl TADIY
By HSAIEL M. LEWIS, M. A.

of the U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington.

IN the midst of the densest star -clouds
of the Milky Way may be seen nu-
merous dark holes, lanes and rifts
generally considered to be, at one
time, vacant spaces thru which we

may look into space beyond. The most con-
spicuous of these is the noted "coal -sack"
in the southern constellation of Centaurus,

of which the elder Herschel is said to have
exclaimed upon viewing it for the first
time, "Here is truly a hole in Heaven!"

The difficulty found in accounting for
the presence of such rifts or vacant spaces
where an absence of stars is least to be
expected, as well as the sharply defined
borders of these markings and, in many
instances, the similarity of form to bright
nebulae, has gradually led to the belief that
such objects are not holes or gaps in the
star -clouds, but dark nebulae, consisting of
clouds of non -luminous gases or some
other absorbing medium, that shuts off or
absorbs the light from stars beyond. Seen
telescopically many of these objects that
appear perfectly black without telescopic
aid are observed to be fairly well filled with
stars and encroached upon by streamers
or crossed by narrow bridges of light from
neighboring star -clouds. Particularly is
this true of the great dark rift that sharply
divides the Milky Way into two branches
at one-third of its entire length between
the constellations of Cygnus and Scorpio.
In such instances the stars lying between
us and these non -luminous objects are seen
in projection against these dark back-
grounds.

It is not certain whether the great dark
rift in the Milky Way just mentioned is

113aE'k Ma&' c}1Ffili;s fl171

the Sky
a true rift in dense star -clouds or is, like
the smaller dark markings of the Milky
Way, a dark, absorbing medium that cuts
off light from regions beyond. The great

dark bars and
streaks that

in Androme-
da. Spiral ne-
bulae viewed
edgewise are
observed to
b e marked
by a sharply
defined dark
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111,,,,,,,,1111,

The Black
Horse in Orion,
a Very Myste-
rious Black
Body Which is
Believed by
Scientists to be
Composed o f
Dust and Other
Solid ParticlesFloating in
Space, Obscur-
ing the Light
Part of the Neb-
ulse Behind it.
111,,11111111111111111,11111,11.

streak lying
along their
peripheries
as clearly
cut as a
black band
or ribbon
and one is

cross the Milky
Way laterally
in certain con-
stellations a r e
believed to be
masses opaque
to light, and it
is possible that
the great rift in
the Milky Way
may be similar
to these in its
constitution. It
II,.,,,11111,,,,,1 I,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,11111.

This Shows a Great
Nebulae in Orion
Photographed by
G. W. Ritchie with
the Two Foot Re-flector of the
Yerkes Observa-
tory. Note SharplyDefined Dark
MarkingEncroach-
ing Upon Luminous
Nebula at Bottom
of Photo; Also Dark
Nebulae to Right

of Center.
.11111111111111111111,,,,,,,,,,,11111111.1,1

a
fact that many
of the spiral
nebulae show
this same con-
struction, pre-
senting dark
rifts between
the spiral arms
and lateral bars
that are so
characteristic of
the structure of
the Milky Way.
See photo of
great nebulae

forced to the conclusion that here is a
medium impervious to light that shuts off
from our view the light from the central
plane of the spiral and, at the same time,
deprives the stars within the spiral forma-
tion and their possible attendant worlds of
the light from our own stellar group.

The undoubted presence of this absorbing
medium surrounding the far -distant spiral
nebulae, which are possibly island -uni-
verses, leads us to suspect that our own
Milky Way, to which the solar system be-
longs, with its dark rifts and lateral dark
bars similar to those seen in distant spirals,
is also surrounded by a dark absorbing
medium in its central plane that shuts off
from our view other stars and star -sys-
tems in the space that lies beyond.

Within the past few years it has been
found that our solar system belongs to a
local group or cluster of stars, one of the
numerous star -clouds of which the Milky
Way possibly consists, and that this flat-
tened, disk -shaped cluster of stars, as well
as all the gaseous nebulae of the Milky
Way, contains numerous dark nebulae
and also gaseous nebulae of the lumi-
nous variety. In our local cluster we
have the Pleiades with their enveloping
nebulosity which has been shown to be
illuminated in the vicinity of the stars
Merope and Maia by the reflection of light
from these stars rather than by any inher-
ent light. The vast encompassing nebula
of Orion, condensed around the sextruple
star Theta, in the Sword Handle, has its
non -luminous as well as its luminous
branches sharply defined. It is a signifi-
cant fact that nebulous stars in Orion and
elsewhere frequently are located at the edge
of a dark lane or streak that consists ap-
parently of non -luminous gases.

In every instance we find that the hot-
test of all the stars, the helium and hydro-
gen stars, are associated with nebulosity
and it was formerly believed that these
stars were also the youngest stars and
were being condensed from the nebulae
with which they were associated.

Since it has been established, however,
that the order of the evolution of the stars
is from the red giants, which are never
associated with nebulae, to the helium and
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One of the Most Wonderful Dark Markings in the Milky Way North of
Theta Ophiuchi Showing About 13 Degrees of the Sky. Note Peculiar S
Shape Dark Marking to Right of Center. Photograph by Mr. Barnard

With the Bruce Telescope on Mount Wilson, Calif.

hydrogen stars at the crest of stellar de-
velopment, it appears as if the nebulae
were being evolved from the hottest of the
stars rather than the stars from the nebu-
lae. We might readily conceive of stars so
hot that radiation pressure would exceed
the force of gravitation and drive forth
from these excessively hot bodies streams
of luminous matter which might later
form the non -luminous gases or dust par-
ticles of the dark nebulae that are drifting
thru space in vast clouds.

It has been calculated that if the great
nebula in Orion had a density only one -
millionth of the density of the earth's at-
mosphere at sea -level its total mass would
be so great that it would draw to itself all
of the stars in its vicinity. Evidently,
then, the stuff of which the nebulae are
made, whether they are luminous or non -
luminous, must be in an excessively rare
state if gaseous, or very finely divided if
meteoric, or otherwise the total mass of
each entire nebulous cloud would be so tre-
mendous that its gravitational effect on
neighboring bodies in space would tend to
convert them all into satellites revolving in
orbits around the nebula as the planets re-
volve around the sun.

Dr. A. Pannekoek, of the observatory at
Leyden. Holland, has recently been making
some researches in regard to the dark
nebulae in the direction of the constellation
of Taurus. He finds that these nebulae are
not among the far distant star -clouds of
the Milky Way, but belong to our own local
group of stars. From a study of the
photographs of Wolf and Barnard and
from other considerations, he comes to the
conclusion that they are about four times
more distant than the Hyades in Taurus, or
about 450 light-years distant from the solar
system, and that they have a lateral extent
of 225 light-years. One strongly absorbing
oblong portion, he finds, has an extent of
about 65 by 23 light-years. Dr. Pannekoek
finds that three small black objects in this
region, which were catalogued by Prof. E.

This is a Great Nebula in Andromeda. Note the Presence of Dark Absorbing
Matter in the Center as Well as Upper Left -Hand Corner. Photograph by

Ritchie with the Two Foot Reflector of the Yerkes Observatory.

E. Barnard, who has made a detailed study
of dark markings in the sky, have diam-
eters of 500,000, 40,000 and 30,000 astro-
nomical units, the astronomical unit being
the distance from the earth to the sun, or
93,000,000 miles. Light travels, we recall,
about 63,000 astronomical units in a year,
so light would take about six months to
cross the smallest of these small black
objects, and over eight years to cross the
largest.

Considering these dark nebulae in Taurus
to be enormous gas -clouds, Dr. Panne-
koek is led to the conclusion that the total
mass of the cloud is so great that the solar
system would be compelled to describe an
orbit around it in a period of two or three
million years, owing to the powerful gravi-
tational attraction of such a mass. Assum-
ing, however, that these dark nebula
consist of minute meteoric particles or
dust -clouds such an enormous mass is not
obtained.

It seems impossible in the present state
of our knowledge to determine the true
nature of these vast obscuring mediums
that are floating thru space like great
cosmic clouds. tho further astronomical
research may disclose a way.

The dark or obscuring nebulae, as well
as the luminous kind, appear to cluster
along the central plane of our local disk -
shaped cluster of stars, as well as along
the central plane of the Milky Way. They
vary in size from small black spots to
vast dark "holes," such as the coal sack
and great dark bars crossing the Milky
Way. Certain bright nebulae such as the
Trifid nebula in Sagittarius are divided by
dark lanes, and many dark lanes or rifts
also appear in spiral nebulae. There are
also the peculiar ring nebula with their
central stars. Whether the dark inner
portion of these ring -formed nebula
consist of dark nebulous matter or simply
represent the interior of a luminous
nebular shell formed in some mysterious
way about a central star is a matter of
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conjecture. The central stars frequently
appear to be variable and the dark interior
of the ring appears in some instances to be
faintly illuminated by the central star.
There are no more unique and puzzling
objects in the heavens than these ring
nebulae, of which the ring nebula in Lyra
is the best known example.

As bearing on the existence of clouds of
non -luminous gases in space it is a most
remarkable fact that many novae show in
their spectra certain lines of calcium in
the normal position of these lines, whereas
the lines of other elements are greatly dis-
torted by the abnormal conditions that exist
in the atmospheres of these stars. A simi-
lar effect has been noted in the case of cer-
tain double -star systems where a displace-
ment of all other lines in the spectra of the
two stars exists owing to the orbital mo-
tions of the stars about their common
centre of gravity. Why the lines of cal-
cium should be unaffected in both instances
when all other lines show the expected dis-
placement is difficult to explain, unless it
is assumed that there exists a cloud of
calcium gas between us and the star that
throws its absorption lines upon the . spec-
trum of the star as a background. Accord-
ing to one theory there must be between
us and the star a dark nebula composed of
calcium gas that is almost quiescent with
respect to the rest of the stellar universe,
and that has no physical connection with
the star in question. The star, according
to this theory, simply serves as an indicator
of the presence of the calcium cloud some-
where between us and the position in space
occupied by the star itself. The calcium
cloud may be in actual distance many light-
years away from the star under observa-
tion. According to another theory the
calcium cloud may have no physical con-
nection with the star in question, but may
be in its immediate vicinity or possibly sur-
rounding it. According to a third theory
the calcium cloud is physically associated

(Continued on page 1170)
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First Prize $25.00
PHONEY SPLICE FOOLS AUTO

THIEF
Make a break in the ignition wire at

the most desirable place and cut the insu-
lation off' one wire one-half inch, and off
the other for one and one -quarter inches.
Chamfer ends of wires to facilitate easy
operation. (If the wire is a cable, twist

-Ignition Wire- -- _

.........   _.. . ......r..:.... .....
----

Brass
Rod --

Z i /¢
Friction Tefe

a--

'fiber Washer

,-,Saw Cuts. Drilled Hole,

tZ - J4 k
This Phoney Electric Cable Splice Fools 'Em.
When Reversed and Put in Position the Cable

is Not Continuous.

small wires together and solder them, thus
forming a solid wire.)

Take a piece of one -quarter inch brass
rod two and one -quarter inches long and
drill a hole lengthwise thru the center of
the same, so that the wire will slip into it
easily. Cut off a piece of it three-quarters
of an inch long and saw a slot in the end
one-half inch deep. Take the one and one-
half inch piece and likewise make a saw
cut down in each end five -eighths of an
inch deep. Pinch the saw cuts together a
little.

To assemble the splice, place a fiber
washer between the two pieces of brass
rod, thus insulating one piece from the
other, and then wind friction tape over
them tightly, allowing tape to project over
ends of brass so that it will appear to have
been wound on insulation of wire.

When you leave the car, pull the wires
out of the splice and reverse them, thus
breaking the ignition circuit, for the wire
with the one-half inch end will not be
long enough to pass thru the three-quarter
inch piece of brass rod to complete the
circuit.

Contributed by
CHARLES Z. SMITH.

Second Prize $15.00
TWO SECRET IGNITION TRICKS

The illustration. Fig. A, shows how a
brass screw may be arranged to form a

B
Fig. A Shows Secret Circuit -Closer Formed By
Wood Screw. Fig. B Another Phoney Cable Joint.

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS
KINDLY note a change in this contest.

For the coming months we would
like to receive from our contributors

articles on the following subject:

ELECTRICITY ON THE CAR
We believe that there are hundreds of

new electrical ideas that can be incorpo-
rated in the car that our readers would
like to know of. What we are particularly
interested in are novel stunts, new devices,
new kinks, and new hints made possible by
the e_ectric current.

In order to win a prize the first requisite
is that the device or suggestion be practical.
The term PRACTICAL will be the keynote
of this contest.

You will be more apt to win a prize if
you will design the device yourself, and
make a photograph of it, sending the same
to us. Ideas are all right, but the reader
wants to see that the device actually has
been made, and WORKS.

The following prizes will be paid:
,111111111111111111111111111111 I fi

FIRST PRIZE $25.00
SECOND PRIZE 15.00
THIRD PRIZE 10.00

All other accepted articles which win no
prizes will be paid for at the rate of $1.00.
Each article submitted should not be longer
than about one hundred to two hundred
words.

Address all manuscripts to EDITOR
"MOTOR HINTS," care of this publica-
tion.

11,""""1.,............,,,I,,,,,,...,...,."111"11.1 ,,,"",,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",.,,1,,,,,,,"",,,,,,..",,,,,"""",

switch for the auto which will fool most
thieves. This screw can be put anywhere
on the car. A is the brass screw; B is the
wire coming thru the holes EE. These
holes are drilled from the bottom. The wires
B and C are pulled thru the holes, then a
knot is put on the end. Put the screw be-
tween the wires, screw it tight and the
circuit is closed. One turn to the right
will open the circuit.

Contributed by
J. ARTHUR BREMERMAN.

Third Prize $10.00
SECRET "SHORTING" SWITCH

herewith is illustrated an idea that I
think will make an automobile practically

Ammeter.

/gnifion
Switch

Battery

fase To Distributor

Secret
Short
Circuiting

nSwitch

A "Short -Circuiting" Switch Which Causes the
Fuse to Blow if a Thief Starts the Car.

thief -proof. The first thing that a thief or
anyone else would do to start a car, would
be to close the ignition switch. As soon as
this is done, a fuse will blow out under the
hood or in some other obscure place.

When the owner leaves the car he throws
in the short-circuiting switch placed under
the dashboard or in some other out -of -the-
way place. In fact this switch can even be
placed on the front of the dashboard be-
cause a thief would turn on the ignition
switch first. Once the fuse blows out, the
secret switch cannot start the car again
unless a new fuse is inserted.

Contributed by
SIDNEY WEISBERG.
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THEFT -PROOF VALVE
This scheme is to drill and tap a hole

thru the center of the shut-off valve, so
that a screw inserted into this hole stops
the flow of gas. When half way out, the
flow is free.

Contributed by
T. HARTLEY HALSTEAD.

Gos cut-off screw

When Screw is Turned in, "Gas" Line is Blocked.

HIGH TENSION COMBINATION
SWITCH

The device shown in the illustration can
be put any place on the car, but preferably
on the dash or back of it. Each of the
wires from the distributor is cut and at-
tached to a terminal on one side of the
hole; on the other side are terminals with
wires, each connecting a spark plug. An
attachment is made containing wires which
fit each terminal according to the com-
bination used, so that a complete circuit
is made for each cylinder corresponding
to the timing of it. A phoney plug is also
made that fits the cut-out section. This
plug has no connecting wires, but should
have an innocent looking dial on top, a
clock, meter or gage, for instance, to mis-
lead the thief. When the owner gets out
of the car he simply takes out the real
plug and inserts the false one.

Contributed by J. J. MAKOVICH.

To distributor

Contacts

Wood switch block
This High Tension Combination Switch is Sus-

ceptible of Many Different Designs.
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Irezettficall Chemical_ Ezperim nts
By TNT. F [OYD Lo DAnR oOW

POTASSIUM Hydroxid may be pre-
pared in the same manner as
sodium hydroxid. The metal seems
to take fire as the escaping hydro-
gen burns. This is due to the great

energy with which potassium unites with
oxygen and is evidence of its great chem-
ical activity, it being the most active of all
of the metals. The lavender color is the
characteristic color of the potassium
flame. Use a very small piece of potas-
sium.

Ammonium Hydroxid: This is one of
the most common and useful of the bases.
Being a weak base and evaporating rapidly
it finds many household uses for which
the stronger sodium and potassium
hydroxids cannot be used.

Place in the palm of your hand a small
quantity of dry ammonium chlorid and
mix with it an equal quantity of slaked
lime. Rub the two together vigorously
and then, cautiously smell of the escap-
ing gas. You will at once recognize it as
ammonia. Hold in the gas a moistened
piece of red litmus paper and it will turn
blue, showing that the gas with water
forms a base.

Preparation of Ammonia: Arrange
apparatus as shown in Figure 1. In the
flask place a mixture of about 10 grams
each of ammonia chlorid and slaked lime.
Heat the flask gently with a small flame
and collect the gas by downward displace-
ment of air, i. e., the gas goes up and the
air goes down.

When the inverted bottle is full of gas,
which can be told by holding a piece of
moist red litmus paper near its mouth
and noting the blue color, immediately
thrust it mouth downward in a basin of
water. Because of the great solubility of
ammonia, the water will begin to rise and
will soon fill the bottle.

A Fountain in a Vacuum: A beautiful
and very striking demonstration of the
great solubility of ammonia as well as its
basic properties can be shown in the fol-
lowing way.

(Concluded from March Issue)

Top Left to Right:
Preparation of Sodium Chloride by The
Neutralization of Sodium Hydroxide With

Hydrochloric Acid.
Preparation of Chemically Pure Sodium
Chloride. Note Inverted Funnel at End

of Delivery Tube.
Pouring Sodium Sulphate Solution Into a
Solution of Barium Chloride, Thus Pre-

cipitating a Salt.
Left: Metallic Sodium Burns With Great
Brilliancy in Chlorine Gas, the Union of the

Two, Forms Sodium Chloride.
Right: Preparation of Metallic Sulphides
by Precipitation With Hydrogen Sulphide

Gas Generated in the Kipp Generator.

Arrange apparatus as shown in Figure 2.
It may be found more convenient to pre-
pare the ammonia gas by heating a strong
solution of household ammonia than to
use a mixture of ammonium chlorid and
slaked lime, altho that may be done. In
the small medicine dropper thrust in the
2 -holed stopper of the inverted flask -place
a little water. In the glass jar below
place a strong solution of litmus, i. e.,
water deeply colored with litmus. Then
add two or three drops of strong sulfuric
acid so as to give a red color to the water
in the jar.

Now heat the flask of ammonia water
and fill the inverted flask with it. Quickly
insert the stopper in the inverted flask
and inject into it the water in the med-
icine dropper. Immediately the gas
will begin to be absorbed by this small
quantity of water and the diminished
pressure resulting will draw water thru
the glass tube from the jar below. This
will come with a rush when it reaches the
top of the tube and will immediately turn
to a deep blue in the flask above. The
change of color is of course due to the
fact that ammonia water is a base and
neutralizes the acid.

The Test for an Ammonium Salt: Evi-
dently the test for an ammonium salt is to
heat it with a base and see if ammonia
gas is given off. In a test tube pine a
pinch of any ammonium salt, the surfate
or chlorid for example. Cover this with
a solution of sodium hydroxid and heat
the tube carefully. In the escaping vapor
hold a piece of moist red litmus paper.
It will immediately turn blue. For the
sodium hydroxid, potassium hydroxid
may be substituted.

SALTS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
In the articles immediately preceding this

we have dealt with acids and bases, the
fundamental substances from which salts
are made. To one unacquainted with chem-
istry a salt is simply the familiar sodium
chlorid, commonly called just "salt." But
to the chemist salts are many in number and
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of various types. Of course most people
know something of the properties and uses of
Epsom Salt, or simply "salts," as they are
called. But very few think of blue vitriol,
baking soda, soap, water glass, washing
soda, saltpeter, alum, asbestos, plaster of
Paris, and a host of other no less impor-
tant and familiar substances as belonging
to this same class of chemical compounds.

Preparation of a Typical Salt: There are
a number of general methods for the prep-
aration of salts. For our illustration we
shall take sodium chlorid and in the fol-
lowing paragraphs describe its prepara-
tion by each of the important methods.

Direct Union: Where possible the sim-
plest method for the preparation of any
compound is by direct union of the con-
stituent elements. By methods already de-
scribed in this series of articles prepare a
bottle of chlorine gas. (You must, of
course, remember that this gas is poisonous
and experiment with it under a hood or in
a good draft.) Cover the bottle with a
glass plate and set it aside. Then cut a
piece of metallic sodium the size of a pea,
carefully remove the adhering kerosene
with a filter paper and place the sodium in
the bowl of a deflagrating spoon half
filled with sand.

Now heat the deflagrating spoon very
strongly in the flame of the Bunsen burner
and thrust it quickly into the bottle of
chlorine. The sodium will take fire and
burn in the chlorine with great brilliancy.
Here we have an illustration of combus-
tion in which no oxygen takes part.

The inside of the bottle will be covered
with a layer of white sodium chlorid.
Taste it and you will find that it is iden-
tical with common salt. It is a remark-
able fact that from a very bright and
active metal on the one hand and a poison-
ous gas on the other we obtain a substance
essential to life.

Neutralization: The most general
method for preparing any salt is by the
combination of its acid and base. Place
10 cc. of a moderately strong solution of
sodium hydroxid in an evaporating dish.
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Put beside it upon the desk pieces of red
and blue litmus paper. Dipping a clean
glass rod into the solution, touch it to each
kind of test paper. Of course the red lit-
mus paper will turn blue and the blue will
be unchanged.

Now add slowly and with constant stir-
ring hydrochloric acid until upon touching
the glass rod to the test paper the red will
no longer turn blue. The neutralization or
end point has now been passed. So taking
the sodium hydroxide bottle add base drop
by drop until upon stirring you find that
the solution obtained will neither turn red
litmus blue nor blue litmus red. The
neutralization point has then been reached.
Dipping the glass rod into the solution,
place a drop of it on the end of your
tongue. The characteristic taste of sodium
chloride will be at once noted.

Evaporate the neutralized solution and a
residue of solid sodium chloride will be
obtained.

Precipitation: Although sodium chlo-
ride, since it is soluble, cannot itself be
precipitated, yet it may be formed in con-
nection with the precipitation of another
salt.

Prepare a solution of sodium sulfate,
using 7.1 grams of the uncrystallized salt
or 16.1 grams of the crystallized salt to
100 cc. of water. Prepare a solution of
barium chloride by dissolving 6.1 grams of
the crystallized salt in 100 cc. of water.

Place 10 cc. of the sodium sulfate solu-
tion in an evaporating dish and heat. over a
Bunsen burner. Then add an equal volume
of barium chloride solution, stir arid allow
the mixture to stand for a few minutes. A
white precipitate of barium sulfate, one
of the most insoluble compounds in inor-
ganic chemistry, will form. Filter and
catch the filtrate in a clean beaker. If it
is not clear pass it through the filter
again.

Place a drop of the filtrate on your
tongue and note that you have sodium chlo-
ride in solution. As the barium sulfate
precipitates, sodium chloride is at the same
time left in solution and can be obtained
by evaporation.

Preparation Using Volatility of One
Product: Place 2 grams of sodium car-
bonate in an evaporating dish and add
slowly with constant stirring dilute hydro-
chloric acid as long as there is any efferves-
cence. Taste of the solution and you will
again discover that sodium chloride has
been formed.

These are the typical methods for pre-
paring all salts. It will be observed that
in the method of precipitation a second salt,
barium sulfate, was formed, and this is a
frequent method of procedure. Many
salts are insoluble and may thus be pre-
cipitated.

General Precipitation: Arrange a gener-
ator as shown in Figure 1. In it place
some lumps of ferrous sulfide and thru the
thistle tube pour dilute sulfuric acid. If
the action does not proceed vigorously add

a little concentrated acid. Very shortly
you will observe the characteristic odor of
hydrogen sulfide. Have at hand a test tube

Pig. 1 at LeftIllustrates
the Triple Bulb
Kipp Gas Gen-
erator and theOrdinary
Home - Made
Hydrogen GasGeneratorEither of
Which May be
Used in Pro-
ducing Hydro-
gen Sulphide.

Fig. 2. Ap-paratus is
Shown at Right
Set up in the
Laboratory, for
the Prepara-
tion of Chemi-
c a l l y Pure
Sodium Chlo-
ride. This Ac-
tion is Effected
by Heating
Sodium Carbo-
nate and Hy-
drochloric Acid
Over a Bunsen

Flame.
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Classification of Salts: There are three
general classes of salts-normal, acid and
basic. The normal and acid salts are the

-NAC/andH1SO4

Il

Saturated
Solution - =
/laa -

rack containing test tubes with solutions
of lead nitrate, copper sulfate, cadmium
nitrate, mercuric nitrate, arsenic trichlo-
ride, antimony trichloride and stannous
chloride.

Place the end of the delivery tube into
the first test tube and allow the gas to
bubble thru the solution. Immediately a
heavy black precipitate of lead sulfide will
form. Rinse the delivery tube off each time
and pass the gas in turn thru the various
metallic solutions. In each case a sulfide
will be formed, the color of which is char-
acteristic. These salts may be separated
by filtration.

As we shall see a little later when we
come to take up systematic qualitative
analysis, this precipitation of metallic sul-
fides with hydrogen sulfide is of very great
importance. For generating hydrogen sul-
fide and always having it on tap, a Kipp
generator is highly desirable.

Precipitation of Sulfates: Place in test
tubes solutions of barium, strontium and
lead nitrates and add to each a solution of
sodium sulfate. White precipitates of the
sulfates of these metals will appear.

In like manner a number of chlorides,
carbonates and phosphates may be pre-
cipitated.

Solution of
Na C/in Strong

Ammonia

Warble & NC/ for CO2

Fig. 3. Apparatus Set up for the Preparation of
Sodium Bicarbonate (Common Baking Soda).
Marble Particles Are Acted Upon by Hydrochloric
Acid in the Larger Flask, Carbon Dioxide Gas
Passing Over into the Beaker Containing a Solution
of Sodium Chloride and Strong Ammonia. Sodium

Bicarbonate is Formed.

-
more important. A normal salt is a neu-
tral salt. All of the salts so far prepared
are normal salts. They will not turn red
litmus blue nor blue litmus red. They are
the result of the complete neutralization
of acids and bases. An acid salt, on the
other hand, has all the properties of an
acid as well as those of a salt.

Dissolve a little cream of tartar in a test
tube of water and test it with litmus. Mix
a little of the dry salt with dry sodium
bicarbonate, or baking soda, and add
water. The vigorous action and the effer-
vescence of carbon dioxide show the pres-
ence of an acid. This combination is, of
course, baking powder. Cream of tartar
is an acid salt obtained from the inside of
wine casks.

Preparation of an Acid Salt: Prepare a
1 to 5 solution of sulfuric acid by pouring
very slowly and with constant stirring 20
cc. of concentrated sulfuric acid into 100
cc. of water. Then dissolve 20 grams of
potassium hydroxide in 100 cc. of water.
Allow the solutions to cool.

Place in a beaker 25 cc. of the dilute
sulfuric acid and exactly neutralize it with
the potassium hydroxide, using litmus
paper as before to determine the end point.
Then evaporate the solution to one-third its
original volume and set it aside to crys-
tallize.

Again exactly neutralize 25 cc. of the
acid and then add 25 cc. more of the dilute
sulfuric acid. Evaporate this to one-third
of its volume and set it aside to crystallize.

When the solutions have thoroly cooled
and the crystals have formed, pour off the
remaining solution and dry and examine the
crystals. You will observe that the crystals
do not appear to be of the same substance.
Dissolve a little of each in water and test
with litmus paper. One gives a neutral
reaction and the other an acid reaction.
In the second case not enough base was
used to neutralize all of the acid. Just
half of it was neutralized, the second half
entering into combination with the salt.
upon crystallization. This formed potas-
sium acid sulfate.

Hydrolysis Action of Salts: Many salts.
although perfectly normal in their method
of formation and in their formulae, never-
theless give either an acid or a basic reac-
tion.

Action of Copper Sulfate: Place a strip
of sheet zinc in a test tube of copper sul-
fate solution. The zinc will, of course, re-
place the copper, but you will also observe
the evolution of a multitude of bubbles.

(Continued on page 1162)
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Nailing the Windmill Supporting
Frame Together.

By DR. E. WADE

Fitting the Noise -producing
Hammers in the Guide Bar.

AHAMMERING windmill is in-
structive because it is based upon
one of the five simple machines
of the physicist-the screw, and it
is useful in the garden because it

will keep all birds away from the fruit
trees by its noise, when it is placed among
the branches.

A small garden windmill can be made
from a piece of tin and a few strips of
wood. The wood is used for the frame
which consists of four slats, each seven

Screwing the Propeller Blade to the Shaft The Windmill Complete. One of
of the Garden Windmill. the Hammers is About to Drop on

the Sounding Board.

inches long and three inches wide. These
strips, before they are nailed together,
receive two holes which will later hold the
shaft of the wheel. The shaft is eight
inches long and has two projecting wires
(staples) fastened to it. These engage
two hammers when the shaft is turned.

The hammers are made from wood and
are balanced on a nail fastened to a block
which is nailed to a larger board seven
inches long and five inches wide, and this
in turn is fastened to the frame.

The wheel, which is made from thin
tin, is six inches in diameter, and is firmly
fastened to the shaft by a screw. A tail
must now be made from a board 1/4 inch
thick and 10 inches long. It is three
inches wide in front and six inches wide
in the rear. If two holes are now bored
into the two lower horizontal bars and if
a round stick is loosely placed in it so
that it can turn easily, the mill will always
face the wind.

lleepIlng YOU,Ir Teflephone ReceIlve2-5 66AL
wourAnD

SINCE the sensitivity of permanent
magnet type telephone receivers de-
pends to a large extent upon the
strength of the permanent magnetic
field in the core, it is desirable to

prevent this field from decreasing in value
thruout its life. The influence of this fac-
tor upon the sensitivity of a telephone re-
ceiver is of even greater importance, as
the receiver grows elder and the magnet-
ism has naturally decreased to some ex-
tent. Any loss of flux then results in even
a greater decrease in sensitivity.

The first method tried by the writer
was to bring the receiver, with diaphragm
removed, up and near enough to a sensitive
compass to cause a deflection of the needle

.. from the natural north and south position
of about 45 degrees. The receiver termi-
nals were then connected at random to a
battery of two or three dry cells and the
terminal which was connected to the posi-
tive pole when the deflection of the com-
pass needle was increased still further from
the north and south position, was marked
as "positive" simply by tying a string to it.
By this method the correct direction of
current flow through 75 -ohm receivers was
readily determined, but the results with a
pair of 2,000 -ohm radio receivers were in-
consistent. A more reliable method was
therefore needed, and the one that sug-
gested itself is here described.

As shown in the accompanying diagram,
a millivoltmeter, a milliammeter, or the
element of any d'Arsonval type instrument,
or even a galvanometer (USE CARE) is
connected at random to the receiver termi-
nals. When the diaphragm or keeper is
quickly removed and the meter shows a
small momentary deflection in the reverse

This Hook-up Shows How
a Millivoltmeter or Milli -
ammeter May be Con-
nected to the Terminals of
a Telephone or ¡Radio
Receiver, in Order to
Determine, By Moving the
Diaphragm or a Piece of
Iron To and From the Pole -Pieces, Which Terminals
the Positive and Negative Wires From a Battery
Should be Connected to, in Order to:Preserve:the Life
of the Permanent Steel Magnet in Such Receivers.

CASH FOR ARTICLES
Beginning with the present issue of SCI-

ENCE AND INVENTION, we have made a
considerable change in the editorial policy,
thanks to the thousands of votes which our
readers gave us on the ballots published some
time ago in this journal, in deference to which
we are herewith enlarging the "Constructor",
as well as the "How -To -Make -It" and the
"Wrinkles" sections. We pay well for arti-
cles of various kinds, and constructor and
similar articles do not have to be accompanied
by finished mechanical drawings, but clear
pencil or pen and ink sketches will do; the
manuscript or text of the article being type-
written if possible. Sketches should always
be made on separate sheets and never on the
same pages as the story. All sorts of elec-
trical and mechanical devices are of interest
to us, so long as they are new and novel.
Thus a wide field of opportunity is opened up
to everyone. Address all manuscripts and
drawings to Editor, SCIENCE AND IN-
VENTION.

IlYfss

direction, the receiver terminal then con-
nected to the positive meter terminal should
be marked as "positive" and should always
be connected to the positive pole of the
battery with which the receiver is used.
By this method the correct directions of
current flow through the 75 -ohm receivers
previously mentioned were again deter-
mined and were found to agree in every
instance with the determinations made with
a compass.

This method is based on Lenz's law,
which states that any change in the value
of the flux threading a coil sets up an
electromotive force in the coil and causes
a current to flow if the circuit is closed,
which tends to oppose the flux change.
When the diaphragm or keeper is quickly
removed, as explained above, the flux is
decreased, due to the removal of a quite
permeable component of the flux path and
the current which flows tends to prevent
this slight momentary demagnetization.
This, therefore, is the direction in which
a direct current should always flow
through the windings.

It is not considered necessary to mark
the terminals of Baldwin telephone receiv-
ers, because the current through the wind-
ings of these receivers does not exert an
appreciable effect upon the permanent mag-
netic flux. Extremely loud signals should
be guarded against because of the delicate
mounting of the armature in this type of
receiver.

Some of the leading manufacturers are
now marking their receivers to insure the
proper direction of current flow. Cer-
tainly no precaution which can be taken
as easily as this to preserve your "me-
chanical ears" ought be disregarded.
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Nctlezll lephonficg
THE technical periodicals nowadays

are pretty well filled up with radio
diagrams and stories, and we do
not hear very much about the prac-
tical everyday things which are

often very important to us; the author of
the present article has thought that a few

'Receiver.

Microphone

C

Hook Spring

/Double Contact L
Push Button

y HEN Y J®HNSTUNE
ceiver and then holding it to your ear to
listen. When a battery comprising a few
dry cells is used in such a telephone cir-
cuit, the polarity may have to be reversed,
or the terminals of the phones changed
around until best results are obtained, as
actual experience will dictate.

'Receiver

Battery 2to 4
Dry Ce//s

G -'
Na /8Be// Wüe

Switch.

Microphone
IIII

Battery 21o4DrytW/s

Fig. 1. Diagram A Shows Simple Telephone Circuit for Both Talking and Receiving, Which Comprises
Two Telephone Receivers With or Without a Battery. Diagram B Shows Simple and Efficient Series
Telephone Hook -Up. Diagram C Shows Wiring for Series Telephone Instrument With Call Bell and

Ringing Button.
practical diagrams and hints on how to
connect telephones, including the loud -
speaking phones and dictagraphs, might
prove of interest. The loud -speaking tele-
phone circuits here described will often
prove valuable where the radio telephone re-
ceiving set is located in an out-of-the-way
part of the house, and the radiophone talk
is to be relayed to another room or an-
other floor. The loud -speaking telephone
is also useful in transmitting phonograph
music to other rooms or floors of a house,
and the author has used all of the arrange-
ments here described with excellent success
at different times.

A few simple circuits of interest to the
telephone experimenter are shown in Fig.
1. At "A", Fig. 1, is a circuit composed of
bell wire or other insulated conductor, or
even with one wire and an earth return,
employing two ordinary Bell type tele-
phone receivers. A battery may or may
not be used and the receivers are used as
transmitters also, first talking to the re -

Hook

STATION A

---Uil TB
F
A B

Bel/

Hook

At Fig. 1 "B" a simple series telephone
circuit is outlined, and one of the wires
may be eliminated by using a ground re-
turn, connecting one of the line wires at
either instrument to the water pipe or to a
metal plate buried in the ground, as shown
at G and G. This simple circuit, compris-
ing two standard microphones or trans-
mitters and two 75 ohm receivers, will talk
over a goodly distance, the longer the cir-
cuit the greater the number of dry cells
you will have to use. Ordinarily, in house
circuits, or where the run is not over 100
feet, two to four dry cells will suffice. A
switch may be placed in the circuit at
either end, or only at one end. This series
circuit talks very well indeed, as you will
find, and no induction coils are needed to
boost the voltage of the talking current
for ordinary distances. A complete cabi-
net circuit for a series telephone set with
double -contact push button for ringing
the bell at the opposite station, together
with automotic hook switch, on which the
receiver is hung when thru talking, is out-
lined at Fig. 1, "C." The double -contact
push button can be made from a:.y ordi-
nary button by simply adding a top con-
tact spring, which normally keeps the cir-
cuit closed thru the bell when the hook
switch is depressed by the weight of the
receiver hanging on it. The hook switch
itself may also be home-made, or else
picked up at a second-hand electrical shop

STATION B

-4 I1IN 1B

E F

Be/l

HIlhIFT1i
Ground -Groundá

S

Fig. 2. It is Frequently Desirable to Have Ordinary House and Garage Telephones to Ring Auto-matically When the Receiver is Lifted From the Hook, the Same as the Commercial Telephones toWhich We Are Accustomed, and This Diagram Shows a Special Circuit Arrangement Which Will doThis. Two Insulated Contact Springs Are Placed Above and Below the Receiver Hook, These Springs
Being Opened and Closed Alternately By the Fibre Block Mounted on the Receiver Hook.

Fig. 3. Complete Wiring Diagram for Four Intercommunicating House Telephones Operating on a
Single Common Battery, Which is Used for Both Ringing and Talking Circuits. In this System Two MoreWires than the Number of Stations is Required in the Cable of Bell Wires Connecting the Instruments.
To Call a Certain Station, the Switch is Moved to the Proper Number, and the Calling Button Depressed,

Which Rings the Desired Party's Bell.

for a song, as may also the telephone trans-
mitter and the receiver, a considerable
quantity of army telephone apparatus being
available now at bargain prices in many
cities.

Automatic Ringing Battery Telephone
With the simple house telephone operat-

ing on a few dry cells, the party wanted
has to be called by pressing on the push
button, as becomes evident from the dia-
gram, Fig. 1, "C." The author once
worked out a handy automatic calling
scheme which rings the other party's bell
when you lift the receiver from the hook,
the same as when using the regular Bell
telephone system, and this diagram is re-
produced at Fig. 2. All that is required
beyond the usual hook switch and its con-
tacts are two sets of extra contact springs
arranged as shown, which are opened and
closed by two fibre strips or blocks resting
in two slots cut on either side of the hook
switch lever. For ordinary work these
contact springs, which are held between
fiber washers so as to be insulated from
one another, need not have silver, platinum
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or tungsten points, but it is preferable to
use small silver contact points at the ends
of the springs, or else purchase hook
switch springs having such silver points on
them already. These may be picked up
from some old telephone apparatus, or else
from a telephone supply company. In some
cases your local Wire Chief at the tele-
phone exchange can fix up your wants.

Intercommunicating Battery Phone
System

It is often desirable to connect more
than two telephone instruments on a sys-
tem in the house or else between house
and garage, et cetera, and Fig. 3 shows
one of the best methods of doing this, as
well as the internal connections of the tele-
phone instrument itself. The cabinet cir-
cuit shown is for a telephone set containing
an induction coil with primary and sec-
ondary connected to the talking and re-
ceiving circuits, but a simple series tele-
phone set of the type shown at Fig. 1

"C," may be used equally as well, of
course.

In the intercommunicating telephone sys-
tem here shown, there is required in the
cable of bell wires connecting the stations,
two more wires than there are telephones.
Thus a six wire cable is necessary for four
stations, an eight wire cable for six sta-
tions, a fourteen wire cable for twelve
stations, etc.

To call party No. 4 on this system from
station No. 1 for example, the multiple
point switch lever is changed to contact
No. 4. Instrument No. 1 is now ready to
call party 4, and this is done by pushing
the button of the double contact push. Any
other party on the system is called in the
same way, i. e., the party switch is turned
to the corresponding number desired, the
calling button depressed, the telephone re-
ceiver removed from the hook, and con-
versation carried on.

The system here shown in Fig. 3 is very
commendable for a number of reasons, one
of them being that the ringing and talk-
ing battery of four to six dry cells is cen-
tralized and may be placed in the base-
ment or cellar. It can be connected to the
common ringing and common battery wires
(marked CR and CB in the diagram), any-
where along the cable, but preferably in
the center of the system if the total length
of the cable is very great so as to mini-
mize and equalize the voltage drop along
the circuits. Telephones suitable for use
in this system can be purchased on the
market for about $3.00 apiece, or they may
be assembled using 75 ohm watch case re-

. ceivers, standard microphones selling any-
where from 75c. to $1.25, together with
a buzzer or bell worth about 40c. or less,
a double contact push button and a multiple
point switch, together with switch hook,
which latter three items should not cost
more than $1.25.

StandardPicfograph
Microphone,

Wire or tamp Cord

Ito 3 Ce//
Flashlight

Ba/fey-

Wood-'

`Tin Horn

Hails

\-4-Ohm Receiver

A
c //ead/ess Hall.

;-Wood-

/ron Rivets-,

laminated Sheet
Iron Core -------

0
The cable is made up of several lengths

of wax insulated bell wire bound together
with friction tape at intervals, or else
wrapped the entire length with black fric-
tion tape, to make a really good job. Much
time will be saved in hooking up the appa-
ratus correctly by using different colored
wire for each number, such as red for No.
1 wire; green for No. 2, red and white for
No. 3, etc. The practical telephone man
will not care if the wires are all of the
same color, however, and will quickly as-
certain his correct wire numbers at each
station by testing with a buzzer or tele-
phone set, the particular wire in each
instance being grounded for example, thru
a battery to the water or steam pipe sys-
tem. Then by connecting one wire of the
buzzer or bell to the nearest water or
steam pipe at the particular station which
he is testing out at the moment, and touch-
ing each of the wires one after another,
he will know that he has No. 4 wire for
example, if the bell rings, because the
battery at the master testing station
(usually in the cellar), is connected to the
water pipe and to the end of No. 4 wire
in the cable, as previously arranged, either
by himself or his assistant. If two people

Microphone Receiver
&Headband Space.. I:' IIIIIIiIIIII VIIlill l l li1lllü;

-Apll4 ..®',,'
I ldi1IIIIppIp,IoppIIm- lñ`

/0 -Ohm
Rheostat

Switch

Fig. U. A Home-made "Dictagraph" is Shown in the Illustration Above. All of the Apparatus May
be Arranged to Fit Into a Cigar Box and a Cheap Watch Case Receiver Having a Bobbin Wound to Four
to Five Ohms Resistance Does the Trick, Together With a Flashlight Battery, a Rheostat, and a Sensitive

Microphone. It is Best in Most Cases to Purchase a "Dictagraph" Microphone.

4or 6 -Ohm
Receiver

Soft Iron
/Core

4 XB -

Yoke

Standard
Microphone

/0 -Ohm
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Carbon -

Button

C

-Tin Diaphragm

"Thin tilt
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-CarbonDisc

'Polished
Carbón
Grains

Fig. 4. Loud Talking Telephones Are
Useful in Relaying Phonograph Music to a
Distant Room and Also for Relaying Radio-
phone Music and Concerts From One Floor
to Another, Etc. The Secret of the Loud -
Speaking Telephone System Lies Mostly in
the Receiver, Which is Wound to Have a

Resistance of About Four or Five Ohms.

make the test, then a telephone is useful
to call back the numbers as found to the
man at the master station.

Loud -Talking Telephone
Loud -speaking telephones are frequently

very useful, and the electrical and radio
bug can rig up one of these outfits him-
self at small cost. The author has used
the scheme here shown, with a standard
microphone, such as used in regular tele-
phone experiments, the principal novelty or
change in the usual apparatus employed,
being that the telephone receiver has a
resistance of about four ohms or slightly
more. This receiver was made from a
regular watch case type model, but the per-
manent steel magnet was removed, and
after stripping the fine 75 ohm winding off
of the bobbin of the single soft iron core,
it was rewound with No. 22 wire. The
exact gauge of wire that should he used.
will vary somewhat with the dimensions
of the bobbin, but a little experimenting
or calculation with the aid of a wire table,
will give you the results you are after.
The secret of the loud -talking telephone is
similar to that of a dictagraph, and lies in
the use of a heavier current thru the re-
ceiver than is the case in the normal tele-
phone instrument. A tin horn or else a
wooden one about sixteen inches long will
give good results, and Fig 4 "B" shows
how the horn may be fastened into a hole
bored thru apiece of wood, also a simple
wooden block for supporting the telephone
receiver tightly against the opening at the
base of the horn. It is desirable usually to
place a piece of thin felt between the re-
ceiver and the board supporting the horn,
so as to make this joint good and tight.
The receiver is retained in place by four
nails, the heads of which are cut off after
being driven in place.

Fig. 4 "C" shows the elements of a sim-
ple loud -speaking telephone receiver with
its soft iron core. At Fig. 4 "D" is shown
a type of low resistance phone which has
been used successfully by one concern, the
soft iron core being made up of lamina-
tions or punchings, which the amateur
could, of course, imitate with a pair of

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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snips and a sheet of stovepipe iron, or what
is sometimes called Russian sheet iron,
procurable from any tinsmiths. The cen-
tral pole measures about one -quarter inch
square, while the end poles have a cross
section of one-half this value. The yoke
has a cross section of one -quarter inch

/Lid Upen

Microphone
6 7 from
Piano

by one -quarter inch also. The bobbin
made of two fibre disks on a piece of very
thin fibre tube, all glued together, is wound
with heavy insulated magnet wire to give
a resistance of four to six ohms. The
pole pieces should be carefully filed off and
trued up in line, the distance separating
them from the sheet iron diafram of the
watch case receiver being about 1/32 inch.

For those who care to experiment in
making their own microphones, a diagram
is given at Fig. 4 "E" showing the general
arrangement of a good microphone of the
sensitive type. The diafram may be of
tin, ferrotype, iron or mica, and thin fibre
or hard rubber have been used as well as
tightly stretched silk, celluloid, etc. Mica
is one of the best materials for diaf rams
in either microphones or receivers. The
main thing to learn about home-made
microphones, is to forget the old how -to-
make -it books, which tell you to take one
nice looking chunk of old arc lamp carbon
and pound it up into fine particles; the
writer learned long ago that this makes
about the worst microphone imaginable. If
you want results spend a few cents and buy
some honest -to -goodness polished carbon
granules. Electrical or telephone supply
companies will sell you the right size, and
it is advisable also to purchase the pol-
ished carbon buttons for the front and
back electrodes of the microphone, but
these may be made by the amateur, or even
salvaged from some old telephone appa-
ratus, which has been discarded. One of the
electrodes may be of brass and the front
one of carbon. A piece of very thin felt
is placed behind the carbon button in some
microphones before the latter is riveted
to the tin or mica diafram. The inner end
of the rivet rests in a little depression in
the face of the carbon. The same is true
of the rivet or screw if one is used in the
rear electrode. The diameter of the tin
or mica diafram should be about two and
one -quarter inches, which is the standard
size for practically all telephone apparatus.
The diameter of the carbon disks may be
three-quarter inch, and the space between
them about one -sixteenth inch, or a little
more, which is to be filled with carbon
grains. Before placing the carbon grains
in place, a pocket is formed for them by
binding a piece of thin felt around the rear
disk electrode, as becomes evident from
the diagram,.' :Fig. 4 "E." The carbon

grains should not be handled with the
fingers, but with a piece of creased paper
or else with a small spoon. The adjust-
ment of the distance between the elec-
trodes and the quantity of carbon grains
may prove a little difficult, but once you
find the right adjustment, the instru-

ment will work very
nicely.

With a loud -talk-
ing telephone of the
type shown at Fig.
4, the number of dry
cells to be used will
depend upon the
length of the circuit,
but for circuits not
exceeding 40 to 50

Rubber
Bands --

r
Microphone.,

Y

Tn Basin or
Wood Bowl=

,111111111111,,,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Fig. 6. The Upper Illus-
tration Shows Arrange-
ment of Microphone and
Best Position in Front
of Open Case of the

Piano.
The Lower Diagram
Shows Several Good Po-
sitions for Transmitting
Phonograph Music Over
a "Loud -Talker" Circuit.
The Microphone May be
Placed at Positions 1 orº
with Doors Shut, or Else
Arranged at 3 with Stylus
Lever Attached Directly
to the Center of tihe
Microphone Diafram; or
it May be Placed in the
Focus of a Bowl or Basin
a Few Feet From the

Phonograph Doors.

feet in length, about four to six cells will
usually be sufficient. It is desirable to
place a ten ohm rheostat in series with the
circuit as shown, to regulate the strength
of the current and to eliminate frying
noises.

Dictagraph or Detectiphone
The so-called dictagraph is used very

extensively nowadays by detectives for lis-
tening to a conversation in a room by
secreting the sensitive microphone behind
a picture frame or other piece of furniture,
and wiring it up by hidden wire con-
ductors to another room in which there is
a stenographer or detective. It will be
found that fair experimental results are
obtainable by using an ordinary microphone.
A similar receiver to that constructed for
the loud -talking phone, has been employed
by the writer very successfully, using a
head -band to hold it against the ear. A
two or three cell flashlight battery will
usually supply all of the current necessary
and it is a very good idea to place a ten
ohm adjustable rheostat in series with the
circuit as shown, together with the switch.
In my case, the dictagraph outfit is placed
in a cigar box, a suitable compartment be-
ing made from cigar box wood to hold the

'Receiver

battery and rheostat. A head band was
made from some thin steel wire. Now
that you have the cabinet, the rheostat, the
battery and the low resistance receiver,
which is every bit as good as the one sup-
plied with the regular dictagraph sets, you
can make a first-class outfit of your little
set by spending a few dollars for a good
sensitive dictagraph microphone, such as
the Boissonnault type. The writer is using
this circuit for a dictagraph outfit at pres-
ent with fine results, the microphone being
one of those supplied with instruments to
aid the deaf, and which costs about $5.00.

There are many different applications for
dictagraphs and loud -speaking telephones.
At Fig. 6 a novel application is shown
where phonograph music was successfully
transmitted to a room on another floor.
The microphone of the loud -talking outfit
shown in diagram Fig. 4, was placed inside
the wooden amplifying horn of the phono-
graph, and the doors of the instrument
closed. This gave very good results.
Other positions for the microphone are
shown at 1, 3 and 4. The position 3 calls
for a combination microphone and repro-
ducer, the stylus or phonograph needle
holder and lever system are attached di-
rectly to the center of the microphone dia-
fram. An arrangement which was found to
give very clear reproduction without the
usual harshness or rattling, caused by
sounds in the amplifying chamber, is posi-
tion 4, where the microphone is placed in
the focus of a wooden chopping bowl or
tin basin, this arrangement being tried at
distances of one to two feet from the open
doors of the phonograph. In transmitting
piano music via the loud -speaking tele-
phone, the best results were obtained in
one case, when the microphone was placed
about six feet from the piano strings, with
the front lid of the piano raised, as shown
in Fig. 6. In this case the microphone
was supported by rubber bands in the cen-
ter of a cigar box, which latter acted as
a partial sound collector and resonator.

Fig. 7 shows how two telephone receiv-
ers of the 75 ohm watch case or standard
Bell type, and two microphones may be
used to relay an incoming call from a
standard telephone company instrument,
on which they, the company, will not toler-
ate any attachments or wire connections.
The regular company's receiver rests on
two blocks having notches cut to fit it,
and fits firmly against a piece of felt
around an opening in the upright board, to
the rear side of which is your experimen-
tal microphone, strapped or clamped in
place. This microphone is connected with
one of the 75 ohm telephone receivers, to-
gether with battery of two or three dry
cells, as here shown. Both circuits may
usually be employed with a common bat-
tery, but if they do not work well, use a
separate battery for each circuit.

Leather-.

MicroPhone-

Wire oa

Sheet Brass

Fe/t

\ Be// Te%phone,

Fig. 9. This Simple Telephone Scheme Frequently Proves Very Handy. Especially When an IncomingTelephone Message is to be Relayed to a Sick Room, Etc. The Telephone Company's Instrument is NotWired Up or Attached to Anything Rigidly the Receiver Simply Resting on a Wooden Block Up Against
the Microphone as Shown, While a Watch Case Receiver Belonging to Your Set is Snapped Over theMouthpiece of Their Microphone by Means of Wire or Spring Brass Clips as Shown in the Lower Partof the Picture. Two Watch Case Receivers of Good Quality and Two Microphones Are Necessary.

If This Circuit Does Not Work Well With a Common Battery, Two Separate Batteries May be Used.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First prize, $15.00; second prize, $10.00; third prize, $5.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters toward accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material, and for

the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department a monthly series of prizes will be awarded. For the best
idea submitted a prize of $15.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $10.00 prize, and for the third best a prize of $5.00. The article need not be
very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $15.00

Automatic Blow -Pipe
A blow -pipe being necessary, I con-

structed the apparatus here shown, which

This Automatic Blow -Pipe Gives a Good Hot
Flame for Soldering or Heating Glass Without
Having to Blow Thru a Tube With Your Mouth or

Resorting to a Foot -Operated Bellows.

gave very good results. A small tin can
was half filled with alcohol. A bent piece
of copper tubing was first soldered to the
screw top of the can. After the cap with
tube was in place the can was placed in a
water or sand bath and the entire arrange-
ment was placed on a tripod over a Bunsen
flame. An alcohol torch held a little dis-
tance away furnished the heat for the blow-
pipe work and the alcoholic vapor from
the generator being directed toward the
flame, burned, developing tremendous heat.

Contributed by DOUGLAS TOUGH.

SECOND PRIZE, $10.00

Simple Mercury Vacuum Pump
Sometime ago I had several small Geiss-

ler tubes which I wanted to exhaust, but
having neither the means to purchase a

Heavy rubber
tubing

Mercury
Seat

8' Heavy gloss
tubing

Heavy rubber
tubing

A Simple Mercury Vacuum Pump for Exhausting
Geissler Ttbes or Other Apparatus.

vacuum pump or the apparatus to build one
I constructed the device here shown that
answered the purpose admirably. An ordi-
nary glass tube curved as shown in the
illustration was connected at one end to a
container of mercury by means of a heavy
rubber tube. A small opening in the elbow
was connected to the tube to be exhausted
and some mercury was poured into the
trap -like arrangement in the glass tube.
by lifting the mercury container higher
than the glass tube the mercury flowed out
at the trap opening. On lowering the con-
tainer again air from the tube to be ex-
hausted separated the mercury column.
Repeated liftings and lowerings of the
container resulted finally in an almost in-
finitesimal break in the mercury column,
after which the vacuum tube was sealed
off and found to be exhausted fairly well.

Contributed by C. S. CIERPIK.

THIRD PRIZE, $5.00

How to Make an Electric Beater
The beater proper or dasher is a sepa-

rate piece, so it can be cleaned.
Referring to the diagram a wooden disk

is fastened to a u -inch pipe by means of

I

N
A Fan Motor is Employed to Drive This Egg
Beater by Means of a Friction Wheel. The Ver-
tical Shaft is Mounted in Ball Bearings Preferably,

to Reduce the Friction Losses.

a stout wire passing thru it and the pipe.
The outer, lower surface of the wooden
disk should be shaped to fit the pulley of
the motor. Because of the end thrust, due
to the upward push of the motor, a ball
bearing should be used. The diagram
shows how this is constructed by boring a
hole in the oak block into which a washer
fits. The balls are ordinary steel balls
such as used in the ball bearings of bicy-
cles. The shaft is kept from dropping,
when the motor is removed, by a cotter
pin inserted thru a hole in its lower end.
The projecting end of the shaft is slotted
with a hacksaw as shown, to hold the
beater or dasher. A steel pin shown in de-
tail is forced into a hole in upper end of
beater shaft to hold it in place.
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A Handy Circuit -Breaker
With the circuit -breaker here described

on the control board, the experimenter
need not worry about his fuses. The
breaker will open immediately on an acci-
dental short or an overload. It is very

An Automatic Electric Cut -Out Made From Odd
Parts to be Found About the Home Work -Shop,
and Which May be Used in the Place of Fuses.
The Spring Attached to the Pivoted Iron Armature
is Carefully Adjusted, so That the Cut -Out Will
Not Release the Switch Lever, Except When the
Current Passing Thru the Circuit Exceeds the

Normal Amount.
reliable. On a hardwood base six inches
square an electro -magnet wound with four
layers of No. 18 B. & S. gauge copper
wire is mounted. As shown in the illus-
tration; there is a pivoted iron armature
"A" with a hook at one end. This hook
holds the bar "B" in contact with point "C."

The breaker is placed in series with the
line and when the pull of the magnet gets
greater than spring "D," the armature is
pulled down, the hook releases the bar, and
spring "E" opens the circuit at contact
"C." To reset the circuit -breaker the ar-
mature is lifted at the hook end and the
bar is pushed back. Spring "D" can be
adjusted to open at any desired current.

Contributed by E. ZIMMERMAN.

A Pin Comb
I hit upon the idea of inserting a row

of pins in a small stick of wood and grind-
ing the ends of the pins smooth by rubbing
a small wet -stone over them. So effec-

Rubber eraser

111111111111111
(Pins ground down

An Electric Comb Formed of a Series of Pins
Pierced Thru a Long Rubber Eraser or Strip of
Rubber, the Heads of the Pins Being Connected
Together with a Piece of Bare Copper Wire, as
Shown. This Wire May be Attached to One Ter-
minal of a Faradic Coil While the Other Terminal
of the Coil is Connected to a Metal Handle Held in

the Hand.
tively did these combs work that later I
forced these pins thru a long rubber eraser,
ground them down in the same manner and
connected the heads to a wire. This wire
was then conducted to a source of faradic
current supply and the comb was used for
applying electricity to the scalp.

Contributed by S. RADCLIFFE.
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ot® are SoHves all r©k-»Lems
In the illustration

herewith is shown a
chart for the deter-
mination of the prin-
cipal focal distance
of a lens and also
the ratio of the size
of image to the size
of the object for any
lens, and for any dis-
tance of the object
from the lens. This
chart is intended for
use in photocopying
work, such as en-
larging, reducing and
copying full size. It
can be used to de-
termine the principal
focal distance of a
lens; the principal
focal distance being
known, to determine
at what distance an
object at a known
distance in front of
the lens will be in
focus on the ground
glass ; the focal dis-
tance being known,
to determine at what
distance from the
lens an object must
be placed in order to obtain a certain de-
gree of enlargement or reduction, and at
what distance from the lens the object will
be focused on the ground glass.

To determine the principal focal dis-
tance of a lens, place an object, a white
piece of paper, etc., in front of the lens
and focus it on the ground glass. Then
measure the distance from the object to
the lens and from the lens to the ground
glass, always measuring from the center
of the lens. Suppose the measurements
taken are 3 ft. and 1% ft., respectively,
then as seen from the chart the focal
distance of the lens is 1 ft. Suppose the
distances are 25 inches and 23 inches, re-
spectively, then from 2.5, which is 25/10,
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This Photo Computing Chart Should be Cut Out and Pasted in Your Note Book, for it Will be Found
Very Valuable and Useful for Solving Many Different Photographic Problems. This Chart Makes it
Easy to Determine the Size of Enlargements, Reductions, Focal Lengths, Position of Objects, Position

of Images, Etc.

on the left side of chart, follow the line
to the right until it intersects a line drawn
upward from 2.3, which is 23/10. It is
seen that they intersect at the diagonal
line marked 1.2 for principal focal dis-
tance. Then the focal distance of the
lens is 12 inches and not 1.2 inches, since
both the 25 and 23 were divided by 10 in
order to obtain the result on this chart.

If the focal distance of a lens is known,
the correct position of the ground glass
can be found from this chart by measur-
ing the distance between lens and object,
following a line horizontally to the right
until the diagonal representing the focal
distance of the lens is intersected and
then downward and reading the position

of the line on the
bottom scale. Sup-
pose the focal dis-
tance of the lens is
12 inches and dis-
tance between lens
and object 20 inches,
then the chart shows
that the ground glass
must be 30 inches
away from the lens
in order that the ob-
ject be in focus.

If the focal dis-
tance of the lens is
known and the dis-
tance between object
and lens and between
lens and ground glass
are known, the num-
ber of times the ob-
ject is enlarged or
reduced can be found
by means of this sim-
ple graphic chart.
For example, if the
focal distance of the

13 12 eo lens is 12 inches and
the distances be-
tween object and
lens 18 inches and
between lens and
ground glass 36 inch-

es, the ratio of size of image to size of
object is seen to be equal to 2:1, while if
the above distances are 40 and 171/1 inches,
respectively, the image is a little less than
half size. Also, if you have a lens having
a focal length of 12 inches and you desire
to enlarge a picture to three times its orig-
inal size, the chart shows that it is neces-
sary to place the picture 16 inches in front
of the lens and the ground glass 48 inches
behind it.

It should be remembered in measuring
any of the above distances, the center
cf the lens is the point to be measured
from and the measuring stick should be
held perpendicular to the plane of the lens.

Contributed by H. R. STEIGER.

A. Co Curling Ilireal Heater' Automatgc Clock. Switch
An excellent curling iron heater may be

made by securing a small brass tube which

Cürling iron

Coil of
*32 wire

To 110 V. A.C.

Bross tube
Asbestos layer

Who Said Electric Curling Iron Heaters? Here's
How to Make One in a Simple Manner Out of
Material to be Found About the Home Work -shop

or Junk Box.

will fit closely over a curling iron. This
is now covered with asbestos and wrapped
with one pound of No. 32 D.C.C. copper
wire. A 110 -volt alternating current is
needed for operation. When the current
is passed thru the wire, the curling iron
becomes the core, and the brass tube be-
comes a sort of closed secondary of a
step-down transformer. It heats quickly
because of currents set up in it and trans-
fers the heat to the curling iron. The iron
must always be left in the heater when
the current is on.

Contributed by C. E. GERHARDT.

Automatic Lighting or Heating Switch
There is no doubt but that chickens lay

more eggs when their "working hours"
are increased by artificial illumination it
seems. By actual experiment a friend of
mine discovered this "egg" fact some time
ago, and it necessitated his getting up very
early in the morning in order to turn on
the lights in the hen roost. Up here in
Canada, where we have such short days,
artificial illumination was found particu-
larly satisfactory, but waking up in the
morning in order to turn on the lights
bored him, until one day he set me to
work upon the task of constructing a
switch to do the heretofore manual work.
I contrived the device here illustrated,
which not only is remarkable for its effi-
ciency, but is capable of handling quite
heavy currents. For that reason it may

1136

be employed not only in lighting circuits,
but also to actuate either machinery or
heavier currents required in heating appli-

pwor?"--
-~-£1,1«"(íg"o',c .. [,«_(  /
110 V.

er!

Alarm Clocks May be Used in Many Cases for
Opening and Closing Circuits Controlling Lighting
and Heating Apparatus. When the Alarm Sounds,
the Spring Winding Handle Starts to Turn, Thus
Releasing the Spring Actuated Switch Lever, as

Illustrated in the Above Diagram.

ances. A knife switch was changed by
adding a sort of hooking arrangement and
a spring.

Contributed by H. E. CLARKE.
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CaII)Ilne4 Front Van-nIlgh Carw Code LeaEning
The accompanying drawings show how

good tool and odd parts cabinets may
be constructed from discarded varnish and
oil cans. The substantial tin handle is al-

-

down flat with a wooden mallet or ham-
mer. The cabinet as well as the tin
drawers may be painted any color de-
sired and numbers or titles may be `.
 0 I' O  I

W
11 Z IL_ =11

tJt::=1ii_Il
s 1-¡f- r »¡

This Respectable Looking Tool and Odd Parts Cabinet Which May be Built Much Larger if Desired
is Made From Discarded Varnish Cans, the Reenforced Metal Handles Being Already R'veted and
Soldered on to Them. One Side of the Can is Cut Out with Tin Snips, Leaving a Little Stock All Around,
Which Can be Bent Over and Hammered Down, so as Not to Leave a Jagged Raw Edge on the Tin.

At the Right is Shown a Larger Cabinet with Eight Drawers

ready on the cans and all that the builder
has to do is to take a heavy pair of tin -
snips and cut out one side of the can so
as to form a drawer. It is advisable, but
not absolutely necessary to bend over the
edge of the tin about 2" and hammer it

THERE are few questions more fre-
quently asked than what is the date,
what date was the last Saturday of

last month, or on what day will such and
such a date fall, and few are more im-
portant. Two of the most interesting of
the many efforts which have succeeded in
giving all calendarial information that can
be required without calculation, are de-
scribed herewith. They are the work of
Prof. Leon Lansherg. In the first we have
a regular monthly calendar for every
month in every year from 1800 to 2000.
This calendar requires absolutely no cal-
culation, not even for leap years, and
presents an answer to practically every
question and the solution of all problems
that arise concerning calendar dates. It
could be extended indefinitely beyond the
period thereon indicated, but in view of
the fact that we may change the calendar
by the year 2000, to perhaps a better form,
the figures beyond that period are not
given.

Referring now to the large chart, sup-
pose we wanted to determine the day in the
week upon which Washington's Birthday,
February 22, falls this year. We will
look for the year 1922 in the table of years.
Finding this year in the last vertical column
we proceed downward in that column to
the chart of months. Here we locate two
Februarys, the first marked with an aster-
isk. We disregard this one because it
refers to leap years only. The second
February is the one we want. Now check-
ing in the table of days, we find that the
22 will meet the February, if carried
down, in the space marked W, representing
Wednesday. Hence February 22, 1922,
falls on Wednesday. Let us take a few
more examples.

On what day of the week will February
22, 1924, come? Looking for the year
1924, we find it in the third vertical
column, it is marked with an asterisk, in-
dicating a leap year. Proceeding down
this we come to a February marked with
an asterisk, also a leap year indication (the
months of January and February show this
marking only and are used whenever the
year numeral is marked with an asterisk).
Now immediately under the column in
which the date 22 appears, we pass down-
ward until we come to F for Friday,
where the line from the date and from the

lettered on the drawer fronts, indicating
what materials or tools are in each one.
One of these cabinets has actually been
built and it is surprising how strong the
drawer compartments are.

Contributed by T. S.

I am sending you herewith a suggestion
for a short cut in learning the Continental
Code. If one will look at the code for a
minute he will see that several letters are
opposite. What I mean by that is that "N"
is opposite "A". "A" is (. - ), "N" is
(-. ). Following a list of letters and
numerals that are "opposite."N -... -U .. -T -W 

. -*-M - -
S ..X - ..Q - - . - Y

Numerals
1 & 9 are opp.. ----
2 & 8 .. ---
3 & 7 "
4 & 6 "
5 & 0 "

The following letters will have to be
learned separately.

A. -B-.

ÍK - . -
O ---P . - - .

{0.

Contributed by PHILIP BILISOLY.

w Ca errhdzr
month would inter
sect. Hence Friday is
the day we were 1900

looking for.
If we want the

full calendar for the
month of May, 1923,
we proceed down
column 1923 in the
same manner until
May is reached.
-Then turning to the
right we find a com-
plete calendar f o r
the month, showing
that the first day is
Tuesday, and all the
other Tuesdays in
the month are 1, 8,
15, 22, 29. In the next
we have the Wed
nesdays occurring on
2, 9, 16, 23 and 30, etc.

In what years will
March 4 fall on
Sunday? Reversing
the order, we begin
with the day of the
month, the fourth.
We proceed down-
ward in that column
until we come to S*
representing Sunday.
We then proceed in
that line to the left
until we reach the
month March, and
we find that in 1804,
1810. 1821, 1827, etc.,
and 1900, 1906, 1917,
1923, 1928, etc., the
inaugural day falls
on Sunday.

Suppose we desire
to determine the date
upon which Thanks-
giving Day will fall
in the year 1925.
Thanksgiving being
the last Thursday in
November. We lo-
cate 1925, proceed
downward in that
column, until No -

(Continued on
page 1169)

1804.
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1808*
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1814 1815
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1818 1819
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1923

1822 1323

1924+ 925
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926
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1928* 929
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1931

1830 1631

1932 1933
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1934
1838

1833

1935
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1940*

1834

1941

1835

1936*
1840.

1942

1937
1841
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1836*

1938
1842

1831

1939
1843

1944

1945

1844

1946

1845

1947

1846 1841

1948 1949

1848

1950
1849

1951

1850 1651

)952 1953

1852

1954

1853

1955

1854

1855

1956
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1957
1861

1963

1856

1958
1862

1857

1959
1863
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185&

965

1859

1964
1864.

1966

1961
1865

1967
1866 186'1

1968* 1969

1868

1970

1869

1971

1870 1871

1972,

At the Left is a Very Simple Perpetual
Calendar From Which Any Event Oc-
curring in the Years 1800 to 2000, in-
clusive, May be Definitely Ascribed
to a Certain Day, or Should the Day
and the Month be Known and Also the
Year, the Date Can be Determined.
By Going Over the Calendar Care-
fully, its Daily Use Becomes as Simple

as A B C

1922
Place the Numbers Immediately
Within the Circle of the Hours Upon
Your Watch, and You Have a Com-
plete Calendar For the Year 1922.
The Twelve Hours Represent the
Months, the Numbers are Factors,
and the Remainder is the Day of the
Week. Its Explanation and Opera-
tion is Very Simple and Fully Ex-
plained in the Accompanying Article
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$5.00 Monthly Prize
ILLUMINATED SOAP BUBBLES

A very fascinating experiment to show
the effect of sound waves on the film of a
soap bubble may be carried out in this way :
Prepare a screen for the display by pasting
a border of cardboard around the edge of
a sheet of thin, white paper. Prop this
up at one end of the table and then, a few
inches behind, place a wine glass. Smear
the rim of the glass with glycerine. Two
or three feet from the glass place a candle.
Prepare a good soap solution, remember-
ing that the addition of a little glycerine
will make this all the stronger. Now light
the candle and blow a bubble on the
rim of the glass. Extinguish other lights

,-Soop bubble

This Illustration Shows an Out -of -the -Ordinary
Experiment Which Will Prove Highly Entertaining
as Well as Instructive. The Changing Bands of
Color in a Soap Bubble Are Reflected on a Tissue
Paper or Other Screen by the Light From a Candle

or Incandescent Lamp in a Dark Room.

in the room and notice the effect on the
screen. For a moment or so nothing much
is seen but, as the film gets thinner, the
most beautiful bands of color are to be
noticed on the paper. These represent a
wide variation in shades and are most
fascinating to watch, but the next stage in
the experiment is more interesting still.

Procure a tube, or else make one by
rolling up a piece of paper. Hold one
end of this tube fairly close to the bubble
and then sing down it a variety of notes.
Those who are watching the screen will
see that the sound waves have a marked
effect on the bands of color. These start
to wave in a curious manner, sending out
little wisps of color which steal about
over the surface in a most mysterious way.
When the bubble breaks another one may
be blown, for there is no end to the va-
riety of beautiful color effects that can
be secured in this way. Those who are
watching the screen will wish the experi-
ment to be repeated again and again so
novel and curious do they find it to be.

Contributed by S. L. BASTIN.

"MODIFIED" ALUMINUM
By Raymond B. Wailes

Aluminum, that metal which up to fifty
years ago was almost as scarce as radium
is today, can undergo transformations
which are not characteristic of any other
metal. Experiments with modified alumi-
num are weird and mysterious, several of
them, together with the preparation of this
modified form of wonderfully light metal,
being given herewith.

Pour several drops of mercury into a
bottle and add a strip of brightly polished
aluminum. Shake the bottle and its con-

rtli. .k
eti.iÑ 4 R,WA' i*lpÍig
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EDITED BY S. GERNS

tents for two minutes and then remove the
aluminum and throw it into a vessel of
water. The modified aluminum will imme-
diately decompose the water electrolytically,
giving off hydrogen and forming white
tufts of alumina. Ordinary aluminum does
not possess this property, as can be readily
ascertained by placing a strip of aluminum
polished with steel wool in water, and
awaiting developments, which never come.

Pour out the mercury used in the pre-
vious experiment. The bottle is now empty.
except for minute globules of mercury, or
almost invisible tailings of mercury adher-
ing to the inside of the bottle. Drop in a
polished scrap of aluminum and shake the
bottle vigorously for several minutes. If
the aluminum is now removed and dropped
into water, it will decompose the water as
in the first experiment. This shows that
modified aluminum can be prepared with
even a small trace of mercury.

If a sliver of aluminum is attached to
the small end of a cork and the whole
thrust into a homeopathic vial or small
test tube filled with mercury, so that the

10111111101,
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Electricity From Fruit and Vege-
tables. By H. Winfield Secor, Asso-
ciate Member American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.

Early Electric Motors. B1' T. O'-
Conor Sloane, Ph. D.

Portable Automatic Traffic Guard.

The Electric Weeder.

Loud Speaking Telephone and Its
Practical Applications.

sharpened end of the aluminum is touching
the surface of the mercury, decomposition
of water poured over the surface of the
mercury will begin in about two hours.
The figure shows the set-up. It will be
seen that the action or decomposition occurs
over the entire surface of the aluminum
strip. Perhaps the mercury travels invisi-
bly over the surface of the aluminum. A

Aluminum
strip ----

Water--

-CorK

Test tube

An Interesting Experiment with "Modified"
Aluminum. A Strip of Aluminum is Secured to
the Cork of the Vial Containing Mercury and
Water. Decomposition of the Water Takes Place
Along the Aluminum Strip After an Hour or Two.

strip of magnesium ribbon will also pro-
duce the same effect.

If a few cc. of mercury and a brightly
polished strip of magnesium be shaken
with a solution of 1.5 cc. of concentrated
hydrochloric acid in 100 cc. of water for
two minutes, using about 25 cc. of the so-
lution and several drops of the mercury,
the magnesium will decompose water if re-
moved and thrown into it. The mercury
globules also have the same property.

Modified aluminum has not as yet had
the attention of scientists, but facts are
apparent-the aluminum is modified in its
properties.

AUTOMATIC PIPETTE
It frequently happens that accuracy in

adding small quantities of nauseating
liquids or fuming acids is
required, but the ordinary
pipette, used for such ad-
dition unless the attempt
is carefully made, occa-
sionally permits some of
the liquid to enter the
mouth or else in the other
extreme the pipette is not
filled because of the care
exerted. In order to do
away with this unneces-
s a r y inconvenience I
mounted the top of a
thistle tube alongside the
pipette with friction tape
and connected it to the
pipette with a rubber
hose. The top of the
thistle tube was covered
with a sheet of very
thin rubber, held in place with a rub-
ber band. Pressure on this rubber dia-
f ram forced the air out of the thistle tube
and when it was dipped into the solution
and the pressure on the diafram released
the pipette filled up. The same principle is
applied in forcing some of the liquid out
of the pipette.

Contributed by
EDWARD KEHL, JR.

REFINISHING BRASS BEDS AND
CHANDELIERS

The extensive use of brass beds, gas and
electric fixtures in our homes has some
drawbacks, which is due to the fact that
all such articles are lacquered (given a
coat of very thin varnish by the manu-
facturer) in order to protect their surfaces
as long as possible from turning black.
During the annual housecleaning period
every year all such brasswork is cleaned.
with the result that this lacquer is soon
rubbed off in spots, leaving unsightly
patches that make a sharp contrast with
the other clean portions.

Fixtures in a kitchen turn black sooner
than do those in living and bed rooms, as
smoke, steam and grease cause this pro-
tecting coating to fail entirely. In order
to restore them to their original beauty it
is necessary to remove all of the old
finish ; this can be accomplished by rub-
bing them with a rag saturated with
alcohol, which will take it off easily. Should
it fail to do so, it is a sign that the lacquer
is made with a base of turpentine, the lat-
ter ought then to be used for removal of
the old lacquer. Next, get a good metal
polish and go over all brasswork thoroly
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until it has great brilliancy. Wipe off
every trace of polish, using clean rags so
as not to leave any grease remaining, as
it would interfere with the lacquer's adhe-
sion. Then put on a thin coat of lacquer
and let it dry, of ter which give two more
coats. Lacquer can be bought in any paint
or hardware store ; if unobtainable, the
following formula will prove to be very
satisfactory.

Take three ounces of gum mastic and
dissolve in one pint of spirits of turpentine
by shaking; after doing so, strain thru
cheese cloth. As the density of gum mas-
tic varies somewhat; it may be necessary
to add a little more, the idea being to make
it of such a thickness, as to spread easily
with a common varnish brush. If a more
golden finish is desired, add one -quarter
dram of turmeric and also one -quarter dram
gamboge to ít; three coats should be ap-
plied and each one should dry before the
others are applied. This varnish may be
cleaned with a soft sponge, castile soap
and water, to he gently applied. If it is
convenient, it is better to purchase a lac-
quer ready made, as the housewife has
enough to do in renovating home articles
without doing manufacturing work.

For gas and electric fixtures in the
kitchen nothing is finer to coat them with
than a clear yellow spar varnish contain-
ing Chinese wood nut oil. This oil, be-
sides being flexible, gives to a varnish
characteristics that enable it to withstand
the effects of steam and grease which are
encountered during the cooking of foods;
it is more difficult to put on than lacquer,
but the applied coatings will stand more
wear and tear than the thinner lacquers.
In regard to choosing lacquers in a paint
or hardware store, it is one of the things
that the user should carefully look of ter ;
in all cases ought the purchaser to get
one of the best quality, as it is not infre-
quent to find an object of beautiful de-
sign and good finish spoiled by the use of
a poor and cheap quality of lacquer, one
unsuited for the purpose.

There are two kinds of lacquers on the
market, viz.: Dip and brush lacquers. A
dip lacquer is made in such a manner so
as to give the best results when articles
are dipped into it. Brush lacquers are put
on with a brush; they do not give good
satisfaction when used for dipping. To
produce the best work it is essential to
use a lacquer made especially for the
metal upon which it is to be applied. As
a general rule, a brass lacquer is colored
yellow, while one for silver must be color-
less, like water. All lacquers and var-
nishes should not be rubbed on articles like
paint, but ought to be flowed on, so as to
obtain a smooth finish without brush marks
showing. The secret of the fine, even
lacquering as done in the electro -plating
shop is to heat the object to be lacquered.
Cold lacquer or cold object never will give
a thin, smooth coat. After the work is
done all brushes ought to be rubbed upon
old newspapers until they are as dry as
possible, then cleaned with turpentine or
vaseline followed by soap and water, and
put away in a place free from dirt.

Contributed by W. S. STANDIFORD.

THE CANDLE AND THE FUNNEL
This trick consists of snuffing out the

candle by blowing thru a funnel as our
illustration shows it.

Bet with your friends that they cannot
blow out the candle in blowing thru the
stem of a funnel at the lighted candle
which seems to be very easily done, but
which is, in fact, impossible to the unini-
tiated.

In blowing thru the stem of the funnel.
here is what takes place: The air which
leaves the mouth of the person blowing,
disperses around the conical parts of the
funnel, and he can blow until he gets blue
in the face, without being able to blow out
the candle.

The way the initiated will do the trick,
to blow out the candle, is to get the candle
in line with the circular border of the fun-
nel and in blowing thru the stem, the can-
dle will extinguish surely any time you
try it.

Contributed by POL YOENE.

Did You Ever Try to Blow Out a Candle Flame
Thru a Funnel? Try This Trick on Your Friends.

OPTICAL ILLUSION
Take a piece of tracing paper and trace

on same parallel lines, spaced about one -
eighth of an inch apart. After this trace
a second series of lines crossing the first
lines at a right angle, and after this trace
two other series of lines at an angle of 45
degrees from the first ones.

You will obtain in this manner a lattice
of such fineness that in placing it on printed
or written matter it is impossible to dis-
tinguish the characters thru the lattice.

Let anybody try to read thru this trac-
ing paper and they will find it impossible.

Place the tracing paper again on the
written or printed matter which nobody
could read before and give the tracing
paper little rapid jerks. The characters
will at once appear very distinctly and you
can read them very easily.

This is the same phenomena of Optics
which occurs when you ride in a rail-
road a few yards from a fence having
small openings between each board; you
can see across behind the fence as if the
boards did not exist.

Contributed by BEN ZYL.

A Clever and Puzzling Optical Illusion Made By
Anyone With a Ruling Pen and a Piece of Tracing

Paper.

SILVERING MIRRORS AND OTHER
GLASS SURFACES

Many organic compounds have the prop-
erty of reducing an ammoniacal solution
of silver nitrate to the metallic condition,
and under the proper conditions glass sur-
faces may be very easily silvered by this

means. A test tube may be given a coat-
ing of silver by the simple process of add-
ing about 5 ces. of a 1 :10 silver nitrate
(AgNO3) solution to an equal quantity
of a boiling concentrated solution of Ro-
chelle salt in the tube. This procedure,
lacking the refinements detailed below, is
rather uncertain, but is useful to illustrate
the process.

The surface to be silvered must first be
cleaned by placing it in a dish of some
material not affected by nitric acid (alumi-
num is quite satisfactory), and scrubbing
it with a glass rod on the end of which
is a wad of cotton dipped in concentrated
nitric acid (HNO3). Then rinse the glass
with distilled water and examine the sur-
face. If it is covered with an unbroken
film of water it is clean ; if it shows dry
spots the scrubbing must be repeated. It
should then be left covered with distilled
water until silvered.

There are several reducing solutions in
common use, of which I shall describe two,
one employing sugar and the other employ-
ing formaldehyde. The former solution
consists of : Sugar, 20 parts ; nitric acid,
1 part ; alcohol, 30 parts ; water, 200 parts.

The silver solution used with this reduc-
ing agent is made by dissolving 1 part sil-
ver nitrate (AgNO3) in 10 parts of water,
adding to this solution ammonium hydrox-
ide (ammonia water, NH.OH) until the
brown color occasioned when the am-
monia is first added has disappeared and
the solution again become clear, then add-
ing a solution of 1 part potassium hydrox-
ide (caustic potash, KOH) in 10 parts of
water, when the solution should again be-
come dark, and finally sufficient ammonia
water is added to bring the solution to a
straw-colored tint.

The. alternative reducing solution is
made by adding 3 parts of water to 1 part
formaldehyde (commercial). The silver
solution for this reducing agent is made
by adding ammonium hydroxide to 100 ces.
of a 10 per cent. silver nitrate solution un-
til the brown precipitate formed just re -
dissolves (avoid excess), and then adding
sufficient water to make the total volume
1 liter. In making up these solutions
strictly c.p. chemicals (with the exception
of the formaldehyde) and distilled water
should be used. The sugar solution is best
made up some time beforehand, as it im-
proves with age.

There are several ways of doing the
actual silvering. One is to place the mir-
ror, face up, in a suitable dish and pour
the silvering solution in upon it. Another
very satisfactory method is to construct
some sort of a dam around the edge of the
mirror and pour the silvering solution into
the basin thus formed. On large telescopic
mirrors this result is achieved by wrapping
a wide strip of paraffined paper around the
edge, allowing about six inches to project
above the surface, and securing the paper
by running a soldering iron around the
outside.

When reducing with the sugar -reducing
solution, mix equal parts of the sugar and
silver solutions and quickly pour the mix-
ture onto the mirror. The solution is con-
tinually agitated during the silvering,
which takes from 5 to 20 minutes, and is
complete when the bath turns muddy. The
solution is then poured off and the glass
thoroughly washed with distilled water.
The temperature should never be allowed
above 21 degree C. (70 degrees F.) when
using this process.

When using formaldehyde a mixture of
2 volumes of the silver solution to 1 vol-
ume of the formaldehyde solution is used.
At common temperatures the silvering will
be complete in from five to ten minutes.
after which the glass is removed and
washed as described above. When dry
the coats obtained by either of the above
processes may be polished if desired, but
the coatings should never be touched when
wet, as they are then likely to peel off.

Contributed by . F. H. SWEET.
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IN our January issue we announced a
$300.00 prize contest entitled "The
Simplest Radio Outfit." What we
wanted was an outfit that could be
made by anyone without knowing any-

thing whatsoever of Radio or mechanics.
We wanted an outfit that could be made
from scraps lying about in almost any
home, and from things that could be pro-
cured readily without making special fit-
tings, etc.

The response to this contest was tremen-
dous. Over 800 manuscripts were received
in connection with this contest, showing an
unprecedented interest in all things Radio
today. Over 100 models of outfits were re-
ceived, the two photographs below giving a
slight idea of the variety and ingenuity
used in connection with these outfits.

Not only men in all walks of life were
represented, but there were four articles
with models received from women as well.
We tested these models, and while they
were crude, they brought in the messages
fairly well. The smallest outfit was wound
upon an ordinary thread spool and did not
weigh more than one and one-half ounces.
It was, however, not considered simple

os,
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PRIZE WINNERS
FIRST PRIZE

$100.00 in gold, Mr. James McLaughlin, 259
West 45th Street, New
York City

SECOND PRIZE
$50.00 in gold, Mr. H. L. Jones, 28 Marion

Place, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
THIRD PRIZE

550.00 in gold, Mr. L. Webster, 26 Louisiana
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

FOURTH PRIZE
525.00 in gold, Mr. J. T. Lansing, 11 Grove

Terrace, Montclair, N. J.
FIFTH PRIZE

$25 00 in gold, Mr. Frank L. Copeman,
493 Hudson Street, New
York City

SIXTH PRIZE
$25 00 in gold, Mr. E. S. Gunn, Carrier 28,

Station E, Kansas City, Mo.
SEVENTH PRIZE

$25.00 in gold, Mr. George Goga, 542 Center
Avenue, E. Pittsburg, Pa.

$300.00 Total
FIRST HONORABLE MENTION

Mr. Kenneth M. White, Mooresville, Ind.
SECOND HONORABLE MENTION

Mr. E. A. Jozwick
THIRD HONORABLE MENTION

Miss Elizabeth C. King, 1280 Amsterdam
Avenue, New York City

Cont 9t
enough by the judges, and it would not
"stay put," so no prize was awarded to it.

Many of the models and manuscripts re-
ceived were not within the meaning of the
contest, for the reason that they were not
at all simple, but so complicated that it
would require a mechanic and someone
knowing much about Radio to construct
the outfit.

In awarding the first prize to Mr. Mc-
Laughlin, a young New York genius cf
twenty-one, we believe that we are present-
ing to our readers the simplest outfit that
can possibly be made. Its cost is less than
40c. without the telephone receiver, and
we have satisfied ourselves that the outfit
works well. No condenser is found neces-
sary to be used with it, and as a matter of
fact, it works better without the condenser.

Herewith is found Mr. McLaughlin's
article in full. The other prize winning
outfits will be described in later issues. Be
sure to watch for them, as they represent
the best in this line ever published.

We hope that those laymen who are
still skeptical as to Radio will find time to
build the outfit described here, as well as
those to appear in future issues.

The Two Photos Above Present a Slight Idea of the Vast Array of Models of the "Cheapest and Simplest Radiophone Receiving Set" Which Fairly Snowedthe Editors Under. It Was Quite Difficult to Select the Prize Winners, and So Many of Nearly Equal Merit.
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Sliampi o'r" ac.ophone Receiver
y JAMES LEO McLAUGHLIIH

Winner of First Prize $100.00

CRYSTAL

THE important points of this set are
1st: It is simple in construction
and operation. A knife or razor
blade and a small nail are the
only tools required to make it. The

complete set can easily be constructed in
about one-half hour.

2d. It is inexpensive, the total cost, in-
cluding the 'phone and antenna is less than
$3.00, the set itself costing only 21/ cents.

3d. It is as efficient as most of the crys-
tal sets now being sold and in most cases
superior to them.

With Aerial Wire and In-
sulators Included, This
Complete Radiophone Re-
ceiving Set Did Not Cost
Over $3.00 and This
Covered the Cost of the

Telephone Receiver.

WHAT THIS OUTFIT WILL DO
AN outfit of this kind will bring in radio-

phone music and radiophone entertain-
ment as sent out by the broadcasting

stations providing the outfit is not more than
15 to 20 miles from the station.

The aerial in that case should be at least 60
feet long and composed of -four wires.

An outfit of this kind cannot be used for
any greater distance than 16 to 20 miles at
the most. The further you are away from
the broadcasting station the higher and longer
your aerial must be.

-EDITOR.

The material required is as follows:
1 Paper container (4" in diameter).

13 Paper fasteners (small size).
2 Paper fasteners (large size).
3 Paper clips
2 Oz. No. 26 enameled copper wire.
1 Small piece of silicon or galena.
1 Common pin.

Take the container and punch nine holes
one inch down from the top, with a small
nail, one half inch apart. Into each hole
push a paper fastener. With pen and ink

(Continued on page 1172)

3
2.
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-Pin
_ -Crystal

Ground
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FIG.3

All of the Parts and Winding Arrangement Followed in Building the $100.00 Prize -Winning Radiophone Receiving Set Are Here Illustrated.
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a-® Confrolle ouse in arks

Here We See the Wonder House of Today, in Which the 6:00 A.M. Radio Signals from the Eiffel Tower Station in Paris, "Starts Things" in a French Wire-less Expert's Home. First the Shutters Fly Open, the Curtains Slide Back from the Windows, and If We Were Inside the House at This Early Hour, WeWould See the Breakfast Starting to Cook, Feel the Heat from Electric Radiators, If the Weather Was Cold, Hear Certain Doors Open and Close to Regulatethe Heat and Ventilation, and Amongst Several Dozen Other Operations, Tinkle a Bell at the Owner's Bedside Announcing That It Is Time for Him to GetUp and Start the Day's Work. This Expert Has His Radio Research Laboratory Connected with His Living Apartments, as the Picture Shows.

SIX A. M. and all is well in the good
city of Paris, France, and while
many sleepy -heads are still snoring
away to their hearts content, the
ambient ether is split asunder by the

invisible but powerful radio waves radiat-
ing from the Eiffel Tower station. A
French radio engineer has rigged up all
sorts of automatic devices in his household,
so that when the Eiffel Tower starts the
day at 6:00 A. M., the incoming radio cur-

rents picked up on his antenna are made to
start things going.

First we see the shutters fly open, the
window curtains slide back, and inside the
dwelling many miraculous things happen.
Certain doors open and close, electric heat-
ers switch into action, the breakfast is
started cooking on the kitchen electric
range, the coffee is started on its perco-
lating way, and even a hot glass of-well,
you know what I mean, providing you
need one. Yes, they never heard of Mon-

66W (
!S D9 To Havee

THE famous radiophone broadcasting
station operated for several months
by the Radio Corporation of Amer-

ica, at Roselle Park, N. J., station call
WDY, gave its last radiophone concert on
Friday evening, February 17th, but the tens
of thousands of radiophone fans who have
grown to know and cherish the clear voice
of WDY's operator, Mr. J. O. Smith, will
he glad to know that the new station hav-
ing the same call and operated by the
R. C. of A., in New York City, will, it is
expected, he ready for service about April
1st. Mr. Smith's picture is reproduced
herewith, and it is the first time that his
likeness has been publisht, so far as we
are aware. Mr. Smith won the hearts of
radiophone listeners for a thousand miles
and more from Roselle Park-north, east,
south and west-by his clear -spoken style
and his ready wit when introducing the
various artists.

Mr. Smith, in spite of his professional
activities. having been a popular radio

sieur Volstead in that dear Paree. Jarnais!
In the summer time electric fans arc

controlled by the radio receiving apparatus
instead of electric heaters, and certain
chandeliers and side wall lights are
switched into or out of circuit, as prear-
ranged by the radio expert, who lives in
this wonderful Aladdin's house of the
twentieth century. The master of the house
is awakened by the gentle tinkling of a
bell at his bedside, which is also connected
with the radio control system.

New SIatgon

Here's "WDY"-Mr. J. O. Smith, Popular
Announcer Known to All Radio Fans

amateur for some years, continues during
his spare moments to carry on radio traffic
thru his well-known station 2 Z L, located
at Valley Stream, L. I.

The only licensed amateur in Porto Rico,
whose station is located at Coamo, a short
distance from San Juan, recently sent a
report to WDY, in which he included a
résumé of every program broadcasted over
a period of two weeks. In this report, this
amateur remarks that the names of some
of the phonograph selections were un-
familiar to him and he was rather uncertain
of them, but had included the names as
correctly as possible. From a check on
this report it was found that he had made
no error. He went so far as to give a
list of the various artists who performed
at WDY during this period, and did not
make a single mistake in the spelling of
their names. This is really a remarkable
record for broadcasting, as Porto Rico is a
five-day journey by steamer from New
York and is considerably more than 1,600
miles distant.
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Th.e Rz loyhone Now
Hougeho,,d Necegsfigy

FVERY home its own
wireless receiving
station ! Is this too

4 much to imagine for
the home of the fu-

ture? No, because it is
already becoming true in
the home of today, if we
are to judge by the popularr "craze" for home wireless
outfits. Never, possibly,
has the public so demanded
a share in any marvel of
applied science: Mr.
Brown, the butcher; Mr.
Jones, the grocer; and es-
pecially Mrs. Smith, the
plain housewife, are all
clamoring to enjoy the
instruction and pleasure
offered by the various
broadcasting stations by
means of home receiving
outfits.

And, being a homemaker,
I can readily see why thou-
sands of homes will desire
some type of receiving out-
fit which will enable the
entire family to listen in on
concerts, lectures, dance
music and stories for the
younger set. Until I fully
understood the idea I could
not believe it possible that
such instruction and enter-
tainment were offered and
available free to any user
of a receiving outfit. But
now that my family has
installed a three -stage am-
plifier with a loud speaker,
we have proved the delight
and pleasure of such an
installation, and I have
come to the conclusion that
the radiophone has become
a household necessity.

The home wireless outfit
goes far beyond the bene-
fits of the phonograph,
because it enables the per-
son or family to get the absolutely
latest song, orchestral music or speech
the moment it is given out-and that,
too, without the expense of a record.
Furthermore, it transmits the human voice,
as in a talk or lecture, with a degree of
naturalness never possible to the speaking
voice on the usual record. This has been
proved conclusively by listening to such
speakers as former Secretary Tumulty;
leaders of Boy Scout organizations, and to
certain bedtime story features supplied
from the broadcasting stations.

Still another reason why such outfits
are creating a furore among the public at
large is because they offer a news service
which puts the most isolated home in touch
with metropolitan events. Is a new Pope
elected? Does Ireland become a Republic?
Does Mrs. Vanderfish get her divorce?
The wireless will tell you. Even tho you
be living in a lonely little village lost in
the hills of Pennsylvania, or the rolling
prairies of Illinois, the home wireless out-
fit will keep you informed of current
events, give you the standard time, and
let you enjoy a concert given by the best
stars in the large city. No family can ever
say that the country is "lonely" if they are
provided with such a receiving installation.

By MKS. CCó}silII`II% FI°3EDERIICK
Director, Applecroft Experiment Station, Greenlawn, L. I.

In This Picture We See a Charming Home Scene in the Parlor Where Several
Young Ladies and Gentlemen Are Enjoying a Radiophone Concert. Music is Being
Received From the Radiophone Broadcasting Station at Newark-"WJZ." The
Radiophone Receiving Set is Rapidly Becoming, We Might Say, a Household Neces-
sity, as Mrs. Frederick Has Pointed Out in Her Article, and in Many Homes Thruout
the Land it is the Usual Evening Occurrence to See the Entire Family Grouped
About a Radio Receiving Apparatus, Listening to the Various Vocal and Instrumental

Selections, as Well as Speeches, Not to Mention Standard Time Signals.

I believe that there is tremendous educa-
tional possibility in the development of
wireless in the home and school. It may
need some experimentation to bring this
about, but the effort will be greatly worth
while. As I see it, one reason for greater
public interest in such installations, is that
it is no longer necessary to use the ear-
pieces to enjoy speech or music. The
adaptation of a loud speaker such as a
Magnavox, or Vocaloud, in connection
with the outfit, makes it possible for the
family to sit comfortably about the room
and listen as they would to a phonograph.
The smaller types of outfit, where ear-
pieces are always necessary, would never
he as popular with women because of the
inconvenience of the ear -pieces on the
head and hair. Also, their use limits the
enjoyment to one person at a time. With
the greater development of the reproducing
horn in connection with the receiving set,
such limitation is obviated, the speech or
music are made the property of the entire
family, while they are comfortably seated,
and offer the most interesting and unique
form of entertainment to guests.

While we have only experimented for a
short time, we have already proved the
possibility of connecting such a set with
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the reproducing horn of the
typical phonograph. By
means of a connector, we
have attached the outfit to
the sound chamber of the
usual phonograph, thus am-
plifying the sound and
throwing it with more
force into the room. We are
now engaged in still further
perfecting this idea so that
the volume of sound will be
increased, and the voice re-
production more clear.

With children in the
family, nothing could be
more serviceable as a
means of training along
the lines of interest in me-
chanics and electricity than
such a home wireless out-
fit. The stimulus to the
imagination of a boy is
incalculable - and I see no
reason why girls should not
take to the same "hobby !"
So long as only the dash
and dot system of signals
was available, the child's
and boy's interest could not
be so great as now when
the actual voice, words,
song, or dance music is in-
stantly to be heard. It is
just this ability to now hear
words instead of symbols.
that has, in my opinion,
taken the matter out of the
hands of the amateur and
placed it in the hands of
the public. The service of
the broadcasting stations at
once permits the home and
the family to share what
formerly would have been
the pseudo -scientific plea-
sure of the amateur.

It is my hope that the
managers of the broadcast-
ing stations will look even
more seriously on the won-
derful service they can

offer the public. I trust that they will
grasp the educational opportunities which
they could supply in addition to their pres-
ent amusement features. What a wonder-
ful thing if hundreds of schools, outfitted
with wireless receiver sets, should be able
to listen simultaneously to the speeches
of public men on current affairs; if, on
certain afternoons, travel talks on far-
away lands were given from the broad-
casting station, to be received in the school
auditorium, while at the same time, colored
slides, or even movies, of the scenes and
countries described in this lecture were
thrown on the screen ! This synchroniza-
tion would accomplish the highest ideals
of teaching-namely, to supply ear infor-
mation and eye or picture information at
the same time.

I do not wish to let my imagination run
riot-but I can truly see such a three -fold
plan; suppose Mr. Burton Holmes, the emi-
nent traveler, lectures on China, over the
radiophone, and that his words are listened
to by the combined geography classes of
the "A" School and hundreds of other
schools. Either preceding or following, or
simultaneously possibly, pictures, slides or
movies, showing Chinese scenes, customs,

(Continued on page 1173)
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A National Radiophone Broadcasting System is Shortly to be Instituted by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, or, in Other Words, the Bell
Telephone System, Whereby it Will Become Possible for a Speaker or Singer to Broadcast Their Voice Simultaneously From a National Chain of Radio Trans-
mitting Stations. These Radio Stations, Located in Various Cities, Are to be Connected to a Private Telephone Circuit, This Circuit Leading to the Head-
quarters Station in New York City. The Bell Interests Will Not Operate These Stations Themselves, But Will Rent Them For Use to Private Concerns or

Theatrical Companies, etc., at a Certain Price Per Hour

THE most ambitious radiophone
broadcasting scheme so far advo-
cated is being rapidly brought to
the stage of practical realization
by the radio and telephone experts

of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, the owner of the Bell Telephone
System. By April 1st it is expected that
the powerful radiophone broadcasting sta-
tion for the eastern district located in this
company's twenty -four-story building be-
tween Lispenard and Walker Streets,
Manhattan, N. Y., will be ready for ser-
vice. A powerful vacuum tube transmit-
ting set will be employed at this station.
An actual photograph of this building,
which towers far above its neighbors, is
shown at the right of the accompanying
illustration, also the great height of the
100 foot latticed steel towers which will be
erected on the roof of .the twenty -four-
story building. These towers will sup-
port an antenna of six stranded phosphor
bronze cables, each 200 feet long, at a total
altitude of nearly 500 feet above the street
level, which will undoubtedly give a phe-
nomenal range to this station.

The principal novelty in a business way
with respect to this and the chain of other
broadcasting stations in various large
cities thruout the country, which are to
be joined to the Bell Telephone System by
a private circuit for use in broadcasting
by radio such important national messages
as those of the President, is that they
are to he leased. The A. T. & T. Co. are

not interested in this enterprise for their
own personal glory, and they will not have
anything to do directly with the sort of
concerts or other matter broadcasted via
the Hertzian waves. They are going to
sell this service to any company or indi-
vidual who has the price and wants to hire
the station for a certain specified time.
For instance, John Wanamaker might hire
the station on a Thursday night for the
hours of 8 to 9 to give a combined ad-
vertising and musical program, while some
Broadway theatrical company may have
hired the station for the hours of 9 to 10
or 9 to 11 to give their show over the
radiophone, as did Ed Wynn and "The
Perfect Fool" company at WJZ station,
operated by the Westinghouse Company
at Newark, N. J., on Sunday, February
19th. The only direct interest the tele-
phone company officials will have in the
radiophone programs to be broadcasted
nightly or daily will be to see to it that
these programs are kept up to a certain
high class, and that they do not deteriorate
to a lot of clap -trap advertising propa-
ganda, such as "Don't buy any other shirts
but Jones' shirts; Jones' shirts are the best
that money can buy; don't forget Jones
when you buy shirts ; bla-bla-bla-bla,"
ad lib, ad infinitum.

This wireless broadcasting station will
be unique in many respects. The distribut-
ing station is to be equipped with the
latest developments of the Bell system, in-
cluding the use of electrical filters and
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new methods whereby, as the business
grows, several wave -lengths can be sent out
simultaneously from the same point, so that
the receiving station may listen at will to
jazz dance music, opera, lectures, trav-
elogues, etc. The company will provide
channels thru which anyone with whom it
makes a contract can send out his own pro-
grams, just as the company leases its long
distance telephone wire facilities for the
use of newspapers, banks and other con-
cerns. There have been many requests for
such a service, not only from newspapers
and entertainment agencies, but also from
department stores and a great variety of
business houses. The station when com-
pleted will cover territory within a radius
of from 100 to 150 miles of this city and
under particularly favorable conditions may
be able to operate over a greater territory.
According to the officials of the company,
there are about 35,000 wireless telephone
receiving outfits in this territory. In this
same area are more than 11,000,000 people,
so that should such service prove popular,
it can be reasonably expected that the num-
ber of receiving stations will be greatly
increased.

This is a new undertaking in the com-
mercial use of radio telephony, and if there
appears a real field for such service, and it
can be furnished sufficiently free from in-
terference from other radio services, it will
he followed as circumstances warrant by
similar service from stations erected at

(Continued on page 1173)
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The Record for Miniature Wireless
Receivers is Held By Kenneth R.
Hinman of Plainfield, N. J., a Youth of
Thirteen. All the Apparatus Except for
the Head 'Phones, is Confined Within
the Dimensions of a Small Safety
Match Box. With it He is Able to
Receive Not Only Telegraph Signals,
But Music, Stories, and News Items
Given Out By Broadcasting Stations
Twenty and Thirty Miles Distant. The
Photo Shows Kenneth R. Hinman
Instructing Two Prominent Girls From
Brooklyn, N. Y., Miss Florence Brooks
and Miss Madeline Menna in the Use

of His Match Box Radio Set.

THE record for miniature wireless
receivers is held by Kenneth R.
Hinman, of Plainfield, N. J. a
boy only thirteen years old. All
the apparatus, except for the head

'phones, is confined within the dimensions
of a regular safety match box. With it
he is able to receive not only, telegraph
signals, but music, stories, sermons and
news items given out by the broadcasting
stations twenty and thirty miles distant.

This youthful inventor has reduced his
miniature set to the simplest possible form.
Wrapped around the outer shell of the
match box is a coil of wire (seen in close-
up photo), which serves as a tuning coil.
In the drawer of the box is a crystal de-
tector of the cat -whisker variety; the
drawer is provided with a spring finger
which bears against the coil of wire; the
insulation is scraped off along the path of
the spring slider, which is moved in or out
of the shell more or less. Inductance is
thus introduced into the circuit, thus tuning
the instrument for different wave lengths.
No battery is necessary. The instrument
is provided with spring clips which may be
connected by lengths of wire to a brass
bed or a fence wire.

Almost since the days when he was
"knee-high to a grasshopper," Master Hin-

".,,,
: Ar4icfles Appearing

in the ApriR Itssue
of Radio News

Designs of Radio Receiving Loop
Antennae. By R. R. Batcher.

The Operating Principles of a Radio
Compass. By Paul G. Watson.

Resistance and High Frequency
Work. By Louis Frank.

A Miniature Wavemeter. By Ber-
nard Steinmetz.

How I Solved My "B" Battery
Troubles. By P. J. Faulkner.

An Easily Constructed 180-800 Me-
ter Regenerative Receiver. By John
R. Meagher.

And several other interesting ar-
ticles.
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man showed marked liking for and skill
in producing things minute and mechan-
ical. While little more than a baby in his
kindergarten days, on his own initiative,
he cut out of paper and pasted together
without previous drawing, a velocipede,
complete as to pedals, handle bars and
wheels, on a scale so small as to cause all

who saw it to marvel ; on another occasion
he cut an automobile with steering wheel
and headlights out of paper.

As the years went by, to his interest in
things minute and mechanical he added an
interest in things electrical. Among his
early experiments was a microphone so
connected by wire as to convey quite audi-
bly at a distance, or upstairs, the ticking
of the dining -room clock. He was forever
fussing around with bells and buzzers;
once surreptitiously running a wire to the
house next door, where there lived another
small boy. He arranged with this boy
to operate a home-made telegraph key
which should cause a sounder on the win-
dow -sill in his own home to chirp, cricket -
fashion, much to the mystification of his
elders not quite up to his scientific pranks.
The photo shows Kenneth R. Hinman
instructing two prominent girls from
Brooklyn, N. Y., Miss Florence Brooks
and Miss Madeline Menna, in the use of
his match box radio set.

Simple Receiving Se.2
Among the many diagrams that have

been published in your magazine I have
seen but very few that employ honeycomb
or duo -lateral coils as inductances. Those
that were published were generally vacuum
tube circuits. A hook-up employing these
coils with crystal detector is given here.
The coils are wound with 25 turns of

FrICti6n tope
The Construction of the Variable Condenser is
Shown Above. It is Advisable That Every Amateur
Construct One or More of These Condensers as

They Can Always Be Used.

No. 24 B. & S. gauge S. C. C. wire on
three tubes, two inches in diameter. The
variable condensers that I employed in this
circuit are likewise shown in the illustra
tion. Two plates, size 2% x 4 1/32 inches
are coated with tinfoil on one side. These
are hinged together with screws at one end
and a small piece of adhesive tape is fas-
tened to the very edge of the bottom plate
at the opposite end. The capacity is varied
by screwing up or down on the screw.

The duo -lateral coils which are shown
in the diagram may be replaced by others
when it is desired to tune the set to longer
wave lengths, and even the pancake type
or spider web coils may be successfully
employed in this hook-up. Fortunately it
is a very simple matter to construct the
spider web inductances by taking a piece
of cork and inserting tooth picks into it-
an odd number is advisable. The wire is
then woven in and out around them.

Contributed by
JOSEPH J. HORVATH.
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Simple Radiophone Receiving Set Fitted With
Honeycomb Coils, Crystal Detector, Phones and

Variable Condensers.
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OUD_TALKERS,

which are usually
nothing more than a specially de-
vised telephone receiver fitted with
a horn in some fashion or other,
have become a very important

topic of conversation among radio bugs
everywhere. There is so much misunder-
standing about telephonic or radio loud -
talkers and so-called amplifying chambers
in our -phonographs in general, that a few
words on this subject as to what actually
occurs in such horns may not be amiss. As
pointed out in a recent interview by Mr.
O. B. Blackwell, the well-known telephone
engineer of New York City, and also by
Prof. Dayton C. Miller, there is actually
no amplification of sound produced in any
horn. That is to say, there is no amplifica-
tion of the energy which is put into the
telephone receiver or phonograph repro-
ducer diafram, but the horn simply acts
as an acoustic or sound relay, and its func-
tion is to connect the vibrating diafram of
the receiver or reproducer with the air in
the room. There are many erroneous ideas
in connection with horns used on such
instruments, and one of the greatest falla-
cies is that the horn is never any good if
it is straight, but that it should be curved
or coiled into several artistic knots and
loops, as are the big brass base horns
and the other instruments played by the
village band. The reason why such band
instruments have a tubular chamber wound
around in a coil several times, is not be-
cause the sound is any stronger or better
in any way, because it has, perchance, to
follow around innumerable corners and
twists, but due to the simple fact, as
pointed out by Prof. Miller, that in order
to permit a resonant acoustic or sound
chamber to function at maximum efficiency
for a certain tone, we must make this
chamber of a fair length. The average
tone register, let us say, is a baritone,
which is between the high and the low
notes usually sung or played, and the
proper length of horn for an average bari-
tone note is four and one-half feet, which
corresponds to the length of this wave or
vibration in air. If the horn is a great
deal shorter than this wave length, it will
vibrate at but a partial tone, or, in other
words, our acoustic relay, as it were, will
have to set up this note by vibrating a
column of air equivalent to one of its
harmonics or a partial wave length. There-
fore, if I were going to build a first-class
horn, says H. W. Secor, I would make it
good and solid of some hardwood like
mahogany, oak or maple, polish the inside
as smooth as possible with sandpaper, and
give it a coat or two of good varnish or
shellac. "The horn must be tight at every
point," said Prof. Miller in a recent inter-
view, "and if we will remember that we
are simply vibrating a column of air which
is contained within our horn, we will have
a clear conception of just how we must
build this chamber." In other words, the
walls should be sufficiently heavy and solid
to insure that only the column of air is
vibrating and not the horn itself. Of
course, this result is never achieved with
a metal or tin horn, unless it is made of
drawn or pressed steel, at least one -eighth
inch thick. The material forming the horn
should not sing or vibrate and the best
music Prof. Miller ever heard from a
phonograph, he stated, was that produced
from a concrete horn with walls four
inches thick and over seven feet long. In
other words, wood one-half to one inch
thick for building such horns from, is bet-
ter than thin wood, and many of the better
class victrolas are now being fitted, it is

noticeable, with very substantial sound
chambers, having wood at least one-half
inch thick.

Of course a loud -talker is of little or no
use to those who are using simply a
crystal detector or one audion, but where
two or more audions are employed, then
the loud -talker comes into demand in most
cases. It may not be so convenient, per-

1111111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

This article explains how to build your own loud -
talker for radiophone concerts. Several differ-
ent styles are shown and described as well as
the pnnciples on which loud -talkers work. It is
not always the highest priced instrument of this
type that does the best work, and it is advisable
in all cases to experiment a little and see what
results you can obtain before investing a large
sum of money in such an instrument, which
may not be entirely suited to your particular
receiving set. To answer about one millon
inquiries, which we receive monthly, we may
repeat once more-that loud talkers are practi-
cally useless with the small amount of energy
received on crystal detectors, and at least three
audions (detector and two-step amplifier) are
usually necessary for good results.
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haps, but as Fig. 1 shows, it is frequently
more efficient to separate the individual re-
ceivers from two or more head sets, and
allow each person to have one receiver,
connecting the individual receivers in series
as indicated in the diagram. This is done
for the reason that usually there is but
little current and a relatively greater volt-
age available at the receiving set output
terminals, especially where a crystal detec-
tor is in use. The voltage available will
thus actuate two to four or more 1,000
ohm receivers in series as readily as it will
one, but the current available is so slight,
that if the phones were connected in par-
allel, the increased amperage demanded by
this arrangement would be more than the
set supplied. It has been found in many
cases, however, where multiple stage
vacuum tube amplifiers are in use, that
multiple phones or head sets can be con-
nected in parallel, owing to the reversal of
the foregoing conditions in this case, there
being a greater amperage available, which
meets the demands of the successive phones
connected in parallel. A question fre-
quently asked is, "Will the signals be of
the same strength if two receivers or head
sets are connected in series instead of using
the single receiver or head set?" Usually
the strength of a signal is but slightly re-
duced, and where audion amplifiers are
employed, there is invariably sufficient
energy in the output circuit to energize
from six to twelve phones or more.

A very good loud -talker, which has been
tried out by the editors of this journal with
excellent success, is that shown at Fig. 2.
This comprises a metal horn, the size of
which may vary, but, of course, the larger
the horn the more volume of sound pro-
duced. A single Baldwin type C amplify-
ing phone is employed. This receiver,
which is extra large in size and fitted with
a mica diafram, gives a very clear articu-
lation, much better than many of the higher
priced loud -talkers now on the market, and
it is connected in place of the regular head
phones. A very good arrangement is to
connect the output terminals of the audion
amplifying set to the two blades of a
double -pole, double -throw knife switch. To
one set of switch jaws the terminals of a
2,000 ohm telephone head set are connected,
while to the opposite set of switch jaws,
the terminals of the loud -talker are con-
nected. Some radio amateurs have com-
plained to the writer that they had to
re -tune their set slightly after throwing
the switch over to the loud -talker, having
tuned in the station loud and clear in the

head phones first, but he has found that if
flexible twisted lamp cord not over five
feet long is used to join this loud -talker to
the switch, no change in tuning has to bu
done at all, using a detector and three -step
V.T. amplifier.

There are a number of different ways in
which this amplifying receiver can be held
firmly and tightly against the board con-
necting it acoustically with the amplifying
horn, and a very effective method of doing
this is given in Fig. 2. The receiver may
be wired or held with a leather strap
tightly against the board in which the base
of the horn is fastened, but the method
illustrated and comprising a spring which
presses the receiver against the felt cov-
ered front board, will be found simple and
besides the receiver can be easily removed
at any time. Where a large horn cannot
be obtained, a smaller one may be pur-
chased and then enlarged in size by pur-
chasing a piece of fairly heavy sheet iron
and bending this to fit inside the horn very
tightly and to be riveted to the horn, as the
writer has done. It will take some care-
ful fitting to bend the sheet iron cornucopia
fashion, but if you are a little skilful with
a wooden mallet and a wooden block, you
can form a flare or bell at the mouth of
the horn.

Duplex and Triplex Loud -Talker
One of the editors has successfully used,

and is using at the present time, on a four
audion receiving set, with a loop aerial
three and one-half feet square, the duplex
loud -talker shown at Fig. 3. Here two
Baldwin wireless phones are used, one for
each horn, and the two horns are arranged
to face in different directions, so as to
distribute the sound around the room in the
best manner possible. These horns can
face in any direction desired; in a long
narrow room for example, they may be
placed back to back, so as to face in oppo-
site directions, and thus throw the sound
to the respective ends of the room. The
horns used in this case measure about
twenty inches long and have an opening
at the larger end of about ten inches. The
1,000 ohm receivers are held in wooden
blocks, similar to the plan shown at Fig. 2.
The horns are best suspended by cord or
rope from the ceiling, but wire may be
used if care is taken to see that it does
not sing on certain notes.

In Fig. 3, the arrangement of chairs,
apparatus table, and single loud -talker with
extra large horn of the type shown at
Fig. 2, is outlined. In 2. small room espe-
cially, always place the loud -talker in a
corner if possible, as this serves to dis-
tribute the sound to the best advantage
about the room, and one peculiar fact is
that the radiophone talk always sounds
much clearer at a fair distance from the
loud -talker, this being due in part to the
fact that when one sits close to the horn
of the amplifier, he usually hears a slight
frying noise or hissing, due to the action
of the audions. Sometimes a radio -tele-
graph station interferes, and if this is
rather weak, this interference will be lost
when the radiophone is sharply and clearly
tuned in, and providing you do not sit too
close to the loud -talker. Where a large
room or auditorium is to be filled with
sound from a loud -talker and radiophone
receiving set, seven large horns, either of
metal or wood, may be placed either in the
respective corners of the hall or else they
may be grouped in the centre, the large
openings of the horns pointing outward,

(Continued on 4age 1174)
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4 -RECEIVERS IN SERIES

Fig. 1. Where More Than One or Two Receivers Are to be Connected to
the Radio Receiving Set, They Should be Connected in Series in Practically

All Cases, Especially When a Crystal Detector is Used

Fig. 2. A Simple and Effective Radio Loud -Talker, Which is in Use by
the Editors on Their Own Sets in Several Cases, is Shown Below. The
Sheet Iron Horn Measures About 20 Inches Long and Has an Opening
About 10 Inches in Diameter. A Single Baldwin Type C Amplifying Re-

ceiver is Mounted in the Wooden Block, Cut Out as Shown

Wire -

Wax or I/
Cement---i-1--

Radio Receiver
/000%/500

Ohms

F//Lining(Optionag

Horn,Shee/Meta/orWooa'-'

Horn)

-

leather Straps

Rec Set

Tree

'Support Cords

To Receiver

Sheet /ron Horns

ZWires, /ZS'/ong, --
3'6 ópnrf 30'high

Fig. 3. Where a Pair of Baldwin or
Other Efficient Radio Receivers Are
Used, Both of These May be Fitted
With Horns, as Shown Here, Pointing
Each Horn in a Different Direction, so
as to Distribute the Sound About the
Room With the Greatest Efficiency.
The Diagram Below Shows an Ar-
rangement Used by One of the Editors
With a Single Amplifying Receiver and
Metal Horn Measuring 3 Feet Long

With an 18 Inch Opening

i7-0' ----

óues/
Chairs,

Fig. 5. One of the
Successful Loud -Talk-
ing Attachments Which
Has Been Devised,
Comprises a Horn Fit-
ted with Two Openings
at the Base, so That a
Pair of Standard Radio
Receivers Can be
Clamped Against
These Openings, in
the Manner Indicated
by the Dotted Lines in
the Drawing Here-
with. To Make This
Loud -Talker Yourself,
a Fair Sized Metal or
Wooden Horn May be
Tightly Sealed to a
Phonograph Record or

Its Equivalent

Microphone may be placed inside Loud Ta/ker
Horn on 2/-'29' Flood

Fig. 6. The Editors
Have Tried Out This
Scheme of Relaying Ra-
diophone Music From
One Floor to Another,
in the Manner Shown
Herewith, Utilizing the
Familiar Loud -Speaking
Telephone Circuit. The
Radio Receiver is Placed
in Contact with a Micro-
phone of Standard Tele-

phone Type

3to 4Dry Ce//s or Storage Batter/es

40hm Receivec-

Loud Ta/ker on/S/F/oor

i^
i Ii Fig. 4. Many People Are Adapting Their Phono-

graph Cabinet to the Radio -Telephone and One of
the Best Methods of Doing This is Shown Below.
The Reproducer is Removed and the Wireless Re-
ceiver is Clamped Tightly Over the End of the Tone
Arm, or Else Over the Opening to the Sound Cham-
ber, as Shown by the Dotted Lines, Thus Utilizing

the Horn in Your Phonograph

To Receiver Set

Radio Recei ver in place of
Phonograph Reproducer

(or here)

\el _'-'-i__-____-_1---------;

ilka

. . ,,ir,

-Phonograph Sound Chamber

Fig. 7. Speaking of Loud -Talkers, We Give Below Two Sug-
gestions Which Have Been Tried Out with Marked Success.
The Wooden Chopping Bowl Trick Shown in the Upper Illus-
tration, Works Beautifully,ully, as One of Our Editorial Staff Has
Found. The Metal Cone Stunt Corresponds to One of the
Successful Loud -Talkers Now Sold on the Market. The Bigger

the Bowl or Cone, the Better, of Course
-Wooden Bowl

Fibre or \ or Tn Wash
Brass Tube- Basin

Wood
Strip -7

Phone,

--Meta/ Cone
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WITH this issue we are inau-
gurating a new department en-
titled "The Broadcast." Since
last December a great change has
come into radio, due mainly to

our radio telephone broadcasting stations,
which now supply the public of this coun-
try with free entertainment of all sorts,
such as lectures, vocal music, phonograph
music, instrumental, band music and
speeches.

For instance, recently in Newark, N. J.,
the WJZ station broadcasted an entire
musical comedy, namely, Ed. Wynn's "Per-
fect Fool," which is now running on
Broadway. The entire cast, almost 100
people, participated in the first radio show
given.

We are in receipt of thousands of letters
from radio enthusiasts who wish to know
all about this broadcasting service, where it
originated, how far the station can be

heard, and news of other important ques-
tions. In this department, hereafter, we
will give accurate information on all broad-
casting topics, and we would ask our read-
ers to keep all copies containing broadcast-
ing information for further use.

The map which we print herewith is a
general one and simply shows the location
of the present stations, which number over
seventy. Readers can readily compute
their distance from these broadcasting sta-
tions, and the following rule, which is only
a rough one, holds good: If you have a
good crystal detector outfit and a f our -
wire aerial not less than sixty feet long,
you should be able to receive the enter-
tainment from these broadcasting stations
if you are located not further than twenty-
five to thirty-five miles from them. With
a vacuum tube outfit this distance would
be increased quite a good deal. If you
have a VT detector and a two step am -

First Authentic List
Akron, Ohio, Radioart Store Station. Call

letters, 8UX. Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
6:30 to 7 p. m., Eastern Standard time. 190-200
meters; normal range, 30 miles; exceptional
range, 200 miles.

Anacostia, D. C. Call letters, NOM. 350.
Anticosti, N. S. Call letters, NSF. 200 to

250 meters.
Atlanta, Ga., Garter Electric Co. Call letters.

4CD. Wave length?
Austin, Texas, State University. Call letters,

5Z U.
Boston, Mass., H. A. Beale's Station. No

schedule or call letters on record here.
Berlin, N. H., Y. M. C. A. No call letters

or wave length yet. Broadcasting program of
interest to the public.

Chicago, Ill., Westinghouse station. Call let-
ters, KY*. Music, opera.

Chicago, Ill. Call letters WBU. Station and
wave length wanting.

Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland Radio Association.
Friday evening concerts. No call letters or wave
length obtained.

Cleveland, Ohio. Call letters, WHK. Station
and wave length wanting.

Cleveland, Ohio, station of the Cox Manu-
facturing Co. Call letters, 8ACS. 200 meters.
Sunday, 7:30 or 8 P. M., Eastern Standard time.
Music and voice. Can be heard with mineral
detector receivers in Cleveland and suburbs.
With amplifiers it is heard clearly at distances
up to 50 or 60 miles, and has repeatedly been
heard at distances of several hundred miles.
Thursday evenings, concerts under auspices of
Cleveland Radion Association. Different mem-
bers give these concerts. They are heard thru-
out greater Cleveland and sometimes at greater
distances.

Cincinnati, Ohio, station of Precision Equip-
ment Co. Call letters, 8XB. 375 meters. Music,
vaudeville, baseball scores, and other information.

Columbus, Ohio. The station of Ohio State
University. Call letters 8YO. 275 meters. No
schedule. Time signals, market reports and
other useful information.

Columbus, Ohio, station of Electrical Specialty
Co. Call letters, 8BYV. 200 meters. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, 7:30 P. M., Central Standard
time. Music, football scores, baseball scores, and
other news.

Dallas, Texas, Police Dept. Call letters WRR.
450 meters. Weather forecasts, Police Bulletin.
local news and other information. 8:30 to 9
P. M. at some station concerts.

Dayton, Ohio. McCook Army station. Call
letters, WAL.

Dayton, Ohio. Call letters, WFO. Station
and wave length not recorded.

Deal Beach, N. J. American Telephone and
Telegraph station. Working with KDOW. Call
letters, 2XJ.

Denver, Colo. Y. M. C. A. station. Daily
time signals, weather report and news. Thurs-
day, 8 to 9:30 P. M., Fitzsimmons Hospital Sta-
tion. Concert. Daily, 8:30 A. M., station of
Reynolds Radio Company, Inc. Weather fore-
cast. Radius 1,000 miles. Sundays, 8 to 10
P. M. Same station, concert. Radius, 1,000
miles. This music is used for dances in Wyo-
ming, Nebraska and Kansas.

Detroit, Mich., Detroit News. Call letters,
WBL. No schedule.

Fairfield, Ohio, U. S. Army station. Call
letters, WL2. No schedule. Wave length want-
ing.

Calif. Call letters KFU. Station and
call letters wanting.

Hamilton, Ohio, Doron Bro. Electrical Co.
200 meters or over. No schedule.

plifier, you should be .able to receive the
entertainment quite loud anywhere from
300 to 1,000 miles away from these sta-
tions.

As mentioned elsewhere, our special sup-
plement map, which will be published with
our May issue, will give a great deal of
data not shown on this first general map.
This supplement will be of great impor-
tance and will be an unusual feature of our
next issue.

This department will contain a monthly
list of broadcasting stations, with full par-
ticulars for each station, and we invite all
new stations that are either contemplated
or are in operation to send to the editor
full particulars as to their station for
publication.

We intend to make this department a
"live" one, and hope for the full coopera-
tion of everyone concerned.

f Radiophone Broadcasting Stations
(CORRECTED TO MARCH 1, 1922)

Hartford, Conn., C. D. Tuska Co. Call letters
WOB. 360 to 485 meters. No schedule.

Hollywood, Calif., Electric Lighting Co. Call
letters, KGC. Wave length, 360 meters. No
schedule.

Indianapolis, Ind. Call letters, WOH.
Indianapolis, Ind., station of Hamilton Mfg.

Co. Call letters, WLK.
Jefferson City, Mo. Call letters, WOS. Sta-

tion and wave length wanting.
Jersey City, N. J. Wireless Telephone Co., of

Hudson County. Call letters, WNO. 360 meters.
No schedule.

Jersey City, N. J., Jersey Review. Call letters,
2IA.

Kansas City, Mo. Call letters, WOQ.
Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio Co. Call

letters, 9ZAB.
Lansing, Mich. Call letters WHW. Station?

Wave length?
Lincoln Neb. University of Nebraska. Call

letters, 9YY. Wave length? Range, several
hundred miles. Noon and 7.30 P. M.

Los Altos, Calif., Colin B. Kennedy Co. Call
letters, KGB. Wave length?

Special Broadcast Supplement
WITH our May number, we will issue

a special radiophone broadcasting
map in two colors, size 15 by 12

inches. This map will contain all important
data of every broadcasting station in the
country in existence at the present time.
The map will be arranged in such a way that
it can be mounted by the reader and new sta-
tions can be inserted by means of a special
key printed on the map.

Inasmuch as our new Radio features have
made an unprecedented demand for SCI-
ENCE AND INVENTION, be sure to reserve
your copy with your news dealer now, as
otherwise, you may not be able to obtain it.
It costs nothing to do so, and places you
under no obligation.

:11111111.111.11111iiii1111,,,1111l1,111liniiil111,11111111111,11,1,11,11111111111111,,,,111111111111i1111111011,I oo, mi

Los Angeles, Calif. Western Radio Electric
Co. Call letters, KZC. Wave length?

Los Angeles, Calif. Call letters KOG. Sta-
tion? Wave length?

Los Angeles, Calif., Leo. J. Meyberg Co. Call
letters, KYJ. Wave length? Another station
at San Francisco.

Los Angeles, Calif., Arno A. Kluge. Call
letters, KQL. Wave length?

Los Angeles, Calif., Hamberger's Dept. Store.
Broadcasts program of interest to the public.
Range 1,000 miles.

Medford Hillside, Mass. Call letters, WGI.
350 meters. Daily 8 P. M. Boston City Police
Reports, first in international Morse Code ten
words per minute then by radio telephone.

Wednesday, 8:15 P. M. Same station, Concert.
Tuesday and Thursday, 8:15 P. M. Same sta-

tion. Burgess Bed Time Stories.
Monday, 8:15 P. M. Same station. Publicity

and information of general interest.
Friday, 8 P. M. Amateur Night. Code in-

struction; new licenses announced.
Saturday, 8:15 P. M. Football, baseball, other

sporting events and general news.
Special broadcasts. Same station. United

States Public Health Service Lectures. Detailed
reports of World Series. Concerts by high class
artists. Sermons on Sundays. Addressed by
prominent speakers. Business reports.

1148

Medford Hillside, American Radio Research
Co. Call letters, WGI. Wave length, 360 meters.
A report from the American Radio Co., claims
that WGI formally 1-XE was the first radio
broadcasting station in this country. Its radius
is 1,000 miles. This station reports that due
to geographical conditions the station at Spring-
field, Mass., cannot be heard at Worcester. so
that the New England population is practically
dependent for its broadcasts upon WGI.

Mexico City Mexico. Call letters, XDA.
5,500 meters. Daily, 7 P. M.

Minneapolis, Minn. University of Minnesota
station. Call letters, WLB.

Montreal, Canada. Station of the Marconi
Telegraph Co. of Canada, Ltd. 1,200 meters.
Radiophone concerts, news bulletin, notices of
wireless, society meetings and other information.
Range about 200 miles.

New Haven, Conn. A. C. Gilbert Co. Letters,
WCJ.

Newark N. J. L. Bamberger & Co. Call
letters, WOR.

Newark, N. J. Westinghouse test station. Call
letters, 2-SAI. 360 meters.

Newark, N. J. Station of the Westinghouse
Electrical & Manufacturing Co. Call letters
WJZ. 360 meters. Broadcasts daily Arlington
signals at 12 noon and at 10 o'clock.

New York City, N. Y. Ship Owners Radio
Service. Call letters, WDT. Wave length?
Schedule?

New York and vicinity. Ship of American
Telegraph and Telephone Co. Call letters,
KDOW. This ship is sometimes 1,000 miles
at sea and communicates to the stations of
the Radio Corp. of America. This station has
communicated with the land station (2-XJ at Deal
Beach), at a distance of 1,600 miles.

Oakland, Calif. Preston D. Allen. Call let-
ters, KZM. Wave length, 360 meters.

Oakland, Calif., Atlantic & Pacific Radio sup-
plies. Call letters, KZY. Wave length 360
meters.

Pasadena, Calif. J. J. Dunn & Co. Call let-
ters, KLB. 360 meters.

Pawtucket, R I. Raymond F. Farnhans sta-
tion. Call letters, IOJ. Wave length?

Pawtucket, R. I. Thomas Gibline Station.
Call letters, 1XAD. No schedule. Wave length?

Philadelphia, Pa. Call letters, WCL. Station?
Wave length?

Philadelphia, Pa. T. F. Z. Howlette station.
Call letters, 3-AWI. Wave :ength? No sched-
ule.

Pinebluff, Arkansas. Call letters, WOK. Sta.
tion? Wave length?

Pittsburg, Pa. Call letters, KQV. Station?
Wave length?

Pittsburgh, Pa. KDKA. Westinghouse Sta-
tion. 360 meters has been heard 2 000 miles.
Concert and schedule similar to WJZ Newark
varied program.

Pittsburg, Pa. Hamilton Mfg. Co. Call letters,
WPB. 360 meters.

Pomona, Calif. Call letters, KGF. Station?
Wave length?

Richmond, Ind. Call letters, WOZ. Station?
Wave length?

Rochester, N. Y. Call letters, WHO. Sta-
tion? Wave length?

Rock Island, Ill. Call letters, WOC. Station?
Wave length?

Rome, Ga. Amateur station. Call letters.
4-BQ. Wave length? Range 500 miles.

Roselle Park station of the Radio Corporation
of America. Call letters, 1 1-DY. 360 meters.
Station temporarily discontinued.

(Continued on page 1171)
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Radio fuT
t)

NO. 2.

IF you hooked up that mineral detector
set the way I told you to in the last
issue you ought to be hearing all sorts
of things now. But I have a hunch
that you have had troubles the same

as I have.
There are three troubles that are com-

mon to all beginners: (1) He does not
hear anything. (2) He does not hear
what he wants to hear. (3) He does not
hear it loud enough. The first trouble
can be overcome. The other two, like
leprosy before the discovery of chaulmoo-
gra oil, seem to be incurable. The reason
they are chronic is that human desire is a
progressive ailment. The beginner who
hears a New York station to -day wants to
hear Chicago tomorrow, San Francisco the
next day, then Honolulu, then Mars. Radio
goes further than any other hobby toward
satisfying the natural desire to do some-
thing bigger and better every day than you
did the day before, and Mars may yet be
heard from. The beginner who masters
his mineral detector outfit is well on his
way to the bigger achievements.

The simple receiving outfit consists of :
(1) The aerial or antenna, which picks up
the radio waves. (2) The tuner, which
enables the operator to choose the station
he will listen to. (3) The detector, a
valve that reduces the radio waves to
vibrations slow enough to make sound
that can be heard by the human ear. (4)
The phones, which change electrical oscil-
lations into sounds. (5) The ground wire,
which completes the path by which the elec-
tric currents pass on their way after pro-
ducing the sounds that you hear. After
these parts are set up and connected, the
tuner and the detector are the only parts
to be adjusted.

The detector, as of course you have
noticed, consists of a piece of mineral and
a piece of small wire mounted in such a
way that they can be brought into con-
tact. Sometimes there are two pieces of
mineral instead of a piece of mineral and
a piece of wire. The wire, or the smaller
piece of mineral, whichever the detector
has, should be touched to the larger piece
of mineral at different spots on its smooth
surface, while the operator listens atten-
tively with the phones. When the operator
hears a signal, which very likely will sound
like the buzz of a mosquito, he very gently
adjusts the wire or mineral to see if he
can make the buzz louder. The more he
works at this the more he will find out.
He will discover that there are certain
spots on his mineral that give him a louder
sound than others. Remembering these
spots saves time for him when further ad-
justments are necessary. Also he discov-
ers that even the slightest variation of
pressure on the mineral makes a great dif-
ference, and that the wire may slip off the
tickle spot and have to be readjusted.

There is one impulse that must be sternly
resisted. Every human being has an itching
desire to rub his hand over a nicely pol-
ished surface. Sometimes it is done un-
consciously, as in the case of a gentleman
who descended the stairs at the home of
his host and permitted his hand to slide,
from the smooth banister right on over the
shoulder of a lady in evening dress who
was leaning on the post at the bottom.
The beginner who gets no buzz from his
radio receiver often assumes that a vigor-
ous polishing of the surface of the mineral
with his thumb will rid it of dust and
enable the signals to come through. The
fact is that one touch of the thumb, even
when it is as clean as it is after you use
the nail for a screwdriver, deposits enough
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This Motion Picture Strip Shows the Successive
Operations, from Top to Bottom, to be Followed
in Tuning the Radio Receiving Set Either for Radio-
phone Concerts or for Regular Radio Telegraph
Signals. If a Crystal Detector is in Use, it Will
Prove a Great Time Saver to Employ the Buzzer
Test Here Shown, as Otherwise You May Spend
Several Hours Listening for Signals on a "Dead"
Crystal. Adjust the Detector, then the Tuner and

the Variable Condenser.

natural skin oil on the surface of the min-
eral to insulate it from the wire or the
other mineral and destroy its sensitivity.
If your detector does not detect, take a
course on thumb prints and find out who
smeared it. Remedy : Clean crystals oc-
casionally with benzine, carbona, or bet-
ter, carbon bisulfid.

The tuner, unless you know that you
have it adjusted to the station that you
want to hear, should be manipulated in
conjunction with the detector. It may be
a coil of wire on which a metal spring
slides back and forth; or it may have two
coils of wire, one inside the other, that
open and shut like a telescope and have
semicircles of tack heads or bolt heads on
the side or end, and a brass tongue that is
turned with a knob and brought into con-
tact with one bolt head after another. A
recent type of tuner that I have used has
just one handle that swings back and forth
and moves a pointer over the face of a dial
on which are numbered scratches with un-
numbered ones between. The swinging of
the handle, the sliding of the metal spring
or the turning of the knob all have the
same purpose, which is to adjust your re-
ceiver so that you can hear the station you
want to hear. The beginner knows, or
should know, that the radio station KDKA
for example is located at East Pittsburgh,
Pa.; that he is near enough to hear it with
the apparatus that he has, and that it
transmits on a wavelength of 360 meters or
whatever it uses at 8 P. M.

If he does not know exactly what he is
trying to hear, of course the beginner just
explores the ether to find out what he can
hear. That is like fishing blindfolded in
the middle of the ocean. He may catch
anything from a flying fish to a whale.

When the beginner knows the hour at
which the station he wants will be trans-
mitting, and what wavelength it employs,
he touches the wire of his detector to
some spot on his mineral which he thinks
is sensitive, then slowly tries his tuner
over its whole range of motion. In case
the tuner has two knobs, each with its
semicircle of contact points, the game is
to put one brass tongue on its first con-
tact point, turn the other knob as far as it
will go each way, move the first tongue to
the next contact point, repeat the operation
of the other knob, and continue until every
possible adjustment has been made, includ-
ing the working in and out of the tele-
scoping coils if the tuner is the kind that
has them. If the operator knows approxi-
mately how to adjust his tuner for the sta-
tion he wants to hear, he tests it in that
position very thoroly by slight changes.
If he does not hear what he wants to, he
changes the wire or movable mineral of
his detector to another spot and repeats
the exploration with his tuner.

There are "buzzer testers" which will
show when the detector is on a sensitive
spot. When these are used, the detector
can be adjusted accurately and the entire
attention of the operator given to the
tuner, but most radio amateurs start their
careers without them. In spite of that,
they do not use such awful language !

Sometimes a tuner has a variable con-
denser in addition to the apparatus de-
scribed above. That means one more knob
to turn. The process then is: Tickle the
mineral, shove the slider over another wire,
or turn the knob or swing the handle an-
other notch, turn the condenser knob as
far as it will go in each direction, slowly,
and push the sliding coil back and forth if
you are using a tuner that has one. Then

(Continued on page 1186)
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cile
In this Department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this Department cannot be answered free. A charge of 25c is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.

Receiving Troubles
(1) Jack Pomret, of New York City,

asks:
Q. 1. I have a double slide tuning coil,

a crystal detector, a fixed condense, and a

A Hook -Up of a Double Slide Tuning Coil, Crystal
Detector, Fixed Condenser and Phones, is Shown
Above. The Method of Connecting a Buzzer for
Testing Crystal Detector is Also Illustrated. A -
Aerial, T2 -Two Slide Tuner, D -Detector, F. C. -Fixed
Condenser, P -Phones, Buz -Buzzer, G -Ground, B -

Battery, S -Switch.

pair of 2000 ohm 'phones. I have never
heard the Westinghouse Station. My
aerial is a single wire about 70 feet long
and 50 feet from the ground, strung out
from a wash -pole. Only on rare occasions
have I been able to receive telegraphic
messages.

A. 1. Your 'phones are of the regula-
tion type and have been employed by many
amateurs very successfully. The reason
you are probably not getting the proper
results is that you are not adjusting your
detector to its point of maximum sensi-
tivity and you are not tuning sharply
enough. We would advise that you change
your hook-up to conform with the circuit
here shown and employ a buzzer test as
often as you think necessary.

Miles and Wave Length
(2) Burton Hays, Philadelphia, Pa.,

asks:
Q. 1. Arlington Station is rated at 2500

meters. How many miles is that?
A. 1. This "rating" which you speak of

does not refer to distances in receiving
ranges. It is a unit of measurement used
o denote the length between the peaks of

two adjacent undulations of the same wave

Two Hook -Ups, the First, a Single Slide Tuning
Coil, Detector, Condenser and Phones. The Second,
in Addition to the Abovel Apparatus, a Two -Slide
Tuner and a Variable Condenser. A -Aerial, G -
Ground, Ti -Single Slide Tuning Coil, T2 -Double
Slide Tuning Coil, D -Detector, F. C. -Fixed Con-

denser, V.C.-Variable Condenser, P -Phones.

and even tho a station may be rated at
2500 meters it does not necessarily imply
that you will be able to hear that station
even ten miles away unless your apparatus
is so arranged that it can tune up to that
wave length.

Q. 2. Please give the hook-up of a
single slide tuning coil, a detector, a fixed
condenser, and a pair of 'phones.

A. 2. The hook-up is given herewith.
Q. 3. Also furnish the hook-up of a

two -slide tuning coil, a variable condenser,
and the other apparatus mentioned above.

A. 3. Assuming that you intend to use
in addition to the single slide tuning coil a
two -slide tuning coil, the hook-ui is here
shown with the single slide tuner used as
a loading inductance.
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Transf.
Making Radio Symbols Simple to Understand.
The Above Chart of Radio Symbols With the
Names Alongside of Each, Shows What the Various

Signs Represent.

Radio Symbols
Raymond Pomfret, Miami, Fla.,(3)

asks:
Q. 1. I see so many diagrams of wire-

less apparatus and they are all Greek to
me, will you please give me the names of
the various instruments and the symbols
used to designate them.

A. 1. We are publishing the symbols
usually employed here and with each of
them the name of the actual apparatus.

Buzzer Test for Crystal Detector
(4) John Hay, of Kansas City, asks :
Q. 1. I have heard that there are other

methods of employing a buzzer for testing
a crystal for sensitivity besides connecting
the wire directly to the ground lead. Can
you give me a circuit diagram for this
method?

A. 1. There are several methods of do-
ing this depending upon induced currents.
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One way is to wind several turns of wire
around the aerial lead before connecting
this to the buzzer; another method is to
wind several turns of wire around a card-
board tube 2 or 3 inches in diameter and

In Case of Objections to the Use of the Buzzer for
Testing a Crystal as Shown in Question No. 1, the
System Indicated Above May Be Employed. Buz -
Buzzer. T' -Single Slide Tuner, S -Switch, B -Battery,

A -Aerial.

then pass the aerial lead either thru or
around the cardboard tube or else permit
this coil to approach the loose coupler or
tuner so as to react upon it. The buzzer
is placed in series with this coil.

Q. 2. Are there any advantages in using
these methods?

A. 2. The advantages are slight, but
users of this system claim that the sensitive
spots so found on crystals are not apt to
be lost or burnt and that more sensitive
spots are generally found.

Hook -Up
(5) R. M. Gross, Maybell, Colo., re-

quests a hook-up of a loose coupler, load-
ing coil, variable condenser, 'phones and an
audion detector for reception of undamped
wave signals, and asks :

Q. 1. Will I be able to hear Arlington
on this set.

A. 1. You may have considerable diffi-
culty in receiving Arlington time signals
on the west side of ,the Rocky Mountain
range, but there are plenty of govern-
ment stations transmitting time signals
nearer your immediate vicinity than Ar-
lington, which would come within your
range. Hook-up is given herewith.

,)»),,»,»),»o

A Simple Audion Circuit Which Will Receive
Damped Waves. Ti -Single Slide Tuner, L.C.-Loose
Coupler, V.T.-Vacuum Tube, BB -'B" Battery,
H.B.-Six Volt Storage Battery, R -Rheostat,

P -Phones, A -Aerial, G -Ground.
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LATEST PATENTS
Amusement Device

(No. 1,399,582 issued to James
Sayih)

This rather clever amusement de-
vice is of the carousel type. There
are an annular series of cars, which

revolve in opposite directions, and
are permitted to undulate while so
traveling. The speed varies accord.
ing to whether the rider chooses to
travel on the innermost or the
outermost circle. The cars travel
on rollers and are connected to an
endless chain by means of a lever.
This permits the cars to rise and
fall without shifting the nature of
the driving element, or the chain
to which this drive is attached.
One single motor controls all four
chains, and a locking means in the
lever prevents the cars from up.
setting.

Aerial Apparatus
(No. 1,396,874) issued to Vittorio

Pastrengo)
This is an unusually clever land-

ing gear for sea planes, which en-
ables the aviator to alight on quite
rough water without shock to the
plane, or permits him to descend
on land. There are three skids
pivoted at the front and free to
move within a certain angle con-
trolled by a spring and piston shock
absorber. These skids are also pro-
vided with fitted planes inclined at
an angle which assist in bringing
the vessel down without damage on
a rather rough sea. Two of these
skids are mounted within the hulls
of the sea plane, and the third at

the tail. The plane is further
equipped with pontoons at the ends
of its wings, which are arranged
in a similar pivoted manner to the
landing skids.

Shaving Brushes
(No. 1,392,369 issued to Charles F.

Stoewsand)
The less dangerous of the species,

according to Kipling, uses the shav-
ing brush more regularly and this
invention was created for the almost
universal demand for such brushes.
It consists of a handle which holds
the bristles of the brush and acts
as the container for liquid soap.
Upon pressing the plunger inwardly
a ball -valve is operated which per-
mits some of the liquid soap to
pass out thru a perforated cap.
If the plunger is released the valve
closes, preventing the return of the
liquid fom the end of the shaving
brush, and because of the suction
thus exerted more of the liquid
soap passes into the plunger section.
The soap is, of course, sprayed upon
the brush. It is then merely neces-
sary to moisten the face with water.

press the button a few times
lather as desired.

Heater for Gasoline Supply Anti Rattling Device
Pipes (No. 1,400,482 issued to Harry E.

(No. 1.399,393 issued to Edgar Ewing)
Millner) Anti rattling devices for windows

Many of us have experienced the are numerous, but very few of these
difficulty in starting gasoline en-
gines in automobiles on a very cold
day, sometimes cranking up "the
old bus" as tho we were winding it
up as we would a phonograph. This
heating device consists of a flexible
tube, in the fabric of which the
wire is wound. Ong end of the
tube is fastened to an insulating
member and the other end pro-
vided with a cap. The whole is
secured around a supply pipe lead-
ing to the carbureter. The wires
from the heating element are con-
nected to the battery circuit of the
automobile In this manner it is
possible to heat the gasoline suffi-
ciently to insure its proper vapori-
zation. This tubular heating ar-

0:-ppi*__
__

%= - `

thuNrangement is provided on its inner
surface with a coat of flexible
sheet asbestos. The air space
between the heating tube and the
gasoline pipe is the column of air
upon which the heating coil acts.

Apparatus for Regulating
Frequency

(No. 1,390,318 issued to Henry E.
Warren)

Ordinary frequency meters give
a fair indication of the frequency
at that particular moment, but if
the frequency is slightly above nor-
mal an instantaneous reading would
be of no value. With this device
the error in frequency is amplified.
Primarily, it consists of a synchro-
nous clock which operates a shaft.
This shaft turns within another
shaft, both of which are threaded
to fit loosely upon each other. The

resemble this one recently patented
and just placed upon the market.
Essentially it consists of a base
plate having screw holes so that
it can be secured to 'the window
frame, and also a rectangular pro-
jecting part to which the window
engaging member is secured, so
that said member is spaced an ap-
preciable distance from the base.
This member is formed of a spring
strip bent as illustrated, carrying
a strip of felt which is secured at
its outer end by means of a rivet
and at its inner end by the clamp-
ing strip engaging with the window
frame.

Thermic Telephone
(No. 1,389,230 issued to Robert

Aernout Baron van Lynden)
In order to facilitate the making

of heating conductors in thermic
telephones, the inventor of this
system winds a helical coil of Wol-
laston wire. This is placed between
upright conductors after it has been
slightly flattened. The points of
union between the conductors and
the Wollaston wire are soldered,
forming therefore, a multiple series
of parallel arcs of wire. The bent
portions in this manner project on
either side of the two pins. Each
half of the Wollaston wire coil is
then dipped into acid, where the
wire is etched to the desired diam-

eter. The two pins are fitted into
end blocks. This permits the small
section to be removed and replaced
in case the wire is burnt out.

Submarine Mine
(No. 1,390,768 issued to Herbert

Grove Dorsey)
This new submarine mine can be

controlled from a shore station with-
out recourse to the usual communi-
cating wires, which have heretofore
been used for such control. The
mine has contained within if three
resonators, all responding to differ-
ent frequencies. In the mouth of

seco id shaft referred to is con-
trolled by the generator. It is thus
obvious that as long as the fre-
quencies of the clock and generator
are identical, the shaft will remain
in the center, but should the fre-

quency of either vary ever
so slightly, the shaft is
caused to move in either a
forward or backward direc-
tion. This shaft being fitted
with contact -making devices,

and closes a circuit thru a wheatstone
bridge.

each of these resonators is a vane,
which vane, strange to say, when
pivoted on a transverse axis in
Helmholtz resonator, tends to rotate
in a direction to close the mouth
when the latter is stimulated by the
reception of pulsations of the proper
frequency. This closes the circuit
to the electrical detonating means.
exploding the mine. Hence when
the proper code is sent out, all those
mines within a definite area whose
code signals, of course, are known.
may be exploded at will by th,
operator.

Electrical Game Board
(No. 1,399 712 issued to Samuel

Joseph Levi)
A game board is wired as shown

in the accompanying diagram. The
dotted lines represent the wire<
passing through and under the board

and the heavy black lines show
the wires above the board. These
are sunk in grooves so that they
protrude but very little. A visual
or audible signal such as a lamp
or a buzzer, is placed into the cir-
cuit. The battery, which is placed
in a suitable receptacle found under
the board, is connected to the signal.
Nine pins are placed upon the
board, one of which is electro -con-
ductive; when it is knocked awn,-
the wires a signal is given.

Treating Products by Dis-
rupted Conduction

(No. 1,399,162 issued to Franklin
S. Smith)

In order to destroy insect life,
the inventor of this device use,
electricity, claiming that not only i

insect life destroyed, but also their
eggs, lava and pupa. This apparatus
is used for cereals, dried fruits.
books, furs, etc. He provides fo
a plurality of electrodes and con-
densers, arranged in groups in
opposed relation to each other. An
endless belt conveys the products
to be treated between these conden-
sers, which are adjusted to fit the
boxes or cartons of different sizes.
High tension current, either direct
or alternating, breaks down the air
gap that exists between the elec-
trodes. Most of this voltage is
placed on the dielectric of the con
densers but a proportional part i<
placed on the conveyer belt and
the passing carton.
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The ''Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no penciled

matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams. etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work or

intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

Water Rheostats
(1191) Frank A. Simpkins, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

wants to know:
Q. 1. How to make a water rheostat.
A. 1. Altho the water may be contained in

almost anything convenient, it is generally safer
to use a vessel of insulating material, such as
a wooden box or barrel. The electrolyte may be
ordinary water when pressures of 500 volts or
higher are to be used. It is customary, how-
ever, to improve the conductivity of the water
by the addition of a little salt or washing soda,
of a little acid of some kind.

When the voltage is 550, a tablespoonful of
salt is about enough for a barrel of water.
More salt should be used for lower voltages.
The conductor terminals are usually plates of
iron. altho other conductors will do. The re-
sistance is regulated by changing the distance
between the plates, or the amount of surface
of the plates, or by changing the density of the
solution the latter, however, not being so easily
managed. Rectangular boxes of wood or stone
are often used. A barrel containing fifty to
sixty gallons will dissipate an equal number of
kilowatts. Small rheostats sometimes take care
of 20 to 150 watts per cubic inch of liquid.
The allowable current varies from .25 to 3
amperes per square inch of surface on the ex-
posed face of one electrode.

A good design for a water-cooled resistor is
shown in one of the accompanying illustrations.
It consists of a number of pipes fitted into U
shaped couplings and supplied with sliding brass
bridges or shunts. With all the shunts at the
top the resistor is practically short-circuited;
when it is desired to cut out all the resistance
the terminals of the rheostat should be short-
circuited thru the switch indicated. With all
the bridge pieces at the bottom the resistance
of the circuit becomes a maximum. The pipe
connections are so made that water can be cir-
culated thru the rheostat. The connections to
the water mains and outlet should be made
thru rubber hose. The heat capacity will de-
pend upon the amount and temperature of the
water circulated.

Water rheostats can be worked at higher
densities than those of usual design by allowing
cool water to circulate thru the tank. It will

86.5 190
require - kilograms or pounds of water

t t
per hour to dissipate the heat liberated by the
absorption of one kilowatt, wth a temperature
rise of "t" degrees Centigrade. This formula
also applies to the cooling of metallic resistors
submerged in running water.

Where high voltage is used the water must
be conducted to and from the tank in rubber
hose. For potentials up to 2,500 volts a length
of 15 to 20 feet is sufficient to prevent ground-
ing, providing the diameter does not exceed
one inch. For larger diameters a correspond-
ingly longer hose must be used.

gQ. 2. Describe a simple way in which to
make an adjustable carbon rheostat.

A. 2. Carbon rheostats have the advantage
of fine adjustment together with a large current
capacity. Carbon will carry about 125 amperes
per square inch. These rheostats are generally
made up of plates held in a frame and the re-
sistance varied by changing the pressure between
the plates with a screw clamp. A simple and
easy method of making a carbon rheostat from
old lamp carbons is shown in an accompanying
illustration.

One type of laboratory rheostat in considerable
use at the present time is made up of about
two dozen square carbon plates, not copper
plated, of course, each plate being about 21
inches square and 1 inch thick. Sheet carbon
suitable for cutting up into such plates can be
purchased at any electrical supply house. An-
other form of carbon rheostat is made up of
crushed carbon or carbon granules placed in an
insulating tube, one wire being secured to a
metal plate at one end of the tube and the
second wire being connected to a second metal
plate which can be screwed down upon the
carbon particles to give more or less pressure.
The greater the pressure the less the resistance
offered to the circuit by the rheostat, and vice
versa. This carbon -granule rheostat works on
the same principle as the microphone.

Q. 3. What chemical solution is used for
moistening the paper in making a polarity
tester?

r

Water Rheostats Made From Barrels Are Fre-
quently Very Useful in Testing the Output Capacity
of Dynamos as Well as for Regulating the Amount
of Current Supplied a Motor or Other Apparatus
Under Test. The Two Metal Tubes Are Lowered

Into a Solution of Baking Soda or Salt Water.

A. 3. The simplest solution, perhaps, is iodide
of potassium dissolved in water; when paper
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A Simple Variable Resistance Made From Old
Lamp Carbons is Shown Above; While Below We
See a Water Rheostat Comprising Water Pipes
Connected as Shown, and Fitted With Individual
Short -Circuiting Jumpers, Also a Switch for Cutting

Out the Whole Rheostat.

is moistened with this, and the terminals of a
battery or dynamo are connected to it, a brown
spot is left at the positive terminal, or where
the current enters; the paper must be damp
when the test is applied. To keep the paper
moist longer, glycerine should be added to the
solution. By moistening paper with a solution
of iodide of potassium, to which some starch
water has been added, a blue mark is left at
the positive pole. Another solution is made by
dissolving 15 grains of red iodide of mercury
and 20 grains of iodide of potassium in one
fluid ounce of glycerine; this must be used
moist, keeping the terminals 1 inch apart for
each 100 volts; yellow appears at the negative
pole. By using a solution of ferrocyanide of
potassium and iron terminals blue appears at
the positive pole. If a solution of phenol-
phthalein is placed in a bottle or tube, corked
at both ends, with two wires entering the corks,
the positive end turns red. Shake the tube to
clear the solution. In applying any of these
tests it is desirable to avoid all risk of making
a short circuit. For this reason it is best to
connect an incandescent lamp in series with the
test paper.

A convenient test is to stick the ends of two
wires into a potato, keeping the ends an inch
or more apart. The potato will boil at the nega-
tive terminal, when the wires are connected to
a charged circuit on account of the gas set
free by chemical decomposition.

Polarized Relays
(1192) San Fowler, London, England,

writes this Depaitment:
Q. 1. Please explain in a simple manner,

together with elementary mathematics, as to
just why it is that a polarized relay is not only
more useful in most telegraph work, owing
to the fact that its armature can be made to
close a circuit when a current is past thru the
relay in a certain direction, but also how it
realizes its much greater sensitivity to small
currents as compared to a similar resistance
neutral relay. I have heard it said that a
polarized relay ís 100 times more sensitive than
a neutral relay, of the pony type for example.

A. 1. The two accompanying diagrams Figs.
1 and 2, shows two interesting types of polarized
relays used extensively for telegraph purposes.
The polarized relay at Fig. 1 has a soft iron
armature, which is magnetized permanently by
the tempered steel magnet, as shown. Resting
on the front end of this steel magnet is a soft
iron yoke supporting two magnet cores and pole -
pieces made of the same material; the softer
this iron is the better, so as to permit it to
reverse its polarity with the slightest amount
of lag. The armature is supported between brass
screws or else brass tipt iron screws in an iron
saddler as shown in the sketch. Directions for
adjusting such a relay are given in any telegraph
hand -book, and no spring is necessary to return
the armature to its open -circuit position.

In brief, the armature of the relay shown at
Fig. 1 is adjusted just past the neutral point,
so that the attraction between one of the pole -
pieces and itself will keep it against the insu-
lated back -stop screw. When a current of the
proper polarity is then past thru the electro-
magnet coils, an opposite magnetic pole is sat
up in the pole -piece which is retaining the arma-
ture, thus nullifying the attraction, while the
opposite pole -piece is magnetized oppositely to
the other one and an attraction is set up, thus
drawing the armature against the contact post
and closing the local bell or alarm circuit. The
armature action here is all based on the simple
law of magnetism that like poles repel while
unlike poles attract.

The polarized relay design shown at Fig. 2
is interesting, as it shows how a balanced soft
iron armature is arranged so that it may be
moved in either direction at will, according to
the direction of the current past thru the electro-
magnet winding shown. The field of the perma-
nent magnet tends normally to retain the
armature in the balanced position here illustrated.

The great sensitiveness of polarized electro-
magnets as compared with those which are non -
polarized is because of the greater change in
flux density. All other conditions being equal,
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the attraction is proportional to the flux in
lines per sq. cm. squared or B2. Hence, if
under the influence of the permanent magnet
alone B = 1,000, B2 = 1,000,000. If now the
electro -magnet alone produces a flux density
B = 5, B2 = 25. With the complete polarized
electro -magnet, however, the total flux density
after the current flowed would be B = 1,005
and B2 = 1,0052 = 1,010,025, an increase in
attraction proportional to 1,010,025 - 1,000,000

10,025. Hence in this case the polarized
electro -magnet would have 401 times as great
an attraction for a change of 5 lines per square
centimeter as would be obtained with the electro-
magnet alone; for the reason that B2 for the
electro -magnet, as compared to B2 (total flux)
from both permanent and electro -magnet, is in
the ratio of 25 to 10,025. Dividing 10,025
by 25 gives the ratio factor of 401, as will be
seen. The above results could, however, be
obtained only under ideal conditions.

Sofa'fonArmo/urr,

Like Poles Repef,

Con/acts--

O

N

Steel Magnet;

i

'Soft Iron Cores\\
MagnetCo//s

FIG./
Ordinary Type of Polarized Relay.

Stee/hbgnet, Soft Iron tore,

Pivot--- --Soft Iron Armature
le- ..0
FIG.2

Balanced Polarized Relay Which Responds to
Current in Either Direction.

How the Ouija Board Works
(1193) Mark C. Malamphy, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

asks:
Q. 1. Please give the scientific explanation

for the operation of the ouija board.
A. 1. Regarding the scientific explanation for

the operation of the ouija board, we would say
that there is none. The writer has yet to see a
ouija board which can be operated so as to
spell coherent words and phrases when both indi-
viduals who are operating the board are properly
blindfolded. If the board had a peculiar property
of communicating with the occult, such simple
blindfolding could not in any way influence its
integrity or operation.

Q., 2. Do any of the methods of communica-
tion demonstrate its existence?

A. 2. We cannot definitely assert that any
method of communication, whether thru the
agency of a ouija board or any other means,
bears upon the actual demonstration of the possi-
bility of communicating with departed spirits or
whether such manifestations are dependent di-
rectly upon the materializations of the sub-
conscious mind.

Sneeze and Itch Powders
(1194) Norman MacDonald, Duluth, Minn.,

asks:
Q. 1. Please give the formula for sneeze

powder.
A. 1. The following will make a very good

"sneezing" powder:
Orris root 1 oz.
Bayberry bark 1 oz.
Soap bark 2 ozs.
Wild ginger 1 oz.

Q. 2. I also would like a very cheap "itch"
powder.

A. 1. The following one is very good:
Allow roses to come to seed after the flowers
have withered. Dry these buds, remove the
envelope coverings of the seeds and powder
them.

Size of Wheel vs. Speed
(1195) F. D. Moriarty, Augusta, Ilan., asks:

Q. 1. In two motor cars, motor car A has
wheels the same size in front as at the rear;
car B has wheels the same size as car A behind,
but has smaller wheels in front; is there the
slightest difference in the speed of the two cars?

A. 1. All other factors being the same, the
difference in speed between the two cars would
not even be measured simply because of the
fact that, regardless of how accurately both cars
were made, the motors in either car would not
perform exactly the same, or if the same, would
not perform identically in two successive trials.
Theoretically, however, the car with the larger
wheels in front will have less resistance upon
the axles and will pass over obstacles better, and,
therefore, might be able to go faster. Candidly
speaking, we do not believe that this difference
will ever be determined in gasoline vehicles.

Wash Drawings
(1196) Eric Monro, Boston, Mass., asks:

Q. 1. In your magazine you often use draw-
ings -will you please tell me the usual size of
these?

Just A Few May
Articles

Parlor Sorcery. Illustrated tricks
which will interest young and old.

Animals that Foretell the Weather.
By Dr. Ernest Bade.

Million H. P. From a Single Broad-
side. The tremendous power of our
new dreadnoughts. By Graser Schorn-
stheimer, Naval Expert.

Anesthetics -What happens when
you go to sleep. Also a popular dis-
cussion on the various kinds of an-
esthetics. By Joseph H. Kraus, Staff
Medical Expert.

Can We Write Colors -A Radical
and Novel Development in Science.
By Prof. Royal Bailey Farnum.

If New York City Were Our Whole
World. A graphical picture study.
By Charles Nevers Holmes.

Electro -Chemistry -A new monthly
Department. Written in plain Eng-
lish for everyone. By Raymond B.
Wailes.

Welding Water Pipes Under New
York Harbor. Illustrated. By Rob-
ert G. Skerrett.

Dancing to "WJZ's" Radio Music
in Havana.

Identifying Chemicals Under the
Microscope.
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A. 1. Our wash drawings vary in size; some
of these are 60 inches long and 50 inches high,
and others are only 12 or 14 inches long and
proportionately high. The size depends en-
tirely on the amount of work which must be
enclosed in the space allotted. Thus, if the
artist must form many detailed sketches, it is
much easier for him to work on a large drawing
than on a smaller one. Inasmuch as the draw-
ing is made to reduce to the proper size to scale,
so that it will fit upon the page or a part of
the page, there is no difficulty at all in handling
different size drawings. You can, for instance,
take any of the drawings in our magazine and
increase them to any size desired. They will
automatically come up proportionately.

Hardening Aluminum, Gas Engine In-
quiry and Perpetual Motion

(11971 A. Shrama, Boston, Mass., asks:
Q. 1. How can I harden or temper aluminum?
A. 1. It is possible to harden aluminum and

copper by only one method and that is to make
an alloy or composition of it with some other
metal. An alloy of 95 parts aluminum, 5 parts
copper becomes so hard that it can be machined
with difficulty only.

Q. 2. Do you think it possible to make a
gasoline engine to give 10,000 revolutions per
minute.

A. 2. We doubt very much whether it will
ever be possible to produce a small gasoline
engine capable of giving 10,000 revolutions per

minute, unless the inventor designs a practical
gasoline turbine. A turbine on the principle of
the Tesla turbine might be constructed to give
just such an effect.

Q. 3. How would you advise me to go to
work in constructinv a perpetual motion ma-
chine?

A. 3. It is our opinion that a perpetual mo-
tion machine will never be possible, and, there-
fore, we can give you no suggestion as to how
it should be made.

Incandescent Gas Mantle Construction
(1198) W. J. Ratchford, Halifax, N. S.,

Canada, asks:
Q. 1. How are incandescent gas mantles

made?
A. 1. Mantles are made after processes differ-

ing but slightly from the original method em-
ployed by Welsbach, which depends upon the
impregnation of vegetable fiber wicks with cer-
tain mineral oxides in solution, drying out and
arranging on the holder. One solution is as
follows:

Lanthanum oxide 3 parts
Yttrium oxide 2 parts
Burnt magnesia 5 parts
Acetic acid 5 parts
Distilled water 10 parts

The oxides, which are procurable at any large
wholesale drug supply house, are mixed in the
water, the acid is added, and to the mixture 15
more parts of distilled water are added. The
whole is then filtered. The vegetable fiber in a
knitted or woven form is then impregnated with
the solution and dried.

The acetic acid may be replaced by nitric acid.
The latter seems to have some advantages over
the former.

Mercurial Barometer
(1199) Harland S. Mardon, Bangor, Me.,

asks:
Q. 1. What is necessary in constructing a

mercurial barometer?

The Only Care Exercised in Making This Barom-
eter is to Prevent the Leakage of Air in Inverting

the Tube.

A. 1. There are but a few materials necessary
for making a mercury barometer. A glass tube
about 5 m.m. upward in diameter is first required.
It should be at least 36 inches long, a meter stick
and a bowl of mercury are all the other additons.

Q. 2. How can I construct a barometer?
A. 2. A glass tube, about 36 inches long,

sealed at one end, is completely filled with
mercury so that there are no air bubbles in the
tube. It is quite difficult to get rid of the bubbles.
A finger is placed over the open end of the
mercury tube which is then turned upside down
in a bowl of mercury. Due to the weight of the
mercury in the tube, a vacuum will be formed in
its upper end, this space will be about 6 inches
long. Measurements are taken from the top of
the mercury in the bowl to the height of the
mercury in the tube.

Q. 3. What is the price of mercury?
A. 3. Inasmuch as the market price of

mercury varies so greatly, we regret that we
cannot inform you of its present price.

Cancer Cure and Hughes Balance
(1200) Mr. Joseph S. Wiedman, asks:

Q. 1. Do you know whether cancer can be
cured by tea or innoculation,

A. 1. We know of no method of curing
cancer by tea or innoculation, and we also know
definitely that such methods are absolutely im-
possible. Up to the present time cancer has
been treated successfuly in only a few ways:
First, by complete excision; secondly, by radium;
thirdly, by X-ray. To a slight extent it I- asim-
proved under ultra -violet ray, electricity cr sun
ray treatments.

Q. 2. How can I construct an ore locater or
Hughes balance?

A. 2. A Hughes balance may be easily con-
structed by following directions given in the
June, 1920, December, 1920, and the August,
1921, issues of this magazine.
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Actual Photo
of one of our

rebuilt
Underwood
Typewriters

STANDARD
UNDERWOOD

Rebuilt like new. Every typewriter
la factory rebuilt by typewriter ex-
perts. New enamel-new nickeling
-new lettering-new platen-new
key rings - new parts wherever
needed - making it impossible for
you to tell it from a brand new
Underwood. An up-to-date ma-
chine with two-color ribbon, back
spacer, stencil device, automatic
ribbon reverse, tabulator, etc. In
addition, we furnish FREE water-
proof cover and a special Touch
Typewriter Instruction Book. Yon
can learn to operate the Under-
wood in one day.

And It's YOURS!
From Factory

to You
Yes, only $3 brings you this gen-
uine Rebuilt Standard Visible
Underwood direct from our fac-
tory, and then only small monthly
payments while you are using it
make it yours; or, if convenient,
pay cash. Either way, there is a
big, very much worth -while sav-
ing, too. Genuine, new Under-
wood parts wherever the wear
comes-genuine standard, four -

All shipments made direct to you from our
big modern factory (shown above)-the largest

typewriter rebuilding plant in the world

row, single -shift keyboard-thor-
oughly tested - guaranteed for
five years.

$3 Puts It in
Your Home

You don't even have to scrimp
and save to pay cash. Instead,
you pay only a little each month
in amounts so conveniently small
that you will hardly notice them,
while all the time you are pay-
ing you will be enjoying the

Now is the time when every dollar saved
counts. Let us save you many dollars.
Don't delay. Get this wonderful easy pay-
ment bargain offer now, so you can send for
and be sure of getting your Underwood at a
big saving -on our easy terms or for cash.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.
2164 Shipman Building, Chicago, Ill.

Montrose and Ravenswood Aves.

use of and the profits from the
machine.

10 Days' Free
Trial

Remember, you don't even have
to buy the machine until you get
it and have used it on 10 days'
free trial so that you can see for
yourself how new it is and how
well it writes. You must be satis-
fied or else the entire transaction
will not cost you a single penny.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
SIIIPMAN-WARD MFG., Chicago, Ill.
2164 Shipman Bldg., Montrose and Ravenswood Aves.
Send by return mall Bargain Offer No. 2164 of a Standard
Visible Writing Underwood. This is not an order and does not
obligate me to buy.

Name

Street or
R. F D. No

Post
Office State
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Alfred W. McCann says:

"STOP

DIGGING

YOUR GRAVE

WITH YOUR

KNIFE AND

ik FORK!"
THE world was startled when Alfred W. '

McCann proved by scientific analysis and
investigation that the foods we eat are

causing ravishing disease, untold misery and
premature death.

In his wonderful book, "THE SCIENCE OF
EATING," he proves, beyond the shadow of a
doubt, that Heart Disease. Diabetes, Colds, Ca-
tarrh, Rheumatism, Pyorrhea, Constipation,
Cancer, High Blood Pressure, and even Tubercu-
Irsis, besides hundreds of other diseases, are
caused by eating improper foods. Foods that
are adulterated or over refined, instead of adding
strength to your body and power to your brain,
actually poison your system, so that with each
mouthful you are literally digging your grave
with your knife and fork.

If YOU would know the truth-if you would
learn the Real Secret of JIealth-read this re-
i::arkable book today!

-ONLY PART OF CONTENTS
A Few of the

Health or Disease
Red Blood Depends on

Food
Medicines Added to

Sugar and Starch
Getting the Child

Started
Denatured Foods De-
stroy Life

Old at 25, Young at
60

The Human Body
Food Minerals Essen-

tial to Life
The Thyroid Gland-

A Poison Destroyer
Digestibility and In-

digestibility
Suspected Causes of

Cancer
Constipation

133 Chapters
Maternity and Tu-

berculosis
Stunting the Growth

of the Young
Thin Haired Women

-Bald Headed Men
Honey and Fruit
Infantile Paralysis
Iron and the Raisin
Refining Processes

More Deadly than
War

Preventable Tragedies
of Milk and Meat

Anemia, Tuberculosis,
Heart Disease

Ideally Balanced
Menus

HEALTH is the Most Precious Thing in the
World. Without it nothing else matters. Noamount of "Dieting" or "Exercise" can bring
health to you if you are ignorant of the proper
kinds of food to eat. You may "diet" to reduce
or gain weight; you may "exercise" to develop
your physical powers; but unless you possess
the secret of foods and their value you will never
be free from the torments of disease.

"The Science of Eating" gives you the facts
that will bring health to you as it has done
to thousands of others who have profited by the
knowledge acquired through years of scientific
research.

If YOU would avoid the drug store, if you
would save hundreds of dollars ordinarily paid
to physicians, if you would be spared the terrible
suffering of disease, and save the enormous ex-
pense in health, money and opportunity that
sickness incurs, send for this wonderful book
today. 400 pages, beautifully clothbound.

Sent Prepaid Anywhere for $3
Mail the Coupon at Once-NOW !

Truth Publishing Company
1400 Broadway Dept. 9SE New York

Truth Publishing Company, 1100 Broadway,
Dept. 9SE, New York.

Gentlemen : Enclosed find $3.00 for which
please send prepaid Alfred W. McCann's Won-
derful book, "The Science of Eating."

Name

Address

City State

Einstein On The
Screen

By EDWIN HAYNES
(Continued from page 1117)
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effected in a simple manner. A hollow
brass tube was bent into the form of an
interrogation point. The large part of the
form, when inserted in the balloon, pre-
served the full diameter of the sphere at
its vertical axis; the stem, extended from
the opening into the balloon, served as a
point of attachment for connecting it with
a reservoir containing compressed air
under control. After the ballobn was in-
flated a map of the western hemisphere
was painted on one side, as the sphere is
made to represent the earth, and a posi-
tion given it about six inches in front of a
black velvet background. When taking
pictures, the decorated glass plates were
made to move in the same directions, as in
the photographing of the flying brick, in
order to give apparent motion to the sphere.
As the balloon was deflated automatically
at a rate determined by experiment it was
not necessary to take stop pictures as in
the other instance. The gradual collapse
of the balloon into a decreasing double con-
vex towards its vertical axial line, and its
apparent movement through celestial re-
gions, gives the impression that it is con-
tracting during its flight through inter-
stellar spaces. When the sphere reached
its maximum of deflation it was again in-
flated, the map of the western hemisphere
painted on the opposite side and a sequence
of pictures taken as it seemingly continued
its flight in the same direction with a
gradually increasing convexity until it
again becomes a complete sphere.

In one sequence of scenes an old man,
seated on a curbstone, who is endeavoring
to get understanding of the Einstein the-
ory from a book on the subject, and who
has been indulging too freely in home brew,
is depicted as becoming subject to the illu-
sion of houses telescoping into themselves.
This illusion which is uncanny in its
effect, is produced by partly covering the
lens of the camera and making use of the
device known in motion picture photog-
raphy as double exposure.

The magic of the camera is best exem-
plified in the illusion produced of an auto-
mobile being contracted in its longitudinal
dimensions. It is pictured as standing in
the street unoccupied. All at once it be-
gins to shorten at each end toward its
median line, and after reaching its maxi-
mum contraction, continues subject to the
hypothetical force, termed time -speed, until
the car is completely reversed. The un-
usual occurrence produces great excitement.
To chance observers it is a mysterious and
awesome phenomenon. A policeman arriv-
ing on the scene is aroused from an
habitual condition of torpidity into great
activity. The owner of the car assures
the others that what has happened is only
every day "Einstein stuff."

REGARDING MUSICAL EXPLO-
SIVES IN FEBRUARY NUMBER
We publisht an article by Arthur Kaye

which credited Major Harold C. Wood-
ward, late of the U. S. Army, with the
idea of detonating explosives by sounding
a musical note in the vicinity.

We are informed by one of our readers,
Mr. R. G. Bickford, of Newport News,
Va., that he has first hand knowledge that
this idea was first tried in 1916 by Lieu-
tenant Decker, U. S. A., who was then
stationed at Fortress Monroe. Lieutenant
Decker is a native of Texas and had car-
ried out a large number of experiments,
says Mr. Bickford, in connection with the
destruction of vessels by both wireless and
music.
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WRIST WATCH 12 -Month Plan

14k. Gold Filled Bracelet Watch with highest
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JEWELLED-Imported Movement v
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MakeYour Bike

a Motorcycle
You, too, can do it easy and

in 30 minutes time --no special tools
or knowledge required. Your old bike and the Shaw
Motor Attachment give you a speedy, dependable
motorcycle cost. 273 H.P. motor. Runs
from 4 to 40 miles an hour!
The Shaw Attachment BICYFITS ANYCLE
Easy to control, pleasing to ride economical to op-erate. Thousands in daily
use. Ironclad guarantee,
WRITE TODAY for full
information about

At-
tachment Atha
Shaw Super -Motors
bicycles

which we
also facture.
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Go as High asYou Like
No Limit to Salaries in Aviation
No other industry offers the wonderful chances for big money -making that the
Airplane Industry offers to ambitious men. Many more trained men will be needed to fill
big paying jobs. The airplane has come to stay-it will soon be a part of our everyday life.
The men who get in now are the ones that will cash in big. Look at the "big fellows" in the
automobile game today. They represent power and wealth because they got in early-you can
do the same in Aviation and you have an advantage because you can be trained before you start.

Delivering Newspaper "Extras"
by Airplane

A New Seven -Passenger Airplane

A New Job-The Aerial Postman

View in an Airplane Factory

Thousands of Airplane
Mechanics Will Be Needed
The airplane industry is going forward by leaps and bounds. Transportation-passenger
carrying and mail carrying lines are being opened up everywhere. This means men-
men-men! Trained men only are wanted-men who know what's what. Get ready
now to make big money. The industry is calling for real red-blooded fellows-heed
the call-now is the time to get started-while the industry is still in its infancy.

Here Are a Few Jobs That Will Pay $50.00 to $250.00 a Week:
Aeronautical Instructor Aeronautical Engineer Aeronautical Contractor Airplane Repairman
Airplane Mechanician Airplane Inspector Airplane Salesman Airplane Assembler Airplane Builder

Learn at Home Keep right on with the work
doing now. A little of
your spare time is all

In Your Spare Time Special 1.0
is simplified for home instruction and is endorsed by airplane
manufacturers, aeronautical experts, aviators and the lead-
ing aero clubs. Any man who can read English can under-
stand it. The Lessons are self-explanatory and are made plain
as day with Blueprints, Diagrams, etc. Our Advisory Council
and Instructors are behind you all the time giving you every-
thing you must know. The entire field of Practical Aeronautics
and Science of Aviation is laid right before
your eyes. You are bound to succeed with
this training. This means for you a man's
size job with a man's size pay.

B 1 g Book Send for our big
free book showing
just what is goingof Opportunities on in the Airplane
Industry. It also
shows what other

 men have done in
this fascinating field and what you can do,too.
It gives a list of some large manufacturers and
dealers in airplanes and some of the jobs that
are open to trained men. with the book we
will send you a special offer that you will be
glad to know about. This special offer may be
withdrawn at any time without notice. Send
the coupon now and take advantage of this offer.

American School ofAviation

FREE'

Dept. 7444 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Mail
This
Coupon

ur
0

For
FREE /
BOOK / S/ Nome._

e

you are

AMERICAN
SCHOOL

OF AVIATION
Dept. 7444

3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicago

Address.

/City.-.._.

PECIA Lmited offer.L

Without obligation on my
part you may send me your

book entitled "Opportunities in
the Airplane Industry" and your

i

Sute
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$2,500 Reward
For the Capture of An Unknown Man

TWICE he had entered the St. Clair
Mansion. What was he after?
Who? What was in danger?

Berteau, the famous detective had
warned St. Clair that the mysterious
marauder would come again. And
now-a noise in the passage! The
creak of an opening door. A shot in
the dark! A capture!
Is this wounded stranger the mysteri-
ous intruder? Who could tell? Yet
Berteau identified the man without
hesitation and won the $2500 reward.
How did he do it? Easy enough for
the Finger Print Expert. He is the
specialist, the leader, the cream of de-
tectives. Every day's paper tells their
wonderful exploits in solving mysteri-
ous crimes and convicting dangerous
criminals.

More Trained Men
Needed

The demand for trained men by governments,
states, cities, detective agencies, corporations,
and private bureaus is becoming greater every
day. Here is a real opportunity for YOU
Can you imagine a more fascinating line of
work than this? Often life and death depend
upon finger print evidence- and big rewards
go to the expert. Many experts earn regularly
from $3,000 to $10,000 per year.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learn the secrets of this
science,at home in your spare time. Any man
with common school education and average
ability can become a Finger Print Detective
in surprisingly short time.

Free Course in Secret Service
For a limited time we are making a special
offer of a Professional Finger Print Outfit,
absolutely free, and Free Course in Secret
Service Intelligence. Mastery of these two
kindred professions will open a brilliant career
for you. Write quickly for fully illustrated
free book on Finger Prints which explains this
wonderful training in detail.
Don't wait until this offer has expired - mail
the coupon now. You may never see this an-
nouncement again! You assume no obliga-
tion-you have everything to gain and nothing
to lose. Write at once - address

UNIVERSITY of APPLIED SCIENCE
Dept. 5334, 1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago

University of Applied Science, Dept. 5334
1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen: Without any obligation whatever send me
your new, fully illustrated, FREE book on Finger
Prints and your offer of a FREE course in Secret
Service Intelligence and the Free Professional Finger
Print Outfit.

Name

Address

Present
Oecupation_ -_ - .Ape_

- Homes $O O$
OS

átreAladdin Homes will save a substantialladdin amount for you through eliminating dealers' profits,
saving over 18% waste in lumber and lowering labor costs In build-

ing. Aladdin Homes come to you direct, thereby reducing freight charges, and
are cut to lit, saving waste of lumber and hundreds of hours of carpenter labor.

Send stamps for the Aladdin catalog at once.
BUNGALOWS, DWELLINGS, SUMMER COTTAGES` Aladdinork, d include de the timbered frame work, mwindows,

work, the siding, outside finish porch, shingles,windows,. doors, interior woodwork,lath, glass nails, harware, lock
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Catu
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Fortunes from Little
ThIngs

By CHARLES FREDERICK CARTER
(Continued from page 1125)

drew it thru a folded strip of paper bearing
the igniting compound. After cooling your
burned fingers sufficiently by stuffing them
in your mouth, you went without a smoke
or borrowed a match.

According to the traditions of the indus-
try the book match was first used in some-
thing like its present form in Europe.
Whether the idea was imported or not, the
Diamond Match Company definitely set to
work about 1897 to develop a machine,
which would produce book matches on a
commercial scale. Michael Paridon, of
Akron, O. who is now a pensioner of the
Diamond Match Company, is credited with
being "the greatest personal power and in-
ventive genius of the book match." Une-
motional patent office reports name C. H.
Palmer and J. W. Denmead, of Akron, as
the inventors of the book match machine
which seems to have been the first com-
mercially practicable one. Patents granted
in the United States and Great Britain
were assigned when issued in 1899 to the
Diamond Match Company.

This machine upon being fed cardboard,
match composition and wire, would cut off
pieces pf cardboard, cut each end into
combs of ten teeth each, fold the strip in
the middle so as to bring the ends of the
teeth together, dip them in the match com-
position, wire the doubled strip in a cover
and affix the striking composition to one
side of the cover and eject the finished
product. Two years later the same pair
who invented a number of important ma-
chines connected with the match industry,
all of which were assigned to the match
trust, produced a printing press which
made it possible to print on each individual
match as well as on the cover.

For some reason, probably because he
wanted to sell and it waited to buy, the
Match Trust bought out the match manu-
facturing business of H. C. Traute. A
part of the bargain was that the Trust
should provide a job for Traute. That
gentleman did chores for a while. Then,
one day, the vice president in charge of
sales, opened a drawer in his desk, picked
out a book of matches, then an orphan
product neglected by everybody, tossed it
to Traute, and told him to see what he
could do with it.

What Traute saw was an advertising
novelty with' possibilities which so aston-
ished the vice "president that he has not
recovered yet. .,Orders came in so fast
that S. O. S. calls had to be sent out for
more machines to make the books. Then a
new factory -had to be built in which to
make book matches. Traute increased his
sales force, and then he was set up in
housekeeping in an establishment all his
own. So far his matches are for adver-
tising purposes only.

Today three factories are going full tilt
on book matches, and Traute is openly
threatening to push the standard match end
of the business into second place. He pre-
tends to be joking, but the way timber is
disappearing, the time is not so distant
when a substitute for the standard match
will have to be found.

According to the best available informa-
tion the total output of book matches must
be about 665,000,000 books annually. Pat-
ents have expired, so anybody who wants
to do so and has the money and can find
the customers can make book matches.
Numerous small factories are springing up,
some with a very limited output. A newly
patented package sold- as a "book match"
for advertising purposes is not a book
match at all, but merely a container for 20
ordinary safety matches.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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The Wireless Pioneers of Today Are the Leaders of Tomorrow
The amazing expansion of Wireless astonishes the World. Wonderful opportunities are opening up

every day on land and sea-you can step into a glorious future with a permanent position assured in a
most fascinating field. Here is your chance to learn a profitable profession in your spare time and enjoy
the interesting study of this new means of communication.

Up to $10,000 a Year is Earned
by Many Men

The fascinating profession of Wire-
less is calling on you to share in its
gigantic future-the field is wide-
hundreds of big pay positions are wait-
ing-waiting for more men-more men
like you!

Don't hesitate, but get into Wireless
now and in a few years you will have
climbed the ladder of success and can
take your pick of the biggest jobs in
industry. Wireless is the fastest -grow-
ing invention in the world-a few years
ago it was practically unknown-now
it offers such genuine opportunities for
success, how can you pass it up? Grow
up with Wireless, travel hand in hand
with its expansion and cash in on the
splendid advantages of this uncrowded
solidly employed field of work.

Start now-be a pioneer in Wireless
-tomorrow you will have a job that
will allow you to save more money than
you can earn ordinarily in a single year!
Every vessel on the sea must have from
one to five operators. Openings are
constantly occurring for operators,
salesmen, mechanics, executives, en-
gineers, in the land station areas-in a
few years you will work yourself up to
the $ro,000a year class, where every man
hopes to land but few ever get there!

Fit yourself for the place-let us
help you to do it. The National Radio
Institute is a leader in Radio Instruc-
tion today because it was a pioneer of
yesterday-from the inception of tl.e
first glimmering of the science, our
school had its birth, and from then on
has forged ahead until the National
Radio Institute occupies the most im-
portant position of any Radio School
in America!

It makes no difference how little you
know about Wireless. Step by step
we take you through the various stages
and turn you out a full fledged Radio
Operator worthy of the name! It
doesn't take long either-just a few
short months of pleasant study, one
hour or less than that a day-and you
are a success.

Our methods have been carefully
planned and we believe that our
"Learn By Doing" idea has done more
to simplify the study of wireless than any
other mode of instruction ever offered!

The wonderful Natrometer is loaned
you to practice with-a complete send-

ing set to teach you the code-then
upon completion of the course you are
given a high grade receiving set of your
very own to catch the messages from
the air, music, speech, etc.

We Want to Hear From Men
Who Mean Business !

'the chief purpose of the National Radio
Institute is to prepare men to take up
Radio Work in a Commercial Way and to
help those already interested as amateurs
to realize their ambition to become expert
on the subject.

The opportunity for competent Radio
Operators with practical training is un-
limited.

But there is no room in the Wireless
Field for men who do not want to succeed.

A Wireless Operator holds an important
position-he is no mere employee-but an
expert when trained by us, who is respon-
sible for every message he receives and
every message he sends-thousands look
to him for the knowledge his training con-
veys to them-so it takes a man who wants
to be somebody-a man with sufficient
intelligence to realize that he is head and
shoulders above the ordinary professions
that crowd him on every side!

Plenty of people write us about instruc-
tion who think that with a week's study
they can become proficient.

We do not want anyone to get that idea.
It takes four to six months to master the

subject.
No mere curiosity seeker, or interested

person who just thinks he wants to be a
Radio Operator, should apply for infor-
mation.

If you mean business-if you want to
get out of the rut-

If you are tired of doing things that
thousands of other men can do as well as
you and work for less money-

If you are disgusted with labor condi-
tions, strikes, lockouts, shutdowns, unem-
ployment-why here's your chance to
enter a field where such things are prac-
tically unknown!

But bear in mind-WE WANT MEN
WHO ARE FIRED WITH AMBITION
AND WANT TO PUSH AHEAD OF
THE COMMON CROWD!

These are the kind of students that
command good salaries and quick pro-
motion.

What Kind of a Man Are You ?
(Signed) E. R. HAAS, Di-ector.

Get Your Instruction from
the Largest School

The National Radio Institute was
the first school of its kind to teach
Wireless by mail. Today it is the
largest one of its kind in America.
Situated in Washington, the heart of
our country's Radio activity, we keep
constantly in touch with the newest
developments in the science of Wireless.

The Institute is close
by the Bureau of
Standards where the
latest wireless inven-
tions are tested and
perfected, it is near the
Department of Com-
merce where Govern-
ment examinations are
made up and held.
Two of the largest
Radio stations in the
world, Annapolis and
Arlington, are only a
few miles away!

The National Radio
Institute is officially
recognized by the
Department of Com-
merce, and at Govern-
ment examinations its

diploma is credited with ten points in
the student's favor. The U. S. Ship-
ping Board heads its list of schools with
the National Radio Institute. Every
employer of Radio operators knows the
class of students we turn out, and looks
to us as the best source for competent
operators to fill the places they have
open.

Already more than 8,000 students
have taken up their life's work through
the instruction received from us; our
graduates are holding important posi-
tions all over the world.

You, too, can fit yourself to fill one
of these fine jobs by allowing us to train
you in your spare time at home!

A Complete Course in Wireless
No matter what field of wireless you

are interested in, the National Radio
Course is for you. If you have just
purchased a wireless receiving set and
want to learn more about it-if you
have an amateur license and want to
get a First Class Commercial License
so you can hold the Big Jobs-if you
are tired of listening to music only and
want to "Listen in" on code messages
-if you are a beginner and want to
know wireless from the ground up-
you need the National Radio Course, be-
cause this is the one course that teaches
EVERYTHING.

We keep our instruction right up
to date, and include the latest develop-
ments in wireless knowledge. You not
only learn how to send and receive code
messages as fast as any expert, but you
also learn how to build wireless ap-
paratus, how to install it, maintain it,
operate it; how to keep it in repair.
The one course teaches the two big
branches of Radio-Wireless Teleg-
raphy, the wireless of dots and dashes,
and Wireless Telephony, the wireless of
the voice. You learn the use of the
Radio Compass, the latest and most
important invention in this wonderful
field. You learn the duties of an op-
erator, an executive, a mechanic, a
salesman of Radio equipment-in fact,
everything you want to know about
wireless can be found in this one, all -
comprehensive Course.

Mail Coupon for FREE Book
It makes no difference bow little you know about

wireless, or whether you are a man or a woman
you can train yourself for a splendid position. If
you have had a common school education or better,
you can easily learn Wireless in your spare time at
home through our wonderful Automatic Self -In-
struction Method.

It costs nothing to get our interesting illustrated
booklet, "Wireless, the Opportunity of Today."
Send for this booklet and full facts about the
National Radio Institute and its complete course
today. Fill out and mail the coupon at once.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Radio Headquarters

Dept. 1050, 1345 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Radio Headquarters

Dept. 1050, 1345 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Send me your FREE book "Wireless, the Opportunity of
IToday," which expla'i is your Home Study Course in Wire -
less Telegraphy and Wireless Telephony. I'am truly in -
t' -rested.

Name...
IAddress

j City ...... State
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St®ntas That Talk
By DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ
(Continued from page 1122)

slab. One especially striking experiment
showed less than 1/10 watt to be expended
for retaining a weight of 5 kgs., or 11 lbs.
This is one three -hundredth part of the
electrical energy used by a standard 25
candle -power incandescent lamp.

Radio Telephony From and to Railway
Trains-Messrs. Huth have, on an experi-
mental line in the neighborhood of Berlin,
developed this system to such a point that
any subscriber to the Greater Berlin tele-
phone system will readily put himself into
connection with travellers in the train. and
500

Learn Drafting 400

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities
to boys and young men because drafting
itself not only commands good pay, but it is
the first step towards success in Mechanical
or Structural Engineering or Architecture.
And drafting is just the kind of work a boy
likes to do. There is an easy, delightful
way in which you can learn right at home
in spare time. For 30 years the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools have been
giving boys just the training they need for
success in Drafting and more than 300
other subjects.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the
work you like best in the coupon, then mark
and mail it. This doesn't obligate you in
the least but it will bring you information
that will start you on a successful career.
This is your chance. Don't let it slip by.
Mark and mail this coupon now.

TEAR OUT HERE

International Correspondence Schools
Box. 6233-B, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send
me complete information about the subject
which I have checked below:

o
Name

Address

DRAFTING
CARTOONING
AUTOMOBILES
CHEMISTRY
ADVERTISING
SALESMANSHIP
ELECTRICITY
SURVEYING
WIRELESS
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Showing Remarkably Rapid Rise of Attractive
Force With Voltage Applied in the Case of a Stone

Cylinder

vice versa. Electrical waves of moderate
length, though small energy, are generated
at one of the terminal stations of the rail-
way line. These are transmitted to con-
ductors serving for ordinary telegraphy and
telephony along the railway track. The
train carries on the roof of one or more
cars a very low antenna in the form of a
few wires insulated from and stretched
out in the immediate vicinity of the car
roof. The antenna is connected to a small
radio telephone sender (-receiver) of a
few watts energy, the salve antenna being
used simultaneously for talking aild listen-
ing. The traveller, of course, uses an ordi-
nary telephone, such as he is wonted to use
at home. The electric waves coming from

0

Battery Charging Pays
s1500 to 53000 a Year -D

MAKE BIG, EASY MONTHLY PROFITS WITH AN HB BATTERY CHARGER
Thousands of men with no previous experience are now makin
$150 to $300 a month from battery charging. You can get any HIS
Charger for $20 cash and have almost a year to pay balance on elmsterms out of your battery charging profits. Start now I HB out-fits made in sizes for charging 6, 10, 16 or 32 batteries. Choose sizeyou need, then write vale for Information. Free trial -moneu-
bi nformationon HB Noi experienceom ricompressors,

needed to
wirebuffers,lighting generators - All liveemoner makers in your shop. Sold oneasy payments. Write us today.

HOBART BROTHERS ^.OMPANY
Successful Manufacturers Since 1893

Box S4 $20 Brings an HB Charger Troy, Ohio
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Small Cash Paqment-Balance Easq Terms

Oil Experts
Make

Millions
Oil, oil, more oil, is the crying need of indus-

trial America today. And men, men, and more
men are needed to supply the increasing demand.

Such conditions make for big, handsome salar-
ies for trained experts. It is not at all unusual
for trained men to earn $100.00 a week, and in
some instances $100.00 a day is paid to experts.

New, Big Opportunities
The opportunities in the oil industry for men of

vision, daring and initiative are unlimited. You
are the master of your destiny and income in
this, America's third vast industry.

No powerful locomotive roars through the still-
ness of the night without paying tribute to the
oil industry, for its bearings float in oil. Andeven the needle on Milady's sewing machine
needs oil in the mechanism behind it for success-
ful operation. It, too, pays tribute to you if you
are in the oil business. And so on through in-
dustry. Business houses large and steall alike
pay their share toward the industry.

The year 1920 saw a production of 444 million
barrels of oil. an increase of 87 million barrels
over the preceeding year. Five thousand miles
of new pipe line are built every year. Four thou-
sand new wells are drilled every month. And
each year sees 1,712 new oil companies with a
capitalization of nearly three billion dollars.

You can become an important factor in this
tremendous industry. You can become an ex-
pert. All you need is a knowledge of how to read
and write. We take care of everything else.
There is a complete course of thirty-six lessons,
easy and understandable. These simple lessons
will prepare you to escape small pay and the
drudgery of routine, and to step into the ranks
of successful experts. Your spare time is all
you need, plus your ambitious desire.

Get Our FREE Book
It tells all about this fascinating business for real men

Fully illustrated, packed fulled facts that you should know
It means success for you. The course costa very little -
the book costs absolutely nothing. It is yours for the asklug. Get started now. Write for your FREE book today

PETROLEUM EXTENSION UNIVERSITY,
Dept. 605 Citizen's Trust Bldg., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
Klamer

f piano or man in your o
, át one -11:1:P usual host.Ur. rsed famous Written method isn ' - endorsed by leading musicians andheads of State Conservatories.

piece
tori.a. Successful 26 years. Play chords atones and complete piec in every key- within 4 lessons. ScientificYet

or youne.
to

d All usid. c fire l Divaloma granor ted. Write try for64 -page free book, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."
M. L. °alma Couserratery, S. I.44, 598 Co'umbla Road, Basta, i1, Mass.

WE have fifteen $200 scholarships
matriculate this month. Sfira

Palmer method. Palmer Books.
Call or write for information

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE
of CHIROPRACTIC, Inc.

127 University Place, cor. 14th Si, New York

What 15c Will Bring You
Only IS cents gives you the Pathfinder 13 From theweeks on trial. The Pathfinder is a cheer-
ful Illustrated weekly, published at the Na- y

Lions center for people everywhere; an inde-
pendent home paper that tells the story of the Capitalworld's news In an Interesting. understandable
way. This splendid National weekly costs but Sl a year. The l':tth-
Sader In the Fordof the pahiluhing world. Splend id serial and short
stories and miscellany. Question Box answers poor questions and
is a mine of information. Send 15 cents and we will send the
Pathfinder on probation 13 weeks. The IS cents. does not repay
iss, but we are clad to invest In new friends. Address :

's-MMmlor. 740 k.anerdon Sta.. Washington, D. C.

HERE S /NOR$
MONEY *or YOU

150 Home -Study Book*
Each of these sure pay -raising »elf -help books is s

t implete
course of instruction, They cover Elec-city. Automobile, Machine Shop, Carpentry.Painting, Engineering, Railroading and twentyother trades, Full catalogue FREE.

A postcard bring. yours.
F. J. Drake 8 Co., Publishers
1009 Michigan Ave., Chicago
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the railway terminus and passing along the I
line are transmitted to the antenna of the !
train, in order thus to reach the receiving
apparatus on the latter. The electric waves
starting from the antenna of the train, on
the other hand, after receiving the imprint
of the talker's speech, are in a similar way
transmitted by radio to the railway termi-
nus, in order there to be transformed into
normal telephone currents and thus to enter
the local telephone system. Inasmuch as
the electric currents reaching the train or
starting therefrom are rather weak, a most
sensitive relay is required to actuate the
call bell or call lamp at both ends.

High Frequency Telephony and Teleg-
raphy on High Tension Conductors-The
same system of directed radio ("wired
wireless") has lately come into extensive,

use in connection with power plants, allow-
ing, as it does at any time, a communica-
tion to be most rapidly established, e. g.,
between the generating station and its sub-
stations in case of disturbance, without
any special telephone line, the electric
waves being made to travel along the high
tension conductors. Messrs. Huth have
installed such apparatus, using their new
highly sensitive relays in a number of
great power plants in Germany and Swit-
zerland. The same possibility of "wired
wireless" is found in the case of existing
telegraph or telephone lines.

Normal Radio Telegraphy and Teleph-
r.ny-There are many possibilities in
store for the new relay even in connection
with normal radio telegraphy and teleph-
ony, e. g., for calling up ships in the same
manner as in the case of wired teleph-
ony, so that, at least on small steamers,
there is no need for the services of a per-
manent telegraphist to take care of the
ltip station. Ships in case of danger can

be warned automatically.
High Speed Telegraph Recorders-Apart

from the relay using stone slabs and metal
plates, Messrs. Huth have developed appa-
1 atus comprising cylindrical stones or metal
conductors. In such cases it is generally
the stone (agate) which has the form of
a cylinder. The first apparatus of this
kind is a High Speed Telegraph Apparatus
able to record and re -transmit Morse sig-
nals at enormous speeds, though the tele-
graph currents may be extremely small
(1/100,000 amp.), so that the resistance
of the line is of no importance and ex-
tremely thin wires (with a corresponding
.aving of material) can be adopted. More-
over, the speed of working can he raised
to figures so far inaccessible (2000 letters
per minute), without any prejudice to the
distinctness of type, no matter whether
wired or wireless operation is used.

Another interesting application is the
construction of loud -speaking telephones,
where the stone cylinder system actuates
a membrane in accordance with fluctuations
of the current supplied. Dr. Rottgardt in
this connection treated us to some remark-
able musical performances, viz., an orches-
tra playing on the roof (and symbolized
by a single violinist or flutist) or a gram-
ophone installed in some distant part of
the building. It is expected to arrange a
music transmission service enabling any
telephone subscriber at given hours to treat
his guests either to classical or to dancing
music. Wireless transmission of talk and
music has recently been effected with a 1
K.W. transmitter designed by Messrs.
Huth between the premises of the firm and
places in Sweden, in the Isle of Borkum,
in Rotterdam and elsewhere, to a distance
of 6-800 kms (X.62 mi. = 496.00 miles
max.). Inasmuch as the acoustic intensity
in this connection was considerable, the
upper limit had not yet been reached.

There are many other devices based on
the use of the new relay which have already
been developed beyond the experimental
stage, e. g., talking films, electrically oper-
ated typewriters, etc.

See the World
as a Radio Operator

The radio operator of an ocean steamship is paid to roam
the world. He enjoys, without expense, sights that the
wealthy spend thousands of dollars to see. The pictur-
esque ports of strange nations; the historic capitals of
Europe-gay Paris, mighty London and eternal Rome;
the towering Alps and other scenic beauties of the Old
World ! All these fascinating spots are as familiar to him
as your own town is to you.

WW1 ~iiii.Lie%
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An uncrowded, well -paid profession
Would you like to visit every corner of the globe as radio operator
aboard a great steamship, with the finest of meals, luxurious private
quarters and big pay? Or would you prefer an equally well -paid posi-
tion in a land station in this or some other country? You may have
your choice, for radio operators are constantly in demand at salaries
ranging from $2,000.00 to $5,000.00 yearly. Thousands are needed for
the 30,000 vessels of the U. S. Shipping Board alone. Take advantage
of this urgent demand-decide now to get the simple training neces-
sary to enter the uncrowded, well -paid field of Wireless Telegraphy.

Learn at home-at small expense
For over a quarter of a century the AMERICAN SCHOOL has been
successfully training men by mail. It can prepare you-in your spare
hours-to become a radio operator on land' or sea. Everything you
must know to obtain a government license is explained in plain
language. Even instructions for making your own instruments are
given. Best of all, the cost is low and may be paid as you progress.
Sign and mail the coupon-NOW! It will bring you further partic-
ulars regarding this fascinating profession.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. W-426, Drexel Avenue and 58th Street, Chicago

-.UM

AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. W-426, Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
Without any obligation to me, please send full information regarding your simplified
course in Wireless Telegraphy. Also tell me more about the travel and money -making
opportunities enjoyed by radio operators.

Name

Address
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10 Days'
Free
Trial

4

Small
Monthly
Payments

Like
Rent

Down Brings This Brand -New Typewriter
Pay the balance in small monthly installments.

We will ship the typewriter to you for ten days' free trial.
The Amazing Story

A real need has long existed for a full-size,
4 -row, 42 -key, 84 -character -keyboard type-
writer, with the entire line of writing com-
pletely visible, selling for less than $100.
Annell' has been evolved to fill that need; it
is the creation of, and is sponsored by, men
who know every phase of typewriter manu-
facturing and typewriter use.
The Annell' turns out the most beautiful
work that ever came from a writing machine.
The type is clear, clean-cut, hard; the align-
ment and spacing are utterly perfect. The
speed is unlimited; no operator can crowd
the Annell'. Above all, this Model No. 3A
Annell' is of extremely simple construction.
It is trouble -proof and sturdy; it is free from
devices which without adding real writing
value complicate the mechanism. It will last
a business lifetime.

Every Operating Feature
The Annell' has every essential feature and modern
operating convenience-each letter completely visible
as written (together with all the previous writing)
Back Spacer, Tabulator. Two -Color Ribbon, Right and
Left Hand Shift Key, Shift Lock Margin Release,
Adjustable Line Spacing. Adjustable Margin Stops,
Paper Release, Automatic Line Spacer on Carriage
Return, Adjustable Paper Fingers, etc., also the 42 -
key. 84 -character Universal Keyboard. Rubber cover
and all extras shipped with each machine.
The operator of any Universal Keyboard machine can
easily change to the Annell' because the letters on the
keyboards have the same relative position.
The Annell' is Standard in size, Standard in appear-
ance, construction and mechanical action-a type
writer that honestly reflects the great lessons learned
from years of typewriter experience, with an action so
smooth and a touch so responsive as to be a source of
constant pleasure to the experienced operator, and
making the progress of the novice immeasurably easier.

An Immense Saving
Our wonderful machine and remarkably low price
are astounding the typewriter world. Never before in
the history of the typewriter business has so much
real, honest writing value been offered at so low a
price. We are the only company selling a Standard
42 -key, 4 -row, Brand -New Typewriter direct to the
user by mail at practically the wholesale price of other
high-grade typewriters.
Typewriter users who once paid around $100 for
typewriters are now buying the Annell'; they appre-

ciate its sturdy day -after -day dependable performance
and ease of operation.
You can pay more for a typewriter, but you cannot
get more writing value at any price than in the
Annell'. Absolute reliability, the utmost quality, at a
lower price.

No Risk-JO-Day Free Trial
The high-grade quality of this beautiful machine is
even better than we can tell you, or show in pictures;
we will prove this to you by sending the machine to
you for ten days' trial. You use the machine on
any of your work and satisfy yourself that this type-
writer will do your work to your complete satisfaction
-satisfy yourself that the Annell' is the best type-
writer value offered today by anybody, regardless of
price. If you are not entirely satisfied after trying it
thoroughly, return the machine to us. We will refund
the express charges and any money you have paid
and the trial will cost you nothing. You are the only
judge. Nothing could be more fair.

Over a Year to Pay
Our remarkably low price together with our con-
venient monthly payment plan, makes it possible for
you to buy a brand-new typewriter easily and without
inconvenience-over a year to pay.

Fully Guaranteed
The Annell' is built to watchmaking standardst just so
perfectly; from the best of materials money and brains
can buy; patterned along proven, standard design;
using the best workmanship and the most modern
factory equipment obtainable. Yet we absolutely pro-
tect you with an iron -clad guarantee against any flaw
in the material or workmanship. Annell is built to
assure reputation-for leadership.

Send No Money-Just the Coupon
The coupon below brings-free and postpaid-book-
let and all the interesting facts of how you can receive
the utmost in writing value at an immense saving from
the usual typewriter price.
At present we can make prompt delivery, but our
volume of orders is increasing and will soon tax our
factory capacity. Better send the coupon for more
complete particulars about our remarkably low price
and free trial offer. It does not obligate you-mail
coupon today-don't delay.

ANNELL' TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1904 First National Bank Building, Chicago

Not an Order Cut Out and Mail Today,

Annell' Typewriter Co., 1904 First Nat'l Bank 
Bldg., Chicago. Send me further information 
about the Annell'; this places me under no obliga-
tion.

a. =mum unman. .-.s--.-.--
tl

10c. Charges Your Storage Battery w;meñ; F -F Booster
Which is a Full Wave Magnetic Rectifier for 105-125 Volt 60 Cycle A. C. Current
Leave Battery right In Your Car. Snap Clips of Charger on Battery Terminals.
TurnSwitch,lock garage door. knowing Your Battery will be Charged in the Morning.
AMMETER shows Current Flowing, eliminating All Guess Work. No Skill required.
Complete Compact Self -Contained Portable Automatic Charging Unit. Lasts Lifetime.
Renewable, Infusible Carbon Electrode Rectify Current, lasting thousands of hours.
StartingCarQuick, requiresFewerNewBatteries. Booster thusSave more than itsCost.
Don't thinkYour Battery is dead&worn out, simplybecause it will not startYourCar.
Buy a Booster & Fill It With Life. A Booster Saves You Money. PRE-WAR PRICES
Bantam Type 6charges6voltBatteryAt6amps $15 Type l2chargesl2v.Battery5amp $15
Type166 charges 6volt Batteryl2amps $24 Type 1812 charges 12 volt Battery7amps $24
Type 1628 Combination Type Charge Both 6&12 volt Batteries At 12 & 7 amperes $36
The Larger Types are recommended for heavy Batteries or where time is limited.
Shipping Weights Complete with AMMETER & BATTERY CLIPS, 12 to 15 lbs.
Order fromYour Dealer, or Send Check for Prompt Express Shipment; include Postage
& Insurance Charge for Parcel Pest Shipment, or Write to Ship Type desiredC.O.D.
Order Now or Write Immediately for Free Descriptive BOOSTER Bulletin 12.
F -F ROTARY RECTIFIER For GROUP CHARGING
Real Economy in First Cost & Service. Charge up to 36 cells. Full Wave. Automatic.
Dependable. Write Immediately for Free Descriptive ROTARY Bulletin 12A.
Other F -F Charging Apparatus Operates on Direct Current & Farm Lighting Plants.

The France Manufacturing Co., Geenveealn dO, Osso ,
&U

.Wr
kA

Canadian Representative: Battery Service & Sales Co., Hamilton, Ontario. Canada

Pr c Ific ad Chemfical
Empewfiments

By Prof. FLOYD L. DARROW

(Continued from page 1130)
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If these bubbles are collected and tested
they will be found to be hydrogen. Now
this is due to the fact that copper sulfate,
being the salt of a strong acid and a weak
base, reacts with water to form a small
quantity of sulfuric acid. And this acid
acts upon the zinc to form hydrogen.

Place a strip of blue litmus paper in cop-
per sulfate solution and it will turn red,
showing the presence of an acid.

Action of Sodium Carbonate: In a solu-
tion of sodium carbonate place a piece Of
red litmus paper and a strong basic reac-
tion will be obtained. In fact you would
suspect, if you did not know it, that you
were dealing with a pure base.

Sodium carbonate, being the salt of a
strong base and a weak acid, reacts with
water to form a small quantity of sodium
hydroxide and therefore gives a basic
reaction.

Action of Sodium Chloride: Upon test-
ing a solution of sodium chloride with
both kinds of litmus paper you will find
that it is perfectly neutral. This is be-
cause sodium chloride is the salt both of a
strong base and a strong acid.

If you wish to do a small piece of re-
search work, you may test in this way
all of the salts in your laboratory and dis-
cover which undergo this hydrolysis action
and which do not. You will be surprised
to find the large number of them that are
either acid or basic.

Soap, which is the salt of a strong base
and a weak acid, always undergoes hydro-
lysis and gives a basic reaction. Its cleans-
ing action is partially due to this fact.

Preparation of Pure Sodium Chloride:
Although sodium chloride is prepared
chemically by one or more of the methods
already described, the chemically pure salt
is usually obtained in the following way:

Pulverize some rock salt and make a
saturated solution of about 300 or 400 cc.
Since sodium chloride is not much more
soluble at high temperature than it is at
low temperature, this must be done by
shaking or stirring the pulverized salt with
the water.

Then set up apparatus as shown in
Figure 2. The generator is for hydro-
chloric acid. Place in the flask some ordi-
nary table salt and cover it with a 2 to 1
solution of sulfuric acid. Heat the flask
and pass the hydrochloric acid gas into
the solution of rock salt. Almost immedi-
ately a white chemically pure precipi-
tate of sodium chloride is thrown down.
When the action seems to have ceased
allow the salt to settle and then,
pouring off the bulk of the clear
liquid, filter the remainder. Wash the
residue on the filter paper with distilled
water containing a little hydrochloric
acid, using repeated small portions. Then
allow the chemically pure product to dry.

Preparation of Sodium Bicarbonate:
This substance is of great commercial im-
portance and the Solvay method of pre-
paring it is as follows:

Set up apparatus as shown in Figure 3.
In the generator place marble chips and
in the small cylinder a saturated solution
of sodium chloride in the strongest am-
monia water, i. e., dissolve the salt in
ammonia water.

Then pour dilute hydrochloric acid on
the marble and pass the resulting carbon
dioxide gas into the sodium chloride -am-
monia solution for a considerable period.
After a time a white precipitate of sodium
bicarbonate will be thrown down. Ammo-
nium bicarbonate at first forms and this
reacts with the sodium chloride to form
sodium bicarbonate.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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AtiSt®rnatfic Train
C®I.aef * Il

By C. S. CORRIGAN, C. E.
(Continued front page 1112),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

genious inventions. To inventors I would
say, "Let them be simple. In their 1908
report the committee told of having exam-
ined 371 devices, of which only 12 showed
merit, then went on to say: "The ingenuity
of train -control inventors has usually re-
sulted in apparatus much more complicated
than can be superimposed on existing block
signal systems.

There are three general classes of con-
trol devices. 1st, those operated by me-
chanically or electrically controlled trips,
overhead, or at the ground as shown in our
picture. 2d, those operated electrically by
induction magnets or electric contact, and
3d, those operated by wireless.

The principal objection made to the first
class is that the tripping mechanism is
liable to freeze up and be blocked by snow
and ice in winter ; this is very much over-
stressed, as there are few days in the north
and none at all in the south when this
would occur. Most inventors fix up con-
trol devices that do not work or give any
indication except when tested ; these are in
a class with life preservers and fire extin-
guishers and liable to be out of order when
most needed. They are wrong in princi-
ple, for it is of vital importance that any
signal apparatus out of order shall tell on
itself by giving the danger signal. Any
train control device should always prevent
a train from moving at high speed after
passing a caution signal, as well as stop-
ping it at a danger signal. The ideal sys-
tem would record the position of all sig-
nals whether at clear, caution or danger.
It can be seen that reliability is of prime
importance, a stop device must not say
"wolf when there is no "wolf, as engine -
men would find some way to disregard it
and it would soon lead to disaster.

Continuous track circuit is free from
patent, so can be used everywhere; it
works continuously and is valuable in tell-
ing of broken rails and other dangers, but
is rather expensive for railroads having
only two or four trains a day, so a cheap
and simple device to be attached to inter-
locking and train order signals should be
invented, for a large proportion of the
collisions we wish to prevent occur on these
light traffic roads.

Considering the rapid development in
wireless, and of the means it presents of
operating and steering torpedoes, aircraft
and boats, I believe a cheap and reliable
system of wireless train control can be
devised. It should consist of automatic
sending sets to be attached to all signals
and switch indicators, and to front and
rear -end train signals, and be capable of
recording the position of said signals on the
signal indicator of any engine that came
within a prescribed distance. The indica-
tor on the engine would have to be proof
against interference from ordinary wireless
sets, it should show the position of all sig-
nals being approached, and have automatic
means for setting the brakes when passing
a danger signal, or approaching too close
to the front or rear signals of another
train, unless that train was on the siding
and its signals set at clear. In place of
solenoids or relays depending on clean con-
tact points, the break operating mechanism
might include a gas chamber with a spark
plug that would operate by wireless to ex-
plode the gas and set the brakes.

Ordinary message sending and receiving
sets on locomotive and caboose, and in sta-
tions and interlocking plants would edd
to the safety and facilitate giving train
orders, the extra men provided by the full
crew laws could act as radio operators and
so make themselves useful as well as orna-
mental.

"He Gets $100 a Week
"Two years ago Evans was out in the shop earning $18 a week. Now he

is my Chief Draftsman.

"One day he came to me and asked for a job in the Drafting Room. When
I asked him how he could fit in, he explained that he had taken a Home
Study Course in Drafting through the COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFT-
ING, and after showing me some of his work, I put him on.

"I soon realized that he was the best Draftsman I had and on the first
of the year I promoted him to Chief Draftsman at $100 a week.

One evening two years ago
when Evans was working for $18
a week he read an ad which told
him to get out of the "rut and
earn BIG MONEY. He filled
out a coupon like the one below
and became a COLUMBIA
student. His progress is similar
to that of thousands of COLUM-
BIA graduates.

Evans was not an unusual
chap. He had. just a common
school education and no particu-
lar mechanical ability. Y e t ,
though he had no previous train-
ing or experience in Drafting, he
easily mastered the COLUMBIA
course. As a matter of fact,
Evans is only one of thousands
who have been helped to BIG
PAY positions through CO-
LUMBIA training. Today they
are expert professional Drafts-
men.

The rapid advancement made

Columbia School
of Drafting

ROY C. CLAFLIN, President
Dept. 1712

14th & T Sts., Washington, D. C.

by this man can be explained by
the fact that he got the RIGHT
training. Nor did he have to
leave home to get it. Through
the Home Study Course of the
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF
DRAFTING he secured practi-
cal training by mail in his spare
time. Today he can tackle any
Drafting problem because he

knows.

Remember, Evans had only a
limited education and average
ability, but he succeeded because
he grasped his opportunity-the
same opportunity you have to win
success. You need not be satis-
fied with a small pay job if you
want to earn BIG MONEY.

Will you decide now to win
success through COLUMBIA
training just as Evans and
thousands like him have done ?
Tf so, mail this coupon today.

Roy C. Claflin, President,
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING,

Dept. 1712, Washington, D. C.
I want to make more money. Please send me

your booklet, "Your Future in Drafting, tell-
ing me how COLUMBIA training can help me
do this.

Name Age

City State
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Tabulator Stops Adjustable Paper Guide

Marginal Slops

Carriage
Release

Ribbon Reverse
Ribbon Shift &
Stencil Cotter

Tabulator Bart

Forted Alignment Fork

Platen Release
Line Space
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TYPEWRITER
SENSATION
Free Trial - Use as You Pay
After trial send us only $5.00 a month
until the low total price of $59.85 is paid,
andthe machine isyours.This is absolutely
the most generous typewriter offer ever made.
Do not rent a machine when you can pay $5.00
a month and own one. Think of it -Buying a
$100.00 Machine for $59.85. Cash price $54.00.
SUM e little more than half its original price.

L. C. SMITH
Perfect machines, Correspondence size, Keyboard of
Standard Universal arrangement. 88 Keys, writing 78
characters -universally used in teaching the touch sys-
tem. The entire line of writing completely visible at all
times, has the tabulator, the two color ribbon, with auto-
matic reverse, the back spacer ball bearing type bars,
ball bearing carriage action, ball bearing shift action, in
fact every late style feature and modern operating con.
venlence. Cornea to you with everything complete; tools,
cover, operating book and instructions -nothing extra to
buy. You cannot Imagine the perfection of this
beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you haysseen It. We have sold tho de of these perfectlate style machines at this bargain pries and
every one of these thousands of satisfied customershad this beautiful, strictly up.to-date machine
on five days' free trial before deciding to buy It.
We will send it to you F. O. B. Chicago for five days'
free trial. It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied
that this is the greatest typewriter you ever saw, you can
return it at our expense, You won't want to return itafter you try it,for you cannot equal
this wonderful value anywhere.

Send No Money
Put in Your Order Now

.5
AFT8ER
TRIAL

When the typwriter arrives deposit with the express
agent $4.86 and take the machine for five days' trial. Ifyou are convinced that it is the best typewriter you ever
saw keep 't and send us $8.00 a month until our bargain
price of $59.85 is paid. If you don't want it, return It to the
express agent receive your $4.85 and return the machine.
We will pay the return express charges. This machine is
guaranteed

Over hljust miÍ if on peopled $ow a00 nd usor e these
It fa

ttand-ype-writersand think them the best ever manufactured. Thesupply at this price Is limited, the price will prob-
ably be raised when next advertisement appears, sodon't delay. Fill In the coupon today -the type-
writer will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape.We employ no solicitors -no collectors -no chattel mort-
gage. It is simply understood that we retain title to the
machine until full $59.85 is paid. You cannot lose. It le the
greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Conot send us one cent. Mall Coupon Today Cure.

Smith Typewriter Sales Co., 2D1e8pNartm.Weent1t0, Chicago

Smith Typewriter Sales Co., 21°éN W,T1, BÉ Chicago
Ship me the L. C. Smith Typewriter F. O. B. Chicago as
described in this advertisement. I will pay you $5 monthlyas rent until the $66 balance of the SPECIAL $89.85 sale
price is paid. The title to remain in you until fully paid for.
It is understood that I have five days in which to examineand try the typewriter. If I choose not to keep it I will
carefully repack it and return It to the express agent. Itis understood that you give the standard guarantee.

Y .me

Strc.t Address

City

Occupation or Business

Slate

NEW MOTORS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

STANDARD MANUFAGTURERS,

PROMPT DELIVERY

ALL SIZES UI? TO 5H.P.
We Specialize In Small MotorsEGenerators
AU. PHASES AND FREQUENCIES IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES

largest exclusive Mail Order -Small Motordealers in the world.
CHAS. H. JOHNSTON, Bata' West End,Pitisburgh,Pa.

WIRELESS,TELEPHONE GENERATORS
500 VOLT- 100 WATT - 3400 R. P. M.
FOR MOUNTING MOTOR GENERATOR SETS.

AC

RITE FOR'
CATA LOG

Science

In 1901 a series of bad crossing colli-
sions made the Texas Legislature pass a
law that all grade crossings in Texas be
protected by interlocking within one year.
The Southern Pacific Co., wishing to com-
ply with the order, put me in charge of all
signal work on the various lines controlled
by them, so all our crossings were finished
on time. As president of the Texas Signal
Club, I did a great deal to influence other
roads to obey the order, but a number of
t:ie roads objected and fought the order on
the ground of insufficient time, altho only
four derails and four signals, such as we
installed in a month, were required ; some
pretended they were going to change to
non -grade crossings, others objected on ac-
count of cost of operation, so there were
repeated delays and extensions of time,
while the loss in human life and in prop-
erty cost the railroads 100 times what it
would have cost to have obeyed the original
order, and then left their contemplated
changes and improvements to be made
later.

So it will be with the automatic train
control order. Any postponement or delay
in deciding on the proper system, or in
finding a cheaper or better system is going
to cost the railroads 100 times more in
accidents, than any loss they will be likely
to suffer in changing the system later.

Three years before President Spencer of
the Southern R.R. was killed in a rear -end
collision, I had urged him to install auto-
matic block signals, but he contended that
the telegraph block was best, and said he
would personally pay the difference in cost
on account of accidents. He did pay a
part of it, but seven others were killed at
the same time ; now the whole road is pro-
tected by automatic block signals.

If it was provided by law that the cost
of all accidents shall be paid out of profits,
instead of being added to the cost of opera-
tion, every railroad in the country would
have automatic block signals, automatic
train control, and many other safety devices
in less than a year.

In the meantime let the thousands on
thousands who have been injured and the
relatives of the thousands who have been
killed, impress on the Interstate Commerce
Commission, that if they allow this order
to be disobeyed or postponed, they, as well
as the railroads, will be held responsible
for the murders by negligence that are sure
to follow.

Pilotless Plane
Cr®sses E,n,.liisl>

Channel
(CoutinNedf on

pa9r1109)=n, 1 1 ,. , n nn

shows the control cables of stranded steel
as arranged in standard aircraft, and the
control column and wheel in front of the
pilot's seat is also the one standardized and
generally employed. The pilot pulls or
pushes on the wheel column to raise and
lower the horizontal rudders ; swings the
vertical rudder to right or left or vice
versa, by means of the steel cables con-
nected to the pivoted foot lever; while the
ailerons or pivoted wing members at the
rear wing tips are raised and lowered by
turning the wheel mounted at the top of
the pivoted steering column, the aileron
cable being fastened to a drum mounted on
the same shaft as the control wheel.

Any form of automatic product for air-
planes or dirigible airships are invariably
arranged, or should be, so that if they
get out of order at any instant the pilot
can, by simply pulling a lever or pressing
a button, instantly cause the automatic
steering device to cease acting and return
the control actions to his full personal
charge by means of the steering wheel and
joy stick.

(This is 1/2 the

and Invention for April, 1922

An 8
Months'
Trial
Sub-
scription
for Only
50c

Regular Price)

Each Issue of

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE
contains from two to four splendid serial
stories and from twelve to twenty thrilling
short stories, besides special departments
devoted to Wireless, Mechanics, Elec-
tricity, Popular Science, Athletics, Phys-
ical Training, Stamp and Coin Collecting,
Outdoor Sports, Amateur Photography,
Cartooning, etc. Beautiful big pages with
handsome covers in colors. Profusely il-
lustrated throughout.

A special feature is the award of liberal
cash prizes for the best amateur work in
many subjects. There is no reason why
your boy should not win some of these
prizes. Remember, only 50 cents for eight
months. If you are not satisfied we will
refund your money promptly and without
question. Remit in stamps if more con-
venient.

Tear out here
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.

7143 Main St., Smethport, Pa.
I accept your special half-price introductory

offer and enclose 50 cents, for which send THE
BOYS' MAGAZINE for eight months to

(Write name and address plainly.)
Name

Street or R. F. D
City .. State

Wonderful lie
strumpet. Great.

est thine
yet. Nine
separate
articles
in one.
EverybO.

dy delighted3 with it. Odd.or , , curious and interesting. Lots
1.25 of pleasure es well es very use.
uL It is a double Microscope for examining the

wonders of nature. It is also an Opera Glass. 
Stereoscope. a Burning Lens. a Reading Glass. a Telescope, a
Compass. a Pocket Mirror, and a Laryngascope-for examin
bog eye. ear. nose and throat. It la worth all the cost to locate
even one painful cinder in the eye. Folds (Island fits the pock.
et. Something great -you need one. Don't miss it, Sent by
mail with 300 page Novelty Catalog, ONLY SOc or 3 for $1.25
MESON SMITH a CO., Dept, 782 3224 N. Palsied St., CHICAS.

t

YPEWRITERSWe SaveVou 50oio'
' on s

Rental Applies on Purchase
All standard makes. Prices fro
$10 up.Rebuilt famousdnPer'a

sby olo gooda w .Ion-eladguarantee.

Ten nays' trial.SImonths ''endurance test. Largest took IAmerica for selection. Write for details o
wonderful bargain. and liberal term°.

Learn Autos and Tractors
Wonderful opportunities constant -

rain
youthoroughly to start yourt

offered trained men; wetown
business or make good money as
motor expert, driver, shop fore-
man, etc.
7000 Graduates making

5 \\ good. Catalog Free.
Cleveland Automobile School,1807 E.241hSL, Cleveland, o

MUSIC LESSONS FREE
IN YOUR HOME. Write today for our FREE booklet. It tells how to
learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, etc.
Beginners or advanced players. Your only expense about 2c per day.

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, S7 Lakeside Bldg., CHICAGO
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9 PIECE
COMBINATION SET

ECG POACHER

COMBINATI' COOKER

'Price floytted to $
T_C____1tL__

Genuine L7[COIDERBIe0
Down

Everything in the Kitchen of Pure Alu
minum-28 Pieces doubleehoolle Mar (3 kettle .ands
quart size, 8 1-4 inch inside, with a double boiler 2,quart
capacity:one Colonial deafen coffee percolator l2 piece.)
8 -cop else with welded spout. dome cover, fully oel-
ehed; on roaster consisting of 9 pieces, measures 101-2
Incheswide and 6 Inches high. These 9 piece. have
dozens f dilfereat use., some shown In illustration, !D-
eluding bread or bake pan 17 pint apacity;; stew or
pudding pact 7 pint capacity); pudding pan or mixing
bowl (4 pint capacity sal poacher (6 es at a time
muffin pen: biscuit baker with 6custard cups orjelly
moulds; deep lockingasl'-baetin roaster, uble boiler
cereal cooker or tripe steamer. Te outfit also includes
2 bread pans, I Ilp atew pan (1 quart capacity), 1 lip
Mew pan 11 1.2 quart capacity,. Two 9 -loch pie platen:
two 9 1-2 Inch extra deer" cake pans: e colander with
9 inch top, tt 1-8 Inch bottomand 2 1-4 Inch depth (can
also be used as a steamer, piece combination set.
having 12 different uses ahown In illustration, eon -
slats of 8 quart convex kettle with rover, 2 quart calm
and pudding l,sn with cake tube: °trainer or colander.
Shipping weight about 1f, lbs. All piara <except the
pie plates and breed ens; are highly polished,

Id. of genuine pure sheet aluminum, extra hard
absolutely teed the famous"LNetlmeWere.'1
Order by Ne. A17218. Sand 81,00 with order,

11.60 monthly: Price, 2S pieces, $13.10.

Madam: The biggest bargain in years! A complete set of genuine "Lifetime
Ware" Aluminum, each utensil stamped with the manufacturer's brand; heavy
gauge, extra hard, pressed sheet, seamless aluminum-and at a price I .., than
Is asked by others today for thin ordinary aluminum ware I
We, ourselves, had to charge $23.90 for a se: like this only a WAREfew months ago; but now on a special factory offer we have
smashed the prime N 111E.90 (on easy monthly payments), lower lM0ND
Man pre-war prices on aluminum ware of this grade. This is an w7.A

exclusive offer to Straus & Schram customers by special arrange-
ment with the factory. We had the cash; they needed buelness to
keep their employees working-that's bow we can make you chi
amazing price -smashing offer.

30 Days Trial -Easy Payments
Only $1.00 down brings the set to your home for thirty days' trial.
See how is cooks and bakes better than any other kitchen ware, heats
quickly, will not crack, chip or peel, polish can't wear off. If not per-
fectly satisfied. return the set at our expense within 20 days and we
will refund your Si plus any express charges you pay. if satisfied
start making small payments of 81.50 a month until you have paidyy
113,90 in all. We trust honest people anywhere in the U.S. No discount
for cash; nothing extra for credit. No C. U. D.

Send NOW Free Bargain
Catalog Z:

deotbu-
gslne I, fern a, jewelry.

Only 11.00 with e coupon brings this care. ., c
,,*

ki , fLanver.

set28-piece"Lifetime Ware" Aluminum , stoves, slawsq ...t-
eat on 30 days' trial. Money refunded hinea,wpocaod lawn [scab

if not satisfied. Don't mito this slashed c°r° s tse, d

price offer. Send couponend tit% wearing apparel
now. send the coupoptndaY-NOWT

Straus & Schram,Dept. 1254 ram

REA
ÚMINU

Straus & Schram, Dept. 1254 we 35th St., Chicago

RA

90
111.11~1

Notice: so.. set.
offered for sale are male of
cheap, soft aluminum which
bends easily, dents wi th
every fall ro knock and is not
durable, The set offered
here is made of genuino
pure sheet aluminum, heavy
reuge and extra hard, Guar-
anteed "Lifetime Ware."

Enclo.rd find $1.00. Ship a aeelal adverd.ed 213-plere Aluminum
ICuchen Bet. I am to have 30 day tral. 1[ 1 keep the set t
',illwpay you a 1.0 monthly. If not eatlefl,d. I am to turn the
freight eoer ºe cs harges 1 paid.

refund nay money and ear

 211Plec. Aluminum Kitchen let No. AS7211A. $17.90.

Name

Street, R. F. D.
or Box No.

Shipping
Point

Post Office State
If you ONLY went retsina. put K belevn

Fsnótre, Stoves, Jewelry O Men's, Wow'''. (31dr.'sGlalte
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Lear E ectricity
This WonderfuL
flew Quick Way.

This is Board No. I of the Berle: of Elec-
trical home -laboratory equipment the tree use of
which Is given every student. (tire 24 by 24
Inches.)

...

.

;...

,

e

r

Beard He. 5 of this weederftl sew Mae et
studying elactrielty at hose.

waned N. 5 ter eieetrles' Medial.

At Home in Your Spare Time
EVERY year hundreds of young

men from all over the world
come to the residence school of the
School of Engineering of
Milwaukee to learn electric-
ity in all its phases. Yet we
know that there are thou-
sands of ambitious men
everywhere who aspire to
big jobs in the great field of
electricity, but who cannot conveniently
leave their present work to attend a
residence school. It is to train these
men that this extension division has
been formed.

We knew from our long experience
that the ordinary plan of teaching elec-
tricity by home -study methods would
not measure up to the high standards
set by the School of Engineering of
Milwaukee. And so, this unique, new
plan of giving each student free use of
a complete home -laboratory system of
actual working electrical equipment
was conceived. We know that it is the
only practical way to learn electricity at
home!

Free Use of Special
Electrical Apparatus

Ten of these wonderful cleverly
constructed instrument boards-
equipped with actual, practical
electrieal apparatus-are fur-
nished absolutely free to each
student while studying. These
laboratories are not toys-but in-
clude the same instruments and
devices which the electrical man

meets with in every -day work.

You Can Fill One of These
Big Pay Jobs

The field of opportunity for the well -
trained electrical man is practically unlimited.
Billions of dollars are invested in this great
industry. Thousands of men are employed
in it-but the demand today ís for men who
are trained specialists. These men command
handsome salaries-$2,500 to $6,000 and up to
$10,000 a year and more. Why don't you
get into this fascinating, highly paid field
of work?

Just Like
Going to
School

e

America's Greatest
Electrical School Brought

to Your Home!
On this plan you can now secure almost every

advantage of America's Greatest Institution of Elec-
trical Education right in your own home! In this
way this famous school now gives the most thorough
practical intensive home -study course in electricity
ever offered! It is a specialized, graded course built
up on the most advanced ideas of electrical instruc-
tion. Thorough, yet simple texts-graphically illus-
trated give the electrical principles which logically
parallel the practical experience gained in using the
instrument boards. This amazing new method of
extension instruction quickly makes any ambitious
than a high -salaried, electrical expert!

Write Quick for
Big FREE Book

Write Buick for big free book fully describing
this astonishing new plan. Tells also about Consul-
tation Privileges with our great staff of electrical
experts. Free Employment Bureau and other special
service. Don't delay! Mail the coupon nowt

The Milwaukee BOMol of Enehmering la the largest and
best qulneed electrical school In the U. B. We have 1500
students who are now taking residence duress.

EXTENSION DIVISION

CJCHMILof ENGINEERINGof Milwaukee
Dept 8, 137447 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Extension Division,
Scheel of Enelneering of Milwaukee,
Dept. 8. 137.147 Broadway. Milwaukee. Wisconsin.

Please send me free and without any obligation on my
part full details of your special new home -study course
In Practical Electricity.
Nape
Address

City Mate
ese Eduostion
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A 200 -Year
Calendar

(Continued front page 1137)
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vember is reached; move on that line to
the right until we find Thursday, and then
up that column, and we find that the last
Thursday in the month is on the 26th.

Next we may wish to determine the
names of the days of the week on which
the first day of each month will fall in the
year 1925. Locating 1925, we again travel
downward in that column to the table of
months; then turn to the right and in the
corresponding columns in the very first
row we find the week days desired.
In February, March and November, the
first falls on Sunday; in June on Monday;
in September and December on Tuesday;
in April and July on Wednesday; in Jan-
uary and October on Thursday ; in May
on Friday, and in August on Saturday.
This chart may similarly be used to locate
past events.

As a novel addition, the use of a watch
as a calendar will be found quite satis-
factory. On your watch dial write or
print the factors shown immediately under
the numerals. The twelve hours on the
face of the watch represent the twelve
months of the year. One is January, two
February, three March, and so on until as
we come to December, which is twelve
o'clock and also the twelfth month. You
now have the calendar completed.

Here are a few examples of its use.
Suppose you wish to find the day of the
week on which a certain date occurs. We
take the date and add to it its factor de-
pendent of course upon the month, divide
by seven, and we get the day of the week
by the remainder. One as a remainder,
represents Sunday, two Monday, three is
Tuesday, and if the remainder is zero or
seven, the day of the week is Saturday.
Should the sum of the factor and the date
be less than seven, it is regarded as the
remainder.

Example ; Upon what day of the week
does February 22, 1922, fall? To the
date 22 we add the factor of February,
which, according to our watch, is 3. This
sum is 25. Dividing by 7 we have 4 as
the remainder, and 4 being the fourth day
of the week counting Sunday as the first,
we find that the date falls on Wednesday.
Similarly, we can locate, let us say, Octo-
ber 3, 1922. The date is 3, to which we
add the factor of the month of October,
found alongside of the figure 10 on the
watch, which is zero in this case. The
total is, of course, 3. Inasmuch as the
sum is less than 7 we regard it as the
remainder. Hence October 3 falls on
Tuesday.

To find the date of a given day in the
week, we reverse the order by first sub-
tracting the factor from the number of the
day of the week. The remainder shows
the date of that day in the first week of
the month. Here again if the number of
the day of the week is smaller than the
factor, we add seven before subtracting.
For instance, what date is Friday in the
month of June, 1922. Friday is the sixth
day in the week; from this we subtract
the factor 4, the remainder is 2. That is
the date of the first Friday in June, and
hence the others are the 9th, 16th, 23d and
30th.

Let us take another example: What
are the dates of the Mondays in July?
Monday being the second day of the week,
and the factor of July being 6, which is
larger than the numeral assigned to Mon-
day, we add seven first before subtracting
the factor. We then have 2 plus 7, equal
to 9; we now subtract the factor 6. Six
from 9 is equal to 3. Hence the first Mon-
day in July falls on the 3d, and others are
the 10th, 17th, 24th and 31st respectively.

(Calendar copyrighted by L. Lansberg, Ig22.)

Over

$93.00
PER WEEK
earned by Burgess -

Trained Man

Burgess -Training
enabled this man to
step from an "oil-
er's" job to over$90 r wk as

0 i" a30lerin E ct cal
Expert.

ELECTRICITY
The FOREMOST SCHOOL of Its Kind in the World Offers the Way to

Attractive Positions and Large Salaries
for you if' you are ambitious and are really earnest in your desire to succeed
in electricity.
If you are interested in ANY BRANCH of electricity, then you will find that

BURGESS
Practical Electrical

HOME TRAINING
will help you advance to the position and salary you desire. Hundreds of
"Burgess -Trained" men throughout the world are now holding highly paid
positions with electrical concerns or making money in their own business.
A constant stream of letters tell us of better jobs and bigger pay due
entirely to Burgess Home Training in Practical Electricity. Positive proof
of the unusual value of Burgess Training is the fact that it is

Endorsed by Important Plants
in the electrical industry who urge their men to use it. All electrical con-
cerns want better men-the kind of fellows who know more than just one
job. That's why "Burgess -Trained" men get the preference. They earn
more because they are worth more. In some plants as many as 60 men
are Burgess Students. No other course like it.

quickly fitted for electrical jobs by the BurgessBeginners plified Course-known as the easiest and quickest
method.

Advanced Training for
Experienced Men

that gets right down to the prac-
tical technical knowledge that
brings quick, sure advancement to
higher positions at better pay. An
exclusive copyrighted method.

This course has the enthusiastic approval of electrical engineers and
executives of biggest concerns in the world.

Complete Electrical Outfit
including apparatus, tools, material, slide rule supplied with each course
without extra charge. Beginners are soon able to earn good money with
this outfit. The course alone is worth many times its very reasonable price
to anyone electrically inclined.
Illustrated Training Course Book sent free on request. This explains fully
why the Burgess Method of Home Training is bringing better jobs and
better salaries to men and boys all over the world.

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
745 E. 42nd Street Dept. S-4 Chicago, Illinois

SPECIAL
Advantages
to men and boys who
enroll now-f u I l y ex-
plained in illustrated
book. 1

r - - - - Use Coupon-duck whether beginner or experienced - -
BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
745 E. 42nd Street, Dept. S-4, Chicago, Ill.
Send me your free illustrated training book.

II Beginner II Experienced Years

Name
Address
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Only

Send for This

238 illustrations
414 pages

HERE'S just the book on Electricity
that you need to answer your

many questions-to solve your knotty
problems, to teach you new methods,
to be your memory for tables, rules,
formulae, and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts. Note the contents:
Electricity and Magnetism; Batteries;
Circuits; Magnets; Direct and Alter-
nating Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Belts; Shafting; Electroplating; Elec-
trical Measurements; Meters; Arc and

Incandescent Lamps; Mercury -Arc Rectifiers; Trans-
formers; Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and Multi -
pie Unit Control; Transmission; Rail Welding; Tables
of Wires-Sizes, Capacities, eta.; Mathematical Rules,
Formula, Symbols; Tables of Constants; Weight*
and Measures; Chemistry; Properties of Metals, etc.

Just slip a dollar bill into an envelope, and mall it
with the coupon printed below. This 914 -page
Electricity Handbook will come to you by return mail.-----TEAR OUT HERE ---- -

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6237-B, Scranton, Penna.

I enclose One Dollar. Please send me --postpaid
-the 414 -page Electricity Handbook. It is under-
stood that if I am not satisfied I may return this
book within five days and you will refund my money.

Name

Address

40,000
Opportunities

in
Hotels

YOU can have one of these well -paid, pleasant
executive positions -40,000 of them in the big ho-
tels of the United States-now America's Fourth
Largest Industry. Statistics show that ONE IN
EVERY TEN HOTELS WILL HAVE AN OPEN-
ING FOR A MANAGER THIS YEAR. Thou-
sands of other positions are also open to those
who qualify through training.
The Lewis School guarantees to give you the valu-
able knowledge that it has taken some of the most
successful hotel men years to obtain-men who are
now making $5,000 to $50,000 a year. All of your
training will be under the personal direction of
ellfford Lewis-a hotel expert of national reputa-
tion. A few spare -time hours a week given to the
simple, clear lessons of the course will give you
the training for a good position, a fine living, and
a handsome salary. The training will in no way
interfere with your present work or recreation.
Send today for FREE BOOK, "Your Big Opportunity '
Don't wait a minute-you may lees the opportunity of a life-
time. Mail the coupon NOW. Your whole future may
depend on it.

FOUNDED 1916

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL
Clifford Lewis, Pres. Room 3415 Washington, D. C.

41 FREE COUPON'
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING

VII"'rndme without obligation theFRER nBOOKn'I YO a thig
poty."ame

(Please Print Name)
reet
ty State

BE A REAL MAN!
LOOK LIKE. ONE AND FEEL

LIKE ONE
Broaden your shoulders, deepen your
chest, enlarge your arms, and get a
development that will attract atten-
tion. Fill yourself full of energy and
be powerful.

My New Book
"Muscular Development"

Will Explain How
This b sok is illustrated with 26 full
page photographs of myself and of
some of the wozld's finest developed
athletes I have trained. It will in-
terest and benefit you greatly.
Send roc tslarilps or coin) for a cofly Vnit', today,

while it is on your mind.
EARLE LIEDERMAN, Dept. 204, 305 Broadway

NEW YORK CITY
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: Popular Astr,.n®rny
By ISABEL M. LEWIS, M. A.
(Continued from page 1127)

with the star, but for some reason does
not share in the spectral shift of the other
elements, possibly owing to the fact that
it is at a level in the star's atmosphere
that is not affected by the cause that pro-
duces a shift in the lines of other elements.
If the first theory is the correct one the
presence of vast non -luminous clouds of
matter in the universe must be far more
general than we have formerly had reason
to believe. The chances of collision of star
with nebula would be greatly increased and
such collisions are believed by some to be
the cause of the temporary outbursts of new
stars or novae. There is no doubt that such
stars are surrounded by a nebulous envelope
soon after their okutbursts, though of course,
the nebula observed may be the product of
the catastrophe rather than its cause.

It appears more probable that dark
nebula are composed of dust particles
finely divided rather than of clouds of gas,
that is that they are meteoric in their com-
position. There is abundant evidence of
the existence of finely divided meteoric
matter within the solar system. The earth
is encountering millions of meteoric dust
particles daily and it is known that clouds
of such particles in the solar system pro-
duce the effect of the zodiacal light. Possi-
bly these meteoric particles are of the
nature of cosmical dust drifting through
space and swept up by our solar system in
its journey through the universe. In some
parts of space these particles may be gath-
ered into cloud -like masses sufficiently
dense to obstruct the passage of light.
There may be included in these clouds, also,
some meteoric masses of exceptional size,
similar to the meteorites that penetrate the
earth's atmosphere occasionally, weighing
many hundred pounds, or even tons, and in
addition a few masses of the size of aster-
oids or small planets. The encounter of a
star, with one of the larger members of
such a meteoric cloud, might result in the
outburst of a nova, as has been suggested
by some astronomers.

Though the nature and origin of these
dark markings in the sky are still in doubt
there can be no question that they have an
actual objective existence and are not
merely vacant spaces or holes in the denser
portions of the Milky Way through which
we may look into more distant regions, as
was formerly believed. Dark stars may
exist in great numbers in space and remain
undetected because of their small size or
feeble attraction for neighboring stars, but
no dark object of the size of the coal sack
in Centaurus or the dark lanes in the Trifid
nebula or the sharply defined dark objects
in Orion could escape our eyes when
thrown in relief against their luminous sur-
roundings. A study of the structure and
distribution of these objects may have a
direct bearing upon the subject of the form
and structure of, the universe and possibly of
the evolution of the stars as well. Possibly
these dark markings are the stuff from
which future worlds are to be formed or
they may be the remnants of past worlds.

NEW FISH CLEANER
James J. Barry, of Boston, is marketing

a unique invention, a machine that strips
the skin from fish and removes all the bones.

The Barry contraption is about the size
of a washing machine. It handles 25,000
pounds of fish a day.

Twenty-two workers are out of jobs
wherever a Barry machine is installed.
They are released for other productive
work. Each machine like this saves labor
and in the long run raises the standard of
living, providing an ever-increasing variety
of commodities for general use.

WHEN YOU GO TO
SAINT LOUIS

STOP AT

Intel
(nlilrtÚgP

Locust Street at 18th
Three blocks from Union Station

New 12 Story Fireproof Building
Finest Transient and Residential
Hotel in St. Louis. In the heart
of the Wholesale and Retail
Shopping District.
350 Large Light Airy Rooms,
Private Tub Bath in each Room
Circulating Ice Water, and Every
Modern Appointment of Com-
fort and Convenience.

European Plan --Rates
75 Rooms at $2.50 a day

100 Rooms at $3.00 a day
100 Rooms at $3.50 a day
75 Rooms at $4.00 a day

Excellent Cuisine. Moderate Priced
Restaurant. Popular Cafeteria. Writeor Wire for Reservations.

R. L. MEYER, Manager
Formerly Hotels Stotler

NEW SINGLE PHASE A. C. MOTORS
A.P. -

110 volt, 60
cycle, 1723
speed, com-
plete with
cord, plug
and grooved
pulley, $ 13.00

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
H.P. and larger, 110;'220 volt Rep. Ind. Type

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded
Illustrated Catalog of Motors and Supplies FREE

HYRE ELECTRIC CO., 631-Y So. Dearborn St., Chicago

H.P. $ 41.00
H.P. 58.00

1 H.P. 62.00
11/55 H.P. 76.00
2 H.P. 89.00
3 H.P. 108.00

Include pulley
and base.

THE MIDGET "FIVE -IN -ONE" SLIDE RULE
combinationIsa

Add and SubtractnPolyD ap-se end
Binary Slide Rule. It will inetantty add.
subbi

ationinv'olving holenuiply
and lde any com-

mbenfnc-
tlone, decimals and mixed ben.
Gives every possible root and power
of every quantity. The graduations
wprinted n metal. coated with

hite celluloid and are grease and
waterproof. Whil It le the moat versa-

1 calculator ever Invented, Its opera-
tion is elm Ie d easily understood.
Diameter 4 lechee

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO.

Price50.Leeaith therete cnaarrying éanee hooe

ayureoFree.ii Your moneybnkkif Cataloguent s n
Niles, Mich.

Be an Expert on
AIRPLANE ENGINES

Now is your chance to get into
the airplane game and grow with
it. Not as a flyer, but as an ex-
pert on the airplane engine. The

I. C. S. will teach you in-á-'3- spare time at home. Write
today for full particulars.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, IoI 6238-I. Scranton, Penna,S FOR 55 YEARS have successfully cor-
rected stammeringby our simple and natural
method. Individual instruction. Write forfree booklet. S. I. ROBBINS, Director

BOSTON STAMMERERS' INSTITUTE
46 Huntington Ave., Gunton, 17 Mass.

TAMMERER
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List of Rat 1 iophoie

Stations
(Continued from page 1148 )
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Sacramento, Calif., J. C. Hobrecht. ('all letters,
KVQ. 360 meters.

San Francisco Calif. Leo J. Mayberg Co.
Call letters, KDN. 365 meters.

Sunday, 10 to 11 A. M., Fairmont Hotel
station.

Monday, 7 to 9 P. M., Presidio station.
Monday, 7:30 to 8:30 P. M., Los Altos station.
Monday, 8:30 to 9 P. M., Fairmont Hotel

station.
Tuesday, 7:30 to 8:15 P. M., Hotel Oakland

station.
Tuesday, 8.15 to 9 P. M., Radio Shop station,

Sunnyvale.
Wednesday, 7:30 to 8:15 P. M., Harrold

Laboratories, San Jose.
Thursday, 7:30 to 8:30 P. M., Fairmont

Hotel station.
Thursday 8:30 to 9 P. M., Los Altos station.
Friday, 7:30 to 8:15 P. M. Radio Shop

station, Sunnyvale.
Friday, 8:15 to 9 P. M., Hotel Oakland station.
Saturday, 8:15 to 9 P. M., Fairmont Hotel

station.
Every afternoon except Sunday, 3:30 to 4:30

P. M., Rockridge station of Atlantic -Pacific
Radio Supplies Company. 360 meters. Call
letters KZY. Concert.

Every night except Sunday, 6:45 to 7 P. M.
Same station. General news, sports, foreign
news.

Sunday, 11 A. M. to 12:15 P. M., sermon and
sacred music. Same station*

3 to 4 P. M., same station. Concert.
4 to 5 P. M., same station. Concert*
*This station will carry the Sunday morning

schedule of Trinity Center and the Sunday after-
noon schedule of Colin B. Kennedy until these
two stations are ready to carry their schedules
shown for that day.

Wednesday, 7:30 to 8:15 P. M. Same station.
Concert.

Saturday, 8:15 to 9 P. M. Sante station.
Concert.

Also the following, daily except Sunday:
7:10 to 7:20 P. M., Hotel Oakland station.

General news.
7:20 to 7:30 P. M., Fairmont Hotel station.

Market, bond and weather reports.
4:30 to 5:30, Fairmont Hotel station.
Until the California Theatre can make the

necessary changes to operate on 360 meters, the
Presidio will broadcast concerts on their schedule,
Wednesday evenings, 8:15 to 9, and the Fair.
mont Hotel will run the full hour and a half
from 7:30 to 9 P. M., on Saturdays.

The Fairmont Hotel, Los Altos, Hotel Oak-
land, and the Presidio are heard consistently up
to 1,500 miles. Reports have been received from
Alaska, British Columbia, Washington, Oregon,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Montana, forth Da-
kota, and practically all of the Northwestern
states. Stations within a radius of two and
three hundred miles are consistently receiving
concerts from the above mentioned stations
loudly enough to be heard all over the house.

San Francisco, Calif. Edwin J. Lorden. Call
letters, KGB. 360 meters.

San Francisco, Calif. Station? Call letters,
KUO. Wave length, 360 meters.

San Francisco, Calif. Radio Telephone shop.
Call letters, KYY. 360 meters.

San Jose, Calif, Chas. D. Herrold. Call let-
ters, KQW. 360 meters.

Schenectady, N. Y. Union College. Call let-
ters, 2-XO. Broadcasts program of interest to
public. Music, church services.

Schenectady, N. Y. Station of the General
Electric Co. Call letters, WGY. 360 meters.
Heard 1,450 miles away at Santa Clara, Cuba.
Impromptu program.

Seattle, Wash., Post-Intelligencer. Call let-
ters? Wave length? Broadcasts programs of
interest to public, including U. S. Public Health
Service Lectures.

Seattle, Wash., Northern Radio Electric Co.,
call letters, KFC.

Springfield Mass., Westinghouse station. Call
letters, WBZ. 360 meters. Program varied
See Newark WJZ program.

Stockton, Calif., C. O. Gould. Call letters,
KJQ. 360 meters.

Stockton, Calif, Portable Wireless Tel. Co.
Call letters, KWG. 360 meters.

Calif. The Radio Shop. Call let-
ters, KJ. 366 meters.

Tole Ohio, Marshall Gerken Co. Call let-
ters, WHU. 360 meters.

Toledo, Ohio. Call letters, WHU. Station?
Wave length?

Washington, D. C. Church of the Covenant.
Call letters, WDH. Wave length, 360 meters.

Washington D. C. Radio Construction Co.
Call letters, *DW. 360 meters.

Washington, D. C. Station of the White
& Boyer Co. Concerts with short lectures on
radio and information of interest to amateurs.
Planning to broadcast. Keith's vaudeville.

We will be glad to have any of our readers
point out any discrepancies and errors in this
list, which we know is far from complete. We
will thank those of our readers who make addi-
tions giving us the wave length of the trans-
mitting station, call letters, location of the con-
cern and their distance from it. Address corn.
tnw $cations to Crll Letter Editor.

The sure way to big-
ger pay is through
the Croft books

Croft Library is the last word in practical
electricity. It is complete, up-to-date, and
above all, authoritative. You can rely upon

every line and every illustration being right. Croft
shows you how to master the finer points of electrical
practice. He teaches you electricity as experts
know it and puts you in line for an expert's pay.

The Croft Library of
Practical Electricity

NO COURSE, no set of books, offers a quicker, surer
method of mastering electricity than the Croft Library.
It is founded on practice-on work as it is actually done.

It is jammed from cover to cover with the kind of hard-
headed, pay -raising facts you want. Written so that the
beginner can easily understand it, yet so sound, so thorough
that it is the daily guide of thousands of highly paid electrical
workers and engineers.

In the Croft books you will find complete, detailed and
up-to-the-minute information on electricity, from the simplest
principles, to complete and economical operation of a central
station-motors, generators, armatures, commutators, trans-
formers, circuits, currents, switch -boards, distribution sys-
tems-electrical machinery of every type, installation, opera-
tion and repair-wiring for light and power-how to do it
mechanically perfect, in accordance with the National Elec-
trical Code-wiring of finished buildings-Underwriters'
and municipal requirements-how to do the complete job,
from estimating it, to completion-illumination in its every
phase-the latest and most improved methods of lighting-
lamps and lighting effects.

Now Only $19.50
HAVE clipped $8.00 off the price of this popular

electrical library-made it $19.50 instead of $27.50.
And more than that, we are offering the easiest terms

we have ever made on the Croft books. You now pay, not
$5 a month nor even $3 a month, but the sum of $1.50 in ten
days and the balance at the rate of only $2 a month. This
gives you ten full months to complete your payments.

Think of getting this great Home Study Course and Refer-
ence Library at $19.50-a saving of $8.00! This is a real
opportunity! No electrical worker who wants to fill a bigger
job can afford to miss it. At $19.50 the 8 Croft books, with
their 3000 pages and 1200 illustrations represent the biggest
bargain in sound electrical training ever offered to the electrical
industry.

Free Examination
Small Monthly Payments

We want you to test our statements-we want you to com-
pare the Croft books with others. Fill in and mail the coupon
attached and we will send you the entire set of eight volumes
for ten days' Free Examination. We take all the risk-pay
all charges. You assume no obligation-you pay nothing
unless you decide to keep the books. Then $1.50 in ten days
and the balance at the rate of $2 a month. Send the coupon
NOW and see the books for yourself. Our new price and our
new terms make it possible for anyone to own a set of Croft.

Send no money just the coupon!

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., INC.,

370 Seventh Ave., New York.
Gentlemen:-Please send me the CROFT LIBRARY OF
PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY (shipping charges prepaid), for
10 days' free examination. If satisfactory I will send $1.50 in
ten days and $2 per month until $19.50 has been paid. If
not wanted, I will write you for return shipping instructions.

Name

Home Address

City and State

Company or Employer

Occupation
(F.11 In all lines)

9 & 1-4-22
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BUSINESS REPORT

7570
INCREASE
IN TWO

MO t., HS

A New Jersey' student writes:
"I have purchased a business and by the use of

methods explained in my course have increased the busi-
ness 75 per cent, in two months." This is just one
extract from

Three Big Scrap -Books
filled with appreciative, interesting letters from young
men throughout the United States-all received recently.
They show a national recognition of the unique features
of the

United Y. M. C. A. Courses and
Correspondence -Teaching Methods

The ignited space permits only a few additional extracts.
"You bring out a man's resourcefulness.' -California

student. "I like your personal service."-Missouri stu-
dent. "You take an interest in each student indlvid-
ually."-Connecticut student. "You remind me of
a great brother-always ready to lend a helping hand."-
Another Connecticut student. "Too much cannot be
said for Y. M. C. A. instruction service."-Illinois
student. "Course insures thorough training. Am able
to use the instruction in my regular work_"-Ohio stu-
dent. "You seem to read every single word of my
answers and even catch my pen-errors."-Massachusetts
student. "Course did me more good than the course
I took in college."-N. Carolina student. "If a man
Intends to do anything at all, your system will bring it
out."-Texas student. "My course has not only
brought more interesting work, but multiplied my earn-
ing power by three."-Nebraska student. "Have been
doing practical advertising lately and received favorable
comments on it from our manager."-N. Dakota student.

Send for the "Six Reasons"
why these ambitious young men and thousands of others
have selected the United Y. M. C. A. Schools to guide
them in their preparation for greater personal develop-
ment, more responsibility, more congenial work or better
paying work. Our friendly counsel is free.

rUNITED Y. M. C. A. SCHOOLS~
Dept. 64-A, 375 Lexington Ave.,

New York City
I am interested in United Y. M.

C. A. Schools' service. Please
give me free counsel as to the po-
sition or home -study course I
have marked.
.. Accountant
.. Advertising Men
..Agricultural Courses .. Foremanship
.. Architect ..Highway Engineering
.. Auto Mechanic .. Locomotive Operator
..Banking ..Machine -Shop Practice
.. Better Letters ..Mathematical Courses
.. Bookkeeper ..Mechanical Engineer
..Building Construction ..Plumber
..Business English ..Poultry Husbandry
.. Business Law ..Radio Operator
..Business Organization ..Radio Engineer
..Civil Engineer ..Railroad Engineering
.. Civil Service .. Salesman
..Concrete Engineer ..Secretarial
..Dairy Farming ..Shorthand and
..Draftsman Typewriting
..Electrician .. Steam Engineer
.,Electrical Engineer ..Structural Drafting
.. English Courses .. Surveyor
.. Factory Management .. Tool Designing
..Farm Management ..Traffic Management
..Farm Motor Mechanic ..Use of the Slide Rule

Complete

LAddress

Are you an ex -service man?
Name and
Occupation

(Please write Plainly)

Agents: 90c an Hour
Introduce "Soderese." A new wonder. A

pure solderinpaste form. Workelikemagic.
Stops all leaks. For mending water buckets,
cooking utensils, milk pails, water tanks, tin
roofs-everything including granite ware,
agate ware, tin: iron, copper, sine, etc.

Quick Sales-Nice Profit
Everybody buys. Housewive, me-

chanics, electricians, iewelers,ptumb-
era, tourists, automobilieta, etc. No
leak too bad to repair. Just apply a
little "Soderese," lights match and

that's all. Put up in handy metal tubes. Carry quantity right
with you. Write for semsleand special proposition to agents.
AMERICAN PRODUCES CO 6574 American Bldg., Ciacimati, Ohio
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A Sim le Radio.
;hone ReceilveT
By JAMES LEO McLAUGHLIN
(Continued from page 1141)

number each fastener from right to left,
1 to 9. Alongside of hole No. 1 push two
fasteners with a paper clip underneath-
mark GND (ground). One half inch
down from GND, punch a small hole; this
is the starting point of the coil.

Take the wire and push the end thru the
hole. Wrap the end around one of the
fasteners GND (on the inside of the con-
tainer). Be sure that where the wire
touches the fastener, the enamel has been
scraped off or else a poor connection will
result.

Next pull the wire tight and commence
winding the coil. The total number of
turns is seventy, and a tap is taken off
at each of the following turns: The 15th,
20th, 25th, 30th, 35th, 40th, 45th, 55th and
the 70th.

Fig. 1 shows how to tap the coil. The
important things to look out for are that
the coil is wound as tight as possible, and
that the enamel is scraped off the wire,
where it makes connection with the fas-
teners. The 15th turn is contact No. 1, the
20th No. 2, etc.

The next job is the switch that moves
over the contacts. Fig. 2 shows how this
is made. Take one of the large fasteners,
push the ends thru the side of the cover,
close to the lid. Bend one end down flush
with the side and push the other end thru
the top and bend over.

Put the cover back on the container and
bend the end of the fastener so that it rides
over the contacts easily, when the cover is
turned, but be sure that it touches each of
them. Break off the surplus end.

The other large fastener is pushed thru
the lid opposite the switch and is bent, as
shown in Fig. 2, so that it can hold the
small crystal. A short piece of bare wire
(about No. 24 will do), acts as the cat -
whisker, a pin is fastened to one end and
the other end is wrapped around the end
of the switch-:he part that is bent over
(see Fig. 2).

Fig. 3 shows the diagram of connections
and needs little comment.

The telephone receiver is a single Mur-
dock without head band, and can be pur-
chased for about $2.00. Of course any
other kind may be substituted.

For the antenna one-half pound of No.
18 bare copper wire will do. This will
give about 100 feet of wire. Two porce-
lain cleats will also be required and should
not cost over 5 cents. The wire can be had
for about 30 cents.

String the wire the greatest length pos-
sible, and attach outer end to a tree or
other elevation, at least thirty feet high
(see Fig. 4). The other end of the wire
enters the house and is attached to the
switch button marked ANT and a short
piece of rubber tubing should be slipped
over the wire where it passes through the
wall of the building.

A good ground can be had by connecting
a wire to the nearest gas or water pipe.
Scrape the pipe for a length of about two
inches, so that it shines, then wrap several
turns of wire around it and twist tightly.

To operate the set, bend the cat -whisker
wire so that the pin rests on the crystal.
Move the pin over the surface until a sig-
nal is heard ; at the same time move the
switch over the contacts, and leave it on
the one that brings in the station the loud-
est. With this set in New York City
using only a single No. 24 wire, 25 feet
long strung up in a room, WDY'S and
WJZ'S concerts came in fine, and on sev-
eral occasions, the phone could be held
about six inches from the ear and still the
music and voice could he distinguished.

DO YOUR OWN WIRING!
AND SAVE 50'

400 PAGES
ILLUSTRATED

Anyone can become an expert wire man
and secure a license by following the
simple rules given in "Standard Wiring"

The National Authority for 28 Years
All the necessary rules, tables and illustrations
needed for every kind of inside and outside wiring

' and construction for both direct and alternating cur-
rents, in accordance with the Underwriters' rules.
The most complete and accurate book on wiring
published. Twenty-eighth Edition Just out.

Leather Cover. Gilt Edges, Pocket Size. $2.00
Sent on receipt of Price

H. C. CUSHING, Jr.
8 WEST 40th STREET, NEW YORK

r

GENUINE
GERMAN M AU S E R
Latest Model e9 Shot Automatic

25 CAL.

12.95
less than half
pre-war prices.

32 Cal. 13.95. Shoots COLTS anfl
all standard cartridges. Convenient to
carry-lies flat to the pocket-perfect
safety device. All our guns brand new
direct from factory, absolutely perfet.

825Cal. BLUE STEEL ARMY

.4S
AUTOMATIC - 32 Cal. $10.45.
OUR OTHER BIG SPECIALS:
Vest Pocket Pistol . $4.95

World's Famous Luger 30 cal. $19.95. - Hand
Ejector Revolver swing out cylinder 32 cal. blue
steel or nickel $16.95. Pearl Handle $19.95.

SEND NO'MON'EY
Pay Postman on Delivery.

UNIVERSAL SALES CO.
141 Broadway Dept. 140 New York, N.Y.

SEX
Facts other sex books don't
dare discuss are plainly told in
"WhereKnowledge Means
Happiness." Creates a new
kind of married love. One
reader says:
It contains more real informa-
tion than all other sex books pat

From "Where Knowledge together.
Means Happiness." Sent In plain cover, by re

turn mail, for 51.00, cash -
Copyright 1921 money order, check or stamps.

COUNSEL SERVICE, Dept. 39, 257 W. 71st St., New York

You can learn by our modern and orig-
inal system of instruction every part
of the Watch Repairing Trade at home
as good or better than at a shop. You

and secure a
well paying poeitioa

en money whtle
or ita tiIn bu.ine.s after

completing our course of Instruction. Good
watch repairer. are always In demand and earn
from $30 to $65 per week. For particulars
apply to the

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF WATCH REPAIRING. 166 Mason St.. MILWAUKEE,WIS
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The Radiophone
Now a Househo d

Necessfity
By MRS. CHRISTINE FREDERICK

(Continued from page 1143)
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agricultural activities, their industries, etc.,
should appear to view; let samples of
Chinese music or songs, or a spoken frag-
ment of Chinese language, then be heard,
And the next day have the teachers "tie
up" these visual and auditory images with
a written test ! Do you believe the children
would then find geography "dull" or "un-
interesting"? And could not many other
studies be treated the same way? Par-
tipularly history.

I could write further at considerable
length of the benefits of the radiophone
to the woman and housekeeper. So often
she is lonely, especially if she is a f arm -
woman or living in any remote district,
where she feels cut off from city contact
and amusement. For her I see a solution
of the problem in the installation of such
a set, because she will then be more in
touch with outside interests than if she
lived in the city itself. She will not need
to take a half day's journey, spend con-
siderable carfare, or take the time or effort
usually required to attend a single concert
or other form of amusement. Further,
knowing women, as I do, I understand
how they simply want something or want
to go somewhere, after they have finished
a tiring day's washing or been confined to
the house all day, or have had their nerves
scrambled by taking care of petulant chil-
dren. In short, there are thousands of
women practically shut-in because of their
house duties, care of young children, etc.,
who never have the time to go a distance
to secure change and a bit of recreation.
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National' RadIl®
$s'®adcast by I ell1

System
(Continued front page 1144)

important centers thruout the United States
by the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company. As these additional stations are
erected, they can be connected by the toll
and long distance wires of the Bell system,
so that from any central point the same
news, music or other program can he sent
out simultaneously thru all these stations
by wire and wireless with the greatest pos-
sible economy and without interference.

Only on special national holidays or
other occasions will all the broadcasting
stations of the A. T. & T. system be tied
together on the common telephone circuit,
so as to have their vacuum tube transmit-
ting sets operated by the original voice
current from a central point, such as
Brooklyn, or Washington, D. C., or some
other city. Ordinarily, all broadcasting
stations, say, at Philadelphia, Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, New Orleans and
elsewhere will put out each its own con-
cert and program of music, advertising,
and other attractions. When these stations
are fully developed according to the pres-
ent ideas of the company's engineers, as
explained in an interview with our radio
editor, several different classes of enter-
tainment will he broadcasted simultaneously
on different wave lengths. So in the near
future we will probably find ourselves cali-
brating our tuning condenser and vari-
ometer dials for different kinds of music
and entertainment, such as dance music;
church music ; popular songs; advertise-
ments ; opera ; popular plays, and so forth,
instead of the now familiar circle gradua-
tion marks in degrees.

One of the 250,000 who proeideBell Service.

At Your Service
Imagine a bird's-eye view

of the United States. Imagine
it criss-crossed with telephone
wires or underground cables
connecting every city, town
and hamlet. Imagine these
wires reaching nearly
14,000,000 destinations-in
city homes and offices and in
2,500,000 farmhouses.

Imagine all this and your
vision is still short of the truth
regarding the Bell System. A
telephone at your elbow, a
wire circuit to your farthest
neighbor. Apparatus which
embodies the latest develop-
ments of an army of trained
scientists. The picture is still
incomplete.

In every center of popu-
lation is a telephone exchange
and an organization of skilled
workers to give life to the
nation-wide facilities of com-
munication. Every circuit
must be tested ; every inch of
wire watched and kept in
repair; every switchboard
operated day and night.

But that is not all. There
is the new construction to meet
the increasing needs of the
telephone -using public. Every
day, from one end of the coun-
try to the other, thousands of
crews of linemen and cable -
men, and installers of every
kind of telephone equipment,
carry on this work with the
continued growth of the nation.

" SELL SYSTEM"

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed tt,tuard
Better Service

PARK AVENUE HOTEL
4th Avenue, from 32d to 33d Streets

New York
Subway entrance at door

One of the best known hotels in the metropolis. Convenient to shopping, theatres and
in the heart of the wholesale district. Less than 50c. taxi fare (one or more persons)
from either railway ,erminal. Surface cars pass door.

Prices for Rooms
50 single rooms $2.25 per day

100 single rooms 2.50 per day
250 double rooms $4.00 per day and upward
Single rooms, with bath 4.00 per day and upward
Double rooms. with bath 5.00 per day and upward

Popular Price Cafeteria and Regular Restaurant

The Sunken Palm Garden is surrounded by Dining Balconies, and a fine Orchestra is
stationed here every evening. GEORGE C. BROWN, Proprietor
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Mechanical
Engineering

Learn at Home!
Employers are looking for men with

mechanical ability.
There is an easy, delightful way in

which you can learn right at home in
spare time. For 30 years the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools have
been giving men and women just the
training they need for success in me-
chanical engineering and more than 300
other subjects. Hundreds of thousands
have stepped into good positions through
I. C. S. help.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work
you like best in the coupon below, then mark
and mail it today. This doesn't obligate you in
the least but it will bring you information that
will start you on a successful career. This is
your chance. Mark and mail the coupon MOW.

TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6234-B SCRANTON. PA.
Without cost or obligation please explain how I can

qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
I have marked an X in the Bet below:-

ELEC. ENGINEER
Electric Lighting & Sys.
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGR,
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOR'N or ENGR.
STATIONARY ENOB.
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING & HEAT'G
Sheet Metal Worker
Text. Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Pharmacy

Name
Street
Address

City

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Railroad Positions
ILLUSTRATING
Show Card & Sign Pig.
Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer & Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Com. School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILES
Mathematics
Navigation Inspanieh
Agriculture
PoWtq ganking
Airplane Engines

,nor -ora

State

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited.

Montreal, Canada.

FINE OLD VIOLINS
On Easy Payments
30 Days Free Trial
allowed, no matter where you lira
It not more than pleased with ourvaluee
return violin AT OUR EXPENSE-and no
harm done. Ability to play the violin
brings social and financial success. Get a
violin with a rich, mellow tone and it wit:
create in you a desire to master it.

Free! Magnificent
Album -Catalog
containing portraits of the

world's greatest violinists since Fag-
anini's time, a half -tone of "Stradi-
varius in His Workshop," and the
romantic story of The King of
Musical Instruments. A postal brings
all to you FREE - no obligations.
CREMONA VIOLIN CSHOOP
Dept. A-51,
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Loud -Tankers
(Continued from page 1146)
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so as to distribute the sound equally in all
directions.

Phonographs Make Good Loud -Talkers
Many people are using their phonograph

amplifying chambers as horns for radio-
phone loud -talkers with very good results.
There are two general methods of doing
this, as shown in the diagram at Fig. 4.
The radio receivers, or at least one of them,
are placed at the end of the tone -arm to take
the place of the regular reproducer, or if
this is not possible, owing to difficulty in
removing the reproducer, the tone -arm may
be unscrewed from the shelf, and the radio
receiver placed facing downward over the
opening into the amplifying chamber. It
is preferable to place the receiver at the
end of the tone -arm in the position pre-
viously occupied by the reproducer, as the
metal tone -arm in most cases has a well
defined taper to it, and the sound has a
chance to swell out slowly, as the size
of the tube gradually increases.

There is on the market at the present
time a clever loud -talking horn fitted with
two projecting openings at the base, having
rubber gaskets against which the two re-
ceivers of a head set can fit tightly. This
horn has been tried out and works very
well 'indeed, especially if a sensitive pair
of phones are used in conjunction with it,
such as the Baldwin amplifying type or
Brown phones. Calling on the phonograph
once more, we see at Fig. 5, how a friend
of the writer's successfully built his own
duplex horn for use with a radio head set,
the chamber at the base of the horn being
formed of a wax phonograph record of
the cylinder type, some of these generally
being available from the attic storeroom.'
Of course this chamber, which joins the
amplifying horn with the two receivers,
may be formed of a piece of pipe, the
heavier the better. A piece of water pipe,
for example, would serve the purpose very
well, and after cutting off a piece of the
right length, only a single hole has to bel
drilled in the centre of one side, and the
large horn fitted tightly into it by soldering'
or otherwise. If the phonograph record is
used, the length will usually be found
right for the average run of head phone
sets and a felt or rubber gasket may be
used between the receiver and the end of
the record shell at either end. The joint
between the horn and the record should be
made thoroly air -tight by melting sealing
or other wax around it.

Relaying Radio Music
It is frequently desirable to relay a part

or all of the radiophone music or concert to
another floor or room. The diagram at
Fig. 6 shows how a loud -talking telephone
circuit can be rigged up in conjunction
with the radio receiver, a microphone be-'
ing placed tightly against the radio re-'
ceiver or one of a pair, which microphone,
is connected with four to six dry cells and
a four to five ohm loud -speaking telephone
receiver fitted with a horn. Ordinary bell
wire may be used for the circuit between
the microphone and the telephone receiver,
but No. 14 wire is better if the run is of
any considerable length.

There is at present on the market an
ingenious loud -talker which is composed
simply of a copper plated steel cone about
ten inches in diameter and ten inches deep.
Supported on a metal strip across the
mouth of the cone is a receiver cap facing
the exact centre of the cone, which is
adapted to fit a Baldwin or other radio

(Continued on page 1177)

óN TRIAL
Don't miss this remarkable offer. No deposit required.
Mail the coupon below and we will ship you, prepaid,
for five clays' examination, the greatest set of electrical
instruction books ever published-

A Complete Electrical Library
comprising twelve bound volumes, containing over 1,000
illustrations with scores of tables, charts, diagrams,
working problems and questions as follows. Each book
is a complete, individual unit.

Fundamentals of Electricity and Wiring.
Magnetism and Cununercial Application of Magnets.
Standard Circuits for Telephones and Telephone

Switchboards.
Motors and Installation.
D. C. Generators and Armature Winding.
Alternating Current Theory.
A. C. Apparatus and Machinery, Transformers.
Gasoline and Gas Engines.
Gasoline and Gas Engines, Lubrication, Cooling.

Governing, Valve Gearing, Stationary Enginesand Testing.
Practical Business Arithmetic for Electricians.
Mensuration and Elementary Mechanical Drawing.
Arithmetic of Applied Science.

With all orders for the entire 12 books we include free
-no extra charge-two complete treatises on "Theory
of Direct Current" and "Electric House Wiring," thus
giving you a complete Library and Training Course in
every branch of electricity.
These great electrical Instruction books have been ap-
proved and adopted by high schools, vocational, manual
training and continuation schools. Books measure7 x 10 inches, and are bound in red cloth, gold em-bossed.

SAVE $20.50 NOW
The regular price of this wonderful electrical library complete la
40,000. While our remaining seta Isar you can aave yp, But do not

dFor
any eiingle book or pert of the set send cash with order -22.00for each volume, which will be promptly refunded if you return same.

Or simply mail the coupon below and we will sand you the fall set, in -
finding the two a tal courses Theory of Direct Current" andEl tric House Whin five days' free trial. We pay charge.,No
expense if not pererfetlyasap

take ACT risk. the eat at our

"^ ' FREE Trial COUPON"- -'-
ELECTROFORCE PUB. CO.,

415.417 Marshall Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Send me your Complete Home Training Electrical Library In-

cluding 12 rinted volumes and the two special treatise« for five
days' examination. 1 will either return the books in S days orremit .0 and will send rou 23.00 each month until I have paid.5O in all.

Name

Address
City - State

A WONDERFUL LITTLE LATHE
FOR BOYS OF EVERY AGE

Nota toy bat a p tica) preciaron Instrument
wm 1 te fn every detail and capsbla of turning our

ork of theihigheat ,asirte.
SPECIFICATIONS:

Swing Over Bed - - - 4 in. Length of Bed - - 12 in.Swing in Gap - - 5 in. Distance between Centers 5 in.Travel of Cross Slide - 2 in. Diameter of Cone PulleyTravel of Compound Reet l in. Steps - - 1 H , 2, 21,6 In.Weight - - - 121bs. 8os.
Costa only $23.75 f. o. b. New York

Special Foot Treadle for Littleblg Lathe $3.00 Each
Send at once for descriptive matter

Production Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept. 6, 91 John Street, New York City

Oía Boy! 25 Miles Per Hour!

SYPHER MFG. CO.

is record of our
stock car, using

our s
clal l 22
motor.Anybodyy
can as-
semble
this car.
Send 30

r cents .iet oor f part..
one

and price
156 Sypher Bldg., Toledo

S
Are you fond of outdoor work? Would
you like to become a Civil Engineer?
Then take up Surveying. It not only
pays big salarles itself, but it is the
stepping stone to something even bet-
ter. You can learn at home. Write
for particulars.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Rot 6239-B Scranton, Penna.
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PATENT
ADVICE

Edited by
®st;ñplf`az 1111.

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly
to those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Ad-
vice" cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the bene-
fit of all readers. If the idea is thought to be pf importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all
details, in order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Deaf Phone
(567) A. F. Katke, St. Paul, Minnesota, asks

us if we do not think it a good idea to develop
a telephone receiver small enough to lie intro-
duced into the ear for deaf or partially deaf
people.

A. You have evidently never heard of the
thermophone. This solves the problem which you
have advanced. The instrument is already on
the market; name and address will be forwarded
upon receipt of stamped and addrest envelope.
It is small enough to fit inside the ear.

Auto Lock
(568) B. J. Kline, New Haven, Connecticut,

submits a sketch of an automobile lock which
will permit the machine to travel one to two
hundred feet before locking. He asks our ad-
vice on this and on financial matters.

A. The idea of an auto -theft prevention de-
vice which you have advanced is quite novel,
and we would advise you to have a search
made in the Patent Office 'files with a view to
subsequent patent developments. You will find
it rather difficult to place this device upon the
market, however, and we would most assuredly
advise that you attempt to get the necessary
financial assistance before further developments
are considered.

Pet -Cock Key
(569) John Kangas, Ely, Minnesota, submits

a sketch of a wire key for turning off pet -cocks
located in inaccessible places in automobiles:

A. Such a device as you suggest for turning
pet -cocks on and off can be made in so many
different forms that we believe the idea is too
flexible and too imitative for a patent.

Nevertheless, if you feel certain that you can
establish a good market for the tool, and if
you will not miss the money such a patent would
cost, a patent would protect you in the best
manner.

Variable Speed Transmission
(570) Frank Kreimer, Marshall, Illinois,

asks: "Do you think there is a market for a
variable speed transmission device which I have
designed ?"

A. There are so many variable speed trans-
mission devices on the market at the present
time that we doubt whether the transmission
device you have designed could ever find a
ready sale, but in view of the fact that details
regarding the construction of such a variable
speed transmission has been omitted from your
communication to us we ar.i unable to give
you definite counsel.

Telephone Message Recorder
(571) William H. Knapp, Battle Creek,

Michigan, enters a drawing of a phonographic
recording device to be used in conjunction with
a telephone so that should anyone call while
the parties are out the message is recorded on
the phonograph. At the end of the dictation
the machine stops.

A. We do not see anything vastly different
in your idea from other ideas along the same
lines. Up to the present time no very efficient
device has been invented which would auto-
matically release a phonograph record the instant
a person starts talking.

When it comes to making attachments to the
telephonic service, we believe that you will meet
with great difficulties, as the telephone companies
do not allow any attachments to their phones
unless these considerably increase the efficiency
of the phone service. It is obvious that your
scheme will not do so. Therefore, you will
immediately meet the opposition heretofore sug-
gested. Your idea has not been developed fully
enough by you to warrant further proceedings.

Gasoline Turbine
(572) V. J. Bingham St. Paul, Minn..

claims he has designed a new exploding gas

turbine. He requests a patent advice and asks
whether we know of any individual who might
be interested in financing the device (patent
and model).

A. There have been a great many patents
on turbines issued recently particularly of the
combustion types. These turbines, with perhaps
the exception of the Tesla gasoline turbine, have
been far from efficient and, we doubt very much
if you have built or designed your turbine so
as to bring up the efficiency to the paint even
equaling the regular exploding style of gas
engine, now using the reciprocating piston ar-
rangement. We regret to state that we know
of no individual or concern who would be
willing to finance your idea, and frankly, we
would hesitate at advising a patent upon any
form of gasoline turbine in that, in our opinion,
few, if any will ever see the light of a success-
ful market.

Spring Binding Post
(573) John S. Ball, Chicago, Ill., enters a

description of a spring binding post, and re-
quests patent advice on the same.

A. Regarding the push button binding post,
we would advise that this idea is very old
indeed. The push button binding post has
been on the market for some 15 years or more.
This binding post is much inferior to other
styles now found upon the market, particularly
for radio work where all connections must be
extremely tight.

Automatic Tank Switch
(574) H. L. B., Middlesboro, Kentucky, sub-

mits a sketch of an automatic compressed air
tank switch. He requests our patent advice.

A. Your device is quite ingenious, and
although we frankly cannot advise a patent upon
the system, it would perhaps be worth your
while to have a search made, patenting the
system later if you have clear claims.

There are a great many automatic switches
which function in a similar manner, although
perhaps not constructed as illustrated by you.

Tooth Brush and Paste Container
(575) Juan A. Acevedo, Palo Alto, Calif.,

submits an idea of a tooth brush in the handle
of which is a paste tube, and sends two patents
which have already been granted to others
which resemble his suggestion closely. He
writes, "In .view of the patents already
granted, do you think I can secure a broad
patent on my system?"

PAT TATS

f';

.11e,.,.0,yer,

¡'SENpFORS
THI FORM

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to any-

one send for blank form Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,-a post
card will do.

255 OURAY BLDG.,
WASHINGTON. D. C.

"Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, ex-
perienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposi-
tion.

Send sketch, or model and descrip-
tion, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charge.

My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to prob-
able patentability before they go to
any expense.

Booklet of valuable information
and form for properly disclosing
your idea, free on request. Write
today.
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owes Building, Washington. D. C.
2276-8 Woolworth Bldg.. New York City

ARKSPATENTS COPYRIGHTS'
Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should writean the inventor should write

for our blank form, "RECORD OF INVENTION." This should be
signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention we will give our opinion as
to its patentable nature. Electrical cases a specialty.

Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
sent Free on request. Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms
,umununnuunnniiiiiiiinim miiminiiiim,,,,,i, u m omita nn,,,,,iiiii m,,,,,,í1111,, FREE COUPON ,,,,,i,,,imniimnmi, ímÍÍÍÍÍ,,,,,,,,,,Í ._ ,,,,

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys
Chicago Offices: Pittsburgh Offices: Philadelphia, Offices: San Francisco Offices:

1114 Tacoma Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg. 714-715 Liberty Bldg. Hobart Bldg.
New York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg.

MAIN OFFICES: 779 NINTH, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Name Address
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MEC

This Book has
Raised Many a man's

SALARY
MACHINISTS,

tool makers,
pattern makers, engineers,

firemen, railroad men-ALL me-
chanics. office men and salesmen
handling mechanical matters need
the L C. S. Mechanics' Handbook.
A few of the subjects treated are:

Weights and Measures; easily
understood Mathematics. Formula.
Mensuration. Belting; Hydro -
mechanics. Strength of Materials.
Boiler Design; Care and Inspec-
tion of Boilers; Horsepower of
Boilers; Chimneys Exhaust Heat- 330 pages
inn; Machine Design; Horsepower 174
of Engines, Boilers and Pumps. illustrationsThe Slide Valve; Belt Pulleys;
Rope Belting: Cylinders and Steam Chests.Electricity. Currents; Wiring; Dynamos andMeters; Batteries; Cable Testing. CompassSurveying; Curves; Leveling; Calculation
of Earthwork, Trackwork, etc.

Just mail this advertisement with a dollar bill
and your nine and address and this 330 -page
Mechanics' Handbook will come to you by return
mail. You run no risk! Money bask if desired!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 6232-B, Scranton, Peona.

Only

CAN YOU
think of a simple, practical Idea

that will fill one of the many re-
Cueate we have on file for new inven-
tions? It may mean afortune for you.

Thousands of things are needed RIGHT
Now. YOUR brains can help. Send to-
day for our great new book-"Inven-
tione and Trade Marks, Their
Protection and Exploitation"
and learn more about making
money from ideas than you ever
knew before. It tells many

things that are wanted,
100. A pad will as-

is' free.

We help oat oliente,
without charge, to gel
the Collars out of tells
Ideas-having facllitiee
none others possess.

Advice file.
Don't delay-gel the

book at once.

AMERICAN
INDUSTRIES, INC.

225 Patent Dept..
WASHINGTON, D. C.

PATENTS

ADVERTISED

For SALE FREE

In INVENTION And

MANUFACTURING

SUPPLEMENT.

Published for the
man with an Idea.
Send for free sample
copy. One year'esub-
ecription bog

Heald Books on Patenta, Trade Mark., etc., sent free. Oar
75 veers of experience, efficient service, and fair dealing as-
sures fullest value and protection to the applicant. The
Scientific American should be read by all inventors.
MUNN & CO., 622 Woolworth Bldg., N. Y.

Tower Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Scientific American Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Hobart Bldg., MD Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

PATENTS Secured
Prompt service. Avoid dangerous delays. Send
for our "Record of Invention" form and Free Book
telling How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or
model for examination. Preliminary advice without
charge. Highest References. Write TODAY.

J. L. JACKSON & CO.
301 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.PATENTS
Send sketch or model for preliminary examination.

Booklet free. Highest references. Best results. Prompt-
ness assured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer. 824
F St.. Washington. D. C.

A. We have carefully checked over the two
patents you have forwarded us, and altho we
believe it possible that you could obtain a
patent upon your device, we doubt very much
whether this will be basic enough to warrant
manufacture of the tooth brush.

The claims of the McCain patent, No. 967,-
413, are very broad indeed, and claim No. 1
practically covers the idea advanced by you,
with the exception of the fact that he uses a
roller to compress the paste tube. A ball could
of course be termed a roller, by stretching the
word. We do not see that your idea is a
very radical improvement over the other ideas
and the resemblance is so great that we would
hesitate at advising a patent.

Idea for a Badge
(576) Brian Bray, Pukekohe, New Zealand,

suggests that some concern manufacture badges
in the form of the Statue of Liberty which
should have a great sale in patriotic America.
He asks whether he can secure a patent on
the idea.

A. This idea is not by any means new. As
a matter of fact, badges very cheap and
made out of lead, exactly as described by you,
were offered as prizes in candy prize boxes,
which may be secured from a local candy store
at one cent, the candy included. These badges
are very common here in America, and we
frankly do not believe that you could possibly
patent the idea, as the Statue of Liberty adorns
our homes today in hundreds of different forms
ink wells, fountain pens, ash receptacles, and
mimic flashlight statues with a switch in the
base and flashlight bulb in the hand. These
in still larger forms adorn milady's boudoir,
and in fact thousands of other places.

Automobile Friction Drive
(577) Arnold Blankenburg, Rockville, Conn.,

submits a cone friction transmission system
varying speed by changing one lever.

A. Although your gearless transmission is
practical, there is a much better transmission
found in the Kelsey car. This car is built in
Newark, N. J. In "our particular contrivance,
there is very little possibility of neutral and
reverse actions. In the Kelsey car, neutral
and reverse are obtained by very simple action.
See description of this car in the next issue.

Chimney Flue Turbine
(578) David Arkin, Brooklyn, N. Y., sub-

mits two ideas. The first is a turbine set into
the flue of a chimney used to drive a generator;
the second is a fluted phonograph record which
is to be revolved and tunes played by shifting
the position of a reed touching the record.

A. Your first idea is absolutely worthless,
and any attempt to produce a turbine operated
by heated air from a furnace, automatically cuts
down the draft and causes the fire to lack iii
vigor, preventing at the same time absolute
consumption of fuel.

The second would undoubtedly sell very well
as a novelty, but marking a disk diametrically
will not serve the purpose, in that each different
note has a distinct number of vibrations per
second, which vibrations are not multiples of
each other. By changing the position of the
hands, music could undoubtedly be played even
on your contrivance which would be passably
fair. We would advise that the device be made
of rather heavy metal with a reed in the end
of a wooden horn to serve the purpose of the
vibrating member. The idea is quite favorable,
and we suggest that you have a search made.

Railroad Crossing Gate
(579) George Auringer, New Rockford, N.

D., submits a sketch of a pivoted railroad cross-
ing gate and requests our opinion.

A. We do not advise a patent: upon your
railroad crossing gate because it is far from
efficient; besides, it obstructs the road con-
siderably. There are many more favorable de-
vices upon the market.

Many have been patented, which railroad
companies would not consider. What is desired
in railroad crossing gates is one which is im-
penetrable, which will absolutely stop automo-
bilists and pedestrians from passing the gate
when the same is set against them, and yet will
permit any vehicle upon the tracks to travel
easily to the opposite side. This gate must not
be expensive, preferably operated automatically,
and must not in any way obstruct or interfere
with public highways.

Storm Window Fastener
(580) Martin Anderson, Stockholm, Maine,

enters a drawing of an elaborate hook fastener
for storm windows, claiming that the windows
may be opened at any time or removed at will.

A, If you had built the storm window
fasteners according to the specifications you
have forwarded us, you would have found that
they did not function, as described. And when
you start to change these window fasteners
sufficiently, they will conform with ordinary
hooks.

We do not see any advantage which this win-
dow fastener may have over the hook and
eye. In addition, you would have to make
some provision for fastening the top- of the
storm windows so as to permit of their opening.
This would have to be a hinge or a hinge -like
rnr strucf on.

in all cities and many towns in the United
States and Canada have secured patents through
us. We secure patents in delayed, neglected and

ejected
cases. Write giving data.
Abraham Lincoln in an Address to

Law Students said:
"As a rule, never take your fee In advance,

nor any more than a small retainer. When
fully paid beforehand, you are more than a
common mortal if you can feel the same in-
terest in the case as If something was still In
prospect for you, as well as your client; and
when you lack interest In the case, the job
will very likely lack skill and diligence In
the performance."

Engaged in Patent Soliciting ex-
clusively since 1875, we have procured
more than 40,000

send us a model drawing or a photo
with description of invention, remit 35.00
for search in U. S. Patent Office to find if
patentable.

Our booklet on patent protection at home and
abroad sent free. W1 ite Dept. M or come to us.

C. A. SNOW&CO.
Patent Attorneys since 1875

710 8th St., Opp. North Front of U. S. Patent Office
WASHINGTON, D. C.

PATENTS
TRAD£-MARKS

Record your iris' eat ion. Send for free Record of
Invention" form and free INVENTORS' HAND-
BOOK. Send sketch or model for free opinion as
to patent ability. Prompt and reliable service.

G.E.FEENEY 8.. CO.
AT'TORNEY5-AT--LHW

27-42. LEDROIT BLG.,WASHINGTOND.C.
t ept.

MR. INVENTOR
WE can develop that IDEA and build that working
MODEL for you. Consult us-with our staff of expert
engineers, and thoroughly equipped experimental machine
shops, we can develop any invention into a commercial
proposition, whether mechanical, electrical or automotive
-simplify and perfect It, and MAKE IT WORK.
Designing, building and testing gasoline motors a specialty. Experts
on automatic labor saving mach Mechanical drawings defrom sketches or specifications. All business confidential and abso-lute secrecy guaranteed.

ELK MFG. CO., Inc.
1926 Broadway New York

ATENTS
If you have an invention and desire to secure a
patent, send for our Free Guide Book, NOW TO
GET YOUR PATENT. Tells our Terms. Methods,

pto. Bend model or sketch and description for our opinion
OT its patentable nature.

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172 Washington, D. C.
PATENTS-TRADEMARKS
Thirty-five years' experience. Send model
sketch for opinion as to patentability. Free
or "Inventors Guide." Highest references
and personal attention assure best results.

FRANKLIN H. HOUGH
520 Washington Loan&Trust Bldg.,Washington,D.C.INVENTORS

who derive largest profits know and heed certain
simple but vital facts before applying forPAT ENT S

Our book Patent -Sense , for Inventors and Man-
ufacturers,gives those facts: flee. Write

Lacey&Lacey. 644 Washington.D.C.

ESTABLISHED' 1869

AW In Your Spare Time At Home

for BU ESS or PROFESSION

¢¢oliesáee c67é i;i Cóv°', °ávInstitution«iñ éñ i<
tare latent fie wee given for years .t reaideot classes
this rollege. We coach you free to Days the Bar
tiom. Complete 1921, lavolume librar Easy terms. O

Examine

which

s

of

eanlaed 1915. I.ow enrollment fee. write for free book.
Hamilton College of Law. 431 S. Barbara St. Dept. ; ;403. Chicago
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Radio
Loud -TaIlkers
continued from page 1174

receiver. Mr. Howard Brown, the artist,
who paints the handsome covers for Sci-
ENCE AND INVENTION, is a "radio -bug,"
and he has constructed a very satisfying
loud -speaker on this principle, using instead
of the metal cone a wooden chopping bowl
which can be purchased at any kitchen
utensils store.

Mr. Brown thoroly sandpapered the in-
side of the wooden bowl, which measured
about twelve inches in diameter and five
inches in depth, until it was as smooth as
he could get it, and it then received several
coats of varnish. Each coat of varnish
was rubbed down with pumice stone and
oil, so as to be thoroly smooth before the
next coat was applied. Each coat of var-
nish or shellac should be thoroly dry before
applying the next one, the final coat should
be as hard and dry as possible, even if it
has to be baked in an oven, in order to
reflect the sound waves efficiently. A thin
piece of wood or a metal strip was then
mounted across the bowl exactly on the
centre line, and two holes were drilled
thru it about four inches apart off centres.
These holes, about one inch in diameter,
have two horns about three inches long
fitted into them, the horns being of metal
or fibre, and slightly expanding at their
outer ends. Each receiver of a head set
was then secured over the respective holes
and Mr. Brown states that with four
audions and using an indoor aerial, com-
prising simply a few wires stretched across
the room from the picture molding on one
side oí the room to that on the other side,
he fills his studio with music, loud, clear
and thoroly satisfying to everyone who has
heard it.

A wooden chopping bowl is very excellent
material to make this reflector from, as
will be evident from the foregoing theory
of acoustic horns as discussed by Prof.
Miller and Mr. Blackwell, the cost being
so small that every radio -bug can procure
one, but in a rank emergency and where it
simply is not available for one reason or
another, a tin, or better still, an agateware
or enamel wash basin will fill the bill in
pretty good fashion. It is a simple matter
also to try out a porcelain wash bowl, and
this is of a pretty good size and of a dif-
ferent curvature also. They are certainly
solid and firm, and if there is a harder
and smoother reflecting surface than glazed
porcelain, we would like to hear of it.
If you try this porcelain wash bowl stunt
out and it works as well as we think it
will, just drop us a line and tell us about
it, but "make it snappy," as they used to
say in France, for we have been receiving
about 400 radio letters a day recently.

LITTLE PLANET DISCOVERED
Dr. Hartmann, Director of the La Plata

Observatory, Buenos Aires, S. A., says
that the orbit of the little planet he dis-
covered on Nov. 4, in the constellation
of Cetus lies between the orbits of the
planets Jupiter and Mars. The orbit is
elliptical and is covered in five years and
seven months. It has the considerable
eccentricity of 0.272. '

The little world may be observed from
the end of this year until the Fall of 1923
in a very northern position, most favorable
for observation from the northern hemi-
sphere.

The diameter of the globe is estimated
at barely twenty-five kilometers (about
fifteen and a half miles). as its brilliancy
taken at the last observation appeared to
be of the fifteenth magnitude.

Another New

Starrett
Tool

-T -Handle
Tap Wrench

No. 93
An exceptionally handy tool. Although especially de-
signed for holding taps to be turned by hand, it will
be found exceedingly convenient for holding drills,
reamers and many other small tools.
Special clamping construction insures firm holding of
tool gripped. A centered body permits this wrench to
be used on lathe centers or drilling machine to start
the tap straight. Heat -treated laws and clamping nuts
guarantee durability_
You'll find this new No. 93 T -Handle Tap Wrench-like all
Starrett Tools-thoroughly practical, dependable and durable.
It's a tool you will want to keep handy.
Ask your hardware man to show it to you, with other new Star-
rett Tools illustrated and described in our special Supplement
to Starrett Catalog No. 22 LE. Write for a copy of this Supple-
ment-and, if you haven't a copy of the Starrett Catalog No.
22LE, ask for that too. Both free on request.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO
The Irorfd's Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hark Saws Unexcel/l,i

Why Good Dancers Are Popular
ARTHUR MURRAY, AMERICA'S GREATEST DANCING
TEACHER, INVENTS REMARKABLE METHOD THAT
TEACHES YOU TO BE A GOOD DANCER IN A

FEW HOURS AT HOME-AT VERY LITTLE COST!
Everyone wants to meet and dance with the really good dancer. No longer

need you envy those who dance the latest ballroom steps. Arthur Murray.
the Vanderbilt,' instructor, has Invented an entirely new method which
enables anyone to become an accomplished dancer. quickly, easily-and at very
little cost-right in the privacy of your own home. No music or partner is
necessary. 60,000 have learned to dance by mail. You can learn the Fox
Trot. Conversation Walk, Waltz, One Step and all the newest dances at home
in a few hours' time better than from a personal teacher, and at a fraction
of the cost.

FREE DANCING LESSON
To show you how quickly and easily you can learn to dance by Arthur

Murray's remarkable new method. a lesson in Fox 'Prot will be sent (in plain
over to you. Lesson also tells the Secret of Leading, Slow to Gain Con-

fidence, and Correct
Dancing Position.
You e a n surprise
all your friends by
becoming a confi-
dent dancer soon.
Send for your free
lesson today! For
mailing. enclose
10c.

ARTHUR MURRAY
Studio 151

290 Broadway, N. Y. I CITY AND STATE

ARTHUR MURRAY, Studio 151, 290 B'way, N. Y.

1 free leesn"e kncÍosed 8e10rcente toecover mailginq kv pieindwrapp rr.

PRINT NAME

I ADDRESS

RADIO CLUB PINS
Radio Clubs Everywhere have a
special club pin. We make them to
order, 25c to $10.00 each. 1922
catalog of 98 pages showing designs
of Radio, School and Fraternal pu n

and rings FREE. Samples loaned to officers.
METAL ARTS CO., INC.

7741 South Ave. Rochester, N. Y.

Your Dealer Knows
from

Experience
that

Spells Satisfaction
A. H. Grebe P Co., Inc. Richmond Hill, N.Y.
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ONLY
-1 99 CENTS

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE IIPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes aremade by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America; we control entire production;measure closed 8 inches and open over 21/4 feet in 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, withscientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed by the maker. Every sojourner in the country or at theseaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be withoutone. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you In taking views. Objects arebrought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mall or express, safely packed, prepaid. foronly 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches. etc.. sent with each order. This Is a grand offerand you should not miss ft. We warrant each telescope jest as represented or money refunded.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 8 for Four Dollars.
EASTERN NOVELTY CO., DEPT. 67, 172 M. 93d STREET, NEW YORK.

P -000 Mile Cord Tires
Brand new, absolutely first cord tires. Guaranteed 8000
miles and adjusted at the list price on that guarantee. The
prices below include a brand new United States Tube.

80x3 1 9.50 32x4 $18.10 33x454 $22.15
30x33 11.25 33x4 17.00 34x454 29.20
92x354 13.50 3414 18.80 35x43'á 24.05
31x4 14.10 32x41,1 21.10 33x5 25.25

Send no money. Just write today and tell us the size of your tires
and the number you want. Tires will be shipped C. O. D. with section
unwrapped for inspection. AU tires have non-skid tread.
CHARLES TIRE CORP. Dept. 584 2824 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

The Gravity nin,
By CLELLAND J. BALL

(Continued from page 1115)

High in the air he could see huge fleets
of airboats-HIS company's airboats-
mammoth beyond Wright's wildest dreams
-speeding meteor -like in all directions.
He saw distance annihilated-the world's
barriers broken down ! He saw railroads
and steamship lines falling into disuse.
His puffy hand clenched itself, as tho in
its merciless grip, he was already crushing
his business rivals who still manufactured
the old style planes. He sensed the power
that would be his-ELIAS CRAIG'S-
could his company but corner this gigantic
enterprise. But hold-what would the in-
ventor demand as his share? Or, perhaps,
his invention after all would prove a
fizzle.

"Slowly, slowly, old boy," Craig said to
himself, "you build air castles like a school
child-but real or false, we must investi-
gate this thing. If it should prove true
and some other company should get control,
we'd be forced to close our doors!"

Now closing the doors of his large con-
cern was the last thing Craig intended do-
ing. In the first place the business was too
profitable, and in the second place, his iron
nature would not permit defeat, defeat to
which he had so often forced smaller con-
cerns by certain methods commonly known
as "strong arm." For Craig's operations,
altho they kept the letter of the law at
least, were absolutely merciless in driving
possible rivals to the wall.

Craig's interest in such methods was emi-
nently personal for he and his company's
three other directors controlled all the
stock. Starting with a few thousand dol-
lars capital, he and his three partners had
built up the present immense business. This
was accomplished by means of an inven-
tion-an automatic airplane stabilizer-to
which the company owned the sole patent
rights. Just where they had obtained the
invention was never disclosed altho the
public commonly supposed that Craig was
the originator, a supposition, by the way,
that Craig never denied. Now as he read
the inventor's letter over he again smiled.
Well, if they could get hold of an inven-
tion like that, the public would have some-
thing to talk about.

Turning to the phone, Craig called up
each of his three associates in turn, and
requested them to attend a meeting at his
office that evening on very important busi-
ness.

When the hour arrived, the president
turned to the other directors and read the
inventor's letter which, as can be imagined,
caused quite a sensation. While some
doubted if the inventor had really accom-
plished what he claimed, they all agreed
that the matter was of too much possible
importance to neglect. Therefore, the fol-
lowing evening the president's limousine
containing the four men drove out to 77
Oakhurst Avenue, the inventor's residence.
The place was located near the outskirts
of the city, and proved to be a modest
dwelling of two and a half stories, located
among some gloomy pines.

Upon ringing the bell the door was
opened by an elderly man apparently sixty-
five or seventy years of age. He wore a
flowing white beard and on his head was a
close fitting skull cap. His piercing gray
eyes surveyed the party, finally resting upon
Craig.

"Mr. Craig and associates, I presume?
Step right in, gentlemen, I've been ex-
pecting you," he said. "My name's Norton."
Craig started-where had he heard that
peculiar ringing voice before? But the
memory eluded him and the inventor was
speaking again.

"You are all familiar with my letter, of
course, and are anxious to see my-pardon
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the natural pride -epoch-making invention.
I have the model in my workshop upstairs.
If you will kindly follow me," he said
courteously, "I shall be pleased to give you
a demonstration and explain such things
as are necessary to the proper understand-
ing of the value of my invention." Turn-
ing abruptly, he led the way up several
flights of stairs to the tipper half story,
and paused before a door. Unlocking this
he switched on a shaded light in the cen-
ter of the low-ceilinged room, and entered,
eagerly followed by his guests.

The single light that Norton had
switched on was so shaded that it cast
most of its illumination on a massive table
beneath, leaving the rest of the room in
comparative obscurity. Craig half uncon-
sciously glanced around and was surprised
at the extreme lowness of the ceiling, but
quickly remembering that this was the
upper half story of the house, and that
therefore the ceiling must necessarily be
low, he turned his eyes to the table.

Resting on the table was a metallic cigar
shaped object, looking for all the world like
a submarine without a conning tower. It
was about eight feet long and wide in pro-
portion.

"The model, gentlemen," said Norton,
passing his hand caressingly over the shin-
ing metal. "This is an exact representa-
tion of the way I shall build my passenger
airboat with the exception that on this
model, the forward -driving apparatus is
left out. However, with this boat I can
show you the main principle -the annulling
of gravity's effect. Please be seated."

The little party, afire with expectation,
seated themselves about the table and
watched the inventor intently.

"You will notice," Norton continued,
"the utter absence of cumbersome planes.
also how the shape of the airboat is made
to offer the least possible resistance to the
air when traveling at high speeds." Here
he paused and sliding hack a cover in the
top of the model, he reached inside and
slightly moved a small lever across a dial.
Withdrawing his hand, he watched the
boat. For an instant it rested quietly, then
amid a gasp of astonishment from the
little circle of watchers, it arose as lightly
and noiselessly as a balloon, and mounted
steadily to a height of about three feet
above the table and then remained there
absolutely motionless. After the expres-
sions of amazement had subsided a little,
the inventor reached up and again touched
the little lever. The boat settled grace-
fully back to the table.

"Now will two of you gentlemen kindly
sit astride the machine?" Norton asked.
His request was quickly complied with and
he again slid hack the metal door, this
time shoving the lever far over on the dial.
As easily and as silently as before the
cigar -shaped object arose until the direc-
tors' heads touched the ceiling. Norton then
mounted a chair and reversing the lever
gradually, the machine descended and came
to rest on the table. The two men dis-
mounted from their metal Pegasus, and
Craig said, "Looks good, but now let's
have a little explanation of just how your
machine overcomes gravity. You know
sometimes things are not what they seem,"
this half sneeringly.

Norton's eyes flashed for an instant, but
he said in a controlled voice, "You will
find no trickery connected with my inven-
tion, in fact," significantly, "I am sure be-
fore the evening is over, you will he more
than convinced of its genuineness !" He
paused. Again Craig had a fleeting im-
pression that he had somewhere heard this
man speak before. But rack his brain as
he would he couldn't remember the inci-
dent.

"You will pardon me," Norton resumed,
"if I digress a little, before I explain the
really simple process by which I turn
earth's attraction, as it were, against itself.

Aeaoelsted ate Studios, thus leading to my most marvelous results.
A 26 Flatiron Bldg, New York

Complete Receiving Set
SPECIAL AT $

1050

1 pr. Murdock No. 56-2000 ohm phones - $5.00
100 ft. pure copper aerial wire - - - - .90
2 pr. glazed cleat insulators .10
1 approved ground clamp
1 portable 600 -meter receiving set and

guaranteed crystal detector - - - - -

'>5

5.00
Total $11.25

SPECIAL AT $10.50 (limited offer)
We carry a full line of all the best Wireless Appa-
ratus and parts.
Genuine XX Grade Bakelite -Dilecto panels, cut
any size to order.

CABINETS
Solid oak, waxed finish, size 18 x 7 - - $4.00
Size 12 x 7 - - - - - - - - - - 3. ;0

Hinged top, additional 3. 0
Dealers, Send for Quotations

EURACO Mica Grid Condenser .00025
Mfd. to fit standard grid leak base - - $ .60

AUDIOTRON
Genuine Two Filament, with adapter,

Special while they last - - - - - - $6.00

Beacon Radio & Electric Co.
246 Greenwich St., Tel. Barclay 3189, N. Y. C.

EVERYTHING ABOUT
WIRELESS

You cannot realize the fascinating work and
big opportunities in the Radio Field. We have
a wonderful course of lessons in wireless teleg-
raphy and wireless telephony; the constructing of
radiophone receiving and sending sets from the
aerial to the ground in such a simple manner that
any youngster or adult can understand. We include
diagrams, how and what to buy -where, price,
etc. All questions pertaining to radio will receive
professional attention during the period of the
course.

The Course and Instructions only, $3.00.

THE SIDBENEL RADIO INSTITUTE
Inwood Station

New York City
New York

WIRELES
Be a wireless expert. Study at home in spare time.
Get a good .3ob at a good salary. Wonderful oppor-
tunity to get in on the ground floor of a fast growing
profession. Easy, fascinating, profitable. Write today
for full particulars. International Corr pótua
deuce Schools, Box 6240-B, Scranton. Pa.

C. L. PARKER

PATENTS` ATE
Member

Patent Office.
PATENT LAWYER

McGill Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation
HandbookSelllingrInventions,", eentt upon request.

LEARN TO DANCE WELL!
Arthur Murray, the V anderbfts' instruc-

tor has Invented remarkable neweasy
method which enableses anyone to earn ll
the newest dances at home in only a trio
hoer,; proveneasierthan personal in-
struetbn. Over 60,000 learned b man."

ysH

HALF PRICERIC OFFER ON
NOWT To Jprove

N obti¢abtioa or madmg, Tend
VentARTHUR MURRAY, Studio 162, 260 Broadway, New York Cny

Comics, Cartoons, Commer-
Iial. Newspaper and Magazine
llustrating, Puts! Crayon

Mall or Local CFaeni
Wriitte

for:rmsa
dListotsueeess-

Dept. H-426, Chlugo.111.

IExplain howIcanqualifyforpositionchecked: I
Architect$6,000to16,000 Lawyer $5,000 to 015,000 

 ..Building Contractor Mechanical Engineer
$6 000 to 810,000

82,000 $10,000'--Automobile Engineer ShopSuperintendent
todent

$4,000 to $1o,000 pe
Automobile Repairman 83.000 to $7,000

$2,500 to $4,000 Employment Manager tI ......Civil Engineer 04,000 to $10,000
$5,000 to $15,000 Steam Engineer

.Structural Engineer $2,000 to $4,000'
$4,000 to $10,000 Foreman's Course

111 ..... .Business Manager $2,000 to 04,000 
$5,000 to 115,000 Sanitary EngineerICertified Public Ac- $2,000 to $5,000'

countant $7,000 to 015,000 __Telephone Engineer
..Accountant& Auditor $2,600 to $6,000$2,600 to $7,000
.Draftsman & Designer Telegraph Engineer

$2.600 to $4,000 $2,600 0005,000
Electrical Engineer High School Graduate

$4,000 to $10,000 In two years 
I.General Education Fire Insurance Expert

In one year $3,000 to $10,000

 Name Address 4M 0 - 0 01111 O  Mai la
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You Want to Earn
Big Money!

And you will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly
good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to com-
pute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will
earn promotion.
Many business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a
high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education,

Can You Qualify for
a Better Position?

We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.
Let us show you how to get on the
road to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H-426, Drexel Ave. &. 58th St., Chicago
0_emINID e 4111100 f14111

jntrican School
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It is necessary for your proper understand-
ing of the subject," he said with what
Craig thought concealed sarcasm, "to re-
count a little personal history which hap-
pened twenty-five weary years ago," he
paused bitterly.

"At that time I was a young man of
thirty-five years, working as a mechanic in
a factory which .manufactured airplane pro-
pellers. I was happy and contented in my
work. I had a loving wife and little baby
boy to keep me cheered up and altogether
the world looked rosy. Fortune seemed
to favor me, when one day I got an idea for
a much needed invention on an airplane
which I was sure would be a winner.
Wishing to be sure of the value of my
idea I consulted with four of my associate
mechanics who, I had every reason to be-
lieve, were honest faithful friends." Here
Norton looked keenly at his auditors who
squirmed uneasily beneath his glance. He
continued, "They readily saw the impor-
tance of my idea and urged me strongly to
go ahead with my plans. Little did I sus-
pect that very evening they met and
planned not only to rob me of my inven-
tion, but to put me forever out of the way
as well." At the telling of this remem'
brance, Norton's eyes grew sombre and
threatening. A cold sensation started at
the base of Craig's spine and moved up-
ward. That voice was knocking, knocking
at his brain. Wilfully buried memories
began to awake-he gazed half fearfully
at his colleagues and he saw that they too
were looking questioningly at him. Could
this man be-? but no, that was too
absurd, a mere coincidence. Listen, he was
speaking again.

"It was the old, old story of the lamb
and the wolves. My so-called friends in-
vited me to a little party with the boys,
drugged me, and stole my plans, which I
carried in my inside pocket. But mark
you, not content with robbing me, they
must needs put n,?, out of the way where
my future outcries against them could not
be heard. So they took me down to the
factory, drugged as I was, clubbed the
watchman into insensibility from behind,
and left me before the company's safe with
a kit of burglar's tools. I presume they
then notified the police, for there they came
and found me struggling to get up. They
arrested me and with all that circumstan-
tial evidence against me, I was sent to
prison for ten years."

The effect of Norton's story upon his
auditors was startling. The blood had
slowly drained from the faces of all of
them and they had risen to their feet with
straining eyes. That voice was now only
too familiar-"you are-you are-!" they
murmured.

"Jim Rodman, the man you heartlessly
betrayed"-his voice rose-"the man you
sent to prison for ten long weary years-
leaving his wife and baby to die of priva-
tion and shame, while you, you damnable
slinking hypocrites, taking the fruits of my
labors, made yourselves rich and power-
ful! Look at me, an old man at sixty,
broken with suffering and prison indigni-
ties!" His voice broke with passion, but
he resumed quickly, "Now, however, I've
got you where I want you, damn you !"

"Don't be too sure," said Craig, whose
hardened nature had recovered from its
temporary fear. He drew an automatic
from his coat pocket. "Stand aside," he
said, sneeringly, "I haven't time to listen
to your yelps further !" He strode to the
door and jerked it open, then stood petri-
fied with amazement. Gone was the nar-
row hallway-gone were the stairs-the
room in which he stood, hung five thou-
sand feet in midair, far above the quiet
moonlit streets of the city. Craig's eyes
bulged with fear and unbelief. He rubbed
them violently, thinking himself the victim
of a troubled dream, but no, it was reality

(Continued on page 1182)

When Buying a Wireless Receiver
Avoid later disappointment by making sure that the

'phones you are buying with it are the right kind. It is
well to keep in mind the fact that it is the 'phones that
take the weak wireless signals or voices and convert
them intó audible sounds. 'Phones that are not scien-
tifically designed and carefully manufactured, waste
part of the weak currents and thereby cut down the
effective range of the receiving outfit they are used with.

Brandes Matched -Tone* Headsets will allow you to
get the very best out of any outfit you buy. Look for
the name of Brandes on the 'phones-protect yourself.

Specialists in 'phone manufacture
since 1908. Send 5 cents for catalog E

Dealers: We have a lively plan of co-operation

C. BRANDES, Inc.
Room 714, 237 Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y.

Member Radio Section Associated Manufacturers of
Electrical Supplies

*Trade Marl: Reg. C. S. Pat. Office.

BRAN DES MaFchedTone
HEADSETS

Type CV Crystal Receiving Set - $25.00Beyond donut the most alt anted type of rry sIll set ou tiu casket for the clear and efficient receptionof radio speech and music and telephone reception. Wave length, range, 700 meters.We caution the public unfamiliar with radio to be careful about the cheap, inefficient and poorlyconstructed crystal sets that are beginning to flood the market. We are the oldest dealers in America sellingcomplete everything in radio. Established 1908.In tests with this set the radio telephone station at Detroit (60 miles distant) was heard In Toledowith the greatest clearness and sweetness. Ideal set for persons residing within range of powerful radiostations in New York City, Springfield, Mass.; Pittsburgh.
Chicago and Detroit, where wonderful concerts are broad-
casted every evening.

Exclusive features of these sets
Tuning extremely selective. With type CV we use

Duck's superselective Variometer and high-class panel con-denser. With type C we use Duck's superseleetive Varlo-
coupler and panel condenser. Each type has its adherents.
Same type of tuner and condenser as on our $100.00 sets.

Another exclusive feature is the binding post for add-
ing vacuum tube detector and amplifiers, thereby greatlyincreasing the range and avoiding discarding the set ifthese instruments are desired.

Grained formica panel 8x6%x% inches. 3 -inch dials.Crystal detector our best type. Murdock 2000 -ohm receiverssupplied as standard. Holzer -Cabot $8.00 receivers, $3.75eat a.
Complete instructions for setting up and operating. Any child can operate them. No battery or powernecessary. Everything complete except antenna materia .

Type C V crystal receiving set as described $25.00Typo CV crystal receiving mt eº described, hinged esbtnet
Type C crystal receiving set ea described 26.50Type C crystal receiving set ea described, hinged cabinettype 31.50

Renewal crystal mounted $ .75
If Holzer -Cabot $8.00 heed seta desired. add 3.75
Material fora 50 -foot 2 -wire antenna 5.00
Material for a 50 -foot 4 -wire antenna 6.00

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY230-232 SUPERIOR STREET - - - TOLEDO, OHIO

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons By S. GERNSBACN, A. LESCARBOURA and M. W. SECOR, E. E.(loth Edition)
A. Course that tells you everything you want to know about "Wireless," starting off in lesson No. 1 byexplaining the Principles of Electricity. By simple, easy stages, this wonderful Course takes you into"Wireless" by the use of such simple language so skilfully used that of necessity you must understand everyword. There is a whole lesson devoted to the Theory and Mathematics of this epoch making subject. The lastlesson is devoted to a history of Wireless.
This Course has been considerably revised in order that it meet some of the many important changeswhich have occurred in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony within recent years. Much valuable data andillustrations concerning the Vacuum Tube has been added. This comprises the theory of the Tube as adetector and as an amplifier, and in addition has been included modern amplification circuits of practicalworth. Incidentally. space has also been devoted to the development of the Radio Compass as operated andcontrolled by the United States Navy with its consequent great aid to present-day navigation.Size mil book is 7 x 10% in., 160 pages, 350 illustrations. 30 tables. 75Cloth bound in Vellum de Luxe, stiff covers, hand -sewed, gold stamped. Each

THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 233-236 Fulton St., New York
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Anyone can couple the receiving set to
a Victrola, Columbia or any other ma-
chine and project broadcasted music
right into the room.

Here are the essentials :

1. Type AD. Standard Antenna equip-
ment comprising an unobstructive aerial
erected out of doors or stretched across
the room. Price, $7.50.

Making a Radio Loud Speaker
of Your Phonograph

Fifty miles away is the broadcasting station. "Paul Whiteman of the
Palais Royal will now play the ` Sheik,' says the announcer. And
the strains of the "Sheik" ripple out through the ether. Couples
dance to the music in scores of radio homes.
The music comes from the phonograph, 2. Combined tuner, detector and ampli-
used solely as a loud -speaker. fier circuit, Type RC. Price, $132.50.

3. Attachment to the sound chamber
of any talking machine, which magni-
fies the sound and enables the phono-
graph to project it into the room so
that all can hear it. Type 307262.
Price, $15.00.
4. Storage battery for lighting fila-
ments of Radiotrons. Type 3 -LX -9-1.
Price, $23.00.
5. "B" battery for energizing the plates
of Radiotrons. Type 2156. $3.00.

See the R. C. Line at Your Nearest Dealer

LdigCorporationVY- of America
Sales Department, Suite 1805
233 Broadway, New York City
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With a receiving set and ampli-
fier, the Radio MAGNAVOX re-
produces wireless music and radio
telephone conversations absolutely
true to the original and in any
volume desired. You yourself can
operate It, easily, enjoy the fas-
cination of wireless, receive music
by wireless, listen in on radio
telephone conversations, and en-
tertain your friends with concerts
and dance music. Complete in-
structions free with each outfit.

wirelesmusic for
dancinç'

Every home and building is within reach of
daily radio music by leading bands, orchestras
and singers and phonograph concerts. Complete
outfit for receiving can be installed anywhere
for cost of ordinary phonograph. Attractively
finished to harmonize with furniture. Repro-
duces music received by wireless, loud and clear
for dancing, entertainments, etc., also wireless
telephone conversations and messages. Anyone
can operate it. Everyone can enjoy it. Ask
any radio dealer or mail coupon below.

MAGNAVOX CO., General Office, OAKLAND, CAL.
New York Office: 370 7th -Avenue, Penn. Terminal Bldg.
Gentlemen: Name
Please send me free
folder, and name of
nearest dealer where I
may procure the Radio
Magnavox.

Address

1IOMCHARGE Ill

YOUR BATTERY
9/rA Nickle

CO i'ü'
0 /J.1

A perfect rectifier at last, fully auto-
matic and foolproof in every respect. It
can be operated by anyone.

THE HOMCHARGER
connects to any alternating current socket,
gives a taper charge-will fully charge any
"A" battery overnight. It is self -polarizing. Connect your battery
either way and it will always charge. Automatically disconnects battery
when power is interrupted. Restarts charging when connections are re-
stored. Adjustable for wave form, frequency and voltage. Contains only
one moving and two wearing parts, lasting thousands of hours, replaceable as a unit for $1.00.
The highest charging rate, greatest efficiency, and simplest of any rectifier selling for less than
$100.00. Bulletin 628 proves it. Ask for your copy.
Manufactured in sizes for charging three or six cell batteries from both alternating and direct

current circuits. Cannot injure battery-will last
a lifetime-approved by underwriters-satisfac-

tion guaranteed. For sale by all radio, elec-
trical and accessory dealers or shipped
express prepaid for purchase price-

$18.50 ite eác
ofm i

Attention
Motorists

Send for
special
Bulletin 58,
showing
how easy
it is to
"Homcóorge"
your
battery.

11.

THE AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL
DEVICES CO.

116 West Third Street CINCINNATI, OHIO
Canadian Distributors: Powley & Moody, Ltd., Toronto

The Gwavigy Ring
(Continued from page 1180)
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-the room like Mahomet's Coffin hung
suspended between Heaven and Earth.

Ashen -faced, Craig turned and dropped
into a chair, all the bluster taken out of
him. "What infernal magic is this?" he
whined. "Put me on earth again, Rodman,
and I'll do anything, give you anything I"

Norton, or Rodman rather, as we will
now call him, surveyed Craig contemptu-
ously, "Whine you cur, whine-just as I
thot-like all traitors you are a coward at
heart ! Do you think that anything you
could do now would erase those ten years
of Hell from my memory! Can you offer
me anything that would resurrect my
darling wife and babe from the darkness
of eternal sleep! No! No! You've had
your fling-now you must pay-pay -"
his voice shrilled and Craig shrank back
as from a madman.

"Oh, don't be afraid, I'm not going to
kill you outright, you're going to be my
guests for some time yet." Then with
mock politeness, "Pardon me, gentlemen,
for not relieving your curiosity as to your
present aerial location sooner. I am cer-
tain you'ld like to know. You see this
room you are in is really only the center
section of my airboat, the `Gravity King.' "
The men started. "Yes," resumed Rod-
man, "I merely disguised it from the too
curious gaze of passers-by. It was very
simple. I tore the roof off the long nar-
row room at the back of my house leaving
the floor and walls intact. Within these
protecting walls, my faithful assistant and
myself gradually assembled the different
sections of the `Gravity King.' Conse-
quently, instead of entering my workshop
this evening, as you supposed, you entered
my airboat. As you perceive this room is
enclosed at each end by metal walls, be-
yond these partitions is housed the ma-
chinery for raising and lowering the
`Gravity King,' and also for propulsion.
While you were so interestedly watching
the small model, my assistant was guiding
our airship 'high into the sky.' " He hesi-
tated, then called, "Oh, Harry !"

A door in the forward compartment
opened and a young man stepped into the
chamber and looked coldly at Craig and
his party. Craig noticed that it was the
young man who had brought him the in-
ventor's letter, and he swore silently.

"Is everything working all right,
Harry?" Rodman asked.

"Splendidly," said the other, "your in-
structions are being carried out," this with
a significant look at the inventor.

"Good," said Rodman, and his assistant
disappeared.

"These instructions, by the way," con-
tinued the inventor grimly, "may prove of
interest to you, as they are concerning
your future home." He watched their
faces. "Would you care to know where
that is? Well, listen."

"Far to the south of Tierra del Fuego,
well within the antarctic circle, is a small
island. It is well stocked with game and
seafowl, but it is absolutely uninhabited,
and is not even charted. As a peaceful
place to rest from civilization's strife, and
to recuperate shattered nerves, it is unex-
celled. This island, gentlemen," in a mock-
ing tone, "you will grow to love as the
years roll by, for it is your future home."
Then sternly, "you have proven yourselves
unfit for civilization, so civilization casts
you out to the beasts where you belong."

"You devil," Craig shouted-"our busi-
ness-our homes-we'll pay anything, but
don't bury us alive on one of those God-
forsaken antarctic islands!"

(Continued on page 1184),
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"RASCO HAS IT!
THE Radio Specialty Co.-"Rasco" for short-is probably the most unique supply house in the United States. If not in the world to -day. This company makes a

specialty of small orders, no order being too small to get immediate and prompt attention for the simple reason that most of our orders are small.
The reputation of this house was built upon service. Ask any of your acquaintances what they think of Rases goods, Rasco service, Rasco promptness!. Thousands

of unsolicited testimonials on file to prove that we serve the public best!
Be sure to get our great catalogue, containing several hundred different parts, which is illustrated below.

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS PAGE. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS
1100 "RASCO" AUDIO

FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

We have compared many
of the present transform-
ers on the market but
have finally decided upon
a type that is the most
efficient one we have seen
so far. The best ampli-
fying transformer is that
in which the impedance
of its primary is equal
to or exceeds the impe-
dance of the plate -to -
filament circuit of the

tube in which it is connected.
We guarantee this transformer to equal any one on
the market.
No. 1100 "Rasco" Audio Frequency Transformer (not
assembled) each prepaid $2.65

ANTENNA CONNECTOR
This antenna connector Is made
entirely of aluminum, is light
and will not rust. The only
connector of its kind. The 4
antenna wires go to the upper
holes; the lower hole takes the
lead-in. Don't solder your
aerial, don't have loose con-
nections. Dimensions 2" high,
15," wide, %" thick.
No. 999, Connector, each. $0.35 999

PANEL
KNOBS

No. 6241 la
well made
and has a
good corru-
gation. I t8
dia is 1",
height is

ifz", hole 5/32". The shank is r/s" high.
No. 6241, Knob, each $0.08

MARCONI KNOB
Has a central hole of 5/32" and seat to hold the
screw. dia. is 11/2", height %".
No. 838, Marconi Knob, each $0.15

RASCO POSTS
These are our very
own patterns, from our
own designs and look
mighty handsome on
any instrument. The
top knobs are of corn -

202 201 position, the bottom
parts brass nicknickel

plated polish.
No. 202 is nickel plated at bot-
tom part.
"Rasco" Binding Post, 8/32
thread, each, $0.10; doz., $1.00.
No. 202, Post, each, $0.08
Nos. 650 and 651 made entirely
in composition with a hexagonal
brass nut in center.
No. 650 has 8/32 machine screw.
No. 651 has bottom wood screw.
No. 650, Post, each $0.08

650 651 No. 651, Post, each $0.08
Dozen, each style $0.90

BRASS NICKEL POSTS
No. 029, Binding Post, each $0.05
No. 030, Binding Post, each $0.04
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RASCO
SWITCH
POINTS

Nickel plat-
ed and pol-
ished. The

75 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 77 76 f o I I owing
have bee n

found the most popular.
No. I 1/2"x1/4", 6/32 thread, ea., $0.03; doz., 350
No. 2, 3/16" high, 1/4" dia., 6/32 thread, ea, $0.03;

doz., 350.
No. 3, 3/16" x 3/16", 4-36 thread, ea., $0.03;

doz., 35e.
No. 4, 14" die.; 1/2" thick; stem 6/32, ea., $0.03'/s;

doz., 400.
No. 5, 14" dia., 3/16" thick; stem 4-36, ea., $0.031/2;

doz., 40e
No. 6, 3 16" dia; 3/16" thick; stem 4-36, ea.,

S0.03'V2; doz., 400.
No. 7. 3/16" dia.; 1/2" thick; stem 4-36. ea.,

50,031/4; doz.. 40e.
No. 75, Switch Stop, %" long, 4-38 thread, com-

plete with nut, ea., $0.05; doz., 500.
No. 76, New style Switch Point, to be pressed into

bakelite panels with forced fit. Wire is sol-
dered to pin end. Head 1/2"; dia, 1/16" thick,

ea., $0.03'/2; doz., 40o.
No. 77, same as above, but head Is 1/4" dia, x 3/16^

thick. ea., $0.031/2, doz 405.

THE RASCO BABY
DETECTOR

In presenting this little De-
tector, we feel sure that it
fills a place never taken before
by any small detector. It does

1898 a variety of things and does
them all well and better than

many $5.00 detectors. The base is solid, black com-
position. Mounted on same is a nickel holder and
binding post which holds a Hutted hard rubber knob
with its sliding rod member.
The outstanding part of the Detector, is the patented
nickel detector cup and binding post. The knurled
cap unscrews and you place the Galena Crystal in the
cup, then replace the knurled cap and the galena
crystal is held secures The circular hole in the cap
exposes enough of the crystal for ordinary purposes.
No.1898,.Rasco Baby Galena Detector. Price, pre-
paid $0.50
No. 1899, Rasco Baby Detector with Galena and Ra-
diocite Crystals. Price, prepaid $0.75

PANEL SWITCH LEVER
New style switch lever with
lock fork. It is impossible for
this lever not to make posi-
tive contact at all times. The
blade radius is 11/2". Blade
is nickel plated and polished.
Fork is phosphor bronze. The
lock fork holds the screw (in 200
which it rotates), securely.
A loose contact is impossible.
No. 200, Switch Lever, complete as illustrated..80.30

LITZ WIRE
This wire is recognized as the only thing
for winding coils for Radio instruments.
P3rttcularly recommended with our No.
343 Variocoupler Rotor, for vario -couplers,
banked windings, etc.
No. 323, Litz Wire, 20 No. 38 strands,
enameled double silk wire, per foot, $0.02;
per 100 feet, $1.15
No. 890, Litz Wire, 10 strands No. 38
wire, per foot, $0.01; per 100 feet, $0.75.

323 No. 891, Litz Wire, 16 cables of three
strands No. 38 wire, per foot, $0.03; per 100 feet,
$2.25.

NOTE: This page contains only
a few of our 300 specialties.

PANEL KNOB
This is a very distinctive knob
and can be used on dials, panels,
switches, condensers, etc. It is
exceptional and well made, Dia.
1 1/16"; height 11/16"; comes
with 8/32" bushing.
No. 815, Knob, each $0.18 815

343

VARIOCOUPLER ROTOR
This rotor is used by all up-
to-date amateurs. Is accurately
turned of hard wood and in
used as a secondary coil. It
takes any finish, either shellac
er stain and can be drilled
readily for any size hole. Large
hole 2" dia. Width of spool is
2". Total dia. 31/2".
No. 343 Variocoupler Rotor.
each $0.75

=El RASCO"
NAME

PLATES
Our name

827 plates are of
brass with a 539
black back-

ground. Letters are polished nickel Order by nameand number.
c

807 "Phones" $0Ea.0h
Each5

810 "Ground $0,05809 "Aerial" $0.05 812 "Primary' .... $0.05811 "Secondary" $0$0..05

866 On
05 814 "Detector" " $0.05813 "Audios" " $0.05865 "Off" ...... $0.05 840 "Increase Cur -839 "Increase Cur rent" (Left) .$0.10rent (Right) 80,10 834 "Series" $0.05813 "Vacuum 830 "Receive" $0.05

821 "3rd Step"...Tube"

820 "2nd Step" ....$0.05831, "Transmit $0.05 827 "Tickler" $0.05.$0. 825 "Plate Vario -819 "1st Step ...$0.05
meter" $0.05826 "Grid Vario -

meter" 835 "B Battery" 50.05
823 "Secondary" ..50.05

0 05
817 '"Output" $0.05
824 "Primary Con -836 "A Battery" ..$0.05

818."Input"
$

0.05 denser"
$
0.05

829."Telephone" ..$0.05 828 "Parallel" $0.05
833 "Detector 837 ""-I- -" $0,05

Tube" $0.0 841 "(Blank) "(takes$0.05
50.0 pen or pencil

808 "Load'g Coll 50.0 writing) $0.05
Price of all of our name .plateo inr dozen lots, 50e.
with the exception of the two "Increase Current"

This business was originated with the
sole purpose to cater to the amateur
who has small orders. ALL OF OUR
ORDERS ARE SMALL and that is why
your small order will never be side-
tracked by us. A trial order will make
you a life customer. Order from the
above illustrations. "We can only stick
you once." Try us with a 50e order.
ALL GOODS PREPAID.

100 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY

I DEALERS
Get Our Special

Proposition
:1^m111111111111111111111111111111111111111,111

Factories
Brooklyn, N. Y.-Elkridgc, Md.

8032 lengths sold. No others.
No. 8032, Threaded Brass Rod 8/32 thread, per 6"
length $0.08
No. 6032, Threaded Brass Rod, 6/32 thread, per 6"
length $0.08

BAKELITE PANELS

We list below six panels,
the sizes of which have
been selected after care-
fully checking up many
dimensions of the most
popular radio apparatus
on the market.
Note particularly that

350-55
fourrom pare anywhere

25 to 50% lower
than those quoted by most other concerns. The reason
is that we buy these panels in very large quantities,
and we do not cut sheets to order. Remember always
that When sheets are cut to order they cost you at
least 50% more than our prices, because you must
pay for the cutting and the necessary waste.
Note also that we ship these panels prepaid. This
alone amounts to a considerable saving.
No. 350 6" x 12" x 3/16" thick, each....$1.90
No. 351 6" x 18" x 3/16" " .... 2.85
No. 352 9" x 12" x 3/16" " .... 3.00
No. 353 12" x 18" x 3/16" ' .... 5.65
No. 354 61/2" a 191/2" x 3/16" " " .... 3.50
No. 355 6" x 714" x 3/16" " .... 1.20

"RASCO" LUBRICATED
PANEL SWITCH

A radio switch that has
two nuts at the end is a
monstrosity, for the reason
that it will never stay put.
Our patent spring fork
holds the switch handle
always under uniform ten-
sion, at the same time it
insures the best contact possible. New wiping con.
tact, which covers every point of the switch point.
Another new improvement is the lock fork, which can
assume three different positions to accommodate the
switch to various thicknesses of panels.
No. 1921 "Rases" Switch, as illustrated, each $0,50.

KNOBS
These knobs
are favorite'
with all ex
p e rimenters
Hie size of
both is: dia.
134", height
%". No. 4451
comes with 8/32 and 10/32
bushing.
No. 4451, Knob, each... $0.06
No. 199 (screw length %")

Knob, each $0.10

11$O.11o110

445,

NAVY KEY KNOB
This navy key knob is now
used on all standard wireless
keys. It gives the right swing-
ing motion and rests the fin-
gers. It is a favorite with all
advanced amateurs. Once used
always used. The screw is
8/32 and will fit all keys.
No. 748, Key Knob, each

748

$0.28

THREADED BRASS ROD
111.111111111111.1111111011.11.1111 We carry two styles, 6/32

and 8/32 thread. Only 6^

THE "RASCO" CATALOG

all important vac
RASCO HAS IT .^

uum tube circuits
are given in clear
diagrams with com-
p l e t e explanation.
Just to name a few.
-The V.T. as a de-
tector and one-step
amplifier; regenera-
tive circuit; De For-
est ultraudion; V.T.
to receive undamped
and spark signals;
Armstrong circuits;
one step radio fre-
quency amplifier and
detector; three stage
audio -frequency am-
plifier; short wave
regenerative circuits;
V.T. radio telephone;
4 -stage radio fro -
q u e n cy amplifiers;
radio and audio fre-
quency amplifier, in-
ductively coupled
amplifier; Armstrong
anperautodyne; radio
frequency amplifier
and crystal detector:
etc., etc. The catalog contains 200 illustrations. On
account of its great cost, it cannot be distributed
free of charge. Mailed only upon receipt of
The catalog contains 200 illustrations. On account of
its great cost, it cannot be distributed free of charge.
Mailed only upon receipt of

15c in stamps or coin.

CONTAINS 50
VACUUM TUBE ----_--

HOOK-UPS
Complete hook-ups of

¡maa11a11111111111111,1111111111111111111,1111111111,1111111111111111111111111111,.1,,,111,111,11,1111.,1,,,,,111 111111,11,11111111111111,11,1111,1111111111111111,11111111111,.11111111111111.1111111111111111111,,,11111111111 lllll
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" THERE'S ,/'f0MEY/N IT"

1IiTLEARN TELEGRAPHY-ay
_--.-,.._ .-.--,.s.-..:L....-- ,...__._=MORSE AND WIRELESS____

The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter
will teach you either the wireless or Morse code-at home
in half usual time and least possible expense. Connected

with Buzzer or Sounder, it will send
you thousands of messages at any
speed you desire. Used by the U. S.
Government and leading universities,
colleges and radio schools.

Three models-$14 to $30. Send for
free catalog.

OMNIORAPH MFG. CO.
26-L Cortlandt Street New York

We also manufacture the Omnigraph Radio Receiving Set. A complete Vacuum Tube
Set including Tube, pair of very sensitive phones, with head band and cord, safety switch,
aerial wire, insulators, ground clamp. Completely wired. Enclosed in a portable mahogany
finished cabinet, handsome enough for your parlor or living room. Price, $48.00. Sold
with a moneyback guarantee, the same as its brother-The Omnigraph Transmitter.

THE FOURTH EDITION OF THE
CONSOLIDATED RADIO CALL BOOK

Will be out on April 25
Some of the special information contained in the new book: Radio rate sheet

(charges to and from vessels, etc.); Cable rates; Table for finding cable charges to $
r1 a5
al

O
various points; Weather reports and hydrographic reports of the world; Time signal j
section of the world; American, French, British and Canadian radio compass stations;
General information section; International abbreviations; High power radio stations of the world;
Press schedules of spark stations.

EVERY NEW AMATEUR CALL IS LISTED
Place your order now direct or write any reliable dealer

Consolidated Radio Call Book Co., Inc., 98 Park Place, New York City

"AERIAL WIRE >, 9

SPECIAL
150 Feet No. 14 Copper Wire $1.00
100 Feet Stranded Copper Wire $1.00

EMPIRE RADIO EQUIPMENT
271 WEST 125th STREET

CO.
NEW YORK CITY

Fand lessons sent on free trial. Violin, Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Ukulele, Mandolin, Cor-

net,}lanjo Mandolin, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar, Banjo Guitar,
or Banjo. Wonderful new copyrighted system of teaching
note music by mall. Four lessons will teach you several
pieces. Over 100,000 successful players. Do not miss
this free trial offer. Write for booklet. No obligations.

SUNDERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc.,
1815 Orchard Street, Dept. 136, Chicago, Illinois

REE PROFESSIONAL TONE
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

YOU CAN PLAY THE HAWAIIAN GUITAR

JUST LIKE THE HAWAIIANS!
Because Our Native Hawaiian Instructora Will Help You

Our method of teaching is so sim-
ple, plain and easy that you begin
on a piece with your first lesson.
In half an hour you can play It!
\\'e have reduced the necessary
motions you learn to only four --
and you acquire these In a fe"
minutes. Then it is only a matter
of practise to acquire the
weird, fascinating treme-
los, staccatos, slurs and
other effects that make this
instrument so delightful.
The Hawaiian Guitar plays
any kind of music, both the
melody and the accompani-
ment.

FREEOur complete course of 52 lessons in-
cludes FREE a beautiful Hawaiian

Guitar, all the necessary picks and steel bar
and 52 pieces of music. Special arrangement
for lessons if you have your own Guitar.

Just TEAR OUT and mail today
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.
233 Broadway (Woolworth Building) NEW YORK I
Please send me full information about your 52 easy
lessons and FREE GUITAR OFFER.
Name
Address I

g To= State s=.-4

WIRELESS
TELEPHONE

BROADCASTING stations are
now in operation at important

centers all over the country. You
can easily receive these interesting

daily programs with an ABC wireless
receiving UNIT. ABC UNITS come to
you ready -to -operate and complete in
every detail. They are built on the sec-
tional system, so that you can increase
the range of your station at any time.
Ask your radio or electrical dealer about
this and other exclusive features of ABC
UNITS. If he cannot supply you, send
us his name and address and enclose ten
cents, for a copy of our booklet, "How I
Put up a Complete Radio Station in Two
Hours." Request Booklet S4.

JEWETT MFG. CORP.
21 E. 40th Street, New York City

The Gr vity Hin
(Continued from page 1182)

"Too late," murmured Rodman, "did
you think of that when you buried me alive
between those cold bleak walls of San
Quentin?" He gave a short sardonic laugh
and turned on his heel.

At that, Craig's restraint blew up com-
pletely. He raised his revolver and aim-
ing it at Rodman shrieked, "Turn around,
damn you, and order that mechanician of
yours to take us home or I'll blow your
brains out!"

Rodman turned smilingly, "Shoot, you
coward, if you have the nerve-but you
haven't. You know only too well if you
shoot me you'll never return to earth,"
and leaping suddenly forward he knocked
up Craig's weapon. The pistol roared,
but the bullet went over Rodman's head
and pierced the forward compartment. At
this, there came a sharp crack from the
front end of the boat and the men were
all hurled to the floor by a sudden upward
lurch'of the "Gravity King." A yell came
from the mechanician, "That bullet has
broken the control-we're shooting away
from the earth and I can't stop it!"

The men staggered to their feet and
gazed thru the glass. It was true! Insane
terror filled their eyes, and reason tottered,
but the "Gravity King," unheeding, hurtled
upward like a metallic demon released
from the pit, and was lost forever in the
illimitable reaches of space.

HOW TO TELL TEXTILE GOODS
Yarn Characteristics : Woolen yarns

are hairy, soft, resilient, irregular in sur-
face and varying in lustre; worsted yarn
is a defined thread, but slightly hairy,
harder than woolen, but elastic and fairly
lustrous all through; mohair yarn is almost
as bright in lustre as silk, with a clean
body, in which the component parts are
visible, and rather hard to the touch; cot-
ton yarn is smooth, firm, clean, almost
devoid of elasticity and lustre, and hard to
the touch, unless when very softly spun;
linen yarn of high quality is straight and
fine, of a gummy lustre, of medium hard-
ness, but firm consistence and slightly elas-
tic in feel; silk ís lustrous, clean, clear,
soft to the touch, and firm in body; spun
silk has lustre and may be spun to any
degree of softness or hardness, but it is
always spongy, lacking the fine body of
true silk; artificial silk yarns are hard,
with a dullish lustre, smooth to the touch
and elastic. Sometimes cotton cloths are
finished to imitate linen and sold as linen.
Detection of the fraud is very easy. Un-
twist the yarn of which the cloth is com-
posed; if it is cotton the yarn will fall
away into small fibres, averaging little
more than an inch in length.; if the cloth is
linen, the fibres are very long, and lie
almost flat together, with very little twist.
Even unskilled hands can draw out fine
fibres of three or more inches in length
from a good linen, though the fibres aver-
age a much greater length.

WM. R. REINICKE.

RADIO LINK FOR BRITISH
The English Wireless Telegraph Com-

mission has recommended the erection of
stations in England, Canada, Australia,
South Africa, India, Egypt, East Africa,
Singapore and Hong Kong.

The average cost of the stations is es-
timated at not more than £160,000, but the
cost of those in England, Egypt, Singapore
and Hong Kong would aggregate about
£853,000. The commission recommends two
wave lengths for each transmitting station,
and that each centre he equipped for re-
ceiving from several stati ns in the chain
simultaneously.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Learn Electricity

Earn $50 to $125 a Week
Your future lies in the Electrical Field. The opportunities are limitless. This industry is growing faster than

any other, and attracting BILLIONS of capital. Get your share. The demand for trained men was never so urgent
and the pay was never so large. Act-ACT NOW. Make a start in this wonderful calling.

Hundreds of our graduates are making big money as Power Plant Operators. Electrical Engineers. Telephone Men, Superintendents, Electro
Auto Engineers, etc. Hundreds of others are in the electrical contracting business for themselves, and making from $3,000 to $20,000 a year. I
want you to drop your present line and come to Coyne now and let us prepare you for the big opportunities. Spend the next three and a halt
months In Chicago, the great electrical center of the world. Students taken on frequent inspection trips to the world's greatest electrical plants.

Come With Us for 98 Days!
I offer you EXCLUSIVE advantages here. $100,000 worth of massive
electrical apparatus is ed for your special use. You learn quickly
because you work-in a class of ONE-with a special instructor to help
you-on our immense and modern equipment of dynamos, switchboards,
generators, locomotives, etc. When you graduate you KNOW your
business, for you have DONE everything in a practical way.

Earn While You Learn
Don't watt to save a lot of money. Our employment department helps place students
1n spare Une fobs to earn their living expenses, or if they must earn all expenses
It helps place them where they work days, generally at electrical work, and go to
school evenings for a while, then later change to day school. Hundreds of our
students have worked their way through, you can do the same. Make up your
mind right now-send the coupon this very minute for our big free catalog and
full information. Business Management
A thorough training in business management 1s also given
to you under the most competent Instructors. without an
extra cent of cost. You are now technically tralued,and In
addition gain a thorough knowl- edge of business which

Coyne
enables you to apply your tech- steal knowledge to much

Trade and Dept. 24, 39-51 E.

Engineering School Illinois Street
+kY CHICAGO, ILL.

D.W. COOKS T PRESIDENT

COYNE

greater advantage. Instead of $200 to $450, you can command $500
to $800 a month and more in a business of your own. Write for
further particulars about this wonderful offer.

Auto Electricity Included
We are able for a limited period to make you an astonishing ,
offer --a complete course in Automobile Electricity. We have
greatly enlarged and newly equipped our ,Auto Electrical De-
partment with thousands of dollars' worth of the latest ap- 'j
paratus, and can give the finest training in America on
batteries, ignition, lighting and starting systems. as 154used on autos, trucks, tractors, etc. To those enrolling 4# 
in our complete electrical course now we offer you
this entire Automobile Electricity course. The cost / O,J
of this training would cost you more than we '

Ocharge for our entire course-Write for par-
ticulars.
GETOUR C A TALO G-Contains bun- -
dreds of large size photographs of our
shops and our wonderful equipment. dIr
This is a very large and expensive '¿
book, but it's yours FREE for the
asking. Get it now and learn all 1
about the great opportunity ' Q,
we offer you. Send the con-

O4pon or a
TODAYI,,

B. W.
Cooke.

President,
Coyne Trade

& Engineering
School, Dept. 24,
39-51 E. Illinois
St., Chicago, Ill.

Sir: Send now-free-
prepaid and without obliga-

tion to me-big catalog-res-
ervation offer of a free course

in Automotive Electrical Engineer-
ing, and full details of your Bual-

ness management training.

Name

Street (R. R.)

City

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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I71 back them
against any
books in the
world"

That's what Hal Taylor, an all 'round electrician, says about
these electrical books-the best electrical books in the world.
Several thousand other men say the same thing-Master

Electricians-Experts in Various Lines of Electrical Industry-Apprentices and
Students-they all swear by these great boas after comparing them with others.

The WORLD'S
GREATEST ectricat
8 big books with 4100 pages and 3300 pictures, plans, blueprints and diagrams.
Written and prepared by 28 of the best known electrical men in the business. Every
word is plain everyday English that anyone can understand. You learn electricity
from the ground up with these books-real practical electricity that
you can cash in on and earn big money.

8 Volumes Sent for FREE TRIAL
We want every man interested in electricity to examine these won-
derful books-to see for himself just what they are. You don't
have to put up a cent. We take all the risk and let you have them
FREE for a whole week. You can buy them on our easy -payment
plan if you want to or send them back at our expense if you
like. You be the judge.

Don't Send Money
Don't send us a penny. Merely fill out the coupon and mail it.
This will bring you the whole set by express collect to use as
you please. After a week's examination you can either return the books at our
expense or send us $2.80 as first payment and $8.00 a month until $84.80 is paid.
If you return the books in one week you won't owe us a cent.

Mail Coupon NoW Fill out and mail the coupon
today and we will send you a

handsomely engraved certificate of membership in this society entitling you to
special discounts on instruments and other books and the privilege of consulting
our experts by mail on any electrical problems at any time. Don't delay. Mailthe coupon at once and get your set of these great books right away for free
examination.

YOUR FUTURE IS IN ELECTRICITY

Partial List of
Contents

Principles of Electricity :
Telephones ; Construction,
Operation and Repair Dyna-
mos and Motors ; Storage
Batteries ; Alternating Cur-
rent Machinery ; Switch
Boards ; Armature Winding ;
Construction and Operation
of Transformers ; Electri-
cal Measurements ; Electro-
magnets ; Induction Coils,
Controllers; Electric Ele-
vators ; Railway Signaling ;
Interior and Exterior Wir-
ing ; Materials and Methods
used ; Underwriters' Require-
ments ; Electric Lighting ;
Planning Systems ; Estimat-
ing ; Contracts ; Specifica-
tions ; Maintenance ; Electro-
chemistry ; Power Stations ;
Operation and Maintenance ;
Management of Dynamos and
Motors ; Electric Welding ;
Electric Transmission Lines;
Distributing Systems ; Elec-
tric Railways ; Construction
of Power Plants ; New Elec-
trical Devices.

Electricity is the greatest force in the world and - fi - - ss IRE s. I= l - MI - ,it is growing greater every day. The whole world depends
on the electrician. Think what opportunities this offers to AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY 'the fellow with a little ambition. You can succeed in 1 Dept. E254 -K, Chicago

electricity. You can have a big job and the pay that ' Please send me a set of Practical Applied Electricity in s Igoes with it. These books will show you the way. volumes by express collect, for a week's free use. At the
end of a week I will either send the books back at your 
exl-ease or send you $2.80 as first payment and $3.00 each o

I month thereafter until a total of $34.80 Is paid. I under. ig'stand that 1 will get a consulting membership in your
society, FREE with looks.

1 e
1 Name '

1

1

1 I

Address

IReference '

I. NMI------------ IRE Mil r
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A Reliable Battery is
a Radio Necessity

For radio telephone reception
distances reliable

storage battery is an absolute
necessity. The Willard All -
Rubber Radio Battery has
the same reliability and serv-
iceability that has made
famous the Willard All -Rub-
ber Battery for automobiles.

Musical concerts, news, sermons and market reports are brought
right to your easy chair by the wonderful radio telephone.

Get It All By Radio!
It seems too marvelous to be true-that you can sit in your

favorite chair and hear market reports just as they are being
given out hundreds of miles away-that you and your guests can
dance to music that's being played in the far corner of another
state-that you can listen in comfort to a sermon delivered in a
distant city.

Yet thousands of people are doing it every day, thanks to the
miracle of the radio telephone! Concerts, news, market reports
and sermons are being sent on regular schedule from several
principal cities, to be heard by all who wish to listen.

No one knows the limits of radio for instruction, for inspiration
or for entertainment, but you can easily have in your own home
the advantages that have so far been developed.

There are dozens of reliable sets made up and ready to use.
There are scores of plans available for those who prefer to build
their own sets either wholly or in part.

Make up your mind today that you will not miss any more of
the good things that are going through the air. Your radio club,
or that of your nearest city, will gladly tell you where to buy
sets or material, what you need to begin with, and will help you
in getting the best results from your apparatus.

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio

Willard Storage Battery Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario

THREADED
RUBBER
BATTERY

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Do you want one book that
you can keep as a storehouse
of Radio information? Then
send for Modern Radio!

Modern Radio is unlike any
catalogue published before. If
you are looking for simple, com-
plete, ready -to -operate sets to
receive the wireless telephone
broadcasting, you will find them
in Modern Radio. If you are
looking for a clearly written,
comprehensive up-to-the-minute
explanation of the theory and
practice of wireless you will find
it in Modern Radio. If you
want to know how to build a
C. W. or I. C. W. Set, you will
find the information in Modern
Radio-written by an entirely
unbiased expert. you
the latest prices and descrip-
tion of any set, instrument or
part, used in radio today-there
it is at your finger tips in Mod-
ern Radio.

Modern Radio contains 200 pages,
devoted entirely to wireless and cov-
ering every phase of the art. Hand-
somely illustrated throughout. Edition
limited to 10,000 copies. The informa-
tion and experience of experts incor-
porated in this catalogue is invaluable
to every amateur. To prevent any
copies from going to mere curiosity
seekers, however, we are making a
nominal charge of 35c which will be
refunded on receipt of your first order
of $5.00 or over. Modern Radio is
the biggest 35 cents worth in radio to-
day. It will save you many times its
price in time and trouble. Send for
your copy now! The coupon below is
for your convenience.

CONTINENTAL
RADIO & ELEC.CORP.

/ 6 Warren St., NewYork
"NEW YORKS LEADING

WIRELESS HOUSE."

CONTINENTAL RADIO &
ELECTRIC CORP.

Dept. A-4-6 Warren Street,
New York

Gentlemen:
Send me by return mail a copy of your

new catalogue, Modern Radio. I enclose
35c to share the actual cost which will be
refunded on my first order of $5.00 or over.

Name

Address

City State

Read The How and Why of Radio Apparatus
By N. W. Secor, E. E.

Cloth bound in Vellum de Luxe, Each - $1.75
The Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 233Ñéj e,p,, kreet

Rad Il ff®r the
f3 e Ilffil is i car

By ARMSTRONG PERRY
(Continued from page 1150)
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repeat until you get your station. Once
the station is heard, small movements of the
slider or knobs will show how loud the
signals can be made. It is better to make
all adjustments slowly and listen closely,
otherwise you may pass a faint signal
without hearing it. When you hear a sta-
tion, write down the positions of all knobs,
handles and other adjustments so that you
can set the tuner the same way again and
get the same station. Also put down the
time of day as by so doing you may dis-
cover a transmitting schedule that will be
useful later.

In case repeated efforts fail to bring in
the desired station, it is probably a case
for trouble shooting, which will be de-
scribed in another article. Not always,
though. Once I was on the point of giving
away a $250 outfit because I could not
get NAA, the big Navy station at Arling-
ton, near Washington, that is always in
the air at 9.55 P. M., Eastern Standard
time. The next day I learned that the
station had been struck by lightning and
was not transmitting.

There are fewer disappointments with
vacuum tube outfits than with receivers
using mineral detectors. That is because
the vacuum tube outfits are so sensitive that
they will bring in signals over distances of
from one thousand to ten thousand miles.
Nevertheless I use a mineral detector a'
good deal even though I have a very good
vacuum tube outfit. In Washington re-
cently I heard within a short time, using
only a low-priced mineral detector set, the
following: Daily digest of the world's
news; an address by Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge on the results of the Conference for
the Limitation of Armament; a message
from President Harding; a lecture by John
Temple Graves on "Armageddon"; an ad-
dress by Princess Cantacuzene, grand-
daughter of General Grant, on conditions
in Russia ; 'an address by Secretary Wal-
lace of the Department of Agriculture; an
address by Senator Pomerene; several im-
portant health lectures by Dr. C. C. Pierce
of the United States Public Health Serv-
ice ; several interesting lectures on radio
by Commander Taylor and other experts
of the United States Naval Air Service;
weather forecasts several times daily; con-
certs several times a week, and three church
services each Sunday.

These all came through stations within
a radius of ten miles. If I had been more
than fifty miles away I would have needed
a vacuum tube receiver. With the last
named receivers all these speakers were
heard over distances up to a thousand miles
by amateurs. The operation of a vacuum
tube receiver will be described in the next
article.

STUDYING THE SPEED OF
ALASKAN GLACIERS

The speed of Alaskan glaciers is being
studied by Prof. William S. Cooper of
the University of Minnesota. He is mak-
ing a special examination of Muir Glacier
at Glacier Bay. Muir Glacier has receded
sixty miles in the last 127 years. When
Vancouver visited the glacier in 1794 he
found the ice extended to the mouth of
Galcier Bay.

Prof. Cooper hopes to determine the
time that has elapsed since many parts
of the earth now free were covered with
ice.

RADIO HAS
WON THE PUBLIC

The business is expanding tre-
mendously-new jobs open every
day for men with radio training.

Get in on the ground floor. Begin
your training now. Learn radio
completely . 1, sting-selling-
manufacturing, and other lines
of the radio game.

Our course covers all the principles
of radio. Preparation for govern-
ment license. Morse and type-
writing if desired. Special rates
for ex -service men until June 15.

Send for Illustrated Booklet

Y.M.C. A. RADIO SCHOOL
152 East 86th St., New York, N. Y.

"Best Radio School
in the East"

Our Wonderful
Stethoscope

(Patents pending)

enables you to detect Instantly knocks and loose parts in automobile
engines. Stethoscope together with Authoritative Trouble Chart on
a money -back guarantee for only

$7.50 by mail, postpaid

Our Genuine
Skinderviken

Transmitter Button
Is involute/ale for wireless and
experimental
ound transmissipon..

for

Price $1.00 postpaid
with instruction).
Free literature.

Kay Electric Co.
15 Park Row, N. Y.

Formerly General Transmimion Corp.

Take the Kick out of Lightning!
with "JACOBUS" Type J. S. W.
The Vacuum Aerial Protector

Protect
Your
Instruments
as well as
Your
Station

$292

From your

dealer or

sent direct

Takes Place of Lightning or Ground Switch
E. JACOBUS, 81 Orange Street, Newark, N. J.

FREEDFISEMANN RADIO CORP.
255 Fourth Ave. New York City

Complete Line of Highest
Grade Wireless Outfits

Send tic in Cash or Stamps for Illustrated
Catalog S

1

TELEGRAPHY
(Morse and Wireless) and RAILWAY ACCOUNTING taught thor.
enghly. Big salaries; great opportunities. Oldest, largest school.
Endorsed byTelegraph, Railway, Radio, and Government officials
Erne nes low -o portuaitlee to rare large portion. Catalog free.
DODGE'S INSTITUTE, A Street, Valparalao, Ind,
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Enjoy the thrill of wireless telephone
every day right in your own home.
Listen to concerts, dance music, news,
sporting results, crop reports, time
signals, etc., sent free of charge from
the big broadcasting stations.

Get our new handsomely illustrated
book "Wireless Telephone in Your
Home." It tells in non -technical
language just what you want to know
about wireless. It shows the locations
of all the principal broadcasting sta-
tions. It illustrates and describes
modern inexpensive receiving outfits
that you can operate without previous
experience. Send 25c, for your copy today.

Where's the nearest mail box?

A.H.CORWIN & CO
DEPT.S4 NEWAÁK.N.J.

Here's a Receiving Set
That Is

Guaranteed
--The Clapp-
Eastham, Type HR
Regenerative Re-
ceiver: And the
price is only $35.
It's an easy thing to find
a set that costs more

, but we'll guaran-
tenthat no matter what
price you ay, you can't

get
set that givsry

results.

bet-
ter.more satisfactory
Tuning is as easy as set.

/..r.-,l ,,,i,(rr Armstrong ato
the hands of a watch,

U. S. 15,7.'11! 1113148
the are

received d and
then sharpness and loud.

o
of tones is almost beyond'belief. Regeneration is perfect

on all wave lengths between l8E1 and 825 meters.
If you 're looking for the most efficient receiver that can be
obtained et anyprice, ask your dealer to show you the C -E Type
--or write us rect.

Sends cent in stamps for ., , amplete Radio Catalog

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY
131 Main Street

Cambridge Massachusetts
127-18

LEARN PIANO TUNING
MAKING TRIALS
OF TRUE TONE

By

TUNE -A -
PHONE

We furnish our accurate teaching device with tools,
Action Model, lessons, and analysis of business adver.
tieing which makes you a master of the tuner's art.
Diploma given graduates. I Byeara'experleaee in teaching
the most independent and lucrative profession by cor-
respondence. SIMPLER and arrrsa than oral lestraetloa.
Write today for FREE booklet and GUARANTEE plan.

NILES BRúAóÑSCHCCL OF PIAOTHe12ONNISTA,Mx,

CHARGE
YOUR OWN BATTERY

You can do it -withoutremoving your
battery or even disconnecting terminals.
I ne Valley Battery Charger will end your battery

will
I

troubles. Plugs in on lamp socket; clamps
to battery. Cannot overcharge or harm
battery. Price $16.00. Send for booklet.

Valley Electric Company
Q. Department S. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; corrects
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three
hours. No failures. Complete outline FREE.
Write C. J. Ozment. Dept. 44, St. Louis. Mo.

The Man in the
Dl®®n--A Super

Cave Man
By C. S. CORRIGAN, C. E. '

(Continued from page 1114)
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Moon, the picture you see in the telescope
is a thousand times more beautiful and en-
chanting than the man in the moon picture
you imagined as a child.

So without using any imagination at all,
by mathematical, geological and scientific
comparison of what we see on the Moon's
surface, with similar things on the Earth's
surface and vice versa, I will attempt to
show that there is now inside the Moon
and some day will be inside the Earth,
great caves and caverns such as shown in
the accompanying picture, and as Nature
on the Earth abhors a vacuum, so Nature
on the Moon sucked all the water inside to
form lakes in these caves and the air that
once formed its atmosphere now occupies
all the space in the caves not occupied by
the lakes. Then as certain as day follows
night, the people of the Moon went to live
in the caves, as the people of the Earth
will do, when Nature has prepared caves
ten thousand times as large and beautiful
as Mammoth Cave, and made our earth's
surface almost uninhabitable.

To prove anything in Nature you must
have studied Nature, and discerned some
known facts with which to compare it;
for instance we know the interior of the
Earth was once much hotter than at pres-
ent, and that its crust is gradually getting
thicker. Second. We know that Mountain
Ranges are the result of breaks in the
Earth's crust, allowing igneous rocks and
lavas to protrude. 3d. Volcanoes are the
result of water penetrating to the hot in-
terior and forming steam and lava, the
steam pressure breaking the Earth's crust
and forcing the lava to the surface. 4th.
Plains are made by wind, rain, waves and
ice, eroding the mountains and depositing
them in the seas.

We know that the same laws of Nature
are working to some extent on the Moon
as those a twork on the Earth., but the
smaller moon has lost its heat faster and
undergone other changes more rapidly. Most
scientific men agree that it is about seventy-
two million years since water first formed
on the Earth; I have assumed that as the
Moon cooled faster, water formed eight
million years earlier, making the Moon's
age eighty million years. I have divided
this into eight periods of ten million years
each, and let the first four represent time
on the Moon, during which, on account of
its smaller size, it aged and developed life
corresponding to the development of life
on the Earth during the whole seventy-two
million years.

If God ever created men on the Moon,
He did it about forty million years ago,
when there was plenty of water and air on
its surface, when its days were about the
same length as ours, and the nights about
the same temperature as the days, and
when all Nature was agreeable and pleas-
ant to the lunar beings, assuming that they
were endowed with minds and appetites
similar to ours. They tilled the soil, lived
in cities, mined gold, and iron, and coal,
made use of steam and electricity, and
built boats, railroads, airplanes and auto-
mobiles, nor do we have to depend on
imagination to follow their career. We
simply decipher the characters God wrote
in Nature's language all over the Moon's
surface.

Looking thru the telescope we notice
that some of the Moon's mountains and
most of its valcanoes show such high and
sharp peaks, that there has been very little
if any erosion, for there is no water on
the Moon to cause erosion. But the great

Your Choice
75c a Week

FREE!
With every set is includ-
ed-FREE-a Member-
ship in this Society is
worth $12.00. This in-
cludes consulting priv-
ileges, standard tests and
free employment service.

No matter what your occupation, one
of the home study sets listed below will
quickly fit you for a better job and bigger pay.
Any set you select will be sent for seven days'
examination, and if you decide to buy you may
pay the rock -bottom price at the rate of only 75c
a week. But you must act nowt We cannot
guarantee these reduced prices for any great
length of time.

These books are the work of recognized authori-
ties. They are written in plain, easily understood
language by recognized authorities, and contain
hundreds of photographs, diagrams, tables, etc..
that make difficult points as simple as A -B -C.
Handsomely and durably bound in half or full
Morocco leather (except as noted), and stamped
in gold.

Pay -Raising Books
At Greatly Reduced Prices
Accountancy and Business Management.

7 vol., 2700 pages, 1000 pictures. Was
$52.50 Now $29.80

Carpentry and Contracting, 6 volumes,
2138 pages, 1000 pictures. Was $37.50
Now 24.80

Civil Engineering, 9 volumes, 3900 pages,
3000 pictures. Was $67.50..... ..Now 39.80

Electrical Engineering, 8 volumes, 3000
pages, 2600 pictures. Was $60.00. -Now 34.80

Automobile Engineering, 6 volumes, 2600
pages, 2000 pictures. Was $45.00 ,.Now 24.80

Machine Shop Practice, 6 volumes, 2300
pages, 2500 pictures. Was $45.00...Now 24.80

Steam and Gas Engineering, 7 vole., 3300
pages, 2500 pictures. Was $52.50..Now 29.80

Law and Practice (with reading course),
12 volumes, 6000 pages, illustrated. Was
$97.50 Now 49.80

Fire Prevention and Insurance. 4 vole.,
1500 pages, 600 pictures. Was $30.00.Now 19.80

Telephony and Telegraphy, 4 vols., 1728
pages, 2000 pictures. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

Sanitation, Heating and Ventilating, 4
volumes, 1454 pages, 1400 pictures. Was
$30.00 Now 18.80

Drawing, 4 volumes, 1578 pages, 1000 pic-
tures, blue -prints, etc. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

Employment. Mahagement and Safety.
7 vols., 1800 pages, 640 illustrations.
Was $52.50 Now 29.80

Send No Money
Shipped for 7 Days' Trial

Yes, we'll gladly ship any set right to your home or
office upon your simple request. Pay only shinning
charges when the books arrive. Don't send a penny
until after you have used them seven days, then remit
only $2.80 or return them at our expense. Pay balance
at the rate of $3.00 a month -75c a week.

Act now-while these splendid hooks are being offered
at 20% to 50% less than regular prices. This offer is
open to every person within the boundaries of the U. S.
and Canada. Grasp your opportunity -011 In and mall
the coupon NOW!

American Technical Society, Dept. X-254, Chicago

rAmerican Technical Society, Dept. X.254, Chicago, U.S.A. 1

Please send me set of I

for 7 DAYS' examination, shipping charges collect I

I will examine the books thoroughly and, if salts-
fled. will Bend $2.60 within 7 days and $3 each
month, until I have paid the special price of
If I decide not to keep the books. I will return them
at your expense, and .we you nothing.
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Be a Draftsman!
Make $30 to $75 a Week
Your name and address on the coupon brings this
great Cyclopedia of Drawing without a penny down.
Pay only net shipping charges when books arrive.
With these books and a low price"school set" of draw-
ing instruments, obtainable at any store, a man can
become master of drawing and earn $30 to $76 weekly.
LEARN AT HOME-Good paying positions open
everywhere. Intense activity in manufacturing,
railroading, building, etc., calls for more draftsmen.

Shipped on 7 Days' FREE Trial
CYCLOPEDIA OF DRAWING
4 Volumes. 1650 Pages. Thousands of Illustrations.
Bound in genuine American morocco. Pages 634x 8F
inches. Covers all branches of Drafting-Archi-
tectural, Electrical, Structural Steel Sheet Metal,
etc. Teaches pen -and -ink rendering, lettering, free-
hand, perspective, shades and shadows, working
shop drawings, machine design, etc., etc.
75c a Week Only $3 a month if you keep the

books. Coupon explains offer,
good only within borders of U. S. and Canada.
Free Membership in This Seelety. A Consulting
Membership given free with each set-worth $12.00.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. D-254 Chicago, U. S. A.

AMERICAN
de TECHNICAL

SOCIETY
Dept. D-254

G Chicago, U.S.A
Please send Cyclopedia of -

Drawing for 7 days' exam-
ination, shipping charges col-

lect. I will send $2.80 within
7 days and $3 a month until

$19.80 is paid, or notify you and
hold books subject to your order. Title

not to pass until fully paid.
Name

Address
Reference

MEN WANTED! POSITION
GUARANTEED

Earn Up to $250 per Month, Expenses Palk
Big demand for trained men In this fascinating, neic
profession. Many splendid opportunities thru con-
tact with railway officials. Travel or remain near
home. Pleasant, healthful, out -door work.
Start at $110.00 per Month with expenses pahl.
Prepare in three months' spare -time study at home.
Any average man can easily qualify.

POSITION GUARANTEED
If, after completing preparation, we do not secure for
you a position paying at least $110.00 a month and
expenses we refund your enrollment fee in full.YOU TAKE NO RISK.
Don't Delay-Investigate Now. Send coupon for free
Booklet No. D-999 today.

STANDARD;Standard Business Training Institute,
BUSINESS a Buffalo, N. Y.
TRAINING

a Send me, entirely free, Booklet No. D -8a9
1 giving full particulars about course in

INSTITUTE Railway Traffic Inspection.
Name

Buffalo,
N. Y. I Street

1 city

Send To -day for th
"Electrical Worker's Friend"

An electrical book of 66 motor @ w .00
drawings with complete instruc-
ions for rewinding and reconnect-$J.
ing A. C. motors. Special at
Or write for full particulars of this valuable book

SMITH & SMITH PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. B., 7428 Hermitage St.,Pittsburgh,Pa.

plains, which the first astronomers sup-
posed were seas, and named accordingly,
prove that two-thirds or more of its sur-
face was formerly covered with water in
which thousands of eroded prehistoric
mountains were deposited to produce those
smooth floors. The mountains and vol-
canoes we now see on the Moon must have
been formed about the time the water and
air lost its eroding influence, and as water
is necessary to produce volcanoes, we have
proof that the forces that made the vol-
canoes robbed the Moon's surface of its
water and air.

Looking thru the telescope again, we
notice that some of the craters on the
Moon are a thousand times the area of
craters in volcanoes on the Earth, while
on account of the Moon's smaller area we
would expect them to be smaller. Some
scientists imagine that on account of the
Moon's gravity being only one -sixth of
ours, its volcanoes threw lava so high that
in falling it built up those circular rings
of mountains. Such an explanation is
most absurd; it supposes that great num-
bers of volcanoes each expelled lava with
unvarying force in all directions from a
central hole for thousands of years, yet no
two were of the same size. If we take a
good look at the land of a thousand smokes
in Alaska, we see the replica of one of the
smaller lunar craters when it was first
formed, and the correct explanation is
simply this.

There came a time when the Moon's
crust had become so rigid and stiff over
certain areas, that as the interior cooled
and shrunk and drew away from it, it did
not fall ; an immense cavern and vacuum
was formed, water was sucked in and com-
ing in contact with the hot rocks produced
steam and lava; the steam pressure lifted
the crust that would not sink, making in-
numerable fissures thru which steam and
lava escaped. The lava being kept hot
over a large area does not build a
mountain, but flows practically level to the
edge of the area, a lake of molten lava,
with escaping steam, verily a Land of a
Million Smokes, always overflowing and
cooling around the edge and so building
its walls higher. At last the water cools
the cavern off so that steam is no longer
produced; the thick crust sinks until the
fissures are closed and it has regained its
original shape ; the lake of lava also sink-
ing and shrinking as it cools, leaves a high
circular ridge of mountains with a level
interior floor. Ages afterward, when the
process was repeated directly underneath
on a smaller scale, the smaller craters we
see inside the large ones were formed.

When these great Lands of a Million
Smokes became dead volcanoes and the
crust had settled back to its previous shape,
great caverns, approximately equal in area
and cubic contents to the lava that had
been expelled to form the surrounding
mountains, were left filled with water
robbed from the surface seas; the process
was repeated; caverns below caverns were
formed, until all the water was drained
from the Moon's surface. The interior
continued to cool and shrink, forming new
caves deeper in the crust, which robbed the
caves first formed of all their supply of
water, except such as remained in lakes.
The heavy air of the Moon's atmosphere
was then sucked into these caves until the
air outside became as rare, as if the sur-
face had become the top of a high moun-
tain, which in fact it had become for sea -
level had gone down many miles below the
surface.

The things that puzzled Prof. Pickering
such as the changes in the color of the
crater of Eratosthenes, clouds sometimes
obscuring small craters in the plain of
Plato, the slight falls of snow in the lunar
Alps, all add proof to the fact that the
interior of the Moon is not yet cold, but
in cooling shrinks away from the cooled
crust, and sucks water into hot caverns.

Wireless for Everybody
The Little Wonder Portable Radio Set

that you saw in the
"movies," the daily pa-
pers, etc. Simple to In-
stall and operate.
Just the thing for Boy
Scouts, Campera and
for use on bicycles, etc.
Complete in every re-
spect and guaranteed
to give complete satis-
faction.
Just connect your aerial
ground and phones and
you are ready to receive
messages. Tunes to 800
meters and receives tele-
graph messages within

1,000 mile radius
and wireless tele-
phone messages
Within 30 mile
radius.

Type S8 (receiving set only)
Type S8 -B complete (incl. double headset
2,000 ohm phones, aerial, insulators and

$15 00instruction book) J
Dealers! Trite for attract ire ofT, r.o

RADIO SERVICE & MFG. CO.
World's Tower Bldg., Room 604-S
West 40th Street New York City

STOP!! STOP!! STOP!!
Our new price bulletin will be sent to anyone
on receipt of a

2c stamp to corer postage.

APEX RADIO SHOP
1105 W. 69th Street CHICAGO, ILL.

WIRELESS CATALOG
tsc stamps or coin b - too -page
catalog; pl yyou on list forregular bulletinswith latest ev'elop-.IIIIII mente in wirelesstelephone and tele-
graph, complete wireless book -ups.

The Koehler Radio Co.,
104 Gibbs Building, Toledo.

Ohio

Convert Your Bicycle Into
a Motor -cycle

with a Steffey Motor Attach-
ment. Fits any ordinary bicycle.
Easily attached. In use for
over 21 years. PRACTICAL,
ECONOMICAL, RELIABLE.

Send stamp for circulars
STEFFEY MFG. CO., Dept. E, 5025 Brown Street, Philadelphia, Pa

"Lighting Fixtures"
Ready to Hang

(Direct from Manufacturers)
Completely wired, including
glassware. New designs.

Send for catalog No. 20
Send for dealers' proposition
ERIE FIXTURE SUPPLY CO.

Sta. C Erie, Pa.

WHY DON'T YOU
Write the Words for a Song?

You can do it. Write about Love,
Mother, Home, Comic or any subject and
send poem to me at once. I compose
Music and guarantee publication.
EDWARD TRENT, 679 Reaper Block, Chicago

ALL MAKES

$ 1 .5O

Underwoods, Monarchs, Reining -
tons, L. C. Smiths, Olivers,
Royals, Coronas AT A o0
REDUCED PRICES. $20°°
Prices as low as....
Write for our Catalog No. 15

BERAN TYPEWRITER CO.
Dept. 21, 58 W. Washington Street, Chicago

Entertain your friends. Make
money giving Chalk Talks. Send

$1.00 for 23 Comic Trick Drawings, evolutions,
turnover stunts, with chatter and instructions for
beginners by aprofessional cartoonist. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Circular free.

BALDA ART SERVICE
Dept. 4 Oshkosh, Wisconsin

BECOME A LIGHTNING
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Aviation is making such strides
that it needs more men right now.

You Can Learn to Fly
I can teach you how to become a successful
pilot in a short time. My course is so ar-
ranged that you get only the things you
need to make you a good aviator.

The Diggins
Extension Course

is up-to-date, teaches you what you must
know to become an expert flyer. This course
is written by competent instructors right on
my flying field. It is kept right up to the
minute-all new developments in aviation
are included. That is why it is recognized
as the most complete and practical course
offered today. My course saves you time
and money because it prepares you at home
so that you are ready to begin flying the
day you arrive at the flying school.

Superior Points of the Diggins School
1. The Diggins school is the oldest, larg-

est and moat complete commercial
aviation school in America.

2. The Diggins school is located in Chi-
cago, the center of Aviation.

3. Living quarters and free employment
service are maintained for students.

4. Diggins guarantees to make you a
pilot.

5. Diggins` pilots get top notch salaries.
6. References, any aero club in America.

WRITE TODAY Re`og" ize your op-portunity. If you
want to be among the leaders-if you wants chance
at the big pay of aviators, there is but one answer
-ACTION. Fill out the blank below and you will
receive the Diggins beautifully illustrated cat-
alog which tells you how you can become a success-
ful pilot. Act now.

THE RALPH C. DIGGINS SCHOOL
of AERONAUTICS

Dept.2, 140 N. Dearborn St.,Chicago,Ill.
Please send me the Diggins catalog and informa-
tion about the Diggins flying course.

Name

Address

Town

Age Occupation

State

MANE MDIY Al IIM[
TO can earn from $1 to $2 an hour-LFin your spare time writing show cards.

Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
Instructograph" method. No canvassing or

soliciting; we teach you how, guarantee you
steady work at home and pay you cash each
week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
110 Ryrie Building Toronto, Canada

Big Band Catalog
sent free

Whatever you need-from a drumstick
to the highest priced cornets in the
world. Used by the Arm and Nave.
Send for big catalog; liberals iustrated

fully descriptive. Mention what
instrument interests you. Freetoil Easy ps.ymeora. Sold by
leading music storeseverywhere.

LYON Az HEALY
07-97 Jackson Blvd. Chicago

The vapors rise to the colder caves where
they fall as rain ; and at times small por-
tions escape thru old openings in the sur-
face, and every such indication of life on
the Moon adds proof that its water and
air and people are all inside in great caves.

Now let us go back forty million years
and follow the development and life of
the Man in the Moon up to the present
time. In spite of wars and pestilence it
was only a few thousand years after they
became civilized, until they had populated
all its land surface. As they advanced in
civilization, wars were abolished and such
progress made in the science and art of
prolonging life, that men often lived a
thousand years. Laws prohibited the use
of land for any purpose, except for the pro-
duction of man's food; all animals were
exterminated except fish and water animals,
the breeding of which was internationally
controlled and this constituted the Moon -
man's only food except vegetables and
fruit. The raising of children was also
under international control, all raiment
was made from the refuse parts of food,
such as corn husks and the like.

As we are doing they came to the same
conclusion which we have reached, that
future generations would be better able to
make use of the forces of Nature than
themselves, so they used up all the wood
and coal and oil on the Moon in less than
a million years. As these sources of power
began to diminish, they tapped great vol-
canoes like Tycho and Copernicus, and by
guiding the overflowing lava in great
rivers, led it great distances to points
where its heat was used to produce power
and light. Tycho must have flowed regu-
larly for thousands of years to have left
the long streaks that now look so much
like strings of beads.

When there was no fuel with which to
heat their cities during the long cold nights
they prepared cave cities at depths which
were temperate at all times. On account
of their iron picks and drills weighing one -
sixth of what ours do, excavating their
underground cities was very slow and
tedious work. To use powder was most
dangerous, on account of the broken rocks
flying so far. Their deep well drills were
only half as heavy as ours would be if
made of aluminum and made no impression
at all on the harder rocks. We have
found that stone -cutting saws cut stone
fifty times as fast as drills; they found
that they cut 300 times as fast as their
drills, and they made long stone -cutting
chain saws for excavating cities, ánd cut-
ting tunnels to connect them. These saws
were operated by electric power and used
as we might use a knife to hollow out a
great cheese. It was possible to cut out
solid blocks, six times as large as our
machines can handle. Tunnels connecting
underground cities were sawed out at the
rate of a mile a day. Deep wells for tap-
ping the Moon's interior heat to produce
power, were made by sawing out cores
with sets of these long stone -cutting
chain saws, and as their cables hrd the
same tensile strength as ours, they were
able to saw wells 60 miles deep to follow
up the interior heat every thousand years
or so, as it receded.

The time came when the first under-
ground cities were left stranded in the cold
arctic regions of the Moon's crust, and
new cities had to he built deeper and
nearer the underground tropics. During
all this time the people had to be lifted in
great elevators, to the surface each day,
to raise crops and catch fish for food.
The waters kept receding and it was dis-
covered that they were being sucked into
the bowels of the Moon. Where the waters
thus departed and left the bed of the sea
dry, it was soon desert country where
nothing would grow. There were few
rains and some years the drouths were so
bad that thousands of people died of star-
vation, and the bringing of children into a

YOU may now have any musical instru-
ment for a week's trial at our risk in
your home. No obligation to buy.

Return the instrument at our expense at
the end of a week if you decide not to keep
it. The trial will not cost you a penny.

Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay. Complete musical out-
fit comes with most instruments-velvet lined case,
all accessories, self -instructor, etc., all at direct
factory price-everything you need at practically
the cost of the instrument alone.
Wurlitzer instruments are known all over the world
for artistic quality. Used by the greatest musicians.
bands, and orchestras. Wurlitzer has made the
finest musical instruments for over Z00 years.

Send forNewBook
on Musical Instruments - No Charge

Every known instrument illustrated, many to full
colors. All details and complete descriptions, A
veritable musical encyclopedia-absolutely free!
Wurlitzer has stores in over thirty cities. But no
matter where you live, Wurlitzer is no farther than
your nearest mail box. Send the coupon today!
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The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1204
117 E. 4th Street, Gncinsati 120 W. 42nd Street, New York
700 W. Jadusn Blvd., Chicago 250 Stockton St., San Francisco
Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color
and full descriptions of all musical instruments, aleo
details of the Wurlitzer Free Trial Easy Payment
Man. No obligation.
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An Easy, Fascinating
Way to Learn

CHEMISTRYAT HOME
Because of con-

ditions which grew
out of the war,
there never was a
time in the history
of America when
chemists were in
such demand as
right now.

Good salaries await
the right men. No
work is more inter-
esting - no other
profession offers
greater opportunity
to the man with
imagination.

Let the International Correspondence Schools
teach you Chemistry, easily and quickly, right in
your own home, in your spare time.

The way is easy :-Just mark and mail the
coupon and let us tell you how you, too, can get
a better job and a larger salary in the work you
like best,

TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 6236-B. Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please explain how I

can qualify for the position or in the subject I have
marked:  CHEMISTRY

o DRAFTING  SURVEYING
 ELECTRICITY  AUTOMOBILES

Name

Address
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Learn to Draw
at Home

Illustrators, Cartoonists, Commercial
Artists earn big money. $25 to $100 a
week and more. Learn at home in spare
time under personal direction of one of
America's most famous newspaper,
magazine, advertising artists of 35
years' successful experience.

BE AN ARTIST I/ -FREE COl1PON
Delightful, fascinating profes- / Washinfilon School
sion. Wonderful new home- , of Art, Inc.study method makes drawing I
easy! Send coupon or postal t Room 1815,
today for apecial offer telli P / Mar". Bldg.,
complete Artist's Outfit FREE W Washington, D. C.
boIndent. Write for handsome Se d me particulars of FREEok"Howto Bc Artie(."

Free
Book OUTFIToffer andDon't delay --- write or send J Book. How to Becomecoupon at once. Address t m Artist."

Washintiton School !
of Art, Inc. % Sta

r (State whether Mr., Mies or Hrs.]
Room 1815, Marden Bldg. s

Washington, / Address
D. C. i City State

Free Book
Containing complete
story of the origin
and history of that
wonderfulinetru-
went--the

t
N,

SAXOPHONE

Easy to Play
Easy to Pay

This book tells you when to two
Saxophone- singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or in regular band; how
to play from cello parts in caches
and many other things you would like
to know. The Saxophone is the easiest
of all wind instruments toplay. You can
learn to play the scale in an hour and
soon be playing popular airs. It will double
yyou r income, your pleasure and your popo
laxity. Three first leveoneeentfree. Nothing
can take the place of the Saxophone for
Home Entertainment. Church,
Lodge or School, or for Orchestra Dance Music

You may try any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet, Trumpet Trom-
bone or other Instrument 6 days. If satisfied, pay for it b0 easy

ymeenntog Mention instrument late eated in when «ending for
ns

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT' CO.
` Maker, n- Everything in Band and Orchestra meld.
604 Buescher Block ELKHART, IND.
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life of misery was prohibited. Great areas
of farm lands would turn into lakes of
lava over night, many of these lakes being
50 miles across ; there was an old story
that the Moon had once been destroyed by
water, and would later be destroyed by
fire; it seemed that in a few years man
must perish from the face of the Moon.

Then came the discovery of a great nat-
ural cave deep in the Moon's crust, where
the temperature was tropical, where
streams flowed, forming lakes and where
other streams were lost in deeper caves;
its land was covered with all kinds of
vegetation, trees and flowers, such as his-
tory showed had once grown on the Moon's
surface, but their leaves and flowers were
white instead of colored. It was only the
work of a few weeks to saw enough deep
wells and tap the interior heat to produce
power. Innumerable artificial lights of
actinic quality were placed on the ceiling
of the cave, the trees and flowers took on
most brilliant colors, crops grew and mul-
tiplied enormously, and the joys of living
became more varied and enchanting than
even fairy stories had foretold.

As in Man's first days on the Moon, dar-
ing navigators had sailed the lunar Seas
in search of new lands, so now tunnels
were sawed in all directions, many super -
caves were discovered, artificially lighted
and prepared for Man's habitation and the
surface of the Moon, which had become a
vast desert, was entirely abandoned by the
Man in the Moon, more than ten million
years ago.

CHIMNEY SWIFTS AND
THEIR GLUE

A very good cement is made by the bird
called the chimney swift, which is gener-
ally called the chimney swallow, altho it
is not even remotely related to the swal-
lows.

Old-fashioned swifts still nest in hollow
trees or caves, but chimneys are so much
more convenient, that up-to-date birds pre-
fer them. Without stopping in their flight,
the parent swifts snap off with their beaks
or feet little twigs at the end of dead
branches, and these they carry, one by
one, into a chimney, glueing them against
the side until they have finished an almost
flat, shelflike lattice cradle. Where do
they get their glue? Only during the
nesting season do certain glands in their
mouths secrete a brownish fluid that
quickly gums and hardens when exposed
to the air. After nursery duties have
ended, the gland shrinks from disuse.
When the basket has been stuck against
a chimney -side, it looks as if it was cov-
ered with a thin coat of isinglass. On
this lattice from four to six white eggs
are laid. Midsummer fires sometimes
melt the glue when "down tumble cradle
and babies and all."

As this material is exposed to all kinds
of weather conditions, and must have some
strength to keep the parts together and
hold the weight, an analysis of it might
give a formula for an useful glue.

Contributed by AVM. R. REINICKE.

FINSEN'S CAT AIDED MAN
To Newton's apple and Watt's tea kettle

now is to be added Finsen's cat as a humble
coadjutor in the work of benefiting man-
kind. It has just been revealed in connec-
tion with a Finsen celebration at Copen-
hagen that the discoverer of the famous
curative ray got his first idea from
watching his cat warm herself in the sun.
He observed that as the shadow crept up
the cat moved on, so as to always keep
as much as possible in the direct sunlight.

Believing that the animal's instinct must
have felt that the rays were beneficial, Dr.
Finsen decided to study the question scien-
tifically, and his discovery was the result.

This Book
On Home

Beautifying
Sent Free

Contains practical
suggestions on how
to make your home

artistic, cheery and inviting-explains how
you can easily and economically refinish
and keep woodwork, furniture and floors
in perfect condition.

--BUILDING??
If so, you will find this book particularly
interesting and useful, for it tells how to
finish inexpensive soft woods so they are as
beautiful and artistic as hard wood. Tells
just what materials to use-how to apply
them-includes color card-gives covering
capacities, etc.
Our Individual Advice Department will give aprompt and expert answer to all questions on
interior wdod finishing-without cost or obligation.
We will gladly send this book free and postpaid
for the name and address of one of the best
painters in your locality. And for 10c we will
also send you postpaid a 2 oz. bottle of Johnson's
Liquid Prepared Wax.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. S14, Racine, Wis.
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

AGENTS
SALESMEN
Now is the time
to start in business
for yourself. Make
$10 to $15 daily.

Automobile ownerswant initials on
their cars. You apply

them while waiting.
barging 25c per let-

ter; three letters on
each side of the car.
six initial letters in all,

for which you charge the
make 81.38 profit. They could not get finer work
If they paid $5.00; then again, no sign painter
could give them as nice a job as you could do
without experience in 15 minutes. You can sell to
individual auto owners, or you can sell to garages
and supply stores complete display outfits, like the
one Illustrated, at big profits.

230 transfer monogram letters In two of our most popular
styles with eight borders to match and complete working outfit
only $5.00. Send money order or certified check. Outfits sent
C. O. D. upon receipt of $1.00 deposit.

TRANSFER MONOGRAM CO. Inc.
Dept. 153, 191 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

'\DIAMONDS -WATCHES
.l.R -.Saks IorCREDIT

Genuine Diamonds GUARAN-TEED
Our Diamond« are distinctive in fiery
brilliancy, blue white, perfect cut. Bent

.prepaid for Free Examination, o«
CHARGE ACCOUNT.

SEND FOR FREE
CATALOG

"lady Louis*" O1*. Everything fully xplained. Over2,000il-
mond Ring B I u e Hone of Diamonds, Watches. Jew -

Everything

feet t Iry B Iverware, etc., at Reduo.d
oneDiamond set in 18-k The Diamond Ring illustrated is only one

solid White Gold f emultitude shown m ourlarge Cats-
pronge. Ring is eolid log, rom which you can mae selections.
Green Gold. Others Exquisite diamond., from $25 up

t $75. $100, 5150, up. LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED AT PAR.
LOFTIS BROS. & CO., National Jewelers

Dept. M-22 108 N. State St.. Chicago. Ill.

" ELECTRO - CONDITE
STARTLES THE WORLD

Thousands of people are marveling at
the wonderful performance of the "Elec-
tro -Confite" Converter. Clarifies, puri-
fies, sterilizes matures and mel ows
most kinds of beverages. Makes hard
water soft, etc. May prevent poisoning.

Send $5.00 for device with 5 days'
trial money -back guarantee or ask for
circular.

Best grade Proof Hydrometers, $1.00
each prepaid.

Conditee" A -B -C LABORATORIES Co.
CONVERTER Dept. X. 200 West 72d SI., New York

Factory to Rider
saves $10 to 825 on the Ranger Bi-

cycle you select from 44 Styles, colors
and sizes. Delivered free on approval ex-
press prepaid for 30 Days' Free Trial,

fdeefred. Posse«.Ion

12 t0l n«e at Aura tin
lib el yearwttee peen.

Tires heels
marvelous

half
usual priced write for marvelous

prices. wonderful 90day trial offer and terms.new prises.

Company yl.gt;ó,
Dept.K101Chicago free -Catalog
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It Will Pay You to Own a
MONARCH JUNIOR Lathe

" The Biggest Little Lathe Built"
There are hundreds of things made of
metal or wood, for the shop, automobile
and home, that you can make with a
MONARCH JUNIOR lathe
This sturdy dependable small engine
lathe, guaranteed to do work with
1/1000 of an inch accuracy, was espe-
cially designed for inventors, experi-
menters and small shop owners who
need a lathe of their own.
It is easy to learn to operate the MON-
ARCH JUNIOR and even beginners
can't jam it. It is equipped in every
detail same as the big MONARCH and
is guaranteed to do all small work that
any other lathe will do.
You can find room for a MONARCH
JUNIOR practically anywhere in a small shop
or work -room in your home. Write today for
catalog and full information about this re-
markable-low priced engine lathe.

The Greatest Achievement in Lathe Building
MONARCH JUNIOR A C With Bench

9 in. Engine Lathe
$0125225 Legs

The MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO.
218 Oak Street Sidney, O

Amateur and Professional
WIRELESS OPERATORS

NEED
SOLDERALL, 25c per Tube

1'at. Ilrt1nr 3. 1'911

and TORCH,
$1.50

A Metal When Turns
A match will do it, but best results can
Ltoorch R"eequree o é acid soldering ion.

°rSold be Hs,dw:rmeá leetricsi
Stores, or sent by us postpaid.

SOLDERALL, Dept. E
129 S Avenue, Newark, N. J.

Dealers Send for Quantity Prices
Beware of imitations with similar names.

Conn,Saxophone
lJoo4 FREE

Send now for your copy, describes
opportunities with saxophone, how to
use it singly and in quartets, sextets, etc.
Illustrates exclusive improvements which
make Conn easiest of all to learn, most

beautiful In tone. Picture scores of stars
who use and endorse Conn as the world's

finest saxophone. A Postcard brings
book and details of FREE TRIAL,
EASY PAYMENT plan on any
Conn instrument.

C. C. CONN, Ltd.
456 Conn Bldg.. Elkhart, Ind.

LUE PRINT READING
Can you read blue prints? If met. ;earn hole li
will help You hold your Job-it will get yon a bet ter

tub-It will earn you more money. Special courses
for each trade. Write for Catalog B, stating trade

BE A DRAFTSMAN-Earn 835-$100 a week. We
!rain you quickly at home on the pay as you study
plan. Book and tools FREE. Write for catalog G.

COLUMBIA CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Í9Ó4
Dept. 18, Drexel Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.

DEC. Hackensaw 's
becleets

No. 4-THE SUPER -NOSE.
By CLEMENT FEZANDIÉ

(Continued from page 1113)

however, I hit upon the real solution of the
problem."

"And what was that?"
"Have you ever heard of the 'corpus-

cular' theory of light?"
"Yes, I know that Newton believed that

light consists of minute particles of matter
which are hurled off from the illuminating
body and travel at the rate of 186,000
miles per second. But there are such valid
objections to this theory that modern scien-
tists have adopted the ether theory instead."

Doctor Hackensaw snorted again. "Yes,"
said he, "the corpuscular theory of light
does present difficulties, but on the other
hand the ether theory doesn't explain any-
thing, for it is no explanation to found a
theory on an impossible substance like
ether, which is unlike anything known to
man, and of whose existence there is not
the slightest proof. It was invented solely
for the purpose of supporting the vibra-
tion theory. The discovery of radium,
however, will lead us back to the corpus-
cular theory. This theory is supported by
biology, for our senses of sight, hearing,
smell and taste are all evolved from our
sense of touch. The lowest forms of ani-
mal life show these gradations, and to a
thinking biologist it is inconceivable that
the senses of sight and hearing should be
caused by vibrations and the sense of smell
be entirely different, and be caused by
contact of minute particles of matter. All
three senses are closely related and the
corpuscular theory of light and sound is
the only one that properly combines the
three."

"Well, but what has all this got to do
with your smelling machine?" asked Silas
Rockett, who was beginning to fidget at
the length of this lecture.

"Simply this, that since sound, light and
odors are corpuscular emanations, anything
that will intensify one of them, may, if the
proper means be employed, be made to in-
tensify the others also. Now you are
aware that the audion will intensify sounds
to a high degree. I have modified the
audion so that it will likewise serve as a
microscope and intensify vision. And, fin-
ally, I have succeeded in making an audion
that will intensify smells. By the use of a
bank of audions I can raise an impercepti-
ble odor to a smell of one hundred skunk -
power !"

"What !"
"Yes, and my whole instrument is so

compact, it will fit in an ordinary suitcase."
So saying the doctor took from a closet
what appeared to be an ordinary cow-
hide bag.

"There," said he, "That is my super -
nose. It really consists of three instru-
ments combined into one. First of all it is
a 'smellometer.' It measures the intensity
of any smell in terms of MICRO -
SKUNKS. I use for my unit of measure
the odor of one drop of pure skunk fluid
at a distance of one kilometer, in still air
at 70° Fahrenheit. This unit I call one
skunk. One million (micro -skunks make
one skunk."

"I see," said Silas Rockett.
"Secondly, my suitcase contains an

OLFACTOGRAPH, that is to say an in-
strument for recording smells on a reel of
celluloid for future reference, as a phono-
graph records sounds or a .movie -camera
records sights.

"Third, and most important of all, my
instrument is a MICRODORSCOPE or
smell intensifier. By its aid I can magnify
any smell from two to several million
times its original strength."

25 -Calibre Regu-
lation 7 -Shot, Blue
Ste e I, Handsome
Automatic; accu-
rate and reliable;
highest grade ma-
terial and work-
manship; double
safety attachment
makes accidental
discharge utterly
impossible; perfect
grip; small, Com-
pact; you need
this gun for your
protection. Regular
value $22.00; get
one now, No. 194,
while they last,

$8.75

$1075

for
Just like they used
"Over There." A MAN'S gun.
built for hard service. Shoots
standard ammunition. 32 -cali-
bre, with EXTRA magazine free.
A 10 -shot gun, regularly sold f' r
$25.00. Our price NOW, for .32 -
calibre No. 299, while they
last. $10.75

You Can'i
BEAT OURIr
PRICES on these

PISTOLS

$25 Military Model
Automatic $10.75

$14.00
German

enuine
MAUSER

Latest model; 9 -shot Automatic.
The World -Famous Most Powerful
Weapon known; shoots standard
ammunition; is perfectly balanced
with substantial and comfortable grip; air orate and
efficient; two safety attachments; it is flat -shaped;
has no sharp edges or projections and does not bulge
the pocket; it is solidly and simply constructed from
blue steel; can be dismantled and reassembled in
a few seconds.
Regular @le .25 -Cal., No. 894 . $14.00
Value P as1 .32 -Cal., No. 894-A 15.00

75

SHOOTS
STANDARD

AMMUNITION

Germane LUGER
30 -Calibre, 3% -in. barrel, 9 -Shot

Automatic, with automatic maga-
zine ejector; the latest, best and
most reliable pistol made. Safety
attachment. Shoots Ameriean Ammunit inn llegll l a

Value, $90. Our Price, .30 -Calibre, No. 994..$24.50
ALL OUR MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW

Mail orders
one filled upo NOreceipt of

cash or money order, or if
upon

prefer

SEND NO MONEY
Pay Postman on arrival: Examine merchandise carefully and if

Bit

not represented just return samed net your MONEY
ACK without any red tape whatsoever. Bank reference.

ED WARDS,
IMPORT TRADING CORP.

258 Broadway, Dept. 94, New York

inhAre YOU
Old at 40?

Perhaps the most common cause
is the disturbed condition of an
important gland. Even men of
iron constitution are not exempt
from this amazingly common
irregularity. We have for limit-

ed distribution, an ethically accurate, educational and
interesting FREE BOOK
Its message may prove of unsuspected value to you.
It explains how a disturbed condition of this vital gland
may cause sciatica, backache, painful and tender feet. in-
terrupted sleep and other extremely uncomfortable and
often serious conditions. It tells of Thermalaid, a
simple means by which the essential of a new hygienic
principle, done into convenient form corrects this pros-
tate gland condition and its attendant heal;,h faults
without medicine, massage. or knife. The e_Gerd of its
success for five years is incontrovertible. I ]t book Is
free. Simply address

THE ELECTRO THERMAL CO.
4501 Main St., Steubenville, Ohio,
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$100 a Week!
He doubled his pay

and now enjoys the comforts and
pleasures of a real income

Why not double your pay? Thousands
of our students have done it and thou-
sands more will do it. You can be one
of them. Do not think for a moment
that it is luck or pull which brings suc-
cess and real money-far from it. It
is preparing for the big opportunity
and knowing what to do when the right
time comes that does it. The men who
have made successes for themselves
were ready when their main chance
came. Your main chance, too; will
come. Are you ready for it?

Remember the Empty Lot?
The older fellows were playing ball

and you were watching, wondering if
you would ever get a chance to play.
You knew if you only got a chance you
would show them. Sure enough, one
day they hollered, "Come on, kid, grab
a bat!" Your chance at the pill had come. That
is the way with life. Your chance at the pill will
come, but if you want to stay on the team, you
will have to deliver the goods-and that you
can do only if you are prepared. The big
money and the permanent job go to the man
"who knows."

You Can be the Man
"Who Knows

We will show you how. Without loss
to you of a single working hour, we can
show you a sure way to success and big pay.
A large number of men in each of the posi-
tions listed are enjoying their salaries because
of our help. We want to help you. Make a
check on coupon against the job you want and
we will help you get it. Write or print your
name on the coupon and send it in today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. G-426 DrexelAve. and 5 8th St.. Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept.G-426 Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
Send me full information on how the PROMO-
TION PLAN will help me win promotion in the
job checked.
.....Architect
.....Building Contractor
.....Automobile Engineer
.....Automobile Repairman
.....Civil Engineer
.....Structure 1 Engineer
.....Business Manager
.....Cent. Public Accountant .....Foremanship
.....Accountant andAuditor .....Sanitary Engineer
.....Bookkeeper ....Surveyor (& Mapping)
.....Draftsman aadDesigner .....Telephone Engineer
.....Electrical Engineer .....Telegraph Engineer
.....Electric Light & Power .....High School Graduate
..._General Education ,....Fire Insurance Expert

.....Lawyer
....Machine Shop Practice
..-Photoplay Writer
....Mechanical Engineer
.....Shop Superintendent
.....Employment Manager
...-Steam Engineer

Name

Address..

"I understand all that," said the puzzled
reporter, "but what I don't see is what
practical use there is for such an instru-
ment."

Dr. Hackensaw smiled. "I have made
many valuable inventions," said he, "but
I consider this super -nose as the most
valuable I have ever made-at least for
a commercial point of view. There is not
a single art or manufacture which could
not use it to great advantage for detect-
ing adulterations. No tedious chemical
qualitative and quantitative analyses are
required. One sniff with my super -nose
at once tells one whether an article is
adulterated, and the amount and kind of
adulteration."

"But suppose the adulteration is odor-
less."

"There is no such thing as an odorless
substance," retorted the doctor, "any more
than there is any perfectly transparent sub-
stance. Such things do not exist."

"Well, what else can you do with the
instrument ?" asked the reporter.

"It is invaluable in the kitchen. My
super -nose enables the cook to combine her
ingredients in proper quantities, and to tell
when her viands are properly cooked. She
doesn't need to open the oven to tell if her
roast or cakes are cooked-one sniff is
enough. The chemist uses the instrument
in like manner in making mixtures.
Weights and measures cannot give him
anything like the accuracy which he can
obtain by smelling the mixture through my
instrument. He is sure of securing uni-
form products. You cannot weigh or
measure the particle that carries an odor,
but your nose can readily detect it. But I
won't weary you with the technical uses
for the instrument. They are too num-
erous. From the chicken -raiser who tests
his eggs by smell to the sea captain who
can tell his latitude and longitude by the
smell of the ocean, the uses are too varied
to even touch on. Teas, coffees and other
such things are no longer tested by taste,
but by smell. Milk and meat are inspected
by smell also. But I cannot pass over in
silence the immense value of the instrument
to the physician in diagnosing disease."

"Surely, doctor, you are joking?"
"Not in the least. Every disease has

its own characteristic odor. Any experi-
enced physician will tell you that in
FAVUS there is a pronounced mousey
smell; in rheumatism a certain acidity; in
PYEMIA, the breath is nauseous ; in
scurvy there is an offensive and putrid
smell; in scrofula, there is a scent as of
sour beer ; the odor of ammonia in simple
fever, and of new bread in intermittent
fever. In female hysteria there is often a
scent as of violets and pineapple, and in
peritonitis there is an easily recognizable
scent of musk. These are all well known
in the hospitals, but my super -nose enables
me to detect any disease by a simple whiff
at the patient. I merely walk thru a hos-
pital and one sniff at a patient tells me
what disease or complication of diseases
he is suffering from. More than that, I
can tell the condition of each organ,
whether his heart is working properly,
whether his lungs are injured, what stage
of digestion the food has reached in his
stomach, etc., etc."

"Why, doctor, it doesn't seem possible!"
"Yes, and not only can I diagnose these

diseases, but you or any other man can do
it. I have an olfactograph record -strip
containing the odors of one thousand of the
commonest diseases. All you need to do
is to sniff at the patient and then sniff at
these thousand odors in turn until you find
the one that corresponds and then you
can read off the name of the disease."

"That is a remarkable achievement,
indeed."

"Yes, and its greatest value lies in the
fact that parents can recognize disease in
their children in the incipient stage when
they are easy to cure."

8000MILES-
GUARANTEED

No Rim Cuter
No Stone Bruise
Better vires For Lou Money
Big Hans. Made Oversize Tires.
Built to stand ruts and weath-
er. None better. The big tire
companies no longer guarantee
mileage. Our ALL ROAD
TREADS are Guaranteed 8,000
Miles and adjusted on this mile-
age basis. Positively Brand
New and Firsts at lowest prices
ever offered. The absolute limit
In tire bargains.
Read These Prices

Size Tires Tubes
23 x 3 4 7.70 $1.25
30 x 3 7.60 1.30
30 x 33: 8.80 1.60
32 x Ski 11.35 1.76
31 x 4 12.10 1.80
32 x 4 14.10 2.06
93 x 4 14.96 2.10
34 x 4 15.46 2.16
34 x 415 20.26 2.60
85 x 4i1 21.50 2.60

Send No Money
Ord w. You risk nothing.: Just send name and
address and size and number of tires and tubes
wanted. We ship C. O. D. Pay only on arrival. Tires
shipped in original factory wrapper. It after exam-
ination you are not perfectly satisfied that they are
the best most serviceable tires made and the
greatest the bargain you ever saw, return them.
We will promptly refund your money including
postage. Take advantage of this liberal offer now
while these low prices last.

All orders .hipped acme day received.
3457 Michigan Ave.

 f Dept. 57, Chicago. Ill.NEW TIRE CO

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE ?
IN PEACE AND SECURITY
You should protect the things nearest and dear-
est to you. Equip yourself with one of the
reliable and dependable arms listed below.

No. 683

Safety
Hammerless
32 cal., 6 shot, double action
revolver. Top break, auto-
matic ejector, in blue steel of
finest quality. A real dandy

4195
Value

at this low price. 427.50
38 cal. for only $13.50-Value $30,00.

No. 569

Coliat
Double action, 32 cal., 6
shot, popular swing o u t
model; 331 -in. barrel, blue
steel, cljeckered grip.
Special pnce.
38 cal., Value $35.00, for

s18.í10.

SEND NO MONEY
Send your name, address, and model you want
AT ONCE. Pay postman our reduced price,
plus postage. If not satisfied upon examina-
tion your money will be refunded.

PROTECTIVE SALES CO.
IMPORT AND EXPORT

1178 BROADWAY Dept. S N. Y. CITY

FEDERAL BODIES
CUT IN
PRICE

Copyright 1921-F. M. S. Co.
Make driving a pleasure. Made for Ford and
Chevrolet Chassis. A dozen distinctively modern
patterns in roadster, touring and speedster designs.
Territory open for live wire dealers and agente.
Write at once for prices. Bay Direct from Factory.

FEDERAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1426 Blue Island Ave. ChicagoCanFmealsoáedrÁttBodyCo., cambe Ñ B

50 All Dlff. British Guiana,
Cuba. China, India, Jamaica,
Japan, Portugal, Venezuela,

etc., only Mc! 100 all dift, 13c: 1000 all duff., fine collec-
tion in itself, $4.52. 100 duff. U. S. 25c: 1000 hinges; 10c.
50% approvals sent every order. List free. I Buy
Stampsl L. B. Dover, Dept C. Loagmaoap Colo.
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Build Vigorous
Health

and sparkling beauty with the
penetrating, stimulating violet
ray. Pure blood, a clear skin,
calm, steady nerves can be
yours. No shock or unpleas-
ant sensation-just the heal-
ing warmth and stimulation of

Violet Ray
Recommended for quick relief of rheumatism, neuritis,
asthma, lumbago, constipation, nervousness, skin affec-
tions, etc. Endorsed and used by physicians and sani-
tariums.
Trial Plan Enables you
to use Renulife in your
own home without cost if
unsatisfactory.
Send for "Health for
Free Book All" describes
remedial effects of Renulife
treatments, with testimon-
ials from users. Contains
pictures and
prices of 7 mod-
els eadh fully
guaranteed.
Write fully and
receive special
letter.

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
1204 Newberry Bldg., Detroit Michigan

in Canada: Pitt St. E., Windsor, Ontario

MYSTIC EGYPTIAN llak
LUCY R1ATGr

av\ris

ROM ancient
Egypt, land of

mystery and magic,
comes the Egyptian Luck Ring,
with its ancient characters and sa-
cred scarab, bringing Pros-
perity and Health to all who wear
It. Cleopatra is said to have worn
tine of these rings to protect her
from misfortune. Many people wear-
ing them today, claim that they
bring power and success to men-
charm and admiration to women.

Whether you believe in its magic
properties or not yyou will be proud

¡,to wear  Msatla Eryytian Leek Rica
for its unique deeigg nd hietorral inter -
ref.

notif over
knuckle

ekleEnelof
rinetrig

of
paper fitting over k of ring Oa-
gar. Order Quick-TODAY.

Cash,$1.45 C.O.D., $1.55
ORIENTAL IMPORTERS

2814 S. Wabash Ave.
Dept. 174 Chicago, ILL.
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30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
$10 Worth of Records FREE

Simply wonderful! The limit
of value giving! Just think!
AGENUINEDAVIS PHON-
OGRAPH on 30 Days' Free
Trial, and on terms es low as

A MONTH
in case you decide
to buy. Magnificent

instruments in quartered oak
or mahogany piano finished
caees,eenipped withthefinest
worm gear motors,rich toned
machines- at less than half
the etandard prices-and $10
worth of records FREE.
Send No Money

Just a postal with your name
and address. Only a limited
number of machines shipped
on this extra -liberal offer.
Better act quickly. This is
a life -thus opportunity.

DAVIS, Dept. A-51
6101 MAY ST.. CHICAGO

Wanted- Railway Mail Clerks
$135 to $190 /Franklin Institute, Sep.C100,Racbesler,N.Y

A MONTH / sirs: Send me, without charge:
send Coupon amiñatl

one questions Ai (2)ail Gschedule
Today Sure /showing placm of all coming U.S. Gov-
MEN-BOYS ernment exarainations; (3) list of many

Over 17 / Government lobs now obtainable.
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/Address...

"But don't you see, doctor, that you will
drive physicians and hospital assistants out
of business if you nip all diseases in the
bud."

"That doesn't worry me any more than
the fact that our undertakers are having
a hard time of it, because every time a
man is about to die, I put him to sleep for
a term of years until doctors have learned
some means of curing his ailment. My
super -nose helps me in ascertaining when
death is near and serves as a signal for
putting the patient into his long sleep."

"Well, is there anything else your in-
strument will do?"

"Certainly, I've scarcely begun to enum-
erate its uses. Personally I find it of
great advantage as an aid to memory. I
have a very poor memory for faces and
many of my friends feel badly because I
do not remember them after an absence of
months. But if I get one sniff at them
through my smellometer, I will remember
them, even if I knew them as children
and meet them grown up and changed by
a beard. For purposes of identification,
the smell is much superior to the finger-
print. If you keep a record on the olf acto -
graph of the smell of a criminal, you can
recognize him at once in any disguise.
when you pass him. With a finger -print
you might never suspect him and would
have to secure another finger -print to con-
firm your suspicions. But he cannot dis-
guise his odor. Then, too, my instrument
helps me in reading a person's mind."

"No, it is not possible !" cried Silas
Rockett, incredulously. "I bet you can't
read my mind."

"Pshaw !" exclaimed the doctor. "You're
thinking of that eighteen -year -old girl you
were dancing with this lunch-time I"

Silas Rockett gazed at the doctor in fear
and amazement. "How did you know that
I danced with a young girl to -day. Were
you in the lunch -room?"

"No, I haven't left my office here, but
my super -nose tells me that you had an
omelet and coffee for your breakfast this
morning and a glass of hooch to wash it
down-where in the world did you get the
whiskey? You put on a clean shirt but
otherwise made no change in your linen.
You rode down to your office in the sub-
way and sat between a fat woman on your
left and a sailor on your right. You took
lunch at THÉ DANSANT, and danced
three dances there, one with a young girl
about eighteen, another with a married
woman of forty, and a third with a dash-
ing young widow of thirty-five who danced
with one arm around your neck and her
cheek against yours. She-"

"Stop! Stop !" cried Silas, turning red
as a beet. "I'll never dare to come down
here again if your smellometc: tells you
every blame thing I've done during the
day. You'll lose all your friends doctor,
before you're a year older if you let them
know you possess such an instrument. But
how in the world do you do it?"

"Simple enough !" replied the doctor.
"Every person or thing that touches you
leaves minute particles adherirg to you.
From the odor of these particles I can tell
the age and sex of the person, or the kind
of object, if a thing. It is lucky for my
friends that I am not a gossip. When I
make a call I can tell without any trouble
what callers have been there before me.
If strangers I can usually tell their occupa-
tion and nationality-oh, yes, different na-
tionalities have their characteristic scent,
just as unmistakable as its other physical
characteristics. In a crowd I can always
tell whether any of my friends are present
or not. At Asbury Park one day, I lost
my pocketbook, and found myself stranded
without a cent. I went on the boardwalk,
took one sniff at the crowd and discovered
that no less than seven of my friends were
present in that mass of humanity. I had
no trouble in borrowing the money I
nee In all kinds of odd places I

"You Get The Job"
"We've been watching you, young man.

We know you're made of the stuff that
wins. The man who cares enough about
his future to study an I. C. S. course in his
spare time is the kind we want in this
firm's responsible positions. You're get-
ting your promotion on what you kno¢y and
I wish we had more like you."

The boss can't take chances. When he
has a responsible job to fill, he picks a
man trained to hold it. He's watching you
now, hoping you'll be ready when the op-
portunity comes.

The thing for you to do is to start today
and train yourself to do some one thing
better than others. You can do it in spare
time through the International Correspon-
dence Schools-just as more than two
million men have done in the last 30 years
-just as more than 130,000 are doing today.

The first step these men took was to
mark and mail this coupon. Make your
start the same way-and make it right. now.

TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6235-B SCRANTON, PA.
Without cost or obligation. please explain how I can

qualifyha for
marked an in the

inor the blact before which
below:-
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I tnational Correspondence Schoolsn Can
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Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

You Can Save $40.00
BY recovering your old auto
make thew.Chewerrecovers to v fit
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te we furnish ter
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LIBERTY TOP Si TIRE CO., Dept. E4, Cincinnati, Q.

Used Motorcycles
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Ilan( % Bulletin

At .11 KES FREE
ASH MOTOR CORPORATION ROCHESTERRY.

ARE YOU BASHFUL, TIMID
Self Conscious, Embarrassed in Company. Let us tel
you how you can overcome these troubles and acquire
Poise confidence. assurance and a magnetic personal-
ity. Address The Ven tas Science Institute, 1400
Broadway. New York, Desk 15.
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Health!
Energy!
Strength!

At last there is a quick and inexpensive
way to physical power-glowing health-
pulsing vitality. Electricity in its most
scientific and efficient form for the human
system. A wonderful Violet Ray of tre-
mendous curative nature. Not a Vibrator
-not a current to shock your system-not
a massaging device. A powerful penetrat-
ing RAY of ENERGY that heals and in-
vigorates. Endorsed by every doctor, sci-
entist, physical culture and beauty expert.

A remarkable book on
health and beauty via

li-flex 110101 Rags

FREE
We have just published
a remarkable book for
free distribution. This
book explains in detail
the manifold uses of
Violet Rays in treating
almost every known
human ailment. This
book also contains
charts and diagrams of
the nervous system,
a n d organic loca-
tions, and fully de-
scribes just how the
Violet Ray works its many
seeming miracles, written in a
simple style-devoid of all tech-
nical language.

10 -day free trial will
prove all we claim

Use it in the privacy of your home. Day by day
you will see the difference in your physical fit-
ness-the condition of your sinews and muscles.
WE WANT YOU TO BENEFIT by this great
modern invention and offer you our book on
perfect health and a ten day trial of the Vi -Rex
machine FREE. Just fill in and send the coupon
below.

For
New York City
Only Address

47 West 34th St.

Vi -Rex
Electric

Co.
Dept. 44

326 West
Madison St.

CHICAGO

VI-REX
,$ ELECTRIC CO.

Dept. 44
am 326 West Madison St.

Chicago, III.
,c Please send me, without

- any ost or bligation,
$ your free book describing

Z4. end
Your

of your free trial

Name

SAddress
Cityu,State

come across tokens of my friends, and not
only have I thus been enabled to meet
many persons I should otherwise have
missed, but have learned many of their
doings, which they thought they had kept
secret. My instrument, too, has often
enabled me to help a mother find her lost
child in a crowd. One sniff at the mother's
dress, where the child touched it, gives me
the scent, and a five minutes' chase usually
leads me to the child itself."

"Why don't you apply for a job in Cen-
tral Park?" asked Silas Rockett, jocosely.
"You could get a steady job on Sundays,
hunting for lost children."

"In addition," continued Dr. Hacken-
saw, "my smell -intensifier and OLFACTO-
GRAPH have opened up an entirely new
form of art. Smells, as you may perhaps
know, appeal more strongly to one's emo-
tions than colors or even musical sounds.
I have carefully studied the harmonies of
odors, and have combined different scents
-not only perfumes but odors of all kinds,
so as to form pleasing combinations. I
have thus opened up an entirely new
aesthetic field with wonderful possibilities
for the future, and a stronger appeal to
humanity than either painting or music. I
have composed some garlic symphonies
that would bring tears to the eyes of any
Italian!"

"I had no idea there were so many uses
to which your instrument could be put,"
observed the reporter, laughing.

"I haven't begun to tell you of its uses
yet," continued Dr. Hackensaw. "My
super -nose, at the present moment, informs
me that you are carrying a wad of bills in
your right-hand hip -pocket. The infor-
mation might be useful if I wished to
borrow money. Last Sunday while walk-
ing thru the woods, in the country, I
smelt honey, and was led to a tree in which
a wild swarm of bees had made their hive.
I secured twenty-five pounds of delicious
honey. My super -nose was also useful
last week. It enabled me to detect a forg-
ery in a will case, because the ink used by
the forger had a different smell from that
of the rest of the document. The signa-
ture was perfect to the eye, but the nose
detected the fraud. In autopsies a single
sniff will often reveal to me facts over-
looked by the coroner. If I were a reve-
nue officer I should never travel without a
super -nose. Many a time has my instru-
ment revealed to me concealed hooch care-
fully hidden in the false bottom of a wagon
or other hiding place. When I go into a
store I can tell at one sniff just what wares
the proprietor has for sale, and I often
astonish him by letting him see I know
just what stock he has on hand and on
what shelf it is kept. But what is the use
of continuing this enumeration. It would
be endless. My instrument enables me to
do almost anything-even, as I showed you
a minute ago, to read a man's thoughts.
It is no exaggeration to say that a man's
thoughts are revealed by the emanations
of his body. Every emotion he experiences
quickens or retards the vital processes and
the amount of perspiration that exudes
from the pores is altered. In my instru-
ment these changes are very perceptible
and I can recognize at once when a man is
lying, when he is afraid, when angry, etc."

"Doctor !" interrupted Silas Rockett,
"You're just the man I want. I'm com-
missioned to write up the burglary of the
safe in the office of the firm of Wealthy &
Rich. The police are nonplussed and
haven't the slightest clue. Bring your in-
strument along, and show us its powers in
the detective line."

"All right," said Dr. Hackensaw with
a smile, "I'll go."

An hour later, the doctor was carefully
examining the safe. By means of an
extensible tube that could be pulled out
from the front of the suitcase that con-
tained his super -nose, the doctor explored
every cranny of the safe The doctor"was

Auto Owners
W7anTED!
To introduce the best auto-
mobile tires in the world.
Made under our new and ex-
clusive Internal Hydraulic
Expansion Process thatelim-
inates Blow-Oat-Stone-Braise
-Rim -Cat and enables us to
sell our tires under a

10,000 MILE
GUARANTEE
We want an agent in every
community to use and in-
troduce these wonderful
tires at our astonishingly

low prices to all motor car owners.
Write for booklet fully describing this new
process and explaining our amazing in-
troductory offer to owner agents.

Hydro -United Tire Co.
Dept. 217, Chicago, San Francisco, Pottstown, Pa.

Keystone Institute
Automotive Course

A splendid opportunity to learn the auto-
mobile business by comprehensive instruction
and actual practice. Your success assured
after finishing our course, whether as mechanic,
salesman or garage owner. Complete equip-
ment, expert instructors, every modem facility
for a thorough knowledge in this ever-growing
field. Day and night courses. Write for full
information to

133 N. Fourth Street, Reading, Pa.

Electrical men
quar-

ter
are de-

mand For more than a
of a century this school has

training men of ambition and limited time for the
electrical industries. Condensed course in Electrical

EnEngineering hates t se-g- g cafes to se-
c cure good

positions and promotions. Theoretical and Practical Elec-
tricity. Mathematics. Steam lend Gas Engines and Meehan -
teal Drawing. Students construct dynamos, install wiring
and test electrical machinery. Course with diploma
complete

titOver 3000 men trained. Thoroughly
equipped fireproof dormitories, dining
hall, laboratories, shops.

Free catalog. 30th year begins Sept.27,1922
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

406 TAKOMA AVE., WASHINGTON, D. C.

In One Year

BE A MOVIE CAMERA MAN
net Into the third biggest indus-
dustry, see the world, do big things
and make big money. Thirty years

experience in general and Motion
Picture quickly for bigresults. Intrainrod nicckk

our modern studio. are daily
makingi

_

alt. I whichin you can take an
no Pont Get ours

to your interest!
booklet

now-Don't delay. It's to Your intereetl
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF PNOTOORAPNT

1269 Broadway New York City

MOTOR FREE
Short simplified course in

ELECTRICITY
Write

S. H. ELECTRICAL WORKS
Dept. D-2, 310 So. Green St., Chicago, II'_

LEARN IPARETTME
Write for book. "How to Become a Good Penman," and beautiful

specimens. Free. Your name on card if you enclose stamp.
F. W. Tamblyn, 424 Ridge Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

LffinnGmEERIn
Courses, a mewl, to 2 years-less ral, nr ln1 . nl nahi
ing under exIPrts. Not a Trade Sehoul. but a Ptatlkal.
technical college teaching electricity, steam, gas, auto -
electric, armature winding, drafting. Extensive labora-
tory and shop. Degrees awarded. Day and night ses-
sions. Enroll any time. Finlay Engineering College.
1003 Indiana Ave., Kansas C:ty, Mo.
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Add $5.00 a Day toYour Profits
With a Torit Acetylene Torch No. 13
For radiator repairing, general soldering, light
brazing, heating, battery repairing, etc. Pro-
duces instant hot flame, works rapidly. Fur-
nished with 4 different tips and soldering cop-
per, enabling you to do a wider range of work.

USES ACETYLENE GAS ONLY
A splendid use for discarded auto acetylene
tanks. Many owners make the Torit No. 13 pay
for itself in a single day. Torch with 4 different
tips, soldering copper, 5 feet tubing and con-
nection for auto acetylene tank 67.50

Order Today from Your Jobber, or
ST. PAUL WELDING & MFG. CO.

172 W. 3d ST., ST. PAUL, MINN.
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MAIL CLERKS
WANTED! / Franklin Institute
$135to $190 Month Dent. C181, Rochester, N. Y.
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MECHANIC'S POCKET SECRETARY 25c
Constructed of finest steel. Just push
the button and out comes the
article you require. Worth
51.00. Postpaid.

25c
Get
One
To-
day

10
In l

Adjustable
Pencil, pen, paper

Ito Ile, ink eraser, pencil
sharpener, nail file, and

cleaner, mechanic's marking
Point, fine compass with screw

attachment, foot rule.
Universal Co., Box 301, Stamford,Conn.

MASTER THE PIANO
IN THREE MONTHS

POPULAR-RAG-JAZZ-STANDARD-COMPOSING
THE SECTIONAL SYSTEM. NEW end ONLY CORRECT WAY TO LEARN
PIANO PLAYING and COMPOSING. W rite your own songs. learns paying
profee.lon. If other. bave failed to teach you, we guwntce to make yua a

akIl.ed musician and player by NOTE and EAR. No sg. limit. Open to every-
body. Pupil. ,ieerywbere. Diploma granted. Start RIGHT by sending for
partloulsn AT ONCE. Addl.". Registrar,

FIRST NATIONAL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1416 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Make Tour Selection From More
Than 50 Styles of Union Tool Chests
Every chanic wants good
Tool Cheat, suited to his par-
ticular eds. That is why we

te.manufacturel of moremthare sold
on the satisfaction ormoney-
back basis. Aek your hardware
illustrated descriptive booklet.

Union Tool Chest Co.
36 Mill St., Rochester, N.Y.

Junior Bench Saw
A precision bench machine of
highest quality at a low price

Sawing
d'onc on [his wond

grooving
useful machine

Handles saws, sand discs and emery wheels. Cute

tion. Esp
one-half inch

d plied to,gr000vig. Equetal ipment

Price includes i Inch saw, p guide, itre guide nd

102875 i' W eyearryceiliee hiRilti`gar"á em'ow ea bench] lit.
arse disc eanders. saws, drills, etc.

W. & J. Boice, Dept.jE.;114 23rd St., Toledo, Ohio

PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL EDUCATION-
in 6 MONTHS. We teach by scientific
and original methods the theory and practice
of Electric Light Wiring, Testing, Meter

Work, A. C. and D. C. Armature Winding. Trans-
former, Motor, Generator Repair and Maintenance.
No matter what your education, we guarantee to train
meet.'t'Hundredseof andccessful graduates cad

profitable
lemployers.

Write far new illustrated
Book. Absolutely FREE to the earnest

knowlesee
SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY

S. I. 350-415 Marshal, Street Milwaukee. Win.

Can 1OtL afford to

or STUTTER
It ruins many chances for promotion.

Send postage lot large free book The Correction of
Stammering and Stuttering." Methods successful for
over a quarter -century. THE LEWIS INSTITUTE.
40 Lewis Bldg., 77 Adelaide Bt., Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

provided with a hollow walking stick which
fitted into a socket in the top of the suit-
case, and seemed to carry the scent to his
nose. By this means he could follow a
trail in the street without attracting undue
attention.

After a thoro exploration of the safe the
doctor followed a trail to the letter files,
opened them and removed a certain letter
and after sniffing it, put it into his pocket.
Then he went back to the safe and fol-
lowed a second trail which led him down
to the ceIlar. Then he looked up with a
puzzled look.

"Where is the night watchman?" he
asked of the porter, who had accompanied
him.

"I don't know, sir," replied the man.
"He wasn't here this morning. Either he
ran away or the burglars killed him and
carried off his body."

"What is below this grating here?"
"That's the sub -basement, but it hasn't

been used for years."
"Well, get some help and open it. You

will find the watchman there tied hand and
foot. The burglars lowered him there."

Sure enough the poor man was found
unconscious and delirious and could give
no explanation of what had happened to
him.

"Come with me, Silas," said Keene, and
hailing a taxi he was soon speeding uptown.
Dismissing the driver he climbed the steps
of a fashionable residence and rang the
bell.

"Please ask Mrs. Harkness if she will
see me for a few minutes," he said to the
maid, and shortly afterward the lady
entered the parlor.

"Madam," said the doctor. "will you
kindly tell us why you and your two
brothers last night broke into the safe of
Messrs. Wealthy & Rich?"

white to for
a moment appeared about to faint. Then
with an effort she recovered herself.

"What do you mean, sir?" she cried.
"There is no use denying the matter,"

said the doctor. "I have proof positive
that you and your two brothers did the
deed and that you removed some letters
from the :safe. I think you will find it to
your advantage to tell the all about the
matter, rather than the police."

The lady hesitated for a moment and
then burst forth. "You are right, doctor,"
said she. "Wealthy & Rich are nothing but
a firm of blackmailers. In some way they
got hold of some letters of mine-written
to a dear friend. There is nothing really
bad in the letters, but my husband would
be wildly jealous if he should ever see
them. Now these blackmailers have been
extorting money from me for months and
making my life miserable, and so-"

"And so you got your brothers to help
you get the letters back and I see the ashes
in your grate here. But do you know,
madam, who is at the bottom of the whole
blackmailing scheme? It is your husband!
It was he who found the letters and who
conceived the fiendish scheme of punishing
you for your innocent affair by delivering
you into the hands of these blackmailers.
If you don't believe me, read this letter of
his, addressed to them, and which I secured
from their letter file!"

"Yes, Silas," said Dr. Hackensaw, as
the two left the house, "a dog is all very
well in his way for following a scent, but a
dog lacks intelligence and means of com-
municating with us. A dog lacks knowl-
edge, toe. A detective provided with my
super -nose can accomplish things no dog
could attempt. When I recognized Mrs.
Harkness' scent on both packets of letters
in the safe that touched the missing packet,
I followed the scent to her letters in the
letter file, and there I found the tell -tale
letter from her husband. No dog could
have done that !"

Would The LawLet YOU Marr ?
Many states have pass-

ed eugenic laws which
require an examination
of the two contracting
parties to a marriage be-
fore a license is issued.
Eventually every civil-
ized country in the world
will adopt these laws to
protect the well-being of
the future by forbidding
the marriage of physical
defectives. Where do you
stand?

Do you look forward
serenely, confidently to
the day when you will
win the girl you cherish?
Do you picture in your
clay dreams a happy home
with a loving wife and
healthy children of your
own flesh and blood?
This is the vision that
every man should some
day realize, but you may
be one of those who has
fallen a victim to youth-
ful folly, which has under-
mined your manly powers
and made you almost
hopeless of ever being
physically fit to marry.

Make Yourself Fit
STRONGFORT Before You Marry

The Perfect Man It is a crime to marry
when you know that

you are not physically and mentally fit. You
know that you cannot measure up to her
vision of Manhood. You must not deceive
her. You dare not marry in your present
physical condition. The future looks dark to
you, but CHEER UP, my hand is always out
to you in friendship. I want to help you. I
can help you with

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science of Health Promotion

Strongfortism has lifted thousands of weak,
ailing, impotent, discouraged men out of the
bog of hopelessness and despair and placed
them on the Straight Road to Health, Happi-
ness and Prosperity. Strongfortism has
aided Nature in overcoming such ailments as
Catarrh, Constipation, Indigestion, Rupture,
Nervousness, Bad Blood, Poor Memory, Vital
Depletion, Impotency, etc., and the results of
neglecting the body. Strongfortism has re-
stored the Manhood they thought lost forever
and has given them renewed confidence,
vitality, ambition, success and fitted them for
Marriage and Parenthood. It can do the
same for you irrespective of your age, occu-
pation or surroundings. I guarantee it.

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK
The experiences and research of a lifetime

are contained in my wonderfully instructive
book "Promotion and Conservation of Health,
Strength and Mental Energy." It will tell
you frankly how you can make yourself over
into a vigorous specimen of Vital Manhood.
It is absolutely free. Just check the subjects
on the free consultation coupon on which you
want Special Confidential Information and
send it to me with a ten -cent piece (one
dime) to help pay postage, etc. I will do the
rest. Send for my free book Right Now.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Founded 1895
Department 789 Newark, N. J.- --- CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON - - - -

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Dept. 789, Newark, N.J.
Please send me your book "Promotion and Con-

servation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
for postage on which I enclose a 10c piece (One
dime). I have marked (X) before the subject in
Which I am interested.
..Colds
..Catarrh
..Asthma
.. Hay Fever
.. obesity
.. Headache
..Thinness
.. Rupture
..Lumbago
..Neuritis
.. Neuralgia
.. Flat Chest
.. Deformity

(describe)
..Insomnia
..Female

Disorders
..Successful

Marriage

..Increased .. Impotency
Height ..Falling Hair

..Pimples ..Weak Eyes

..Blackheads ..Gastritis
Short Wind ..Heart
..Flat Feet Weakness
..Stomach ..Poor

Disorders Circulation
..Constipation ..Skin Disorders
..Biliousness ..Despondency
..Torpid Liver ..Round
..Indigestion Shoulders
..Nervousness ..Lung Trouble
..Poor Memory ..Stoop
..Rheumatism Shoulders
..Manhood ,.Muscular

Restored Development
..Youthful Errors ..Great Strength
..Vital Losses ..Weaknesses

Name

Age Occupation

Street

City State
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Opportunity Ad -lets
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offeringsmade every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether sup-plies, automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specialsof the month.

Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cashshould accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 wordsaccepted.
Ten per cent, discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent, discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted.Advertisements for the April issue must reach us not later than February 22.

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 135,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 236 Fulton Street, New York City, N. Y.

Aeronautics
Model Aeroplanes that fly. Buy your complete outfit,

scale drawings, fittings, compressed air motors and all -
beat model aeroplane supplies from The Wading River
Manufacturing Co., established 1900. Our new 52 -page
catalog illustrated, 24 latest models and designs. Send5c for your copy. Wading River Manufacturing' Co.,
672 H Broadway, Brooklyn, New York.

Boys get flying model aeroplane free. Write to AcreShop, 3050 Hurlbut Ave., Detroit, Mich.
nnu unmmmmununnnc nnnnuunwmllnnn11111111nuu1 nannnmmnnnrnn 1  1 nu unmma,aaum

Agents Wanted
Gold -finished clutch -pencils, 25c. each, including clip.Six-inch length. Everybody needs one. Agents wanted.

Gerwick Novelty Co., 929 Association Bldg., Chicago.
Only One Policy a Day Means $130 per month profit;

same on renewals. Policy pays $5,000 death; $25 weekly
benefit for injury or sickness. Premium $10 yearly. Fullor spare time. Easy seller. Write quick for territory.
Underwriters. Dept. N 17, Newark, N. J.

Men and women to make $100 upwards, weekly, selling
greatest labor and money saving household necessity.Big repeater. Good Crew Managers proposition. FREEsample and particulars. ROLLY CO., D8, Hastings,Nebraska.

Big profits. Sell Plate Glass Wind Deflectors, Rear
View Mirrors, Aluminum Foot Scrapers and 20 nation-
ally advertised accessories. Car owners, Dealers, Garagesbuy one to gross. Write quick for illustrated catalog
and agency prices. Rapid Sales Corporation, 13-D,Grand Rapids, Michigan.

A Business of your own-Make sparkling glaze name
plates. numbers, checkerboards, medallions, signs; bigillustrated book FREE. E. Palmer, 513 Wooster, Ohio.

Agents-Big returns, fast office seller; particulars andsamples free. One DIP Pen Co., 12 Daily Record Bldg..
Baltimore, Md.

Agents, $60 to $200 a Week, Free Samples. GoldSign Letters for Store and Office windows. Anyone cando it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents.Metallic Letter Co., 433Z N. Clark St., Chicago,
Agents-Soderere; we are paying $2 an hour takingorders for this newest invention; send for Free Outfitand samples. American Products Co., 5926 AmericanBldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Easy Money-$20- a Day-Something new. "SimplexIroning Board Covers." Biggest seller in years. Everywoman wants one on sight. New agent cleared $19.50in six hours on Saturday. Another cleared $8 firsthour. Drop dead ones-sell something new and makebig money. Write quick and be first in your territory.

W. J. Lynch, Box 718, Springfield, Ill.
Only one sale a day means $200 per month! Fivesales. $1,000 per month! Marvelous new adding machine.

Retails $15. Work equals $350 machine. Adds, nub=tracts, multiplies, divides automatically. Speedy, accu-rate, durable, handsome. Five-year guarantee. Offices,stores, factories, garages, buy one to dozen. A fortunefor live agents. Write quick for protected territory and
free trial offer. Lightning Calculator Co.. Dept. W.Grand Rapids, Mich.

Free. Formula Catalog. Laboratories, BoylstonBuilding, Chicago.
Earn Big Money Fast applying Lithogram Initialsto automobile doors. Every owner buys, $1.35 Profiton each sale. Full particulars mailed. LithogramCompany, l9 -S, East Orange, N. J.
$15 Daily and More for Men and Women Agents sell-

ing new guaranteed household necessity. Women gowild about it. No experience. Permanent business.New agent sold 100 in two days (profit $75). Write forproof. W. .1. Lynch, Box 713. Springfield, Ill.
Agents-We start you, for yourself. Legitimate moneymakers. Write Lester Fawcett Co., Janesville, Wis.
Get in business yourself; $4 buys marvelous Keystone

Economizer. Easily attached to any make car and saves25 to 50 per cent, present fuel oonsuntption. Satisfactionguaranteed or money refunded. Agents make big money.
Address Keystone Economizer Company, 323 Stock Ex-
change Bldg., Los Angeles. Calif.

Good Income spare time refinishing chandeliers, brass
beds. autos by new method. Experience unnecessary.Write for free samples showing finishes. Gunmetal Co.,Av. "D," Decatur, Ill.

Agents-Here's Big Money and Independence. $6Starts Your Own Business. Be independent-our lineassures your future prosperity. Jaco Comb Strops arenot a novelty but a necessity-a quick seller and big
repeater. What others have done you can do. Act now-write for proposition and exclusive territory. 25e, bringssample. The Jay Company. Desk 4, Washington. N. J.

Agents $12 Daily selling Chemical Gas Lighters. Nofriction. Nothing like it. Sample ISc. Ideal SpecialtyCo.. 1320 Martha St., Omaha, Neb.
Agents-New Invention. Harper's Ten -Use brush setand fibre broom. It sweeps, washes and dries up-stairs windows, scrubs and mops floors and does 5other things. Big profits; easy seller. Free trial offer.Harper Brush Works, Dept. Z, Fairfield, Iowa.
Agents, Our soap and toilet article plan is awonder; get our free sample case offer. Ho -Ro -Co.,138 Locust, St. Louis.

Agents Wanted-Continued
Agents-Big motley taking orders Suits, Pants,

Blankets, Raincoats, direct woolen mill to wearer. Bigvalues. Donahue 'made $108 first week. Pinoeci makes$200 weekly. Complete outfit free. Taylor, Wells & Co.L2740 N. Pauline, Chicago.
Pelmet Polishing Cloth cleans all metals. Retails 25cents. Sample free. Gale Co., Inc., 15 Edinboro SL,Boston,
Men's Shirts-Big sellers-Factory to consumer, $15.00

daily. Undersell stores. Complete line. Free Samplesto workers. Chicago Shirt Co., 208 S. LaSalle, 115,Chicago.
Build Permanent Business following our Sure Success

Plan introducing Guaranteed Hosiery and Underwearfront factory to family. Attractive outfit assures quicksales. Large profits. Investigate for yourself. AddressC & D Company, 37-B Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Make $25 to $50 week representing Clow's Famous

Philadelphia Hosiery, direct from mill-for men,women, children. Every pair guaranteed. Prices thatwin. Free book "How to Start" tells the story.George Clown Company, Desk 27, Philadelphia, Pa.
Trial Order. Two Each Household Aprons, Kiddie

Aprons, Bibs and Baby Pants, $2.25 postage prepaid.Sell for double. Splendid line rubberized specialties.('et details. Agents coining money. C. A. Bresler Com-pany, 148 West 23d Street, New York.
Earn $60.5100 weekly selling-New Auto necessity-

to avoid glaring headlights. Nothing like it, all auto -lets buy on sight. American Reflector Co., Dept. 45,Hammond, Ind.
Big money and fast sales. livery owner buys goldinitials for his auto. You charge $1.50; make $1.35.Ten orders daily easy. Write for particulars and freesamples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, EastOrange, N. J.
Fastest Selling Sanitary Brush Line in Amcrica. Huge

Profit -Making Opportunity for live workers, with ad-vancement. Other specialties. Get complete details.Act quick. Best season at hand. A. F. Silver-Cham-
berlln Company, Clayton, N. J.

Live Agents make $10 Day selling Eureka Strainer
and Splash Preventer for every water faucet. Takes onsight. Widely advertised and known. Get details today.
A, J. Seed Filter Company, 73 Franklin, New York.

350% Profit: Quick, easy seller. Kleanrite, WashesClothes without rubbing. Sample Free. Bestever Prod-ucts Co., 1941 -FA Irving Park; Chicago.
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American Made Toys
Manufacturers wanted for large production and home-workers on smaller scale for Metal Toys and Novelties,

Toy Soldiers, Cannons, Cowboys, Indiana, Buffalo Bills,
Wild Animals, Whistles, Blyd-Whletles, Race -Horses,
Prize -Fighters, Wagtail Pups, Put and Take Topsand hundreds of other articles. Hundreds and thousands
made complete per hour. No experience or other tools
needed. Bronze Casting forms complete outfit from $5.00
up. We buy these goods all year. paying Hoed prices.
Contract orders placed with manufacturers- Exceptionalhigh prices paid for painted goods. An enormous business
for this year offers industrious men an excellent oppor-
tunity to enter this field. Write us only if you meanreal business. Catalog and information free, MetalCast Products Co., 1696 Boston Bond, New York,
111n11,111111,1111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111,1,11,1111111111111111,111111111,I,,,,,,,1111111111111mnnnuunnl

Automobile Accessories
Blueprints: Connecting diagrams for Automobile Arma-

tures, 1921 edition. Charles Chittenden, B3024 Matthews,
Kansas City, Missouri.
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Automobiles
Auto Owners Wanted to use and introduce our new

6.000 and 10,000 Mile Guaranteed Cord and Fabric Tires.
Make big money, part or full time. Free Tires for yourear. Write quick for special agent's offer and low whole-
sale prices. It will pay you to answer this little adver-
tisement now. Reliable Tire & Rubber Co., 35th St, and
Michigan Ave., Dept. 240, Chicago. III.

Automobile Owners. Garagemen, Mechanics, Repair-men, send for free copy of our current issue. It contains
helpful, instructive information on overhauling. ignition
troubles, wiring, carburetors, storage batteries, etc.Over 120 pages, illustrated. Send for free coley today.
Automobile Digest, 541 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.
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Books
Hypnotism-Banishes disease; controls others; astound-

ing exhibitions possible. 25 easy lessons $1.00. "Mind -
reading" (any distance); simply wonderful, wonderfully
simple, 30c. Satisfaction guaranteed. Book Catalog
and "Hypnotic Wonders" free. Science Institute, ES1014 Belmont, Chicago.

Do the Dead Live? Inside (lope on SPIRITUAL-
ISM- 25e. postpaid. Bert Walton, 314 WashingtonBldg. Seattle, Wash.

Electricians' Examinations: Book of questions andanswers with diagrams, symbols, tables, dotes andformulas for preparation for license. $1.25 by mail.Aaron Shapiro, 132 West 24th St.. New York.

Books-Continued
Sex Books for Adults. Illustrated catalog 4,..Smetana & Co., Dept. 11, Owosso, Mich,
For Sale-Complete volumes ELECTRICAL EXPERI-

MENTER, RADIO NEWS. Also copies EVERYDAY
ENGINEERING, WIRELESS AGE. A good chance tocomplete your files. B. L. Frankhauser, 179 MarcyAve., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Schemer Magazine." Alliance, Ohio prints big profitschemes; one subscriber making $25,000 from three another $10,000 from one. Try your luck; year only
$1.00: three months, 25c.

The OUIJA-Interesting, instructive booklet gives right
and wrong way of using Ouija Board; amazing personal
experiences. Price 250., including Bulletin on OccultScience. Occult Science Study Club, Box 45, KansasCity, Mo.

Sexology Books only for professional and advancedstudent readers. Forel, Krafft-Ebing, Kisch, Roble, Ellis.
Freud, Key and other authorities. Sent In sealed en-
velope. The Modern Book Society, formerly of New
York City. 4150 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Free. Upon request I will send you illustrated litera-
ture describing the following entitled books: Astrology.Character -Reading, Clairvoyance, Concentration. Enter-tainment, Healing, Hypnotism, Mechanics, Mesmerism.
Mysticism, Occultism, Personal Magnetism, Salesman-ship, Success. Seership, Medfutnship, Will, YogiPhilosophy, Gazing Crystals, etc. A. W. Martens,J. O. O., Burlington, Ia.

Book lovers, attention! New books for old. Entirelibraries replaced. Write now. I. & U. Book Ex-change, 110 Riverside Ave., Newark, N. J.
Books. All kinds. Lists. Higene a, S2441 Post St.,San Francisco.
Books for Sale on Occultism -Mysticism -Theosophy -

Advanced Thot-Mental Science-ltosicructan and Hermetic
Philosophy. List Free. The Grail 1'ress, 712 G St.,N. E., Washington, D. C.

Diseases, Cause and Natural (innate) Remedy. Book-
let 50e, Motley. A. 2. Stevens. Wauseon, O.

Perp_tual Motion, by Percy Veranee. A history ofthe efforts to discover same from earliest days to the
present, together with a scientific discussion regard-ing the possibility of its ultimate achievement. Pro-fusely Illustrated, 357 pages. Price postpaid, $2.00.The Enlightenment Specialty Co., 305 Fourth St.,Edwardsville, Ill.

Back Issues of this and other magazines supplied by
Boston Magazine Exchange, 107 Mountfort St., Boston.
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Business Opportunities
Hypnotism. Dr. Braid's wonderfully successful method,

$1.10 Dfestner's $5,000 Secret, $1.10. "Auto -Magnet-ism" banishes disease. Creates Magnetic Energy, $1.10.All three and $2 coupon, $3, Self -Culture Society,SE 516 Salem, Glendale, Calif.
Salespeople. $1.00 starts you in business. Costs 15e.Sells for $1.50. 750 Package sent for 4c. Texply Co.,Somerville, N. J.
Be Independent. We teach by mall how to manu-

facture unexcelled Toilet Preparations. Earn while youlearn. Results guaranteed. Particulars free. School ofCosmetics. Box L, Omaha, Nebr.
Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,0011yearly In professional fees making and fitting a footspecialty, openings everywhere with all the trade you

can attend to; easily learned by any one at home in a
few weeks at small expense; no further capital re-quired; no goods to buy; Job hunting, soliciting oragency. Address Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay,
iloston, Mass.

What to invent for profit, free. I'atent News. P3,Washington, D. C.
Get Into Business for Yourself! Establish and oper-ate "New System Specialty Candy Factory" in yourcommunity. \Ve furnish everything. Money -makingopportunity unlimited. Either men or women. CandyBooklet free, W. Miller Ragsdale, Drawer 129,East Orange. N. J.
Advertise. Country town newspapers. List for stamp.

Pennell Company, Covington, Ky.
Join National Institute Inventors. 118 Fulton, NewYork City, strong protective membership society. Willsecure, develop, manufacture, market patents. Dues

$10. Booklet free.
Be a Detective. Travel, Excellent opportunity. Fas-cinating work. Experience unnecessary. Particulars

free, Write American Detective System, 1968 Broad-way, N. Y.
Real Estate men make $5,000 to $10,000 yearly. Youcan do It. Send $1 for latest book showing you how.

Money refunded if not what we claim. Alliance RealtyBureau. Milwaukee, Wis.
Chemical Expert will furnish formulae and trade

secrets. All lines. Lista free. W. L. Cummings,Ph.D., 238 Gordon Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
unnmmunnminmnnnnnuunnununnnmunnnmmuuuuuunnmmunnnnonuuuun11ut

Battle Photographs
25 Actual Battle Scenes. real photographs, $1. Everyphase of World War. Lieut. Watch. 50 Fort GreenePlace Brooklyn, N. Y.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Charters For Inventors Help Wanted
Save incorporating expenses and taxes and avoid per-

sonal liability by organizing your company on the regu-
lation common law plan under a declarat'on of trust,
anyone, anywhere, can fill in NATIONAL STANDARD
FORMS (prepared by recognized attorneys` and begin
doing business same day. Pamphlet B-58 free. C. S.
Demaree, Legal Blank Printer, 613 Walnut, Kansas
City, Mo.

Charters: -Delaware. Best, Quickest, Cheapest, most
liberal. Nothing need be paid in. Do business,
hold meetings anywhere. Free forms. Colonial Char-
ter Company, Wilmington; Del.

Chemistry
International Chemists Handbook, $1.10. Test tubes,

25e. dozen. Catalog -cyclopedia, 5c. Scientific Products
Company, Holmead and Park Road, Washington, D. C.

Experimenters -We carry complete supplies for your
chemical laboratory. See our prices before you buy.
Catalogue, 5 cents. National Scientific Supply Co., 241
l'a. Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Chemical Science. Three copies, 25c. January -March
issues, 20c. Chemical Science, Swedesboro, N. J.

Dictionary Chemical Terms, $2.50. "Bow to Make
Fireworks," 25c.. Chemical Experimenter Magazine, Sc.
copy, 75c. year. Chemical Experimenter, 1345 l'ark
Road, Washington, D. C.

Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane,
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you.
Our home study correspondence course fits you to take
a position as chemist. See our full page ad on page
11110 of this issue. Chemical Institute of New York,
140 Liberty Street, New York City.

"How to Make and Use Small Chemical Laboratory,"
100 pages, illustrated. Construction of laboratory furni-
ture, electric furnace, balance, generators; inorganic
eltemisty glass blowing, etc., fully explained. 75c. pre-
paid. Catalogue of laboratory supplies and scientific
books free. D. Altman Company, 225 East 110th Street,
New York.
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Duplicating Devices
Want a "Modern" Duplicator to print Typewritten or

Pen Written Letters, Drawings, Lessons, Music, Bids
Menus, Maps, .Specifications or anything in one or more
colors? Prints two a. minute. $2.25 up. Special sale
on. Thirty Days' Free Trial. Booklet free. B. J.
Durkin -Reeves Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Electric Supplies and Appliances
Blueprints: Diagrams of Electrical Connections for

nearly every purpose. Authoritative works. Catalog free.
Samples, 20c. Charles Chittenden, A3024 Matthews,
Kansas City, Mo.

Storage batteries. Be a battery man. We have all
material and can give instructions for making them.
Sample Plate, 40c. Foreign countries, 50c. Windsor
Specialty Co., 5419 Windsor Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Lighting Fixtures, wholesale, catalog free. Troughton
Electric Co., Liberal, Mo.

Battery Charger -110 -volt alternating current. Build
it yourself. Inexpensive, efficient as commercial type.
Charges one to ten Batteries. Instructions and Print,
$1. North Side Battery Shop, Box 412, Anderson, Ind.
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Exchange
For Sale -Astronomical telescope, sixty -power. Royal

typewriter. Satisfaction guaranteed. D. Davis, 361 E.
Main St., Chillicothe, Ohio.

K. D. Generator, 6 volts 6 amps., new, $10. Want
43 -plate variable condenser. Riggs, Vevey, Ind.

For Sale. Universal 110 Volt Motor, 1/10 Horse
power, 4,500 Rpm. cast aluminum Nansing $7.50.
$40 worth Chemical Glassware, $12.50. $45 Vacuum
pump, Bellglass and Sphere, $15. $75 Beek Microscope,
2 eyepieces, 2 objectives, extras. $15. Geo. Schulz,
Calumet, Mich.
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Farms, Land, Etc.
Choice Minnesota wild land, at sacrifice for cash.

P. Fonos. New Richmond, Wis.
Florida Oranges Are Most Profitable as well as most

delicious. Grow your own in a land of sunshine,
away from winter blizzards and coal bills. Money
you'll not miss will buy you land for a grove in a
high, rolling, lake-iewelled land of many golden groves.
If yott mean business write today for Book of Facts
and Photos. Lake County Land Owners' Association,
342 Arbor Avenue, Fruitland Park, Florida.

Minnesota good wild land, part timber, splendid loca-
tion. $13.50 per acre. P. Fonos, New Richmond, Wis.

Want to hear from party having farm for sale. Give
particulars and lowest price. John J. Black, 194th St.,
Chippewa Falls, Wis.
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For Advertisers
Your 25 -word ad. in 75 magazines, $1. Riley, Pub-

lisher. 1333 S. 50th Court, Cicero, Ill.
Advertisements = Display: inch, $6.50; half, $3.50.

Classified: 60 wd., $1.73; 12 wd., 48c. Printed, mailed
(stamped envelopes 10,000 homes (selected list). Box
325, Fredonia, N. Y.
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Ford Owners '
Electric Test on Ford Engine for worn Bearings.

Without dismantling car. Instructions, $1. Auto Elec-
tric Co., Liberal, Sto.

Ford Touring Car Tops stretch, become loose and
rapidly ruin themselves because the hold-down straps
cause too much strain of the covering materials. The
Pontiac Windshield Top Supports clamp your top in
place same as any other car. Prevents cracked wind-
shields. Affords ideal mounting for mirror or spotlight.
Stakes your car look neat and trim and affords clear
vision. Made entirely of drop forgings. Beautiful baked
enamel and nickel finish. For tourings only 1917 to
date. By mail for $1.75. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. American Forging & Socket Co..
Pontiac, Mich.

Fords run 34 miles per gallon on cheapest gasoline
or half kerosene, using our 1922 carburetor. Increased
power; styles for all motors; attach yourself. Money
hack guarantee; 30 clays trial. . Big profits to agents.
Air Friction Carburetor Co.. 3226 Madison St., Dayton,
Ohio.

P atenis for sale. To sell, buy or obtain patents
write Patent News P2, Washington, D. C.

Practical Instructions to inventors and patentees writ-
ten by the manufacturer and inventor, Charles Hunni-
cutt,.covering every problem relating to inventions. Ex-
po ribnee has shown the best means of patenting, manu-
facturing and marketing inventions. Written in the
plain style of an honest man. No patent lawyer con-
nections. For sale by Thos. Coonan, Exclusive Agent,
1231 North Capital St., Washington, D. C. $1 prepaid.
Satisfaction or money refunded.

Your Chemical or Electrical Problem Solved for Five
Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman Richards, Consulting
Chemist, 220 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Inventors. Send sketch or model of Invention for ad
vice. Write for Evidence of Disclosure form and Book
on Patents. Free. Prompt service. Merton -Roberts
& Company. 188 Mather Building, Washington, D. C.

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives valuable
advice and information for all inventors. Write Frank
Lederman, Registered Patent Attorney, 17 Park Row
New York.

Inventors, protect yourselves. Record idea before ex-
posing it to anyone, even myself or other attorneys
Klein Cons. Eng. Reg. Patent Attorney, 21 Park Row,
New York.

Parents sold outright or on royalty. Finance, 70
Montgomery Street, Jersey City, Room 525.

900 Mechanical Movements, also illustrations explain-
ing 50 Perpetual Motions. My book. "Inventor's Uni-
versal Educator," fifth edition, tells how to procure and
sell patents. Government and other costs. Covers the
matter from A to Z. 160 pages elegantly bound. Con-
tains noted decisions of U. S. Supreme and State
Courts on patent cases. Mechanical Movements greatly
assist inventors, suggest new ideas that may prove of
great aid In perfecting Inventions. Tells how to select
an attorney. Has valuable information regarding
Patent Sharks. Selling Agents and Brokers. Price $2
l'ostage free everywhere. Fred G. Dietrich, 603 Ouray
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"Mechanical Movements, Appliances, Powers, Devices
and Novelties of Construction" is the title of a remark-
able book for inventors and mechanics by Gardner D.
Hiscox. containing over 400 pages and 1,890 engravings.
Circular free. D. Altman Company, 225 East 110th
Street. New York.

Get Your Own Patent, $35 complete. Application
blanks and full instructions, $1. Theodore A. Cutting
Campbell, Calif.

Inventions Wanted. Cash or royalty for ideas.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.
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For Men
Send Us Your Dull Safety Razor Blades. We will

resharpen them so that they x111 shave better than new
ones for 3 cents each, any kind. Old-fashioned razors
reground and repaired. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Send stamps with order. Keenedge
Co., 1 S. Robey St., Chicago, Ill.
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Formulas
Free -Formula Catalog. Laboratories, Boylston

Building, Chicago.
1,000,000 Formulas. Processes, Trade Secrets for

every business. 1016 pages $1.90. Ideal Book Shop,
5501 -Eli North Robey, Chicago.

Formulas -All kinds. Guaranteed. Catalog 2 cts.
Clover Laboratories, 5501 -EC, No. Robey, Chicago.

3,384 Money -Making Plans. Formulas. Trade Secrets.
"Encyclopedia Business Opportunities." 3 volumes
$1.50. Ideal Book Shop, 5501-EV North Robey,
Chicago.

1,000,000 Formula and Trade -Secrets, 1,016 pages -
$1.81). Englewood Book Shop, 7021B -So. Winchester,
Chicago.

Formulas -Catalogue. free. Hillside Laboratories, 7021

B-So .....Winchester,
Chicago.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111.111111111t11111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111

For the Photographer
Have You a Camera/ Write for free sample of our

big magazine, showing how to make better pictures and
earn money. American Photography, 465 Camera
House. Boston 17, Mass.
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Games and Entertainment
Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Magical Apparatus, Plays,

Stage Supplies, Mind -Reading Acts and Sensational
Escapes. Send 10c for 160 -page illustrated 1922 profes-
sional catalogue. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549, Osh-
kosh, Wis.

"Margo" Psycho -Sphere, the magical sex indicator and
divining ball. Amusing. Entertaining. Instructive.
Descriptive circular free. James T. Herr, Desk D, 2919
W. North Ave., Baltimore, Md.

Plays, musical comedies and revues, minstrel choruses,
blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, reci-
tations, entertainments, musical readings, stage hand-
books, make-up goods. Big catalogue free.

T. S. Denison & Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 93, Chicago.

Health
Home of Health Vegetarianism, plus 10 oz. ltd Food

Salt $1.00. Vegetarian Food Co., St. Louis, 51o.

Send for free circular on Prophylaxis and other per-
missible Topics of Medical Interest for men only. Ad-
dress. The Subr Co., West Hoboken, N. J.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1.00 if
cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co., S. A.,
Baltimore, Md,

Diseases, Cause and Natural Inna-e Remedy. 40c.
Arthur Stevens, Wauseon. Ohio.

Pyorrhea (Riga's Disease, Bleeding or Swollen Gums).
Hundreds have been helped by "Pyorrtlent," the suc-
cessful home Pyorrhea treatment. Purifying, healing.
preventative. Full month's treatment, consisting of a
very beneficial massage paste and an antiseptic tooth -
cleansing paste to be used in place of your ordinary
dentifrice, together with full directions for treatment.
$1 postpaid. Or write for freo Booklet "E." Pyorr-
dent Mfg. Co., 439 Seventh St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Men -Are you interested in your health? Keep well
by preventing disease in time. Postpaid, sealed, with
full directions sent for $1.00. Send for free circulars.
National Specialties, S32 Union Square, N. Y. C.

Detectives earn big money. Excellent opportunity.
Travel. Great demand everywhere. Experience un-
necessary. Particulars free. Write, American Detec-
tive System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

Manufacturer offers unusual opportunity to experi-
enced sales manager capable of organizing crew to cover
drug and grocery trade in your home territory. This is
an opportunity of a lifetime for the right party. Product
is fastest seller ever offered trade and the repeat busi-
ness is simply phenomenal. Tremendous demand already
existing with absolutely no competition. Profits should
run from $15,000 to $35,000 per year. All replies con-
sidered confidential. State experience and qualifica-
tions fully, Beardsley Specialty Co., Rock Island, Ill.
Dept. S.

Silvering Mirrors, French Plate Taught; easy to learn;
immense profits. Plans free. Wear Mirror Works,
Excelsior Springs, Mo.

Detective and Finger Print Expert opportunities. Par-
ticulars free. Write Wagner, 186 East 79th Street,
New York.

Stop Daily Grind. Start Silvering Mirrors, Auto
headlights, tableware, etc. Plans free. Clarence
Sprinkle, Dept. 63, Marlon, Indiana.

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers,
magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free.
Press Syndicate, 5665 St. Louis, Mo.

Be a Detective: Excellent opportunity; good pay;
travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 1417 Westover Bldg.,
Kansas City, 510.

Become Government Railway Mail Clerks, $133 to $192
multi. Steady. Men -boys, over 17. List Government
positions free. W^ire today sure. Franklin Institute,
Dept. B25, Rochester, N. Y.

Boys -then, Become Automobile experts. $45 week.
Learn tv:tile earning. Write Franklin Institute, Dept
11400, Rochester, N. Y.

Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen, Electric Motormen,
Conductors, Sleeping car and train porters (colored 1.

Railroads eveywhere $140-$200. 897 Railway Bureau.
East St. Louis. Ill.

Be a Mirror Expert. $3 to $10 a day; spare time
(tome at first; no capital; we train, start you making
and silvering mirrors French method. Free Prospectus.
W. R. Derr, Pres., 579 Decatur Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Big money made silvering mirrors mu1 plating table-
ware. Outfits furnished. N. Decie Laboratorie, 286
Fifth Ave., New York.

Government needs Railway Mail Clerks, $133 to $192
month. Write for free specimen questions, Columbus
Institute, H-4 Columbus, Ohio.

Electricity Taught by Experts: earn while you learn
at home; electrical book and proof lessons free; your
success guaranteed, position secured. Write Chief Engi-
neer. 2146 Lawrence Av., Dept. 1294, Chicago.

Men: $40.00 to $150.00 Weekly. Become writers of
Advertising, booklets, circulars, folders, letters. Pre-
vious experience unnecessary. Splendid income while
learning. Prepare in short time. Write for full par-
ticulars. Applied Arts Institute, Dept. 135, Wither-
spoon Bldg., Philadelphia.

Detectives make big money. Be one. Travel. Fas-
cinating work. We show you how by home study.
Write American School of Criminology. Dept. B, De-
troit, Mich.
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Instruction
Learn Ch-mistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Connor Sloane,

noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you.
Our home study correspondence course fits you to take
a position as chemist. See our full page ad on page
1100 of this issue. Chemical Institute of New York,
140 Liberty Street. New York City.

Master Electricity in shortest time possible. Home
study course scientifically taught. Sly system used b:
U. S. Government during world war. F. \l. Manuel,
E. E., South Connelsville, Pa.

Pay while you learn -Telegraphy (Morse or wireless.)
Complete Easy Tfethod Instructions. wit'[ instruments.
Particulars for stamp. P. & J. Specialties. Box 83,
Pontiac, Mich.

Artificial Marble, sanitary flooring instructions, orna-
mental casting, concrete plaster, papier-mache decora-
tions, garden furniture, statuary, Rubber -moulds, Elec-
trometailnrgY, particulars and 200 illustrations free. C.
Mahler, Box 122, Huntington, N. Y.

Play mouth -organ. Complete, easy instructor, 25c.
Elsea Co.. Bowling Green. Ohio.

Esperanto the international business language easily
learned at home. Text. Ile. W. Buchbeint. 2110 theca
Street, Boulder, Colorado.
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Mail Order Business
1 made $25,000 wills small Mail Order Business

home. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet, Stamp. Al
Exp. Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.
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Manufacturing
Let us be your factory! Write today. Logan Ma-

chine Company, 2222 South Clinton Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

To Order. Metal Articles, models, tools, patterns,
experimenting. manufacturing, inventions developed.
Cleveland Specialty & Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,
So. Brooklyn, Ohio.
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Mineral Specimens for Sale
Fool's Gold, crystalized lead, pat'ock ore, garnets

specimens $.25 each. Collections of over twenty stones &
minerals in neat cardboard case $2.75. prepaid. Figge
Bros. Silver 11111111 Giloi,
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Models
Models made -superior workmanship. All kinds of

experimental work done. Prices very reasonable.
Hagerstrom, 145 North Lehigh Ave., Cranford, N. J.
45 minutes from New York City.

Model Construction Sets, Castings, Blueprints. Parts
for t/s H. P. gasolene engine $4.00, twin cylinder steam
$2.25, others $1.50 up. Stamp for catalog. Hallman
Mfg. Co. 107 Clark Road, Lowell, Mass.
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Aspn
Always say "Bayer"

Unless you see the name "Bayer"
on tablets, you are not getting gen-
uine Aspirin prescribed by physi-
cians for 21 years and proved safe
by millions. Directions in package
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manu-
facture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicac:d.

Your
skin can

be quickly
cleared of Pim-

ples, Blackheads,
Acne Eruptions on the

face or body, Enlarged
Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin. $1,000

Cold Cash says I can clear your
skin of the above blemishes.

WRITE TODAY for my FREER Booklet- "A CLEAR -TONE
SKIN"-telling how I cured

myself after being afflicted for fifteen years.
E. S. GIVENS, 168 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

DEAFNESS TS _MISERY
I know because I was Deaf add had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic EaS
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head
Noises, and will do 1,1 for you. They are Tiny
Megaphones. Cannot be seen when worn. Effec-
tive when Deafness is caused by Catarrh or by
Perforated Partially or Wholly Destroyed Natural
Drums. Easy to put in. easy to take out. Are

"Psi "Unseen Comforts." Inexpensive. Write for
Booklet and my sworn statement of bow I recov-1
ered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 369, 70 Sth Avenue -- New York anti

MODEL STEAM ENGINES
and boilers for boats and
experiments. Boiler fit-
tings, valvesl pressure
gauges. Write for de-
scriptive circular, Model
Machine Shop Co., 415
East 71st St., New York
City.

"BOW LEGS and KNOCK-
KNEES" UNSIGHTLY

Send for booklet showing photos of m.,n
with and without THE PERFECT LEG
FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO.
140 N. Mayfield Ave., Dept. 50. Chicago.ill.

Printing Chem
Cards,circulars,labe

Printing
Larger $35 Job

Bpress
$150. Save money. Print

I CX

I .
Write

others,
for press cata

All
log,
easy,

cles ards,
OP -etc, THE PRESS CO., 0.47, Meriden, Conn.

Miscellaneous

Science and Invention for April, 1922

Patent Attorneys-Continued
Patents, Trade Marks. Designs and Copyrights. Regis-

tered firm of attorneys -at -law. Careful, prompt, personal
service assured. Moderate fees. Full information free
upon request. Gross & Collings, 608 Ouray Building,
Washington, D. C.

Patents-Prompt, personal, efficient service by an at-
torney -at -law, skilled in all branches of Patent Practice.
Over 12 years actual experience; full information upon
request. B. P. Fishburne, 330 McGill Bldg., Washing-
ton, D. C.

What to invent for profit. Free. latent News. P4,
Washington, D. C.
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Motion Picture-Motion Picture Plays
Boys-Standard Motion Pinture Film, one hundred

feet-one dollar, postpaid. Grover Renck, Majestic
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wanted. Men and women ambitious to make money
writing Stories and Photoplays. Send for wonder-
ful Free Book that tells how. Authors' Press, Dept.
131, Auburn, N. Y.

$35 Profit Nightly. Small capital starts you. No ex-
perience needed. Our machines are used and endorsed
by Government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas Moving
Picture Co., 470 Morton Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
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Motorcycles, Bicycles
Wagner -Dolph Co. Inc. are noted for square dealing.

25% to 50% reductions for Winter Clean-up Sale. 100
to choose from. 1917 Excelsior, three speed, $70.
1915 Indian $50. 1920 Harley $145. Send for list B,
129 Main St. W., Rochester, N. Y.

Don't buy a Bicycle Motor Attachment until you get
our catalogue and prices. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 6,
Galesburg, Kansas.
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Motors, Engines and Dynamos
Small Motors and Generators, y. h.p., 018.50-4i

h.p., $38.50--1 h.p., $68.50; 6 v. charging generators,
$10.50 each. All sizes both motors and generators up
to 5 h.p. in stock at all times. Bargain prices. Motor
Sales DeDt., 12 West End, Pittsburgh, Penna.
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Musical Instruments
Join our Sheet Music Club and receive latest popular

music of all publishers. $1.00 Year Plan. Write today
for details. Sheet Music Club, Suite 707, 1545 Broad-
way, New York.

Violins, deep, mellow, soulful, on credit. Easy terms
for wonderful instrument. Get details today. Gustav
A. Henning, 2424 Gaylord St., Denver, Colo.
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Novelties
Crystal Gazing. Instruction Book, 75c. Also Gazing

Crystals. Crystal Gazing Supply Co., 122 Station "B,"
Kansas City, Missouri.

Novelties. Beautiful Engraved sample 25c. Hayes,
Box 210, Sausalito, California.

Office Devices
M ulti era phs, Typewriters, Addressing Machines. Du-

plicators, Folders, Sealers, Check Writers, Dictaphones,
Office Equipment. Bought, Sold, Exchanged, Rebuilt.
Pruitt Company, 172 N. Wells St., Chicago.
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Patent Attorneys
Inventors should write us for our book, "How to

Obtain a Patent" which clearly sets forth what may
be patented and the necessary steps to protect an in-
vention. It describes the procedure in Patent Office
and tells about assignments, licenses and trade -marks,
and gives many useful facts about patents which every
Inventor should know. Many persons well versed in
patent matters have pronounced the book the best of its
kind they have ever read. It is written so you can
understand it. Copy sent free upon request. Talbert &
Talbert, Patent Lawyers, 458 Talbert Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

Patent Cases based on the principles of Electricity,
Optics and other branches of Science, a specialty.
Edward C. Sasnett, former Examiner in electrical and
optical divisions of the U. S. Patent Office, ex -Principal
Examiner U. S. Patent Office. McGill Building, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Patent application flied on partial payment plan.
Trade -marks copyrights, etc. Milo B. Stevens & Co.,
694 F Street, Washington, D. C. Estab. 1864.

Patents-Trademarks. Before disclosing an invention,
the inventor should write for my blank form "Evidence
of Conception." This should be signed, witnessed and
returned to me with sketch or model upon receipt of
which I will promptly render opinion as to patentable
nature and send booklet on Patents. Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Clarence C.
O'Brien, Registered Patent Lawyer, Woodward Building,
Washington, D. C.

Patents procured-Cade marks registered-A compre-
hensive, experienced, prompt service for the protection
and development of your ideas. Preliminary advice
gladly furnished without charge. Booklet of information
and form for disclosing ideas free on request. Richard
B. Owen, 130 Owen Building, Washington, D. C., or
2278-T Woolworth Bldg., New York.

Monroe Miller, Ouray Building, Washington, D. C.,
patent attorney. mechanical and electrical expert. Best
quality of work and results. Moderate charges.

Patent your invention. But note: a patent is no
better than its claims. Be sure your patent is as good
as your invention. Patent claims skilfully drafted by
Lamb & Patent Attorneys, 1419 G Street, Wash-
ington, D.

Co.,.

Inventors-Send for form "Evidence of Conception"
to be signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule, in-
formation free. Lancaster & Altwine, 242 Ouray
Building, Washington. D. C.

Protect your rights. Write for "Record of Invention"
which contains forms to establish evidence of conception
of your invention. Prompt personal service. Preliminary
advice without charge. J. Reaney Kelly, 612 V Colum-
bian Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patents Secured, Prompt service. Avoid dangerous
delays. Send for our "Record of Invention" form and
Free Book telling How to Obtain a Patent. Send
sketch or model for examination. Preliminary advice
without charge. Highest references. Write today. J. L.
Jackson & Co., 249 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patents. Herbert Jenner, patent attorney and me-
chanical Expert, 622 F St.. Washington, D. C. I re-
port if patent can be had and Its exact cost. Send for
circular.

Inventors write me about patents. My fees payable
monthly. Booklet free. Frank Fuller. Washington, D. C.

Millions spent annually for ideas: Hundreds now
wanted! Patent yours and profit! Write today for free
books-tell how to protect yourself, how to Invent, ideas
wanted, how we help you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept.,
American Industries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

Patents. Send for free booklet. Highest references.
Best results. Promptness assured. Send model or draw-
ing for examination and opinion. Watson E. Coleman,
patent attorney, 624 F St., Washington, D. C.
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Patents for Sale
Centrifugal Deep Sea Diving Apparatus. Will sub-

merge approximately one mile. Adaptable for sub-
marine motion picture work, or salvaging. Inventor.
Joe Freeze, 2017 N. 16th, Kansas City, Kansas.

For Sale --Reasonable, with or without royalty. Non-
loseable Cuffbutton Patent. H. Bentz, Thomasville, Ala.

Personal
Exchange jolty, interesting letters with new friends!

Send stamp. Betty Lee, 28 East Bay, Room 19, Jack-
sonville, Florida.

Full Horoscope Readings, three questions answered,
birthdate 50c. Crystal gazing balls; Instruction books,
$1.00. Delnora. 664 N. 12th, Philadelphia.

Attraotive Business Girl 20 worth $40,000. Wants
kind helping husband. Write quick for standing pic-
ture and description. Box 223, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Phonographs Supplies
Revive Tune on worn Phonograph Records. Formula

50c. Record Chemical Co., West Mansfield, Ohio.
Build your phonograph. Quality Phonoparta. Highest

quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms, Repro-
ducers, Amplifiers, Case Material and Accessories, Free
Blueprints and Building Instructions. Big saving, Won-
derful results, New catalog, mailed for ten cents.
Hoosier Manufacturing & Supply Co., Phonograph Sup-
ply Department, 314, Baldwin Block, Indianapolis,
Indiana.

Wonderful Bargains in Phonograph Cabinets. Everett
Factory, McHenry, Ill.
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Photo Developing
Films developed le a roll. Prints, 3c each. Postcards

5c. Young Photo Service, 441 Delaware Ave., Albany,
N. Y.

Trial Offer -20 cents for developing any film or six
negatives any size, including six prints. Other charges
proportionate. 24 hour service, Splendid work. $20,000plant. Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., Roanoke, Vir-
ginia.

Earn $1,200 to $10,000 yearly. Sell photographs to
Newspapers-Magazines-Advertisers. Complete Photo-
graphic Formulae and advice-One dollar. Photographic
Institute, Dept. 3, Wedgeway Building, Schenectady,
New York'
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Postcards and Pictures
Tuscan Figure Studies. Lovely Models revealing orig-

inal, alluring poses. Pleasing because Different. Beet
specimen photo, 10c. 40 Miniatures Free with $1.00
order. Robert Bridges, Red Bluff. Calif,
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Printing
1,000.20-Ib. Hammermlll Bond Letterheads $3.75;

5,000, $15.00. Distinctive display, highest quality
workmanship and prompt service guaranteed. Waverly
Pub. Co., Box 2036, Waverly, Iowa.

Everything Printed. Long nun specialties. Samples.
Quality Printery, Marietta. Ohio.
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Salesmen Wanted _

57 miles per gallon made with new patented gaso-
line Vaporizer. Write for particulars. Vaporizer Co.,
Pukwana, S. Dak.

Salesmen. Just peeped. Oil and Moisture -proof auto-
mobile lubricating spring -boots. Send $5.00 for
samples. Be first in your territory. Direct to car
owner. Proposition worth consideration. H. H.
Shelters, Burlington, Vt.

Salesmen, Sell our products direct to consumer.
Write today, Mme. Yarborough Mfg. Co., Winston-
Salem, . N. C.
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Short Stories, Manuscripts Wanted
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for news-

papers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free.
Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.

Short Stories, poems, plays. etc., are wanted for pub-
lication. Literary Bureau, 165 Hannibal. Missouri.

Ambitions Writers send today for Free copy, Amer-
ica's leading magazine for writers of photoplays, stories,
poems, songs. instructors, helpful. Writer's Digest.
637 Butler Building, Cincinnati.
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Correspondence Courses
Correspondence Courses at less than half original

prices. Any school; any subject for men or women.
Bulletin 1078 free. Used Courses bought. Instruction
Correspondence Exchange, 1966 Broadway, N. Y.

Dollars Saved. Used correspondence courses of all
kinds sold, rented and exchanged. List free. (Courses
bought.) Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama,

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Song Poems Wanted

1199

Write a Song Poem. Love, mother, home, comic or
any subject. I compose music and guarantee publica-
tion. Send words today. Edward Trent, 679 Reaper
Block, Chicago.

Free Booklet. "Things you Should Know About
Song Writing." Song poems wanted for free examina-
tion. We write music, secure copyrights and facilitate
publication. Successful Song Service. 240 \Vest 46th
Street, New York. Department H.

Write the words for a song. We will compose music,
secure copyright and print. Submit poems on any
subject. Senn Music Company, 920 S. Michigan Aye.,
Room 111, Chicago, Ill.

Song Poems Wanted. Prompt decision. Revising,
composing, arranging, copyrighting, printing. Pioneer
Music Co.. Suite 555, 1674 Broadway, New York.

Have you song poems? I have best proposition. Ray
Hi libeler. D115, 4040 Dickens Ave.. Chicago.

Write the Words for a Song. We revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure publication. Sub-
mit plants on any subject. Broadway Studios, 1970
Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

Write the Words for a Song. Submit your song -
poems to us. We have the best proposition. Investi-
gate our plan before you sign a contract. Our Chief
of Staff wrote the Greatest Ballad Success of All
Time. Millions of copies of his songs have been sold.
Bell Studios, 1990 Broadway. Dept. 716, New York.
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Stamping Names
Make $19 a Hundred stamping names on keyehecks.

Send 25c for sample and particulars. Ex Kaytag Co.,
Cohoes, N. Y.
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Stamps and Coins
California Gold, quarter size, 27c; half dollar size,

53c. Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10c. Norman
Schulz, Jinx 146, Colorado Springs, Colo.

California Gold, quarter size and German 5 pf. 30c,
Villa loin and catalogue 10c. Homer Schultz, King
City, \fo.

Free! Our big price list and Perforation Gauge.
Ask for finest approvals. Allen Sears, Dept. F,
Kemper Bldg.. Kansas City, Missouri.

Stamps -20 Unused, all Different. Free. Postage, 3c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co.. Toledo, Ohio.

55 All Different Stamps, including China, Japan,
French Colonies, etc., given to applicants for our high
grade approval selections. Send references and 2c
stamp to the Edgewood Stamp Co., Dept. I, Milford,
Conn.1
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Telegraphy
Telegraphy (both Morse and Wireless) and Railway

Accounting taught quickly. Big salaries. Great op-
portunities. Oldest and largest school: established 46
years. All expenses low-can earn large part. Cata-
logue free. Dodge's Institute. O St., Valparaiso, Ind.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes
Lightning Cartoonist's Book, Secrets, Tricks, $1.00

Christman. 2925 Euclid, Kansas City, Mo.
Stink Bombs. Sneeze Powder. Greatest fun makers

on earth. Per box, loe. D. Fenner, 2401 Jefferson.

Louisville, Ky.
allllll allll 111

Typewriters
Typewriters, all makes, slightly used, $20 up. Easy

payments. Free trial. Express prepaid. Guaranteed
two years. Paynee Company, Reseda le, Kansas.

Ventriloquism
Ventriloquism taught almost anyone at home. Small

cost. Send 2.e. stamp today for particulars and pi Lad.
(leo. W. Smith, JI 89, 125 N. Jefferson, Peoria. III.
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Wanted to Buy
Mail old gold, unused postage. war and thrift

stamps, liberty bonds, silver, platinum, diamonds,
jewelry, watches, false teeth, magneto points, etc.,
new or broken. Cash immediately. Held for ten
days, returned if unsatisfactory. Ohio Smelting Co.,
206 Lennox Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

We positively pay full value for old or new jewelry,
watches, diamonds, crowns and bridges, dental gold.
silver, platinum, gold or ellver ore, magneto points fold
or newt war bonds and stamps, old false teeth. Send
by mail or express. We hold packages 4 to 12 days
and retorts same at our expense if our offer is not
satisfactory. United States Smelting Works. (The
Old Reliable) 120 So. State St.. Dept. 73, Chicago. Ill.

Attention! 50 Vacuum Tube Hopk-Ups. The greatest
collection of Vacuum Tube Circuits ever brought under
two covers at such Insignificant cost. These diagrams
will be found in the great "Rasco catalog, which
contains raw materials and parts in a greater profusion
than any other catalog. 15c to stamps. or coin, will
bring the catalog to you. Radio Specialty Company.
100 Park Place, New York City.

Boys! Don't overlook this. The "Rasco" Baby De-
tector. Greatest detector ever brought out with molded
base. Fully adjustable. See former advertisements in
this publication, or our catalogue. Detector with
Galena Crystal complete 50e, the same Detector with
Radiocite Crystal 75c prepaid. Send for yours today.
Radio Specialty Company, 100 Park Place, New York
City.
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War Relics and Weapons
For Dens: Collected from Europe's Battlefields.

Guns, helmets, shells, medals, etc. Catalogue and
Photos, 10e. Lieut. Waleh, 50 Ft. Greene Place.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Rubber Stamps
Rubber Stamps. All Kinds. Three lines in nifty

metal case, self -inking $2.00. 1lcCaddon Company,
Zanesville, Ohio.

NEW AND POPULAR
BOOKS

Design and Construction of Audion Amplifying
Radio and Audio Frequency

This latest and important book by Mr.
Edward T. Jones, late Associate Editor of
Radio News, will be of great interest to all
radio amateurs thruout the land. The trans-
formers shown in these books have never
been described in print before, and have
usually been considered a manufacturer's
secret. Anyone who has several vacuum
tube:: cannot afford to do without this book
because it will enable him to build the neces-
sary amplifying transformers very readily.
The designs are very simple and rugged, and
anybody can make them without trouble.

The book is printed on good paper and has
an attractive cover in two colors. Paper
bound. Size 5 x 7 in. Contains many illus-
trations, diagrams and working data neces-
sary to build the transformers.

Price, Postpaid 25c.

Type
Transformers

DESIGN-CONSTRUCTION
1UDION AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS

254
THE Eteensesren- punllmlmo ro. lee

Experimental Electricity
Course in 20 Lessons

By S. Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E. E.

A Course on the theory
and practice of Electric-
ity for Experimenters.
One of the most com-
plete and comprehensive
treatises of this special
subject ever published.
Written by the same
authors 'as the famous
"Wireless Course."

Every phase of experi-
m e n t a l electricity is
treated comprehensively
in plain English. New
experiments are described
and explained and nearly
every application of Elec-
tricity in modern life is
given in simple language.

Size of book is 6 x 9
ir. 128 pages and more than 400 illus-
1 rattions.

Stiff cloth cover, per copy $1.25
Postpaid

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons
By S. Gernsback, A. Lescarboura

and H. W. Secor, E. E.

A Course that tells
you everything you want
to know about "Wire-
less," starting off in les
son No. 1 by explaining
the Principles of Elec-
tricity. By simple, easy
stages, this wonderful
Course takes you into
"Wireless" by the use of
such simple language so
skilfully used that of
necessity you must
understand every word.
There is a whole lesson
devoted to the Theory
and Mathematics of thi,
epoch-making subject.
The last lesson is devoted
to a history of Wireless.
More than 50,000 of this

course sold
Eighth Edition

Size of book is 7 x 101/, in., 160
350 illustrations, 90 tables.
Red cloth bound, gold stamped Wireless
Course, as described. Postpaid $1.75

pages,

Book No. 1-How
to make Wireless
Sending Appara-
tus 35c.

Postpaid.

NOW TO MAKE
WIRELESS

SENDING APPARATUS

t'ewm u,l.a

4111-41 i'.

.at^ysi tJ`

Two Remarkable B000ks
Book No. 1 contains 100 pages, size 7 x 5

in., and 88 illustrations.
Book No. 2 contains 100 pages, size 7 x 5

in., and 90 illustrations.
Written and published entirely for the

wireless enthusiast who wants to make his
own radio apparatus. Only strictly modern
instruments are described and the illustra-
tions and descriptions are so clear and simple
that no trouble will he experienced in making
the instruments.

Book No. 2-How
to make Wireless
Receiving Ap-
paratus.... 35c.

Postpaid.

mow TO MANEwtaacsa
AlaWalG 0~n/5

  ..544.4114

ridisEi^'
-~Mho -

THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
Book Dept., 236 Fulton Street - NEW YORK

These Books Are For Sale Also Al the Following Dealers:
Amer. Technical App. Co. Continental Radio Supply Corp. R. H. Macy Co.

235 Fulton St.. N. Y. C. 6 Warren St., N. Y. C. New York City
Baker Taylor Co. F. S. Katzenback ' Manhattan Elec. Supply

354 Fourth Ave.. N. Y. C. 35 E. State St., Trenton, N. J. 17 Park Place, N. Y. C.
Benwood Co., Inc. McDevitt & Wilson John Wanamaket'

34240liveSt.,St.Louis,Mo. 30 Church St., N. Y. C. New York, N. Y.
Marconi Wireless Tel. Co., Montreal, Canada Geo. Parezo & Co., Washington. D. C.
E. P. Noll Co., 21 N. 7th, Phila., Pa. Southern Elec. Co., San Diego, Calif.
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Science and Invention for April, 1922

SAVE HALF -INSTALL YOUR 9WN

PLUM BI NGANDH EATI NG
BY OUR NEW EASY METHOD

You Need Our Big Handy -Man Book

using our products and

PLUMBING AND HEATING
ENCYCLOPEDIA

showing and explaining our new easy method
of installation. Shows you how to save the high
cost of skilled labor, unnecessary material and
heavy work with our simplified systems. Any
handy man can do the installing by following
our easily understood working plans and speci-
fications. Our patented labor saving connec-
tions save much cutting, threading, time and
unnecessary material. Even if you intend to
employ a practical plumber, your big saving by

new easy method of installation will surprise you.

Hardin -Lavin
Hot Water

Boiler

Send for Our Big Handy -Man Book Catalog

HANDY MAN BOOK
PLUMBING &HEATING

ENCYCLOPEDIA
AND

EASY METHOD
PLUMBING &HEATING

SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE

HARDIN-LAVIN CO.
CHICAGO
O CENTS

Every contractor, builder, home -owner, mechanic, farmer, factory, in-
stitution, etc., needs this big, instructive PLUMBING AND HEATING
ENCYCLOPEDIA. It contains hundreds of floor plans, elevations,
diagrams, designs and installing sketches, from the simplest to the most
difficult systems, plainly showing in detail our simplified method of in-
stalling or repairing your own plumbing and heating. Gives hundreds
of mechanical rules, kinks, receipts, practical short cuts, etc.; how to
repair leaks; how to lay out plumbing and heating; how to estimate costs,
including labor; the proper care for heating plants. It shows and describes
over 10,000

Factory Fitted Plumbing and Heating Plants
fixtures and supplies, with wholesale prices on everything; helps you
select the best plumbing outfit, water supply system or heating plant to

J meet your needs; thoroughly describes our new easy method; shows
( you how to save skilled labor, unnecessary material and heavy work by

this modern and quicker method. Any handy man can do his own work
with the aid of this plumbing and heating encyclopedia. It is a revelation even to the most experienced contractor.
oly explains

Our New Inexpensive Easy Installing Method
We carry everything in first grade plumbing and heating

supplies from the low priced plain designs to the larger and
more elaborately designed fixtures. Bathroom outfits,
closets, lavatories, bath tubs, sinks, laundry tubs,
water supply systems, water heaters, pumps, pipeless

Hardin -Lavin
Pipeless Furnace

It thor-

and warm air furnaces, hot water and steam plants,
pipes, fittings, valves, etc., all factory fitted for the handy
man, with Beauty Lasting Durability and Ease of Installa-
tion built thru and thru.

Let Us Help You Plan and Install
Send us a rough sketch or plan of your building, or tell us

about what you have in mind for a plumbing outfit, water
supply system or heating plant and our Practical Service

-----1
HARDIN-LAVIN CO.
4510-12 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago
Enclosed find 36c. Please send me your big, com-
plete Handy -Man Book Catalog with special
wholesale discount sheets, by Parcel Post prepaid.
Also mall me your free monthly bulletin service.
I am Interested in Mark X.

Plumbing,
 Pumps,
 Water Supply Systems,

Pipeless Heating Plants,
 Hot Water and Steam Heating Plants,

Warm Air Heating Plants,
 Septic Tank Syphon.

Nam,.

Street
and No.

Department will show you the simplest, most inexpensive
and best method of installation and will help you select the
best suited fixtures or systems to meet your requirements.

Send coupon and 36c for our big Handy -
Man Book, Plumbing and Heating Encyclo-
pedia, or send for our free monthly bulletin.

Hardin -Lavin Water
50 Years at 4510 -12 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago Supply System

Write Today and Save
OUR LABEL PROTECTS YOU

Our label appears on our fixtures
and systems-marks the end of
guesswork in buying and is your
money back guaranteed protec-
tion, backed by our $500,000
Plants.

HARDIN-LAVIN CO.
city state
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Let These Guides `- _' Solve Your Problems
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at gourfin4er ends
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES LÚM s
3500 PAGES $1 A VOLUME
4700 PICTURES $1 A MONTH
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you ail you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.

LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetism - Induction - Experiments - Dynamos-Electric Ma-
chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Diagrams-Sign Flashers-Storage Batteries-Principles of Alternating
Currents and Alternators-Alternating Current Motors-Transformers-
Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems-Circuit Breaker,-
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-1n,tailing
-Telephone-Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting-Railways. Also many
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.

SHIPPED FREE
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unless
you are satisfied. Send Coupon now-today-and get this great help
library and see if it is not worth $100 to you-you pap $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.

SEND NO MONEY -SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

THEO. AUDEL & CO.,
72 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.

ame

Occupation

Employed by

Home Address

Reference
S. I. Apr.
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INVESTIGATE-compare--write to any big business
concern in Milwaukee for information about us-or
to any of the big electrical organizations in the

United States-and you will surely decide to come to
Milwaukee, on old Lake Michigan, for your training,
at America's Greatest Institution of Electrical
Education.

Built on the Corner -
Stone of Personal,
Individual Service
to every student

5CHL oM iEGNEERI NG
Learn More in Less Time at Less Cost

The only echoed advertising to this magazine that is authorized to
confer the degree et Bachelor of Science upon graduates of Its Electrical
Engineering College. Our equipment is the most elaborate, complete and
up-to-date of any electrical school In America. and includes wiring,
testing, D. C. and A. C. motor generator, armature winding and trans-
former. starting lighting and ignition, storage battery and chemical
laboratories, drafting and designing rooms. Unique laboratory equipment
originally designed and patented by us, housed in our most modern steel
and concrete fire -proof structure. Our complete facilities afford to every
student ample opportunities for actual practice.

No matter how young or how old you are, no matter how little or
how much general schooling you have had, no matter whether you want
to master every branch of electricity and become an Electrical Engineer
or desire only to become a highly skilled and well -paid shop worker at

Our New 1922 Practical
SHOP COURSES

who
These courses are

o
Intensely practical and are easily learned by any boy or man

scan readaeaandn TWÓtando common English and simple arithmetic.
CouComplete

shop course inn Electric Light and Motor Wiring.
Course 2-Learn in TWO Months:

Complete shop course in Armature Winding for A. C. and D. C. motors.
Course 3.-Learn in THREE Menthe: -

Complete shop course 1n Electric Light, A. C. and D. C. 'Motor Wiring.
Armature Winding and Motor Generator Repairs.
The above courses are taught to day classes only-eight hours' training and practice

eve days each week. We guarantee every student satisfaction.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICIAN-Learn in 3 Months
A complete and thoroughly practical course, Including every phase of electric *tatting.

lighting. Ignition. storage battery work for automobiles, trucks, tractors, motorcycles,
airplanes, etc. An invaluable training for any progressive garage span.

ARMATURE WINDING-Learn in 3 Months
The theory and actual practice of armature winding, giving you a complete mastery

of this fascinating subject. One of the beat paid branches of work In the electrical
industry.

ELECTRICAL DRAFTING-Learn in 9 to 12 Months
Easy, interesting, pleasant work that is earning big salaries for our graduates

all over the world.

PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL ELECTRICITY
Learn in 6 Months

For the man or youth who cannot spare the time or money to enroll for more
Intensive and higher training, this course is ideal. We positively guarantee that as a
student In one of these classes you will learn Practical Electricity in the shortest
possible time-no matter how much you pay for your Instruction. This course teaches you
everything you need to know to go into business for yourself either as the owner
of an electrical shop or as an electrical contractor.

ELECTROTECHNICS-Learn in 1 to 3 Years
This elaborate bourse pprepares the student for entrance to our College Course

for Electrical Engineers. Electrotecht,icians are a special type of electrical experts
qualified to fit electricity to the demands of modern industry and for such positions as
superintendent of maintenance, director of construction, superintendent of installation and
testing, electrical equipment salesman and automotive electrotechnlclan.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Learn in 3 Years (36 Months)
Bachelor of Science degree conferred on graduates. Pull provision is made for making

up deficient high school credits. it is the Electrical Engineers who have given to the
world the thousands of fortune making inventions in the electrical field. No man with
this training can fail to realize his highest ambitions In life.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
OF MILWAUKEE

Dept. 124, 137 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Please semi me, without cost or obligation, your big free illustrated

look and details of the course which I base Indicated below.

Course

i CHOIL of ENGINEERIName I

eadreas
1

City State of Milwaukee
Age Education ' Dept. 124, 137 Broadway,Milwaukee, Wiscnisin

one particular kind of electrical work-there is a place for YOU in one
of our many classes of students who are learning to be ElectricalEngineers, hlectrotechnlcians, Practical Electricians, Motor Generator
Repairman, Electrical Draftsman, Automotive Electricians, etc., etc.

We do not use our students to make secret profits for ourselves by
selling the work they do and the things they produce in the shops.

Don't even think'of enrolling with any other school until you have
written direct to headquarters for full information about the particular
kind of training you are interested in. Choose from the list below. Thenmark and mail the coupon TODAY.

S. of E. graduates make big salaries everywhere in the great elec-
trical field. Our Employment Department will help to secure profitable
employment with opportunities for advancement.

EVERY INSTRUCTOR
A SPECIALIST

These are same et the experts whom teaching has supplied thousands of high -salaried
men to the electrical Industry through this «,hoof-many el whom in overalls and
jumpers stand at your elbow teaching and explaining while you learn by doing. The
only way you can fall to learn Is te refute to learn:

Oscar Werwath, E.E.
Francis A. Vaughn, B.S.
Willard C. Hartman. A.B., A.M.
Ben A. Bovee, B.S.
Howard D. Matthews, B.S., E.E.
Asher, C. Ball, B.S., LL.B.
Arthur A. Koch, M.S., Ph.D.
Esther H. Shapiro, A.B.
Fred W. Krotzer, B.S.
H. L. Bowman. B.S.
Edward H. Wesle, B.S.
M. J. Maiers, B.S.
Frank C. Schroeder, B.S. in C.E.
H. Rickeman, A.B.
Peter C. Winther, B.S.
W. E. Boren, A.B.
E. L. Consoliver, M.E., B.E.
J. G. Zimmerman, B.S.. E.E.
F. C. Raeth, M.T.D.

Chas. D. Prinz
J. M. Peterson
A. L. Sudduth
E. L. Heir
C. E. Pettineill, B.S.
lame* T. Baker
C. H. Ferguson, B.S., Ph.B.
Louis Franklin, A.B.
A. W. Grissom, A.B.
George L. Headley. M.E.
George B. Meyerson, A.B.
R. E. Porter, B.S.
W. H. Bieck. B.S.
W. E. Hennig
Chester C. Aiken
C. F. Penske
W. B. Reeser
C. M. Ploetz
V. M. Murray

Winter Term Open Now
Next Term Opens April 3

Mall the coupon today for our Free Illustrated catalog. Tell us what course interests
you most and we will send you special information. Find out about the great opportunity
in Electricity today. Learn how we can help you to a permanent and lasting success.
Don't put It off! Mall the coupon now'

i
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